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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In games and simulations there is a growing interest to employ intelligent virtual
agents (IVAs). IVAs are characters in a virtual environment that not only visually
resemble humans but also express human-like behaviors. In software applications
they could be employed for many different purposes. For instance in entertainment
games they could be used as challenging opponents in tactical games, or as life-like
inhabitants to populate virtual worlds in so-called open world games. Alternatively,
in virtual trainings they could be employed in a variety of ways to facilitate or support
training exercises. For instance they could represent virtual team-members in incident
management or command and control trainings; conversational partners for social skill
trainings; or computer-generated forces (CGFs) for military simulation and training.

1.1.1 An envisioned simulation

Disregarding the specific purpose for which to employ IVAs, imagine a sandbox-style1,
real-world simulation of an urban area populated with life-like characters going about
their day-to-day activities: People may be shopping at a marketplace, having small-
talk with acquaintances they encounter, waiting for the bus, driving to work, watching
a street-performer, etc. Further imagine that all sorts of situations could arise in this
setting, e.g. consider a robbery, a fire incident, a car accident, a demonstration or a
terrorist attack. Such incidents may consecutively lead to the arrival of emergency
service personnel (such as police officers, fire fighters, ambulance personnel or the
riot police), which may successfully perform their duties to resolve the incident. At
some point, a situation returns to normal, just as it was before the incident. Now
each character that can be imagined in this simulation is simulated as an autonomous
agent and behaves in a human-like manner. That is, characters behave in such a way
that one can relate to them as if they were real humans. For instance, a robber or
terrorist may strike and flee, victims may be hurt or in panic, bystanders may play an
active role in situations or actively avoid them, fire fighters may create and execute
plans to fight a fire or the riot police may implement their coordinated tactics and

1The term sandbox is often used to denote a style of game or simulation which minimizes prede-
fined storylines and lets a user explore and interact with a simulation with minimal limitations.
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strategies to manage public safety.

Further, imagine that you as a human are fully immersed in this environment, and
with the help of virtual reality (VR) tools are able to not only observe the virtual
world in full 3D (e.g. using a VR headset), but can also (inter)act in the virtual world
where your real-world physical behavior is mirrored on the virtual character that you
embody (allowing behaviors such as head movements, facial expressions, limb control
and full body movement). The notion of human presence and interactivity in a virtual
world will not particularly be addressed in this research, however it is mentioned here
to signify two things. First, because of the manner in which a human can observe the
virtual world, this stresses the importance of visual naturalness and consistency of the
behaviors of the characters. For instance, one can approach and observe characters
from close-up and really look them in the eye. Or one can follow characters across the
environment and observe their activities from morning to evening. Second, concerning
the interactivity where the human can change the state of the environment, this
illustrates that the situations in the virtual world are not fully defined at design
time but requires characters to dynamically react to unexpected situations they find
themselves in and cope with these in a believable manner. In other words, it is not just
a scene from a movie but the simulation evolves based on the dynamically generated
behaviors of the characters. This aspect stresses the focus on autonomously operating
agents, rather than scripted characters whose behaviors are largely predetermined.
Now whether or not a human or an agent is responsible for creating new situations
is not relevant here. In essence, the interventions that you would imagine to perform
as a human can also be imagined to be modeled and executed by a software agent.
As a consequence, realistic behaviors are desired for any other agent that may be
influenced by an intervention.

The aim of the above story is to illustrate different aspects of a simulation which
relate to different distinctive technology domains. First consider game technology
which has its origin in the games industry. Its strengths lay in the realization of
visually sophisticated virtual worlds and adding liveliness to these world through in-
teractive elements and human-like characters. The liveliness of characters is often
characterized by and centered on visually notable movements and task-related activ-
ities (e.g. consider an action-packed chasing scene through a city in an open-world
game or a battle scene between opposing military forces in shooter games). Their
behavioral models are often geared towards performing physical tasks. Scripting of
behaviors is still often used to cope with complex situations which are known to occur
at design time and allow little or no interactivity. In most games, characters have lit-
tle understanding of the social dynamics occurring around them and are not capable
of expressing social behaviors outside their ’comfort zones’ specific at design time.

Second consider the research area of virtual agents. It has a large focus on the
simulation of social interactions, realized by characters that can have naturally look-
ing conversations with each other (or often a human) through verbal and nonverbal
behaviors. For instance consider the use of gazing behaviors, speech, gestures, facial
expressions, etc. Behaviors are dynamically generated and driven by the individual
cognitive models of the interacting parties. Individuals are modeled with distinctive
identities, which are reflected in their communicative behaviors (e.g. consider age,
personality, culture, social status, etc.). In contrast to the previous domain, charac-
ters are often limited in their ability to perform task-related behaviors.

2
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Last consider the research area of (intelligent) agents. Distinguishing from virtual

agents which have to deal with real-time perception and behavior realization through
a virtual embodiment, research here has a large focus on the purely cognitive do-
main, addressing the simulation of cognitive processes at higher levels of cognition.
For instance, consider agents’ abilities to process and infer knowledge about their
environment, perform practical reasoning, have internal drives and goals to achieve,
create plans and coordinate their activities with others, and communicate and negoti-
ate with others. When agents are situated together in an environment in which they
can interact with each other, one establishes the foundation for a social environment.
Agents can be part of social groups, have concrete roles and responsibilities in orga-
nizations, or establish social relationships with each other. These social aspects are
then expected to be reflected by their cognitive behaviors.

The distinction made above between the different technology domains is not al-
ways as black and white as presented here. However it does illustrate research and
development concerning different focus areas. One can imagine that one can benefit
from the technologies that these domains bring forth when faced with the challenge
of creating a simulation such as the one envisioned in the beginning.

1.1.2 Development of IVAs

Nowadays the technology for creating interactive virtual worlds is fairly advanced
up to the point where high levels of visual realism can be reached. Technological
advancements in this area are driven by the games industry where the consumer
market continuously demands for bigger, more sophisticated, realistic and aesthetic
environments. As this technology has matured, it has brought forth standard software
frameworks and development tools to support the creation of virtual worlds, known
as game engines. As a result, this technology is also used more and more often outside
of the entertainment industry, accessible for smaller markets for purposes of serious
gaming and virtual training.

On the contrary, the technology for creating intelligent virtual agents has not
matured yet to a stage where it can be employed relatively easy in industry-level
productions. It is something that is more difficult to standardize. Two reasons for
this are given. The first reason relates to the notion of diversity. There may be a wide
range of different types of IVAs one requires for different games or simulations. First,
this relates to the kind of behaviors to express. In a certain application it suffices for
IVAs to merely be able to navigate around the environment and only express a small
set of reactions to external stimuli. In another application one would like IVAs to
be able to perform complex tasks and have social interactions. Second, this relates
to the desired level of realism and autonomy for behaviors. For instance, at one end
of the spectrum, behaviors may be fully scripted at design time where there is no
dynamism of behavior possible during the simulation. A high level of realism can be
achieved since behaviors can be crafted in detail offline (e.g. consider CGI characters
used in the movie industry). At the other end of the spectrum, expressed behaviors
are fully based on simulated human-like cognitive processes. Behaviors are generated
fully dynamically based on the current state of the simulation. Here it can be more
difficult to achieve the same level of visual realism as for fully scripted behaviors. The
term believability plays an important role here. A behavior may be realized without
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originating from very realistic cognitive processes, but can still seem realistic (and
thus believable) to an external observer. Thus because of the wide use of IVAs of
different complexities, standardization becomes more difficult.

The second reason relates to theoretical foundation. Computational models of cog-
nition are often less founded in theory compared to computational models of physical
processes. For instance, the simulation of the laws of physics is easier to standardize
as it can be based on an underlying theoretical model that is universally accepted
(e.g. Newtonian physics). However, the simulation of cognitive facets such as rea-
soning, memory representation or emotion is harder to standardize as the underlying
theoretical models are less founded and more diverse in existence. Certainly there
are computational models that are more widespread and popular in use. For in-
stance consider the belief-desire-intention (BDI) model for practical reasoning (Rao
and Georgeff (1995)), or the OCC model for simulating emotions (Ortony et al. (1988)).
Still, even though such individual ’standards’ are available that can contribute to the
construction of an IVA, the additional complexity is that they are often conceptu-
ally dependent on each other and cannot easily be individually plugged into an IVA
architecture without influencing other architectural components.

To conclude, although issues in standardization for IVAs can be recognized, there
are certainly promising technologies and architectures that can be considered for creat-
ing IVAs for applications. Though, their potential seems yet untapped in the industry
in the sense that it has been found difficult to experiment with agent technology and
deploy it in a practical manner for controlling human-like characters. In this thesis,
it is our goal to gain insight into these difficulties and see how we can contribute both
in theory and practice for making agent technology better accessible for applications
with IVAs.

1.2 Research problem
Below we elaborate on the research problem that will be tackled in this thesis, followed
by an initial description of our approach to address this problem.

1.2.1 Complementing technologies

Creating an IVA such as one may imagine from the envisioned simulation described
earlier is a complicated task. There is no single technology that offers solutions for
all aspects of an IVA simulation. Rather there are many different technologies (and
research topics) that contribute in their own way by focusing on specific aspects. In
this thesis we differentiate between two categories of technologies that are deemed
necessary. These are referred to as game engine technology and agent technology.
Roughly speaking, these categories can be seen as being responsible for the physical
side of a simulation and the cognitive side respectively.

The role of game engine technology
Game engine technology is a term used to denote a collection of technologies that
contribute to the design and development of virtual environments. They are often
combined in so-called game engines as software frameworks to offer more or less
complete development solutions, embedding multiple technologies and making them
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interoperable with each other. Commonly seen integrated technologies are geared
towards the visualization of environmental elements (such as landscapes, vegetation,
urban areas, man-made infrastructures, buildings, artifacts or animates); the simu-
lation of the laws of physics; the simulation of natural or artificial lighting; and the
simulation of atmospheric elements (such as wind, precipitation or fog).

When looking at the role of game engine technology for the simulation of IVAs,
it can be said that it is at least responsible for the representation of the physical
embodiment of an IVA. The internal representation entails a virtual skeleton (possibly
with muscles), limiting the manner in which the body can be controlled through time
and space. For a realistic simulation, the physical embodiment would be subject to
the simulated laws of physics. The external representation entails a skin around the
internal representation and is typically defined through polygon meshes (geometry)
and textures. It defines the visual appearance of an IVA to an observer.

The role of agent technology
Agent technology represents the domain of technologies concerned with the design
and development of software agents. We limit the scope to intelligent agents which
are autonomous entities that can observe their environment through sensors and act
in their environment through actuators. They exhibit some form of rational behavior
based on their knowledge of the environment, their internal drives, and their acting
possibilities. Individual technologies in this area address topics such as perception,
reasoning, knowledge representation, planning, learning, coordination or communica-
tion. Agent architectures offer models of agents in which multiple technologies may
be combined and made interoperable. A system which is composed of multiple agents
within an environment is known as a multi-agent system (MAS).

When looking at the role of agent technology for the simulation of IVAs, it can
be said that it is at least responsible for the representation of the cognitive mind of
an IVA. Internal cognitive processes are responsible for understanding the environ-
ment around it based on senses, deliberating on what to do next, and committing to
this through physical actions. Specific to IVAs, since they are embodied, they have
to operate in a real-time environment and are expected to behave in a human-like
manner (to some degree), cognitive processes have to address real-time perception
and behavior realization through human-like modalities. This is the domain of IVA
research which for now will be considered as part of agent technology.

Technologies as software platforms
A distinction was made between game engine technology and agent technology at the
conceptual level, distinguishing between the simulation of the physical domain and the
cognitive domain. However a distinction can also be justified at the technical level,
namely by the founded software platforms of game engines and agent platforms1.
Therefore a logical starting point seems to consider a connection between their corre-
sponding software platforms. In this work, we loosely focus on the use of BDI-based
agent platforms because of their focus on modeling human-like decision-making, and
the availability of such platforms as standard solutions. However, the scope of this
work will not be limited to any particular type of agent platform or architecture.

1An agent platform is a system that facilitates the development and execution of a MAS.
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1.2.2 Interfacing technologies

Creating a coupling between a game engine and an agent platform for the purpose of
designing IVAs is not a straightforward task. We identify three preliminary high-level
issues. These issues represent recurring themes that will be addressed throughout
this thesis and correspond to three research stances that will be covered (these will
be introduced in section 1.6.1).

Conceptual design gap
First, in the design of an IVA, a (potential) conceptual gap exists. This is the part
of an IVA where its cognitive processes have to be translated to physical processes
and vice-versa: Which system should be responsible for planning how to perform
an action through bodily behaviors? And which system should be responsible for
processing sensory information to agent percepts that are suitable for belief formation
and reasoning? From a pure conceptual point of view, one can argue that this is
the responsibility of an agent platform as these are internal processes of an agent.
However, from a technical point of view, many agent platforms do not offer solutions
for this level of processing and are more geared towards decision-making and planning
at a higher level of abstraction. Further, game engines may offer suitable techniques
that can be used to simulate processes more closely connected to an IVA’s embodiment
in a more efficient manner. For instance, animation engines allow for efficient control
of human-like body motions or path-finding algorithms allow for efficient calculation
of routes that can be followed to navigate through an environment. Finally, although
one may opt to control bodily behaviors in detail within an agent, the game engine
may still have a last say in the realization when these behaviors become subject to
the simulated laws of physics.

Design dependencies
Second, the design of a virtual environment and an IVA’s embodiment on the game
engine side cannot really be treated independently of the IVA’s cognitive design on
the MAS side. On the one hand, an agent may have very sophisticated cognitive
abilities that would lead to believable human-like behaviors, but when it has insuffi-
cient possibilities of expressing this behavior through its embodiment, these abilities
may be wasted. On the other hand, an IVA may have very sophisticated abilities of
sensing its environment, but when there are no suitable processes on the agent side to
process this information, again, abilities may be wasted. In essence, the way in which
an agent can act in its environment and sense its environment have to be understood
on both sides. This implies that one cannot simply create an IVA by connecting some
existing models of an agent to a virtual character in a game engine. It is a design
challenge that involves both systems.

Technical infrastructure
Finally, the problem must be addressed of coupling two software platforms that both
control a part of the complete simulation. Each platform is designed to work as if it
has complete control over the system. When they are connected to each other to form
a unifying simulation, a structured infrastructure is required to properly synchronize
both sides of the simulation.
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1.2.3 A middleware approach

Designers that would like to couple a specific agent platform to a specific game engine
are faced with the above issues. Creating a coupling can be a time-consuming task
and for every new coupling, similar issues have to be addressed over and over again.
We have not seen any structural design guidelines that people can follow to ease the
design and implementation efforts for establishing a coupling.

In this thesis it is our goal to offer a thorough understanding of the problems
of coupling game engine technology and agent technology. Based on these insight,
we investigate the role that a general-purpose middleware could play in realizing
a coupling in a structured manner. A middleware is software that connects two
otherwise separate applications (Morley and Parker (2010)). It is sometimes referred
to as a software ’glue’ which connects two sides of an application and offers data
communication between the two sides1. In this setting, a middleware acts as solution
to the design principle of separation of concerns (Laplante (2007)). Game engines
and MASs fundamentally have a different focus and both continue to evolve centered
around this focus. In order to make use of technological advances on both sides for the
construction of IVAs, a coupling is required between the systems. A middleware can
be used to facilitate a connection and respect the separation of concerns. By taking
an approach from theory to practice, we investigate the potential roles a middleware
could play. By proposing concrete roles that can be used in practice the aim is to
facilitate both agent researchers from academia in their effort to embody cognitive
agents in real-time virtual environments, and game developers from the industry to
make the use of agent technology more accessible.

The notion of a middleware for connecting MASs to game engines is not new
and there exist other middleware-oriented approaches. However the approach that
is described in this thesis distinguishes itself from most other approaches: Generally
speaking, it is seen that most other middleware approaches are more technically-
oriented and geared towards connecting existing and often closed game platforms and
agent platforms for creating IVAs. In our approach, we explicitly start by focusing
on the design of IVAs themselves and the behaviors we envision for them, without
being constrained by the possible limitations that current technologies may have. By
treating game engines and MASs as ’open systems’ we aim to prevent a tunnel-vision
that may be caused by only considering existing systems. This allows us to freely
explore design issues for IVAs at a level which is not seen in other approaches. In
section 2.4 and 2.5 it is described in more detail how the middleware approach in this
thesis differs from related approaches.

1.3 Research objective

The aim of this research is to investigate the role a middleware could play in facili-
tating the design and implementation of a connection between agent technology and
game engine technology. Proposing a middleware on its own is not the only goal.

1In the games industry, the term middleware is often used to denote a software system that can
be integrated into a game engine to extend it with specific functionality (e.g. physics, animation or
AI middleware). In this work, the term middleware is used explicitly as software that connects two
other software systems with each other.
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However, following this research path, the aim is also to gain a clear insight into the
fundamental issues underlying the connection between the two technology domains.

When considering a connection between a game engine and a MAS for the simu-
lation of IVAs, it is hard to define a clear boundary for their responsibilities. They
are both needed to simulate something which neither one of them alone can achieve.
As long as these responsibilities are unclear, this makes it an open question of what
the scope of a middleware could be and what roles it could fulfill. Hypothetically,
at a ’minimal’ level it could fulfill a mere technical role of providing a communica-
tion mechanism between two software systems. Here, most responsibilities would be
attributed to the connecting technologies. This role would not be very interesting
and could hardly be called a middleware. At a ’maximum’ level, it could be made
responsible for bridging the full conceptual design gap of an IVA by offering all the
functionality that may be absent in a specific game engine or MAS to be coupled.
There is the danger here of imposing too much design constraints on the design of an
IVA across game engines and MASs, hereby losing the flexibility that would be ex-
pected from a general-purpose middleware. The challenge is to find a suitable middle
ground between these two opposing stances.

Research questions
The above objective leads to three concrete research questions. The first one is ex-
ploratory.

Question 1: What are the fundamental design issues for connecting a multi-
agent system with a game engine for the purpose of embodying human-like cog-
nitive agents in virtual environments?

First, to clarify the meaning of an embodied human-like cognitive agent1, this is
an alternative description for the kind of IVA that is focused upon. The term human-
like here implies that agents should behave in their environment in a manner that
would generally be expected from humans, both at the cognitive level (e.g. rational
decision-making) and the physical level (e.g. realistic bodily behavior). In section 1.4,
more details are given on our focus concerning the behavioral abilities of IVAs.

The above research question tackles design issues at two different levels. First
we will look at issues at the conceptual design level which concerns the integration
of cognitive agents in virtual environments. Second we will look at issues at the
technological level which concern the interfacing of multi-agent systems and game
engines. Once these issues at different levels are identified, we can gain insight into
the scope of the technological and conceptual gap and following, address the question
of whether a middleware can be a viable design approach to bridge these gaps. This
leads to the following two related research questions.

Question 2a: What kind of responsibilities should be attributed to a multi-agent
system and a game engine in order to realize a structured interface between a
cognitive agent and its embodiment across these technologies?

1The notion of embodiment in this thesis refers to embodiment in a virtual environment (i.e. as
virtual characters), rather than embodiment in a real environment (i.e. as robots)
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Question 2b: What is the potential role for a middleware to facilitate the
connection between a multi-agent system and a game engine, and to facilitate
the design of an IVA across these technologies?

These two questions directly relate to the design issues that come forth out of
the initial question. For individual issues, who should be responsible for addressing
these? To give an example, who should be responsible for planning bodily motions,
performing path-finding or creating abstractions from the virtual environment during
perception? Is it the responsibility of a game engine or a MAS, or could a middleware
play a role herein? In essence, what is the division of labor between a middleware and
its connecting technologies? Answers to these questions should also give insights into
the problem of choosing a suitable abstraction level for an interface between the two
technologies concerning the level at which an agent is interfaced with its embodiment.

1.4 Research focus

We would like to signify two aspects concerning our research focus.

Abstract, interface-oriented focus
First, it is not our goal to develop a middleware for the mere purpose of connecting
a set of existing agent platforms and game engines. Rather, we focus on the more
fundamental level by considering a connection between more abstract models of these
technologies. Here, a middleware may have certain responsibilities, but also MASs
and game engines. Thus when deficiencies are encountered in existing game engines
or agent platforms when a coupling is considered, we will not blindly try to address
these in a middleware just to make a connection possible. This approach is in contrast
to previous middleware-like approaches which have often focused on connecting off-
the-shelf agent platforms with game platforms using a more ad-hoc approach. The
advantage is that agents can be demonstrated in actual existing games, though this
generally does not lead to structural solutions to some of the fundamental issues. In
sections 2.4.2 and 2.5, more details are given on our approach compared to others.

This explicit focus has some implications. First, the outcome of a middleware
solution in this work does not mean that one can easily create IVAs by using the
middleware to connect existing technologies. Second, this also means that in our
work we might not be able to easily employ existing or popular technologies that offer
certain IVA abilities out-of-the-box. However, by taking a more conceptual approach
to the connection problem, we aim to prevent a tunnel-vision that may be caused
when focusing too much on existing systems. This allows us to freely explore the
fundamental issues designers will be faced with. We think that this approach will
lead to insights which are more valuable in the long term.

Notion of a human-like IVA
Second, we clarify the notion of an IVA within the scope of this research. An IVA
is also denoted as a ’human-like cognitive agent embodied in a virtual environment’.
These terms are both used in this thesis and are interchangeable. It was shortly
mentioned earlier that the term human-like signifies the characteristic of agents to
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behave in a manner that would generally be expected from humans, both cognitively
and physically. In other words, depending on the known identity of an IVA and the
situation it finds itself in, we expect it to express behavior such that it seems to
make believable decisions and operates in a natural-looking way in its environment
as seen by an external observer. To give an example, agents may seem smart in their
agreements on performing coordinated activities to reach a joint goal (e.g. dealing
with a fire incident). However it should also be believable how such an agreement
was made (e.g. through social interaction), and how the coordination is executed
physically in a natural manner (e.g. obtaining fire extinguishers and putting out
the fire). Hereby we signify the focus on both agent technology and game engine
technology.

Of course the complexity of realizing a certain level of ’human-likeness’ depends
on the scope of an imagined environment domain, the range of situations that can
arise in this domain, and the varying identities of the IVAs. In this research we tend
to envision a somewhat high level of sophistication regarding the complexity of the
environment, the cognitive abilities of the IVAs and the variety of physical behaviors
they can express. By following more challenging examples, certain fundamental issues
may come to light which otherwise seem less relevant in more primitive settings.
For instance, when considering a highly populated, dynamic and semantically rich
environment, this puts high demands on the perceptual abilities of IVAs.

Finally, to be more concrete about the envisioned characteristics of an IVA, we
say that an IVA should be able to simulate bounded rationality to respect human-like
cognitive limitations, operate at a believable level of autonomy, have realistic situa-
tion awareness, express proactive goal-directed behavior, perform real-time reactive
behaviors in response to environment changes, and perform social behaviors and in-
teractions with others. Further, consider the heterogeneity between IVAs where they
differ in their personalities, roles, social relationships, and their sensory and behav-
ioral abilities. These differences affect both the cognitive and physical processes of
an IVA and result in different behaviors for different IVAs when they find themselves
in a similar situation. All of the above characteristics will not be treated as hard
requirements but they give a sense of the kind of IVA that is imagined.

1.5 Research domains

Our work covers several research domains. In this section the nature of these domains
is summarized and shortly explained how they relate to our work. In the next chapter,
more background information will be provided. Figure 1.1 illustrates related domains,
visualized across a basic model of embodied agent and environment types.

Agent and MAS research
Shown at the far right of figure 1.1, this research area focuses on the design and
development of agents. Within our research scope, this area is treated as part of
the purely cognitive domain of an IVA, assumed to address (high-level) perception,
deliberation and planning. When concerning interactions with other agents, this
includes (high-level) coordination and communication. In particular we will focus
on BDI-based agent platforms. This reason for this is because of their envisioned
potential of using the BDI-paradigm in IVA development, together with the wide
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Figure 1.1: Research domains

availability of such platforms. Still, our research is not limited this.

Game industry and game AI
Shown at the far left of figure 1.1, the game industry is the industry sector that is
focused on the development of (serious) games and simulations using game engines.
The reason that we focus on this area from an industry point of view rather than from
a research point of view, is because of the fact that game engines are well-established
systems in the industry. They can be treated as a standard technologies that have
proven their value and are widely used in the industry. However, when it comes to the
simulation of virtual characters, standards in game engines in this area are limited and
mainly focus on controlling animations and basic path-finding. Whenever it comes to
action-selection for characters, one enters the field of game AI. This field is difficult
to categorize within the illustration and some more insight on how it relates to our
work will be given in section 2.3.2.

IVA research
The field of IVA research is the research area that is concerned with the simulation of
human-like behavior for virtual characters. ECA (Embodied Conversational Agent)
research is considered to be part of this field, with an emphasis on human-like com-
munication. Compared to agent research, IVA research explicitly addresses intelligent
agents being embodied in virtual environments, capable of real-time perception, cog-
nition and behavior realization. Therefore it is visualized in figure 1.1 as an area that
centers around the physical embodiment, but also overlaps with the cognitive mind
and the environment, hereby overlapping with the fields of MAS research and the
game industry.

Robotics
The field of robotics is the research area and industry sector that is focused on the
design and development of robots. It is shown here as having a main focus at the
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embodiment level of an agent. We see this field roughly as the counterpart of IVA
research where instead of being situated in a virtual environment, one has to deal with
an agent being situated in a real environment. The difference here is that for robots,
interaction with the environment is (typically) achieved through pure sensing and
acting: E.g. for a robot to see and hear, it has to interpret raw sensory information
retrieved from hardware sensors like cameras and microphones. For it to act in its
environment, it has to plan in detail how to control its mechanical actuators. On
the contrary, for virtual characters, this level of detail of simulating pure sensing and
acting is not necessarily required, or desirable (although this is certainly possible).
Since the environment is simulated, it can be enhanced with semantic information to
facilitate perception and the level of realism to pursue for sensing and acting is in the
hands of a designer. Because of our focus on virtual environments, we look more at
IVA research rather than the field of robotics. Though, as the level of realism increases
for IVA simulation, the more there will be an overlap with field of robotics. Finally,
although the use of semantics encoded in environments is also seen in controlled
environments for robots, this analogy will not be explored in detail in this thesis. At
the end of thesis we shortly reflect back on how our research relates to the field of
robotics.

1.6 Research approach

In this section we outline the research approach that is followed to investigate a
potential role for a middleware design approach and answer the research questions
that have been identified in section 1.3. Figure 1.2 shows a graphical representation
of this approach. It is explained in the remainder of this section.
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Figure 1.2: Research approach
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1
1.6.1 Research stances

The research problem of designing IVAs across agent technology and game engine
technology will be addressed at three stances, namely the infrastructural stance, the
conceptual stance, and the application design stance. These correspond to the high-
level issues that have been identified in section 1.2.2.

Infrastructural stance
At the infrastructural stance, we address the technology gap that must be bridged
when connecting a multi-agent system to a game engine. Here we look at the technical
challenges of creating an infrastructure between these two separate software systems.
At this stance, this problem is treated mainly as a software engineering problem
of synchronizing two simulation systems in order to create one unifying simulation.
Besides basic abstract requirements for the design of IVAs across these systems, we
do not address their internal design at this stance.

Conceptual stance
At the conceptual stance, we address the conceptual gap that must be bridged when
integrating cognitive agents in virtual environments. Here we look at the conceptual
design challenges of creating IVAs that ought to sense, act and communicate in a
human-like manner. At this stance, we focus on the design challenges for IVAs at
a more abstract manner without relying on any specific technology. In essence, the
distinction between MASs and game engines has a less prominent role in this respect.

Application design stance
This stance is not seen independently from the above two stances but augments them
with a specific focus on the implementation aspect. There is a deliberate bias to-
wards the applicability of realizing theoretical approaches in practice. This forces
us to continuously reflect on software engineering aspects when addressing different
design challenges and possible solutions. Thus issues are not only addressed from a
pure conceptual point of view, but are also seen within the scope of actual applica-
tion development and the trade-offs that designers are generally faced with between
efficiency and design complexity.

Taking into account these three stances results in a specific focus which can be sum-
marized as follows. First there is a research interest to design and develop IVAs
by combining agent technology and game engine technology (the conceptual stance).
Second there is a research interest to connect MASs and game engines as the founded
software platforms associated with these technologies (the infrastructural stance). Fi-
nally there is an interest for practical and viable solutions that are geared towards
industry use (the application design stance).

1.6.2 Research topics and steps

As seen in figure 1.2, four individual topics will be addressed, handled in separate
chapters. The first topic is devoted to coupling MASs and game engines at a global,
platform level. The following three topics zoom in on the IVA design across these
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systems and addresses topics related to environment perception, physical behavior
and communication and social behavior. For each topic, similar research steps are
followed, defining the flow of each corresponding chapter:

1. Related research: Research is discussed from related research domains to give
insight into the kind of design techniques and models that have been proposed
and one might consider to use in a particular application.

2. Design issues: A set of fundamental design issues will be identified, possibly
resulting in concrete requirements for interfacing MASs with game engines or
integrating cognitive agents in virtual environments.

3. Abstract model: Based on the design issues, the aim is to present an abstract
model for interfacing agent technology with game engine technology. It illus-
trates abstract requirements for an interface and the responsibilities that could
be attributed to MASs and game engines.

4. Middleware approach: Based on the abstract model, the aim is to present
a middleware design approach with concrete roles that can facilitate designers
in overcoming certain issues. Concrete solutions will be presented within the
ongoing development of the CIGA1 middleware which will be introduced in this
work.

5. Evaluation: Finally, the middleware approach will be evaluated as a whole,
both at the technical level, connecting MASs and game engines, and at the con-
ceptual level, designing IVAs within the scope of a specific application domain.

1.6.3 Contributions

Based on the research steps that are followed across different topics, contributions
are made. At the theoretical level, contributions relate to a comprehensive overview
of the design challenges designers are faced with when designing IVAs across agent
technology and game engine technology. Additionally, the foundation is laid for a
general-purpose middleware design approach to connect MASs with game engines.
At the practical level, the CIGA Platform is introduced as a demonstrator of how
the different roles of a middleware can be realized in an actual software platform for
coupling MASs and game engines.

1.7 Thesis outline

Below the outline of this thesis is described. In addition, the relation between separate
chapters and published articles is explained.

Chapter 2: Background and Related Work. Background information is pro-
vided on the nature of agent technology and game engine technology. Additionally,
related work is described regarding a coupling between these technologies.

1CIGA is an acronym which stands for Creating Intelligent Games with Agents
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1
Chapter 3: Towards a Middleware. The interface between agent technology
and game engine technology will be addressed globally from a technical point-of-view
(regarding the coupling of multi-agent systems and game engines) and a conceptual
point-of-view (regarding an interface between an IVA’s cognitive and physical pro-
cessing levels across these systems). The foundations are laid for a middleware design
approach, proposed to facilitate the design and implementation of a coupling. This
middleware will be named CIGA. Parts of this chapter are based on van Oijen and
Dignum (2011c); van Oijen et al. (2012).

Chapter 4: Environment Perception. This chapter covers the first focus area
on designing IVAs across a MAS and a game engine. Design issues are addressed
for human-like agent perception in a virtual environment. Topics include sensing,
perceiving, perceptual attention and semantics in virtual environments. Based on an
abstract model for perception, concrete roles will be proposed for a middleware. Parts
of this chapter are based on van Oijen and Dignum (2011a,b).

Chapter 5 Perception Optimizations and Experiments. This chapter is an
extension of the previous chapter. It describes a set of experiments and evaluations
related to a design approach that is proposed concerning an agent’s cognitive control
over its perception process. It involves a subscription-based filtering approach based
on a semantic virtual environment model. Parts of this chapter are based on van
Oijen et al. (2013).

Chapter 6: Physical Behavior. This chapter covers the second focus area on
designing IVAs across a MAS and a game engine. Design issues are addressed for
physical behavior realization for agents in a virtual environment. Topics include
control and failure handling, action semantics, coordination and reactive behaviors.
Based on an abstract model, concrete roles will be proposed for a middleware.

Chapter 7: Communication and Social Behavior. This chapter covers the third
and final focus area on designing IVAs across a MAS and a game engine. Design issues
are addressed for human-like communication and social interactions between agents
in a virtual environment. Topics include (communicative) behavior generation and
recognition, human-like interactions, and social awareness and planning. Based on
an abstract model, concrete roles will be proposed for a middleware. Parts of this
chapter are based on van Oijen and Dignum (2012, 2013a,b).

Chapter 8: CIGA Platform and Evaluation This chapter provides details on the
overall implementation of the CIGA middleware as a software platform. Additionally,
evaluations are made based on first and second hand experience on the use of this
platform when designing an application with IVAs.

Chapter 9: Conclusion. In this chapter we summarize our research contributions
and discuss future research directions.
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2 Background and
Related Work

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter background information is provided on the notions of agent technology
and game engine technology. In our research, these technologies are deemed necessary
for the simulation of IVAs and it must be explained in more detail on how they are
viewed upon within our research scope. Additionally, we will look at related research
on the connection between these technologies. In later chapters, we will go into
more depth on related research areas when specific topics are addressed such as agent
perception, behavior and communication (sections 4.2, 6.2 and 7.2).

In section 2.2 we start by describing the scope of agent technology. Afterwards in
section 2.3 the scope of game engine technology is described. Section 2.4 describes
related research focusing on a connection between these technologies. Finally in sec-
tion 2.5 we describe the interface design approach followed in this thesis.

2.2 Agent technology

Agent technology is a broad concept and involves a wide range of research topics. In
this section we describe our focus of this term within the scope of this thesis.

2.2.1 Agents and architectures

An agent is a software entity with the ability to act autonomously. There are no
universally accepted definitions of what an agent exactly is. They are commonly
described through their characteristics. For instance, in Wooldridge and Jennings
(1995), a distinction is made between a weak and a strong notion of agency. In the
former, an agent is described in a very general way based on properties of autonomy,
reactivity, proactivity and social ability. In the latter, this notion is extended and
additionally states that an agent is conceptualized using concepts that are commonly
applied to humans. These include for instance notions of beliefs, goals, knowledge,
intentions, obligations or emotions. Many other features can be attributed to agents
such as cooperation or collaboration, coordination, personality, goal directedness, learn-
ing ability or resource limitation amongst many others (Bǎdicǎ et al. (2001)). In
Russell and Norvig (2010), the notion of an intelligent agent is used to represent an
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agent that exhibits rational behavior such that it can reasonably called intelligent.
It does this by observing its environment through sensors, making a decision on how
to act, and acting upon its environment using actuators. How the decision is being
made depends on the internal agent architecture.

A common classification of agent architectures distinguishes between reactive (or
behavioral), deliberative, and hybrid architectures. Reactive architectures operate
more at a lower lever in a stimulus-response fashion (e.g. the subsumption architec-
ture (Brooks (1985))); deliberative architectures operate at a higher level concerned
with reasoning and planning (e.g. BDI architectures); hybrid architectures aim to
combine both reactive and deliberative approaches in a layered fashion. Another
type of architectures are cognitive architectures. They are concerned with the simula-
tion of human-like cognitive tasks through generic computational models (e.g. SOAR
((Laird (2012))) or ACT-R (Anderson (1996))).

In our work we focus on specific types of agents, namely human-like intelligent
virtual agents (IVAs). This implies that most of the characteristics listed above seem
relevant and an architecture should allow for both deliberative and reactive approaches
for behavior modeling. Later in section 2.2.4, IVAs are described in more detail.

2.2.2 MASs and agent platforms

A multi-agent system (MAS) is a software system consisting of multiple interact-
ing agents situated in an environment. Important characteristics of a MASs is that
they are decentralized systems where agents have local views of their environment
and require communication in order to cooperate or coordinate their activities. For
agents to interact with each other, different standards for communication languages
have been proposed such as KQML or FIPA (Wooldridge (2001)). Agent platforms are
systems that facilitate the development of MASs. They are typically responsible for
managing agents, offering agents access to an environment and providing communi-
cation facilities. A graphical toolkit is often provided for managing and monitoring
the execution of agents. Agent platforms come in many different flavors, playing a
more or less important role in agent design. For instance JADE (Bellifemine, Fabio
and Poggi, Agostino and Rimassa, Giovanni (2001)) is a software framework which
provides class libraries for creating JADE agents, an environment, and a communi-
cation middleware which complies to the FIPA specification. Other platforms come
with their own agent programming languages (APLs) such as Jason which uses an
extension of the AgentSpeak language (Bordini et al. (2008)), or BDI-based lan-
guages such as 2APL (Dastani (2008)), GOAL (Hindriks (2009)) or Jadex (Braubach
et al. (2005)).

In our work, the notion of a MAS is treated quite minimalistic in the sense that
it is regarded merely as a system that manages multiple agents. Within the scope
of connecting a MAS to a game engine, a MAS is said not to manage the (virtual)
environment, as this is the responsibility of the game engine. However it does offer
agents access to an environment and can therefore be said to offer an environment
interface. As development frameworks for MASs, we treat agent platforms as prime
candidates for coupling with a game engine. In particular we focus on agent platforms
that offer not merely a communication middleware (such as JADE), but also come with
a clear agent model and programming language (such as BDI-based agent platforms).
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2.2.3 The BDI model

The belief-desire-intention (BDI) model is a model for human practical reasoning
developed by Bratman (1987). As a software paradigm, it uses the mental attitudes
of beliefs, desires and intentions as prime ingredients for cognitive reasoning (Rao and
Georgeff (1995)). An important property concerns the separation of selecting a plan
(based on beliefs and desires) and executing a plan (intentions an agent has committed
to). Plans are sequences of actions an agent can perform to achieve its intentions.
The use of the BDI model in agents (as so-called BDI-agents) is seen as an intuitive
way for modeling human-like behaviors. Being based on folk psychology, it offers one
to model behaviors using concepts that people can easily relate to when they need
to explain behaviors and reasoning processes of themselves or others. For instance it
has been found fruitful for modeling agents as (virtual) team-members where domain
knowledge from subject matter experts (SMEs) can be translated more directly into
agent knowledge (e.g. Cap et al. (2011)).

The use of BDI agents has gained popularity for controlling virtual characters.
With the availability of a range of BDI-based agent platforms, attempts have been
made to connect these platforms to game engines. We go into more depth on these
attempts below in section 2.4.2. Limitations have also been recognized when using
BDI agents to simulate human-like characters. In Norling and Sonenberg (2004) it is
stated that the level of abstraction of pure BDI is too high in two cases: (1) when
low-level subconscious behaviors and physiological aspects have a strong influence on
the overall behavior of the agent, and (2) when additional cognitive processes such
as memory, emotion or learning have a significant influence. Extensions have been
proposed by several researchers to extend the BDI paradigm to capture additional
aspects of human behavior and reasoning (e.g. learning in Norling (2004), emotions
in Dastani and Meyer (2006); Pereira et al. (2008) or physiological aspects in Ritter
et al. (2012)).

In our work we use the BDI model as an example of a reasoning model for (virtual)
agents. It is not that our research is limited to BDI-agents but rather that such agents
are conceptually easy to understand when we talk about human-like reasoning.

2.2.4 Intelligent Virtual Agents

An intelligent virtual agent (IVA) is a type of software agent that is graphically
represented (i.e. embodied) in a synthetic environment and is capable of exhibiting
human-like qualities. A definition that suits the manner in which the term is used in
this thesis is one that has been used consistently in the past years by the International
Conference of Intelligent Virtual Agents:

“Intelligent virtual agents (IVAs) are interactive characters that exhibit human-
like qualities and communicate with humans or with each other using natural
human modalities such as facial expression and gesture. They are capable of
real-time perception, cognition and action that allows them to participate in
dynamic social environments.”

Thus important characteristics of an IVA is that it is embodied in a real-time and
virtual environment, and it has social abilities of interacting with humans or other
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IVAs. This special focus has given rise to a separate research community specifically
geared to IVA research. A broad range of topics are involved in this research ranging
from human-like perception and multimodal behavior generation to dialogue mod-
eling, emotion modeling or memory modeling to name a few. Much research efforts
focus on ECAs (embodied conversational agents), which can be seen as IVAs designed
with abilities specifically geared towards human-agent interaction.

In our work, IVA research is very relevant but not always directly applicable for our
purposes. First of all, research is often geared towards interactions with a human user
situated in the real world. This leads to research issues which are not always directly
relevant for IVAs confined purely to a virtual environment (which has our initial
focus). For instance, perception based on real world auditory and visual signals is not
a primary concern when coupling MASs with game engines. Second, research is not
always geared towards simulations with many IVAs. For instance, more sophisticated
models for simulating human-like processes may not be efficient or practical for use in
certain applications which have more need for quantity of IVAs, rather than quality.
Still, such research is not ignored and offers valuable insights concerning the interface
between an agent and its embodiment. In later chapters when we address different
facets of IVAs, more insight will be given on related research on IVAs.

To conclude, the term IVA is used in this thesis to denote any agent which is
embodied in a virtual environment. We expect it to have some human-like qualities
but do not restrict it with concrete descriptions of what these qualities are. Some
applications may want to employ agent technology purely for high-level deliberation
and planning and do not care about realistic human-like perception and behavior
realization in a virtual environment. Other applications demand a higher level of
believability on how IVAs perceive their environment and realize (inter)actions.

2.3 Game engine technology
In this section we elaborate on the notion of game engine technology and describe
how it is viewed upon within the scope of this research.

2.3.1 Game engines

A game engine is a software platform which is designed to facilitate the develop-
ment of games and virtual simulations. Its primary purpose is to offer functionalities
for common game-related tasks such that developers can abstract from the details
of implementing these. For our research purpose we distinguish between two types
of functionalities. The first type relates to functionality that facilitates the realiza-
tion of a simulation. For instance this includes support for representing geometric
models (the physical model of an environment), a physics engine (simulation of the
laws of physics), a sound engine (representing sounds) and a scene graph (describing
logical and spatial relationships of entities). The second type relates to any other
functionality with a different purpose. For instance, this includes a rendering engine
for visualizing the simulation to a human observer, a scripting language for rapid de-
velopment of application-specific (simulation) logic, regulating user input facilitating
user interaction within the simulation, networking support for realizing distributed
simulations or tools for supporting environment creation.
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Regarding the first type, game engines also commonly offer more or less advanced
functionality to facilitate the simulation of human-like entities in an environment,
often denoted as virtual characters or NPC’s (non-player characters). For instance,
this includes an animation system for playing animation clips or controlling bones
for skeletal entities1. Additionally, a path-finding system may be included for plan-
ning routes in an environment, possibly augmented with path following and collision
avoidance facilities. Over the years, many specialized middlewares have arisen that
facilitate in one or more specific areas such as physics, animation, navigation or be-
havior control. Such middlewares are game engine-independent software libraries that
can be integrated into a specific game engine.

2.3.2 Action-selection

To control the behavior of a virtual character, some form of action-selection mecha-
nism is required. Roughly speaking, action-selection for a character is the process of
deciding on what to do next, based on the current situation. The game industry has a
long history of action-selection techniques. It is the domain of the field often denoted
as game AI, although there is no real consensus on the exact scope of this field. In
game AI, a trend is seen where the need for more sophisticated character behaviors
has resulted in the use of more advanced techniques. Below we sketch a short view
on well-known techniques.

• Scripting refers to the direct use of a game engine’s scripting language for pro-
gramming behaviors in a procedural manner. In its basic form it can be seen as
a collection of if-then-else rules that define how a character should behave (e.g.
if my hunger-level reaches a certain threshold, I will look for food).

• Finite state machines (FSMs) are a modeling technique which introduces the
notion of states for defining the behavior of a character in different situations.
An FSM consists of a set of states, a set of rules which define how one state can
make a transition to a next state, and events which can trigger state transitions.
FSMs have been used extensively in games (Fu and Houlette (2004)). However
they have been found unsuitable for addressing more sophisticated behavioral
control, both for technical reasons (labor-intensive, poor scaling) and concep-
tual reasons (e.g. difficulty in representing goal-directed behaviors). These
limitations have led to alternatives that focus more on planning techniques.

• Planning has been employed in many different forms in games. For instance,
deliberative (goal-oriented) planning techniques have been used such as HTN
(hierarchical task network) planners or GOAP (goal-oriented action planning)
using STRIPS-style planning (Orkin (2006)). Reactive planning techniques such
as behavior trees are increasingly becoming popular because of their reactiveness
to dynamic environments while still offering some level of goal-direct control (e.g.
Champandard (2007b)). Another example is ABL which is a reactive planning
language designed specifically for authoring characters with rich personality
(Mateas, Michael and Stern, Andrew (2002)). In practice, it is difficult to

1A skeletal entity consists of a hierarchical set of interconnected bones (the skeleton) underneath
a surface representation that defines appearance (the skin)
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distinguish between purely deliberative or reactive planners and techniques can
be adapted to acquire both qualities. Finally utility-based techniques have been
found suitable for certain domains (Mark and Dill (2010)).

When looking at the above uses of action-selection techniques in the games in-
dustry, we must ask ourselves the question of whether they should be seen as part
of game engine technology or agent technology. There is no simple answer to this
question since this depends on the context in which a certain technique is used. On
the one hand, techniques could be regarded as game engine technology when a game
engine offers the development tools to use techniques for character behavior control.
On the other hand, the same techniques could be used in MASs to realize some form
of decision-making for cognitive agents (as seems logical for planning techniques). In
our work we see action-selection techniques more as ingredients that can be employed
to construct an IVA. Some techniques may be more suitable for low-level embodiment
control, others may be more suitable for high-level decision-making.

2.4 Connecting MASs to game engines

Throughout the years there have been many attempts of connecting MASs1 to game
engines for the purpose of controlling virtual characters2 by cognitive agents. In this
section the aim is to provide insight into the type of work that is done in this area.
Below we start by explaining the meaning of a game engine, what a virtual character
constitutes and how game engines can be accessed. Following, a historical overview
is given of research attempts. Finally we reflect on the approaches that have a goal
similar to ours and describe the difference in approach that is taken in our work.

2.4.1 Controlling virtual characters in game engines

There are two prerequisites for connecting an external MAS to control human-like
characters in a specific game engine. First, the game engine of choice should of course
have some model of a virtual character that can be controlled. Second, one requires
a technical interface to the game engine through which the external control can be
realized. This interface needs to facilitate the realization of sense-act interfaces for
individual agents.

Nature of a game engine

An important distinction to make is the type of game engine that might be considered.
A rough distinction is made between two types, namely a raw game engine and a
simulation or game that is built on top of a game engine. The former is not a
game on its own but offers the technical facilities for developers to create their own
applications. The latter can be seen as an out-of-the-box solution where a certain level
of game mechanics and content is already provided. This distinction is not always

1A MAS in this scope also refers to systems known as decision-making systems, action-selection
systems, agent platforms or agent reasoning systems.

2In games the term virtual character is sometimes referred to as non-player character (NPC), a
bot, or an (AI-controlled) avatar.
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made clear in related work but it does have important implications: In a raw game
engine there is typically no standard notion of what a virtual character constitutes.
It has to be designed and developed from scratch using the facilities offered by the
game engine. At the other hand, a simulation or game may already come with a
design for a virtual character, geared towards a specific application domain. The way
virtual characters can act and sense in their environment and interact with objects is
predetermined to a certain level.

To give an example, UT2004 is a game built on top of the Unreal engine. It is
geared towards a 3d-shooter domain and comes with predefined environments, objects
and virtual characters that can behave within the scope of this domain. For instance,
characters can run, shoot or pick up weapons. They are not able to walk or have a
human-like conversation. Alternatively, VBS2 is a simulation platform built on top
of the Real Virtuality engine. This platform is geared towards a military simulation
domain and therefore comes with the game mechanics, simulation entities and virtual
characters specifically designed for this domain.

As will be seen later, many times, off-the-shelf simulations or games have been
used for connecting a MAS. Here, agents can only be designed to behave within the
domain enforced by the platform. E.g. it would be difficult to design agents with
social behaviors if they can only run and shoot in their environment; or an agent
cannot easily express emotions when one cannot control facial expressions of a virtual
character. Most platforms offer ways to modify or extend the behavioral possibilities
of characters through a scripting language or injection of content (e.g. motion-clips).
However, there is a limit to this and certain core mechanics of the specific game or
simulation cannot be adapted. For instance, one may be able to implement a greeting
behavior by injecting a ’greeting’ animation, but one may not be able to let characters
observe such a behavior.

In our work, we are mainly concerned with integrating agents in raw game en-
gines, rather than off-the-shelf game or simulation platforms. We do not want to be
constrained by a specific application domain or virtual character design.

Interfacing with a game engine

There are different approaches for interfacing a MAS with a game engine or platform.
What approach can be taken depends on the accessibility of the game engine itself or
the availability of existing interfaces. We make a distinction between two approaches,
namely a direct interface approach or an indirect one.

A direct interface implies that a connection is created directly within the target
game engine using the engine’s native or scripting programming language. Here,
one must design a sense-act interface that offers agents the primitive actions they
can use to control their embodiment, and the kind of percepts they can perceive.
An indirect interface implies a full abstraction from the target game engine where
all communication is achieved through an intermediate interface. The intermediate
interface may have been custom developed (through a direct approach) or it may
constitute some standard interface. Standard interfaces are not often seen but when
they are available, they are prime examples of interfaces that have been used in past
research. Below, two examples are described.
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Gamebots (Adobbati et al. (2001)) is discussed here because of its historical value
as a test-bed for multi-agent research. This software is an extension of the Unreal
Tournament game and is written in the engine’s scripting language UnrealScript. It
acts as a TCP/IP server for external software to connect to it. When external clients
are connected they receive a continuous stream of messages representing sensory in-
formation from individual characters. Synchronous messages are sent roughly ten
times per second and include information about the character itself (e.g. its location
or health) and a list of everything within its view (items, other characters or human
players). Asynchronous messages are sent when certain events happen like colliding
with a wall, hearing a noise or receiving a communication message. Consequently,
clients can send a set of predefined commands for controlling the virtual characters.
Examples of actions include commands such as rotate, runto, stop, jump or shoot.

HLA (High Level Architecture, IEEE (2010)) is worth noting since it has been used
in several occasions to connect agents to game engines. HLA is a general purpose ar-
chitecture for synchronizing distributed simulation systems (like virtual environment
simulations) and is a well-known standard in the modeling and simulation (M&S)
industry. In the architecture, a simulation entity is modeled as an object class with
a set of attributes. Additionally, interactions can be modeled to denote simulation
events to be synchronized. The publish/subscribe paradigm is employed to synchro-
nize object states and events. Although inherently HLA serves a different purpose
than offering a sense-act interface for agents and their embodiments, it has been used
in several research instances for connecting a MAS to a game engine (e.g. Lees et al.
(2006); Plch et al. (2012)). One of the strong points of using HLA is said to be the
effectiveness of using a standard interface and the portability opportunities of using
the same MAS to connect to any HLA-compliant game engine.

2.4.2 Historical overview of connection approaches

Since the late 1990s, early 2000s, many people have reported on their efforts of con-
necting MASs to game engines. Often the purpose of this work was not primar-
ily focused around the interface between a MAS and a game engine, but rather to
demonstrate AI techniques for controlling virtual characters (e.g. the potential of
using BDI-agents or evaluating human-like models of cognition).

When looking at the nature of game engines and interfaces to these engines (based
on our earlier categorization), many efforts involve the use of an off-the-shelf platform
and a standard interface (i.e. an indirect approach). The reason for this is that one
can create a connection with relatively little effort and one does not have to build
virtual words and design virtual characters from scratch. This would typically be a
very time-consuming task and would require resources that many (smaller) research
groups do not always have. Being limited in the choice of game platform to use has not
always been seen as a problem in reported efforts. The platform that was used often
sufficed for the specific purposes of these works. However, limitations of using specific
platforms or standard interfaces have been recognized. Below we first describe some
examples of connection efforts focused on enhancing virtual characters with specific
agent capabilities. Afterwards we describe research that has specifically focused on
the interface between a MAS and a game engine.
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Agent-oriented research
In Norling and Sonenberg (2004), the advantages and pitfalls of using BDI agents to
develop human-like characters is discussed. Agents were programmed in JACK (How-
den et al. (2001)), an agent platform which was interfaced with the Quake 2 engine.
Davies et al. (2006) demonstrate the applicability of BDI agents in computer games
as entertaining virtual opponents or team-members. It is presented as a prototype
of connecting a BDI-based agent platform to a game engine. The Java-based agent
platform Jadex (Braubach et al. (2005)) was used to connect to the Gamebots inter-
face, hereby providing a connection to the Unreal Tournament game. Evertsz et al.
(2009) report on the integration of the cognitive architecture CoJACK (Ritter et al.
(2012)) in the 3D training environment VBS2. CoJACK is an extension of JACK and
adds a moderator layer in which physiological and affective factors can be modeled.
A connection to VBS2 was achieved using a direct interface, accessing the simulation
engine through the engine’s scripting language ASI. Several limitations were expe-
rienced. First, the range of sensory information that could be extracted was quite
limited and building higher-level percepts was found to be a cumbersome task. Sec-
ond, there was access to a limited set of behaviors where there was no control over
how they were decomposed into action sequences in the engine. Last, conflicts were
encountered with the internal AI in VBS2 where certain standard reactive behav-
iors could not easily be disabled. Still, it could be demonstrated that the realism of
behaviors could be enhanced significantly using the agent platform.

Middleware-oriented research
Following the earlier prototypical work on integrating agents in game engines, a trend
can be seen where more focus is put on the interface design itself. This includes
research that addresses (1) the technical difficulties of connecting MASs to game
engines, or (2) the conceptual issues of connecting agents’ minds to their embodiments
in virtual environments. Although it is difficult to precisely categorize research in this
area, below we describe work that at least presents itself as some form of mediation-
layer for connecting different MASs to different game engines.

In Gemrot et al. (2011), a more theoretical approach is taken towards interfacing
MASs with game engines, based on more abstract models of these systems. As part
of this effort, the Pogamut platform was developed as a mediation-layer between a
MAS and a game engine (Gemrot et al. (2009)). It adds an additional behavioral
layer between a virtual character and an agent where functionality can be added
outside of the original game engine and MAS that is used. For instance, inferences
can be made on low-level sensory information received from a game engine to create
higher level abstractions suitable for agent perception. Further, higher level actions
can be decomposed to lower level actions that can be performed in the game engine.
Connections have been provided for several game engines using custom integrations
or standard interfaces (e.g. Gamebots to connect to the game UT2004 ).

In Hindriks et al. (2011), the agent programming language of GOAL (Hindriks
(2009)) was indirectly connected to the game UT2004 by using EIS and Pogamut.
EIS (Behrens et al. (2011)) is a proposal for an environment interface standard for
connecting agent platforms to MAS environments. It offers a general purpose sense-
act interface for associating environment entities with MAS agents and has been
advertised for use in accordance with agent platforms like GOAL, 2APL, Jadex and
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Jason. Two important issues were recognized in this work: designing the right
abstraction level for agent reasoning, and preventing a cognitive overload when an
agent is flooded with percepts, affecting responsiveness in a real-time environment.

Ranathunga et al. (2012a) presents experiences with interfacing MASs with Sec-
ond Life, an online virtual world providing a platform for human interaction. An
interface framework is presented and demonstrated using the Jason agent platform
(Bordini et al. (2008)). The framework interfaces with Second Life through a library
designed for accessing virtual worlds (LIBOMV). Behavioral control of characters in
the engine was limited to basic navigation, playing animations and using chat mes-
sages for communication. However specific focus was put on the perception side where
an event processing engine was used to translate low-level environment information
to percepts read by Jason agents. Similar to Hindriks et al. (2011), the need for a
filtering mechanism was recognized to reduce the cognitive load of agents.

In Vala et al. (2009), the ION framework is presented as a middleware for sepa-
rating simulation environments from realization engines. It represents an abstraction
layer between agents’ minds and their embodiments, making them less dependent on
a particular environment or form of embodiment. Internally it controls policies for
when environment information is offered to agents and when action requests are han-
dled. The ION framework has been used for instance in FearNot!, an interactive
drama video game (Aylett et al. (2006)), where it mediates between the FAtiMA IVA
architecture (Dias and Paiva (2005)) and the Ogre3D (Steve (2013)) game engine.

Finally, in Plch et al. (2012), the focus is more on the technical issues for couplings
between MASs and game engines. A middleware is proposed (HLA Proxy) based on
the High Level Architecture (described earlier in this section). The use of HLA is
advertised for the fact that people would not have to tackle the same type of technical
issues for every new connection that is created. Through this middleware, MASs can
connect to any HLA-compliant game engine. Proof-of-concept integrations have been
tested for the game engines of CryENGINE 3 and Source Engine.

Several examples of middleware-oriented research have been mentioned. However
there are many other technologies that also address (sub-)problems related to our
scope, but that do not present themselves as full middlewares (that is, a complete
solution for agents to act and sense in a virtual environment). For instance, consider
the concept of semantic virtual environments to facilitate agents perceiving complex
virtual environments through an abstraction layer; or the SAIBA framework for multi-
modal behavior generation (Kopp et al. (2006)). The former addresses perception but
does not always take into account acting. The latter focuses on acting but does not
provide guidelines for environment perception. Such techniques are not disregarded
but rather they should be seen as related research that we can learn from and that
may prove to be suitable elements to consider in a middleware. We reflect on such
related research when we address separate focus areas of IVAs in chapter 4, 6 and 7.

2.5 Towards a new interface design approach
In this section we explain how our work distinguishes itself from other middlewares
such as described above. First we describe the novelty in our approach towards
designing a middleware. Afterwards we list several novelties of the CIGA middleware
that will be presented in this thesis.
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2.5.1 A novel research approach

One important characteristic of our approach is the strong focus that is put on the
conceptual issues of designing IVAs across a MASs and game engines. We attempt to
chart fundamental design issues one is faced with when agents become embodied in
real-time virtual environments, while disregarding specific existing technologies to use
or applications to develop. We try to envision future demands for IVAs in games and
simulations at a level which is currently not seen, nor easily realizable by combing ex-
isting technologies. Such demands relate to agents having good situational awareness
in dynamic and semantically-rich environments; able to perform rich (coordinated)
physical behaviors; or capable of communicating through natural social interactions.
By addressing these topics in more depth, we can foresee future challenges that de-
signers will be faced with. A middleware might have a role to facilitate designers to
overcome certain design challenges.

Considering related middleware approaches described earlier, these tend to be
more technically-oriented and focused on technical problems that have been encoun-
tered when connecting specific technologies. Two distinctive approaches are recog-
nized. On one side we see middleware approaches that are more generic in use but
reduce an IVA to an entity that merely desires to read or write the state of the
environment (e.g. HLA-proxy which complies to the HLA standard, or the ION mid-
dleware which uses a built-in update loop for simulation entities to control for entities
in reading and writing the environment’s state). On the other side we see middle-
wares approaches that consider a richer IVA model, though these tend to seek a role
for a middleware in offering IVA processing facilities that may be missing in game
engines or MASs (e.g. Pogamut offers optional agent components for processing cus-
tom rules for knowledge inference or performing reactive behaviors; or in Ranathunga
et al. (2012a), an event-processing engine is included to enhance agents’ situational
awareness through notifications on inferred environment knowledge).

In our view, the former approach is too generic and does not offer much design
guidelines for IVAs. In the latter approach, the role for a middleware is too large.
We do not think that a general-purpose middleware should incorporate (important)
IVA processes, simply because they are missing in current game engines or MASs.
Therefore we consider game engines and MASs fundamentally as ’open systems’ that
may also be attributed with certain responsibilities, rather than blindly attributing
these to a middleware.

2.5.2 The CIGA middleware

Despite the fact that developing a middleware is not the mere goal of this thesis, we
describe three types of novelties in CIGA, compared to other middleware approaches:

Design philosophy
The first aspect is not a concrete feature of CIGA but rather a design philosophy
that clarifies its scope. We highlight three points. First, in CIGA, game engines and
MASs are fundamentally treated as ’open systems’ where one has full control over
the design of an IVA. Second, CIGA is fully technology and application-domain
independent. Its interface is fully configurable with respect to how agents can act
and sense in their environment. Finally, CIGA at its core should not fulfill any
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functional processing on behalf of an IVA, nor enforce any design constraints
on the internal design of an IVA. This design philosophy is described in more detail in
section 3.5.2. In sections 4.2.5, 6.2.4 and 7.2.4 more details can be found comparing
other middleware approaches to this philosophy.

Infrastructure-oriented facilities
The second aspect relates to technical facilities in CIGA to support the above design
philosophy. Two facilities are highlighted. First, CIGA explicitly introduces a design
contract based on ontologies for connecting two independent technologies. The
use of ontologies within CIGA offers rapid development of a custom sense-act interface
through design-time and run-time tools. Second, CIGA offers a set of services to
facilitate process and data synchronization between MASs and game engines. It
offers full connection transparency between the connecting technologies while keeping
designers in full control over the update loop for IVAs. Additionally it offers interfaces
for synchronizing simulation time, the life-time of IVAs and their dynamic context
that may be shared between an agent and its embodiment.

In related middleware approaches, the role for establishing a structured technical
infrastructure is not explicitly discussed or considered at all. This role may for a
large part be general in the sense that it applies to any middleware that connects
two software systems. Nevertheless, CIGA offers relevant guidelines that specifically
apply to connecting MASs to game engines. Middlewares that depend on HLA (such
as HLA-proxy) are partly an exception since it enforces an explicit design contract.

IVA-oriented facilities
Based on the design philosophy and the infrastructural facilities as a technical basis,
we can go a step further and look at how a middleware could facilitate IVA processes
such as perception, coordination or communication. A role for a middleware was
found that can be summarized as offering a shared social context with the goal to
facilitate perception-related processes. In CIGA this denotes a form centralized infor-
mation management and has been incorporated to facilitate environment perception
based on semantic concepts, inter-IVA coordination of physical actions, behavior and
intent recognition, and communication. Specific details on these facilities can be
found in 4.7, 6.9, 7.6 and 7.7. Section 7.8 summarizes this design approach.

This level of facilitation is novel and has not been seen in related middlewares.
Although not all techniques are new with respect to research in general, they have
not been incorporated before within the full scope of a middleware.

Concluding
As a concluding remark, we signify that the CIGA middleware is not presented to
directly compete with other middlewares. Every middleware has its own focus for
different reasons. In this thesis, CIGA has been used as a vehicle to explore and
identify challenges for designing IVAs across MASs and game engines. Ultimately,
CIGA as a concrete software platform should be valued based on the same criteria
one would use for considering any other technology for building IVAs. How CIGA can
be valued compared to other types of technologies is discussed in section 8.7.
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3 Towards a Middleware

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we propose a middleware design approach to facilitate the connection
between a multi-agent system (MAS) and a game engine. Hereby we aim to provide a
structured and flexible framework to interface not only MASs with game engines, but
also cognitive agents with their virtual embodiments within a virtual environment.
We address the fundamental issues one is faced with in such a connection effort and
define explicit responsibilities that we attribute to either agent technology or game
engine technology.

3.1.1 Motivation

In the previous chapter an overview was presented of research attempts for using
agent technology to control the behavior of virtual characters in game engines (see
section 2.4). Although certain design issues have been recognized and described in
these attempts, no fundamental research was found specifically on a structural inter-
face between the two technologies. In this chapter we aim to fill this gap by proposing
a middleware to interface the technologies. The motivation for a middleware comes
forth out of a range of design issues. These are considered in this chapter at two
stances:

Infrastructural stance
At the infrastructural stance we look at how one can structurally connect two different
software systems that (1) each fulfill a part of an overall simulation and (2) where
each system has its own control over the simulated entities it manages. On the one
side, a multi-agent system realizes the cognitive side of a simulation, consisting of
the cognitive behaviors of individual agents and the interactions amongst them. On
the other side, a game engine realizes the physical side of a simulation, consisting
of a virtual environment, virtual objects and virtual characters, together with the
simulated physical dynamics between those components. Besides the technical issue
of connecting both systems through inter-process communication, we also have to
consider any required synchronization of simulation data that is needed on both sides
to successfully realize a unifying simulation.
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Conceptual stance
At the conceptual stance we look at the basic requirements for a conceptual inter-
face to connect agents in a MAS with virtual characters in a game engine. In other
words, what conceptual interface should be put in place and what conceptual data
is to be communicated over an agent’s ’mind-body’ interface? On one hand, agents
in a MAS now become embodied in a real-time environment and become dependent
on their virtual embodiment to act in their environment (fulfilling their intentions)
and perceive their environment (obtaining situation awareness). On the other hand,
virtual characters in the game engine now become controlled by an external cog-
nitive mind and become responsible for realizing behavioral instructions from the
agent through human-like actuators and transferring environment information ob-
tained through human-like sensors to the agent.

In this chapter we focus primarily on (1) the motivation for a middleware and (2) the
initial design of a middleware from a technical point of view. In following chapters
we will look more closely to the design aspects of developing intelligent virtual agents
(IVAs) across a MAS and a game engine. There, additional roles for a middleware will
be introduced. More technical details on how a middleware is realized as a software
solution and how it can be employed during application design will be outlined in
chapter 8.

3.1.2 Chapter structure

In the remainder of this chapter, we start by providing an analysis of the problem
domain in section 3.2. In the two sections that follow, we address design issues related
to interfacing MASs to game engines: Section 3.3 considers conceptual interface issues
after which section 3.4 considers technical interface issues. Following in section 3.5, an
abstract technology interface model is presented, accompanied with a motivation for
a middleware design approach. In sections 3.6 to 3.8 we introduce CIGA, a general-
purpose middleware architecture. Finally in section 3.9 we conclude.

3.2 Problem domain analysis

Before discussing the design issues for interfacing a multi-agent system (MAS) with a
game engine, a scope is defined of the problem domain. This is illustrated in figure 3.1.
First of all, from a technological point of view, a distinction is made between game
engine technology and agent technology. These two technologies are represented as
separate software systems, namely a game engine and a multi-agent system (MAS).
Below a brief description of these systems are given. Afterwards the notion of an
intelligent virtual agent (IVA) is introduced that will be used throughout this work.

3.2.1 The game engine

The left side of figure 3.1 shows an abstract design of a game engine. A distinction is
made between two levels, namely the platform level (illustrated at the top, denoted
by the Simulation Platform), and the simulation level (illustrated at the bottom).
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Figure 3.1: Model of the problem domain

Simulation Platform
The nature of the Simulation Platform can be summarized as follows. First, there is
an administrative responsibility for the engine which concerns the ability to create,
maintain and destroy entities that are part of the simulation. Second, there is a
processing responsibility for the engine. This concerns the ability to (1) perform a
simulation step to update all the simulation entities as time advances, hereby updating
the game state; and (2) present this updated game state of the simulation to an
observer through one or more channels. This typically consists of a visual rendering
of the virtual world to some screen accompanied with an audible realization through
actual sound, both from some observer’s point of view.

Virtual Environment
The actual simulation of the virtual environment takes place at the simulation level.
The virtual environment is made up from a set of entities which combined together
represent all the elements of a simulated virtual world. This may include everything
from nature elements (e.g. terrain, vegetation, atmosphere) to artificial elements (e.g.
buildings, infrastructures, physical objects or tools), to entities capable of intelligent
behavior like animals or humans. Entities are not explicitly shown in the model (ex-
cept for the virtual character which is described later). Rather, entities are implicitly
represented by the Game State which is defined as the combined state of all the simu-
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lation entities currently participating in the simulation. It represents the simulation’s
full state for a single simulation step.

Next, Services are shown in the model. Services are defined as conceptual compo-
nents that facilitate in performing the simulation but exist external to a simulation
entity. They represent (often industry-standard) technologies or facilities part of a
game engine that can be employed by entities for determining their next state or for
querying the game state. For instance, this may include a physics engine to simulate
the laws of physics; an animation engine to determine poses of skeletal entities; a
navigation engine for performing path finding; or facilities that offer spatial queries
to be performed upon the environment or ray-casting facilities. At this point we will
abstract away from such services.

Virtual character
Finally, the model shows a Virtual Character. Although this is considered as one of
the simulation entities part of the virtual environment, it is explicitly outlined here
since it will serve as the embodiment for a cognitive agent inside a MAS. Within this
entity, Actuators and Sensors are introduced. Actuators are defined as conceptual
processing components that are able to control the state of the virtual character
and as a result possibly influence the state of other simulation entities. This control
is represented through character control instructions that update the game state
directly or indirectly through services. Consequently, sensors are defined as conceptual
processing components that are able to retrieve parts of the game state, limited by the
character’s implemented sensory capabilities. Retrieving data from the game state
is achieved through sensory queries. They provide access to the game engine and
facilitate sensory processing through the use of services. Besides having the (limited)
capability to read and write the game state, at this point we do not go into more
detail on the internal design of a virtual character. Finally, note that the State shown
in the character is a reflection of this entity’s state and thus also part of the game
state.

3.2.2 The multi-agent system

The right side of figure 3.1 shows an abstract design of a multi-agent system. Similar
to the game engine, a distinction is made between the platform level (illustrated at
the top, denoted by the MAS Platform), and the simulation level (illustrated at the
bottom).

MAS Platform
At the platform level, the MAS Platform has an administrative and processing re-
sponsibility. The administrative responsibility involves the ability to create, maintain
and destroy agents that are part of the simulation. The processing responsibility
involves the ability to update the agents. In the MAS platform there may be spe-
cialized components available that provide certain services to agents. For example,
a communication mechanism that offers agents the ability to communicate with each
other using some standard agent communication language (e.g. FIPA ACL); or a
dictionary service that offers agents a way to retrieve information from other agents
in the system (e.g. requesting identities of other agents or they services they may
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offer). At this point, we will abstract away from such components.

Cognitive agent
At the simulation level, a Cognitive Agent is defined as a simulation entity in the
MAS. Here the scope of a cognitive agent is considered quite broad. Its internal
processing could be represented by a reactive planner (e.g. a behavior tree (Isla
(2005))) or a goal-oriented planner (e.g. a STRIPS-style planner); it could represent
a BDI-agent written in an agent programming language like 2APL (Dastani (2008))
or AgentSpeak (Rao (1996)); or it could be based on a cognitive architecture like
SOAR (Laird (2012)). Finally, an agent could be based on any custom architecture
that offers one or more modules for simulating cognitive processes.

Similar to the virtual character in the game engine, the cognitive agent has Ac-
tuators and Sensors. Though, in the former they work at the more physical level,
interfacing with a virtual environment, in the latter they work at the more cognitive
level, interfacing with a virtual embodiment. These sensors and actuators are treated
as conceptual processing components that are capable of generating instructions for
embodiment control (i.e. as agent actions) and receiving incoming sensory informa-
tion (i.e. as agent percepts) to be used for further processing. Finally, the State in
the agent encompasses all information that contributes to an agent’s current state
(e.g. beliefs, goals or intentions).

3.2.3 The intelligent virtual agent

In the model from figure 3.1, several terms are introduced when a simulation is con-
sidered that encompasses both a game engine and a MAS. In such a ’distributed’
simulation, the part on the game engine side is denoted as the physical simulation
whereas the part on the MAS side is denoted as the cognitive simulation. An IVA
(intelligent virtual agent) in this scope represents a distributed simulation entity. It
consists of a physical entity in the game engine (the virtual character) and a cognitive
entity in the MAS (the cognitive agent).

The mind-body paradigm
The interface between the cognitive and physical sides of an IVA can be thought of
as the IVA’s mind-body interface. However, as we will see in the next section, it is
difficult to define a clear level of abstraction to use when interfacing the two sides.
What can be said is that some processes can be seen as more physically-oriented and
may be better suited to be realized on the game engine side. Other, more cognitively-
oriented processes may be better suited to be realized on the MAS side. Besides driven
by conceptual soundness, software engineering factors like efficiency or practicality can
play a role in deciding whether certain processes should be implemented on the game
engine side or on the MAS side. In the next section this problem of deciding on
a suitable abstraction level at which to interface physical and cognitive processes is
discussed in more detail.
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3.3 Towards a conceptual interface

In this section, an overview is presented of the conceptual design issues one is faced
with when interfacing a multi-agent system (MAS) with a game engine. This leads to
a set of high-level design requirements for a general-purpose interface between the two
technologies. Below, three categories of issues are addressed. First in section 3.3.1,
the issue of bridging the representational gap is addressed. Second in section 3.3.2 the
issue of deciding on a suitable level of abstraction to use when interfacing an IVA’s
mind and body is addressed. Finally, in section 3.3.3, discrepancies are identified
between typical software agents and IVAs that are required to express natural, human-
like behaviors. At the end of each category, a requirement is given within the scope
of modeling a general-purpose interface between MASs and game engines.

3.3.1 Bridging the representational gap

When considering a connection between a MAS and a game engine, one can speak
of a ’representational gap’ between the two technologies. This is caused by the in-
herent conceptual gap between the primary function of each system: Game engines
are specialized in realizing physical simulations of virtual worlds and the human-
like entities that populate these worlds. Multi-agent systems on the other hand are
specialized in realizing cognitive simulations, driven by cognitive agents and their
interactions. Now these technologies typically work with data defined at different
conceptual levels. Where game engines work with data more at the geometrical or
sub-symbolic level, MASs often work with data more at the symbolic level based on
human-understandable concepts. To clarify, consider an agent sensing and acting in
a virtual environment:

First, considering sensing, an agent receives sensory information from its virtual
sensors attached to its embodiment. This may relate to physical features of visually
observable objects, audible data like sounds or tactile data like collisions. The level at
which potential sensory information is represented in a game engine is generally not
very suitable for an agent to work with. For example, an agent’s concept of ”a person
sitting on a chair” may be represented in the game engine by a character’s location
in the vicinity of a chair in combination with the positions of its skeletal bones,
forming a sitting posture. Or the concept of a ”closed door” could be represented
by geometry in the shape of a door together with the relative rotation with respect
to adjacent geometry. Instead of making an agent responsible for interpreting such
low-level information, it may be better suited to present an agent with information at
a more strategic abstraction level from the actual data representations in the virtual
environment (i.e. more closely related to the kind of concepts it uses in its reasoning).

Next, considering acting, the representation of an agent’s action in a MAS gener-
ally does not directly match the instructions that can be given to a virtual character
in the game engine. Agents commonly work with more high-level actions associated
with an intention to achieve some desired state of the environment. A game engine
may only offer a limited set of low-level instructions to achieve such actions through
bodily behavior (e.g. playing an animation, controlling individual bones or moving
and orienting a virtual character). For example, the realization of an agent’s action
to pick up a certain object in the environment with the intention to possess it should
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somewhere be translated to game engine specific instructions that correctly position
the character with respect to the object, playing a suitable animation or possibly
using inverse kinematic techniques1 for grabbing the object.

Now when we put the issue of bridging the representational gap within the scope of
designing a general-purpose interface between a MAS and a game engine, the following
design requirement is introduced:

Requirement 3.1 For a general-purpose interface, a design approach is desirable
which introduces an intermediate data representation for communicating actions and
percepts between a MAS and a game engine. Such a representation should be inde-
pendent of a specific MAS or game engine. Being able to fully abstract from specific
technologies increases flexibility and reusability of a connection design.

3.3.2 Interfacing mind and body

The interface between an agent in a MAS and its embodiment in a game engine
represents the level of abstraction at which an agent can act and perceive in its
environment. But what would be a suitable level? There is no easy answer to this
question. Different types of applications may require agents that operate at different
levels of cognition. In this sense there is no one single abstraction level that would
suit all applications. Deciding on a suitable abstraction level for a specific application
is influenced by (1) a proper balance of control between an agent and its embodiment
and (2) software engineering aspects like efficiency and practicality. These elements
are described next.

Balance of control

Balance of control relates to the control a system has over the processes related to
behavior realization and perception for an IVA. Figure 3.2 visualizes this notion.
Both the cognitive agent and the virtual character contain processes related to be-
havior realization and perception. They differ in their conceptual level of processing:
the virtual character is said to address more low-level, physically-oriented processing
whereas the cognitive agent is said to address more high-level, cognitively-oriented
processing. The actions and percepts shown between the two systems then represent
the output and input of the related processes at different sides. The implications of
choosing a specific abstraction level for actions and percepts is described next.

Delegation of behavior control An action that is sent by an agent for realization
by its embodiment will delegate a certain level of control to the game engine. The
realization of the action cannot easily be guided any longer by cognitive aspects that
are part of the agent. How an action is realized, when it succeeds or fails is decided
upon inside the agent’s embodiment in the game engine.

To give an example, this is best illustrated using a high-level action. Consider an
action like go to the supermarket. An agent executing such an action will not have any
influence on the realization of the action. Will it go on foot or take a car? What route

1Inverse kinematics is the process of calculating the angles that inter-connected joints need to
take on in order to reach a given end point (Paul (1981))
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Figure 3.2: Balance of control

is chosen? These decisions have been ’delegated’ to the game engine side. However,
an agent may want to have some cognitive control over such decisions. Perhaps it
desires to go on foot and take a detour because it is not in a hurry and the weather is
very nice. Of course one could provide additional details on realization instructions
(e.g. through parameterizations). Though this can typically only be done upon
scheduling and not during realization. For example, an agent might provide details
on the method of transportation to use. But if it chose to go on foot and suddenly
the weather turns bad, it cannot adapt this action to instead take the car. It has to
fully abort the action and schedule a new one that specifies to go by car.

Further, the use of higher level actions can make it more difficult for an agent to
deal with failures. For example, if the action to go to the supermarket by car fails,
it would be difficult for an agent to find out why. Did it not have any car keys?
Was the car out of fuel? Was the supermarket closed? The answer to such questions
would have to be obtained through perception. In chapter 6 the issue of balancing
behavior control is looked at in more detail. Design ideas are proposed to let agents
have better control over their scheduled actions, hereby allowing agents to be better
synchronized with their embodiment.

Delegation of inference control A percept that is received by an agent may be the
result of certain interpretations that were made ’on behalf of the agent’ during sensing
in the game engine. An agent cannot easily have a cognitive influence on how percepts
are being generated in the game engine and presented to it. This is determined by the
agent’s embodiment, either similarly for all embodiments or individually calculated
based on some internal state variables. There is the risk of undesirable ’over-inference’.

To give an example of what is meant by this, consider a high-level percept that
represents a relationship between a perceiving agent and an agent being perceived:
agents perceive others as either ally soldiers or enemy soldiers. This type of informa-
tion ought to be interpreted individually for every agent. Here the interpretation is
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made on the game engine side as part of an agent’s sensing process. One can imagine
it is obtained based on statically available information where soldiers are assigned to
teams, or perhaps interpreted based on the type of uniforms they wear. An agent on
the MAS side that receives such a percept did not have a say in how the interpretation
was made. There was no opportunity to have the interpretation be influenced by an
agent’s beliefs or past experiences. However one may desire these kinds of relation-
ships to be dynamic: e.g. someone only becomes an enemy when being shot at or
agents that are initially enemies may develop a friendship and become allies. Thus
in this example the percept is represented at an abstraction level that is too high
where the information is ’over-inferred’: a percept would be desired at a ’lower level
of abstraction’ (e.g. denoting a soldier) such that the agent itself can interpret the
soldier as either an ally or enemy. In chapter 4 the issue of deciding on a suitable
abstraction level for percepts is discussed in more detail.

Trade-offs

From a conceptual point of view one could opt for a lower abstraction level to offer
agents more detailed control over their behavior realizations and perception processes.
Though from a technical point of view, this may put a high burden on the communi-
cation channel between an agent and its embodiment (and thus a MAS and a game
engine). Generally, one can say that more communication is required when working
with lower-level actions and percepts. For example, a more high-level action of ’mov-
ing towards a distant target’ can result in dozens of instructions of a more low-level
action like ’move one step forward’. Consequently, for perception, a more high-level
percept like ’someone is jogging’ may be inferred from a combination of more lower-
level information like ’a person wears a jogging outfit’ together with multiple position
observations over time, interpreted as a running behavior.

Now from a technical point of view one could opt for a higher abstraction level for
reasons of design practicality and efficiency. A game engine may be better suited to
perform lower levels of behavior realizations like path finding or scheduling complex
bodily movements. Or it may be better suited to perform certain levels of sensory
processing where complex interpretations can be shared by multiple characters. Here
less data communication is required between an agent and its embodiment, however,
an agent loses some control over its behavior, becoming more ’disconnected’ from its
embodiment.

Choosing a suitable abstraction level for a certain application is a delicate issue and
is dependent on specific requirements for agents in the application as well as software
engineering considerations. This issue will be discussed in more detail in chapters 4
and 6 for the topics of agent perception and behavior realization respectively. Now
when we put this issue within the scope of designing a general-purpose interface
between a MAS and a game engine, the following design requirement is introduced:

Requirement 3.2 For a general-purpose interface, a design approach is desirable
where the interface between an agent and its embodiment is application-domain-
independent. This implies an approach where the desired abstraction level for agent
actions and percepts is flexible and can be configured tailored to a designer’s need for
a specific application.
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3.3.3 From cognitive agent to a human-like IVA

Finally the use of standard agent platforms are considered for controlling the behavior
of human-like characters in virtual worlds. An overview of earlier attempts has been
given in section 2.4. Now when considering the use of agent platforms, it is useful
to analyze their capabilities in fulfilling this function. Agent platforms are generally
not designed to connect to real-time virtual environments, nor do they typically re-
quire agents to simulate natural, human-like behavior in these environments. Several
discrepancies can be identified:

• Becoming embodied: An agent becomes embodied and has to resort to using
virtual actuators and sensors to act and sense in its environment. How to
control the behavior of a human-like embodiment through actions and how to
assess sensory information obtained from different human-like sensor like vision,
hearing or touch?

• Becoming situated in a real-time virtual environment: An agent be-
comes situated in a real-time virtual environment where actions takes time to
complete and sensing is a continuous process. How to monitor actions being ex-
ecuted and how to infer and detect relevant changes in the environment’s state
from a continuous stream of sensory information?

• Behaving human-like: An agent is required to behave in a believable and nat-
ural human-like manner, according to an application’s requirements for achiev-
ing a certain level of human-likeness. This can be measured at different lev-
els. For example, how to ensure bounded rationality, realistic reaction times to
events, believable sensing and inference capabilities, and natural social behav-
iors?

In an effort to interface an agent platform directly to a game engine, the above
discrepancies lead to a wide range of conceptual design issues. These issues will be
described in more detail in corresponding chapters on perception, behavior realization
and communication (chapters 4, 6, 7). However, three important design issues are
highlighted here which relate to technical issues for connecting agent platforms to
real-time virtual environments.

Percept filtering and control

When an agent becomes embodied in a real-time virtual environment, there can be a
huge amount of information that a game engine can provide as sensory information.
For example consider a heavily populated environment where each entity may have
dozens of properties that can be perceived by agents. Of course, an agent’s ability to
perceive entities should be constrained by its virtual sensors on the game engine side.
Still, this may leave hundreds of properties that may be perceived at each simulation
cycle (often running of rates of more than 30 Hz).

The potential amount of sensory information together with the rate at which
this information can be transferred to an agent can put a high burden on the com-
munication infrastructure between an agent and its embodiment. This can lead to
performance bottlenecks in simulations with many IVAs. Further, this can lead to
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performance issues within an agent itself. Because of the high amount of percepts
being received continuously, an agent’s inference or deliberation engine may not be
able to cope with this amount of data. There is the risk of stalling deliberation where
an agent is seen as more busy ’thinking’ than actually planning actions.

From a technical point of view, in order to cope with this issue, it seems necessary
to introduce some form of cognitive-directed filtering. That is, filtering that goes be-
yond the ’physical’ filtering involved in simulating a sensor’s physical abilities to sense
information. Cognitive filtering can be used to distinguish relevant from irrelevant
information for an agent in a certain situation at a certain point in time. This could
be influenced by an agent’s current perceptual interests, its current tasks or goals.
One can imagine such a filtering mechanism on the game engine side (within the vir-
tual character) or on the agent platform side (within the cognitive agent). Filtering
on the agent platform side does not really decrease the burden on the communication
infrastructure: the game engine still has to send all information that can physically be
sensed by a virtual character (and thus could potentially be relevant). Alternatively,
filtering on the game engine side is generally not possible since it cannot predict what
kind of information is currently relevant for an agent: there is no cognitive guidance
on how filtering should be performed. This leads us to conclude that efficient filtering
can only be achieved when an agent would be able to guide the perception process
on the game engine side, hereby implicitly controlling its incoming flow of sensory
information. This implies the need for a top-down communication channel between
an agent and its embodiment in a game engine concerning perception.

Action feedback and control

An agent that becomes embodied in a real-time virtual environment can only act in
its environment through its virtual embodiment in a game engine. Actions being per-
formed in the game engine are not applied immediately and require a certain amount
of time to complete. This is influenced by the simulated physical constraints of the
agent’s virtual actuators. For example, an act to move to some physical location in
the environment may take anything from a couple of seconds to perhaps minutes,
depending on the distance to travel. During execution, both the state of the environ-
ment and the state of the agent may change. The former may prevent an action from
being successfully achieved (e.g. a path becomes blocked). The latter may result
in a reason for the agent to abort the action because of a change in plans (e.g. a
higher-priority goal is adopted and requires the agent to move to another location).

From a technical point of view, a game engine should be able to send feedback
about the progress and success or failure of actions that have been scheduled by
agents. Consequently, agents should be able to not only schedule actions, but also to
interrupt or abort them whenever a cognitive reason for this arises. This implies the
need for a bi-directional action channel between an agent and its embodiment.

Communication

Agent platforms often provide an inter-agent communication mechanism that can be
used by agents to communicate directly with each other. Communication messages
usually adhere to some standard agent communication language like FIPA ACL. Here
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messages can be represented using formal semantics that can be understood by in-
teracting parties. Now when an agent becomes embodied in a real-time virtual envi-
ronment and required to participate in human-like interactions, communication has
to be simulated through the agents’ embodiments within a game engine. Expressing
a communicate act requires the expression of (non)verbal communicative behavior
using virtual actuators. Consequently, receiving a communicative act requires the
perception of communicative behavior through virtual sensors. Further, communica-
tion takes place over an unreliable medium, namely the virtual environment. Here,
successful communication is influenced by the simulated laws of physics of this en-
vironment. For example, two agents may not be able to hear each other because
they are outside of each other’s sensory range or because of a surrounding noise that
prevents proper perception. Also, even though communication messages may have
intended recipients, an agent cannot prevent that its message is overheard by one or
more bystanders. At this point, since communication involves both perception and
action, it is treated as something that is realized using an agent’s action and percep-
tion channels between the agent and its embodiment in a game engine. This implies
that similar issues play a role as described above for action and perception.

Now based on the above observations for sensing and acting in a virtual environment,
the following requirement is introduced for the design of a general-purpose interface
between a MAS and a game engine:

Requirement 3.3 For a general-purpose interface, there is a need for bi-directional
communication across an agent’s perception and action-channel between its mind and
body. On the perception side, an agent should be able to receive percepts, but also
have some form of cognitive control over its perception process in the game engine.
On the action side, an agent should be able to schedule actions, but also receive
feedback on how its actions are progressing.

3.4 Towards a technical interface

In this section a set of technical issues are addressed for interfacing MASs with game
engines. They relate to issues of process and data synchronization between the two
separate simulations. Below separate issues are described where additional require-
ments will be introduced for a general-purpose interface design.

3.4.1 Process synchronization

Inherently a game engine has control over its own execution loop, updating the simula-
tion entities it manages in the virtual environment. On the other hand, a multi-agent
system inherently has its own control mechanism for executing its agents, present in
the ’cognitive world’. When these two systems are interfaced in order to achieve a
unifying simulation, there is a need for asynchronous inter-process communication for
transferring information between the systems. At the system level, this can encom-
pass notifications on the creation and destruction of entities on either side. At the
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IVA level, this can encompass the communication of behavioral instructions from the
MAS to the game engine, and sensory information vice versa.

But how should one deal with the distributed execution of an IVA? Although the
two software systems require asynchronous communication, this does not imply that
an IVA cannot be synchronized internally using an internal clock. For example, an
IVA’s full update cycle could consist of a sense-think-act cycle in the MAS after which
control could be handed over to the game engine where it could realize its scheduled
actions and generate sensory information from the environment. Figure 3.3 shows the
two policies for an IVA’s execution one can opt for1.

Game Engine Multiagent System

Virtual Character Cognitive Agent

Act

Sense

Act

Sense

Think

Game Engine Multiagent System

Virtual Character Cognitive Agent

Act

Sense

Act

Sense

Think

Synchronous execution Asynchronous execution

Buffer

Figure 3.3: IVA Execution

A synchronous approach can be undesirable from both a conceptual and technical
point of view. Conceptually because a cognitive agent would lose a certain level of
autonomy where it becomes dependent on external processes to complete before it
can deliberate further. This goes against the common nature of agents in MASs.
Technically, synchronous execution can be undesirable because the start of a process
in one system may depend on the completion of a process in the other system, possibly
violating the real-time performance constraints on either one or both sides. This goes
against the common nature of game engines and MASs where each system assumes
to have full control over the entities they manage.

An asynchronous approach implies a separation of control between cognitive pro-
cessing in a MAS and physical processing in a game engine. An agent can keep its
presumed level of autonomy in the MAS while its embodiment is fully controlled by
the internal clock of the physical simulation. System execution on both sides become
independent of each other, increasing interoperability between different game engines
and MASs. However, communication flows between the two systems can become un-
controllable. For example, a virtual character can asynchronously send a huge amount
of sensory information to the agent, who in turn may not be able to process this in
a timely fashion to keep up with its real-time requirements. This problem should
be addressed and could be dealt with in different ways (e.g. buffering on the MAS
side or using agreements between a MAS and a game engine on their communica-
tion policies). The above observations lead to the following design requirement for a
general-purpose interface between a MAS and a game engine:

1In figure 3.3 both the game engine and the MAS contain a sense and act process. It is presumed
these processes to exist on both sides, though working at different abstraction levels
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Requirement 3.4 For a general-purpose interface, an inter-process communication
mechanism is required that offers asynchronous communication of information be-
tween the two systems, and the distributed components of an IVA. To prevent any
overflow of data communication that may emerge, an additional control mechanism
may be required to ensure a more stable and sustainable execution of an IVA on both
sides.

3.4.2 Time synchronization

Next the concept of time is considered across a game engine and a MAS. In a game
engine, the dynamics of the entities situated in a virtual environment is driven by a
simulation time, typically reflecting real-time. This time is commonly exposed to a
programmer during an update cycle in the form of a delta time, denoting the time in
seconds that has passed since the last update cycle. Often there are facilities to make
a simulation run slower or faster than real-time. In a MAS, time is used to give an
agent some internal awareness of the past, present or future of events. For instance,
this can be achieved through timestamps attached to beliefs about the current or past
state of the environment. Additionally, the notion of time can be used to simulate
time-based behaviors. For instance, it may be used to simulate natural reaction times
to external events, it may be used in deliberation on goals (e.g. search for the car
keys for 5 minutes before giving up), or during the monitoring of plan execution (e.g.
wait 30 seconds before ringing a door bell for the second time).

For an agent to be aware of the passing of time, its notion of time should be
synchronized with the time determined by the physical simulation. Note that the
game engine is assumed to be in control of the time because it manages the simulated
environment’s physics. Now for synchronizing time, there are two approaches, namely
a synchronous or asynchronous approach. In a synchronous approach an agent could
receive periodic time updates from the game engine at some configurable interval.
Alternatively, in an asynchronous approach, time updates could be received through
timestamps attached to each message being communicated between the two sides.
However each approach, on its own, has some disadvantages.

If an agent’s notion of time is solely updated through periodic time updates from
the game engine, an agent may not be able to determine correct time-ordering of
perceived events. Each percept received after the last time update and before a new
one will be associated with the same time value. Further, if the interval between
consecutive time updates is large (e.g. greater than 1 second), an agent internally has
a poor awareness of the current time which can lead to unnatural behavior. To give an
example, a human-like conversation is a highly dynamic process. Here, participants
may have expectations on the timing of responses of interlocutors, possibly in the
range of tenths of a second. Thus an agent perceiving time at a one second interval
may have difficulty to simulate believable human-like interactions. At the other end,
a high frequency of time updates sent to an agent (e.g. higher than 10Hz) may
introduce performance issues, especially if updates are sent for each individual agent.

Now on the other hand, if an agent’s notion of time is solely based on times-
tamps attached to percepts, its awareness of current time can be poor in situations
of low physical activity for sensing. Where less sensing results in less messages being
communicated, less timestamps are received. This could limit an agent’s ability to
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perform certain time-based cognitive behaviors. For example, consider an agent that
is currently focused on a ringing phone. Here it may assume the caller gave up when
the agent did not perceive a ’ring’ at its expected interval of say 2 seconds. Based on
this policy the agent could decide to continue its previous activity. Now if after the
last ring an agent does not perceive any percept (and thus no time updates) for say 5
seconds, it would not be able to follow this policy accurately during deliberation. As
a design approach to increase the accuracy of time awareness for an agent, one can
always resort to the implementation of some time predication mechanism inside the
MAS to try to approximate the actual time representation in the game engine.

The above observations lead to the following design requirement for a general-
purpose interface between a MAS and a game engine:

Requirement 3.5 For a general-purpose interface, support is required for both
synchronous and asynchronous time synchronization. Thus it should be possible to
(1) have timestamps associated with messages communicated between an agent and
its embodiment and (2) allow a MAS and a game engine to negotiate on a frequency-
based time synchronization policy.

3.4.3 Data synchronization

Finally, we address two data synchronization issues that relate to synchronizing the
life span of IVAs and their dynamic state.

Synchronizing IVA life span

Traditionally, a game engine is in control of creating and destroying game objects
(i.e. physical simulation entities) whereas a multi-agent system is in control of creat-
ing and destroying agents (i.e. cognitive simulation entities). In order to synchronize
the lifespan of an IVA, one has to agree on initialization and termination procedures
for the virtual character in the game engine and the cognitive agent in the MAS. Each
side is responsible for creating its part of an IVA and establishing an interface with
its corresponding counterpart (and consequently for destroying their part of the IVA,
terminating its life cycle and breaking down the interface). The question becomes
which side should be in control of these procedures and therefore who manages the
life span of an IVA? There is no single correct policy, however, attributing this re-
sponsibility to the game engine could be the preferable choice since this is place where
all other physical entities that are part of the environment are created.

Following, there is the problem of how both parts of an IVA together form a
believable coherent entity that reflects the intended identity for the IVA. For example,
if an agent is created on the MAS side that should reflect a Caucasian male, this
should be properly be reflected by its embodiment in the game engine through a
corresponding believable physical appearance. Alternatively, if a virtual character is
created on the game engine side that should resemble a police officer, this role should
be reflected by an agent in the MAS through the assignment of role-specific behaviors.

The above observations lead to the following design requirement for a general-
purpose interface between a MAS and a game engine:
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Requirement 3.6 For a general-purpose interface, support is required for the com-
munication of notifications about the creation and termination of either side of an
IVA. If the game engine is put in control over the life span of an IVA, it should be
able to notify the MAS about the IVA’s creation and termination. During creation,
it should accompany a notification with sufficient information so that the MAS can
determine the kind of agent to create. Vice versa, if the MAS is put in control, it
should be able to notify the game engine and provide the required information.

Synchronizing IVA state

Next we address the synchronization of aspects of an IVA that ought to be synchro-
nized during its life span. Features of an IVA are considered that (1) are susceptible
to change during an IVA’s lifetime and (2) are required both in the virtual character
on the game engine side and the cognitive agent on the MAS side. One could think of
certain biological or physiological features that may play a role in an IVA’s behavior
both at the mind and the body level (e.g. anxiety, fatigue, emotions or mood). For
example, a cognitive agent that is in a sad mood could reflect this at the physical
level through different styles of body movements, postures or facial expressions, while
at the cognitive level it may affect decision-making (e.g. choosing not to go to a
party). When at some point the value of this feature changes at the cognitive level,
the effects of this change should be dynamically reflected at the physical level. This
requires communication between an agent and its embodiment. When comparing to
other agent-embodiment communication like actions and percepts, these changes can-
not really be treated conceptually as performing an (intentional) action or sensing the
environment. It is a requirement that purely arises because of the distributed nature
of an IVA across separate software systems. This leads to the following requirement
for a general-purpose interface between a MAS and a game engine:

Requirement 3.7 For a general-purpose interface, support is required for the syn-
chronization of dynamic features of an IVA’s state between a MAS and a game engine.
These concern features that must be shared between an IVA’s physical and cognitive
processing level. Whenever the value of such a feature is updated on one side, it
should be properly reflected on the other side.

3.5 Towards a middleware approach

In the previous two sections, design issues have been presented for interfacing MASs
with game engines, both from a conceptual and technical point of view. From these
issues, a concrete set of requirements have been identified for a general-purpose inter-
face between these two technologies. Based on these requirements, in this section an
abstract model is presented for such an interface. Below we start with a description
of the model. Following a motivation is given for taken a middleware approach for
fulfilling the responsibilities of an interface.
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3.5.1 An abstract interface model
Figure 3.4 illustrates the interface design between a MAS and a game engine. It is an
extension of the model from figure 3.1 (page 31), illustrating the problem domain.
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Figure 3.4: An abstract interface model

In the model, the interface covers the requirements that have been presented
in previous sections. To summary, first, as the main method for communication,
the Asynchronous IPC channel relates to requirement 3.4 (page 42). Next, at the
system level there are two conceptual channels, namely the IVA management channel
relating to requirement 3.6 (page 44) and the Time synchronization channel relating
to requirement 3.5 (page 43). At the IVA level there are three conceptual channels:
the IVA perception and action channels relate to requirement 3.3 (page 40); the IVA
context channel relates to requirement 3.7 (page 44). Finally, a Design contract is
introduced which relates to requirement 3.1 (page 35) and requirement 2 (page 37).
It represents a mutual agreement between a specific MAS and game engine on the
syntax and semantics of the data to communicate between the two sides.

The interface model at this level is quite abstract and the identified elements may
seem somewhat obvious. However, no similar structured design approach has been
found that (1) explicitly abstracts from specific game engine technology and agent
technology, and (2) takes into account the range of conceptual design requirements
that an interface should support for integrating cognitive agents in virtual environ-
ments. The model is treated as the basic architectural foundation for the development
of a middleware.

3.5.2 A middleware approach
Based on the model from figure 3.4 we propose to take a middleware approach for
realizing an interface between a MAS and a game engine, hereby tackling the funda-
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mental design requirements in a structured manner. A middleware will introduce an
additional architectural component designed specifically to connect MASs with game
engines. It could play a role at different levels. At the technical level, it could provide
a basic infrastructure for inter-process communication. At the conceptual level, it
could provide explicitly defined interfaces for the required communication between a
MAS and a game engine, both at the system level and at the IVA level. At the design
level, it could offer tools to allow designers to explicitly define a design contract for
the semantics of concepts that are shared between the two connecting systems.

One could argue that the sole use of an inter-process communication mechanism
would suffice for connecting MASs with game engines, without any conceptual con-
straints on the nature of such an interface. However, in such an ad-hoc connection
approach, all other design issues would have to be addressed either by a specific game
engine or MAS. We think that such an approach is too general and would not offer
any design guidance for the creation of IVAs. Further, we think that addressing the
design issues should not be part of the core responsibility of either a game engine or
a MAS. A middleware could take over these responsibilities and offer a structured
software solution accompanied with a design methodology that specifically focuses on
the integration of cognitive agents in virtual environments.

Middleware philosophy

In taking a middleware approach, one should be reserved in enforcing any design
constraints on a game engine or a MAS. In our view, a middleware should be very
flexible in this respect and allow designers to configure and use the middleware as to
facilitate in their specific needs for a specific application domain. Therefore, we see it
the primary function of a middleware to facilitate in bridging the technology gap. On
the one hand it should not be too general as to leave designers in the dark about the
kind of problems to address. On the other hand, it should not be over-designed such
that designers feel too constrained in their ability to choosing their technologies and
design the IVAs they desire. In this respect, three design guidelines will be followed
for the design of a middleware:

1. A middleware should provide an interface that is practical in use for both a game
engine and a MAS to connect to it. From the point of view of either side, a
middleware should hide the underlying inter-process communication mechanism
that is used for connecting to the other side.

2. A middleware should not enforce any semantics for the data communicated be-
tween a cognitive agent and a virtual character that may be seen as application
domain specific. This relates to semantics about the nature of the virtual envi-
ronment and about the nature of an IVA’s identity, its action possibilities and
the representation of its sensory information.

3. A middleware should not enforce any design constraints on the internal design of
a cognitive agent in a MAS or a virtual character in a game engine. In essence,
it should not be a part of the integral design of an IVA. This implies that it (1)
should not perform any processing on behalf of an IVA without its consent and
(2) should not manage any internal state of an IVA which cannot be known by
either a game engine or a MAS.
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The above design guidelines will be followed in our effort in designing a middleware.
Hereby it is aimed to offer a flexible software solution for connecting different MASs
with different game engines, as well as supporting a wide range of application domains
with different requirements for IVAs. In the next section, the architectural design of
this middleware is presented.

3.6 CIGA: the architecture

In this section we introduce CIGA, a middleware for connecting MASs to game en-
gines. In figure 3.5, its core architecture is illustrated. CIGA is designed to fulfill
the interface requirements that have been summarized in figure 3.4 (page 45). In
the remainder of this section, the internal design of the middleware is described. In
following sections 3.7 and 3.8, additional services will be described separately.
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Figure 3.5: CIGA: the architecture

3.6.1 Internal middleware design

Referring to figure 3.5, the core of the middleware is represented by the CIGA Engine
which is responsible for the infrastructural connection between a MAS and a game
engine. Additionally, a set of services can be seen which contribute to the conceptual
connection between the two sides. Below we first describe the function of services in
the middleware. Afterwards the connection infrastructure is described.
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Service-oriented design

The middleware follows a service-oriented design to facilitate the connection between
a MAS and a game engine. Three types of services are distinguished, namely core
services, synchronization services and facilitatory services.

• Core services: Two core services are defined. First there is the IPC Service.
This service offers a communication mechanism for components from either
side to communicate with the other side. This service will be described in
section 3.6.2. Second, there is the Ontology Service which offers the ability to
define a design contract for application domain specific concepts that must be
shared between the two sides. This service will be described in section 3.8.

• Synchronization services: These concern services that are responsible for
synchronizing simulation data required on both the MAS and the game engine
side. They address the synchronization of simulation time (the Time Man-
agement Service), IVAs’ life spans (the IVA Management Service) and their
dynamic state (the IVE Context Service). These services will be described in
more detail in section 3.7.

• Facilitatory services: These concern services that offer specific facilities for
IVAs in domains related to environment perception, behavior realization or
communication. Concrete services will be proposed in following chapters. A
preliminary overview of proposed facilitatory services can be found in table 8.1.

The advantage of taking a service-oriented approach is to create a flexible mid-
dleware by breaking down the problem scope into clear conceptual functionalities.
Besides the IPC Service which provides a basic communication mechanism, all other
services could be regarded as optional for use. A designer is in control of deciding
which services to use and how to use them. At run time, components on the game en-
gine side or the MAS side can interact with available services through corresponding
service protocols.

Infrastructure

The infrastructure of CIGA is internally separated, meaning it consists of two separate
software layers. One side is geared towards connecting to a game engine while the
other side is geared towards connecting to a MAS. Any internal data communication
between the two sides is realized through the IPC Service (described below).

The design choice to internally separate the middleware was made for several
reasons. First of all, it allows the separate architectural layers to be developed inde-
pendently of each other where each side is dedicated to connect to either a MAS or a
game engine. Second, it allows both these layers to be implemented in different pro-
gramming languages. It is often the case that game engines and MASs are written in
different programming languages (e.g. C++ is a widely used language for game engines
and Java is regularly used for MASs). For the middleware as a whole being able to
interface with both technologies while matching the programming language of that
technology will result in an easy integration process and an efficient, tight connection.
Third, it introduces connection transparency where the game engine and the MAS
can run in different processes or distributed over different platforms or computers.
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In figure 3.5 two types of interfaces are shown that handle communication between
components in a game engine and components in a MAS. The System interface ad-
dresses communication at the system level between the two simulation engines. The
IVA interface addresses communication between a cognitive agent and a virtual char-
acter at the IVA level (one for each IVA). For now these interfaces should be seen as
purely conceptual components with the mere function to access middleware services.
In chapter 8 it is seen that the middleware can support different connection design
approaches for realizing these interfaces (section 8.2.3).

3.6.2 Inter-process Communication Service

The purpose of the IPC Service is to offer an inter-process communication mechanism
between components on the game engine side and components on the MAS side. It
realizes transparent connections between components on both sides. For example, a
virtual character inside the game engine can send percepts to its associated cognitive
agent in a MAS, being fully unaware of the technical interface that is used to interface
with this agent, or the specific MAS that is being used for the development of the
agent. The IPC Service itself does not distinguish between different conceptual com-
ponents in each system but merely offers data communication between senders and
receivers that have been registered to it. Therefore, it has a pure technical function
inside the middleware.

Figure 3.6 shows how the IPC Service offers communication between a component
in a game engine and its counterpart in a MAS. On the game engine side, a component
can represent the simulation engine or a virtual character. On the MAS side, a
component can represent the MAS engine or a cognitive agent. As can be seen in the
illustration, the service is present on both architectural sides of the middleware where
its functionality is mirrored. Communication between the services on both sides is
realized through the IPC channel. For example, this could represent TCP/IP socket
communication, though other types of IPC methods could be supported.

Now interaction between components on either side with the IPC Service can be
achieved as follows. A component in one system that desires to communicate with a
component in the other system registers itself to the IPC Service. Here it can state
its desired mode for communication, which can represent the use of either a pull or
a push strategy. Different modes can be configured for both incoming and outgoing
communication. In case of a push strategy, incoming messages that are received from
the IPC channel immediately generate callbacks in the registered component where
they can be processed further. Consequently, outgoing messages that are send by
a registered component are immediately relayed to the IPC channel. In this mode,
the component itself will become responsible for dealing with process synchronization
when receiving messages. Now in case of a pull strategy, messages will be buffered in
the IPC Service until an update call is received from the component, as illustrated by
the incoming and outgoing buffers in figure 3.6. With this strategy, the component
is fully in control of deciding when to process incoming message and when to send
outgoing messages. Which mode to choose is left for a designer to decide.
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Figure 3.6: CIGA: the IPC service

Message Structure

The structure of a message represented in the IPC service consists of 4 fields: (1)
an actor, (2) a time stamp, (3) a content and (4) an encoding. The actor field
corresponds to the identifier of a registered component. Successful communication
between a component in the MAS (e.g. an agent) and its conceptual counterpart
(e.g. a virtual character) is only possible when they have been registered under the
same identifier. The time stamp field is used to denote the global simulation time.
This allows the MAS to receive time updates from the game engine for every message
it receives. How this time is provided is the domain of another service (section 3.7.1).
Next, the content field contains the actual raw content of the message that is encoded
with the method defined in the encoding field. A specific representation of a message’s
content is not enforced. Later an encoding method is proposed for ontological concepts
to represent application domain-specific concepts (e.g. an IVA’s actions or percepts).
However, designers have the freedom to introduce their own message representations.

Concluding remarks

In the remainder of the presentation of CIGA we will abstract away from the technical
interface between a game engine and a MAS, and from the internal distribution of the
middleware. From now one, it is treated as one single conceptual layer, even though
internally some services may be distributed between the two middleware sides. In
section 8.2, we return to this design aspect, where the implementation of CIGA is
described in more detail.

3.7 Synchronization services

CIGA introduces three so-called synchronization services that facilitate the synchro-
nization of simulation data between a MAS and a game engine. These are described
below separately.

3.7.1 Time Management Service

The Time Management Service is a facility that manages and synchronizes time
between a game engine and a MAS. It offers both synchronous and asynchronous
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time synchronization policies for both systems. An overview of this service is shown
in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Time Management Service

The service internally manages the simulation’s real-time. This is the time in
milliseconds that has passed since the start of the simulation. It was argued before in
section 3.4.2 that this time is being controlled and advanced by the simulation engine
in the game engine. It is the MAS and its agents that need to be synchronized with
this time. First, for the middleware itself to be synchronized with the current time,
time updates are required from the game engine. For each update cycle, the game
engine provides the service with a delta time, which is the time in seconds that has
passed since the previous update. At this point, the service is part of the update loop
of the game engine. From now on it can provide time synchronization facilities for
the MAS, either synchronous, asynchronous, or both.

To support synchronous time updates, the MAS engine can inform the service
about a desired time update frequency which denotes how many times per second it
desires time updates. Based on this information, the service will periodically send time
updates to the MAS according to this frequency. From then on, it is the responsibility
of a MAS to propagate any time information to individual agents.

To support asynchronous time updates, the middleware accompanies any message
that is sent between a game engine and a MAS (and thus between a virtual character
and a cognitive agent) with the current simulation time. In the previous section, it was
seen that all messages being communicated include a reserved field for a timestamp.
This field will be filled with the simulation time taken from this service, right at the
moment a message is created and prepared for sending over the IPC channel.

The need for time synchronization becomes clear when time advancement in the
game engine deviates from actual real-time, either running slower (slow motion), faster
(speed up) or being paused. To give an example, consider an agent in the MAS that
has a policy to wait at least 10 minutes for a train to arrive after its expected arrival
time. If this time passes, it would decide to take a cab. Now if the simulation in
the game engine is running 5 times slower that actual real-time, we should see the
agent’s change in behavior after 50 actual minutes before it decides to take a cab.
Though, for the agent’s internal awareness, the time past is still 10 minutes. To
achieve such system behavior, any time-based agent behavior should be based on the
simulation’s real-time originating from the game engine, indirectly provided through
the middleware. This ensures that both the physical and the cognitive simulation
have a similar notion of time passing.
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3.7.2 IVA Management Service

The IVA Management Service facilitates the connection between a game engine and a
MAS by offering a way to manage the existence of IVAs within a system. It introduces
interfaces through which notifications can be sent about the creation, destruction and
connection activity of IVAs. Based on these notifications, it internally stores a table
of IVAs currently active in the system, together with the connectivity status of their
’mind-body’ connections. Figure 3.8 illustrates the functionality of this service. Here,
a setting is illustrated where it is assumed a game engine is in control of instantiating
an IVA. However, a reverse setting in which a MAS is in control can also be imagined.
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Figure 3.8: IVA Management Service

At the bottom of the figure, an example table is shown illustrating how IVAs are
internally managed. Each registered IVA is associated with a table entry which stores
the following information. First, a unique IVA identifier is stored which is used to
link the two sides of an IVA. Second, the representation of an IVA’s identity is stored.
This identity represents the mandatory information that one system should provide
to the other system in order for it to properly instantiate its part of the IVA. For
example, if the game engine instantiates a female nurse, the MAS is notified about
this so that a proper cognitive agent can be instantiated that reflects this identity.
The service itself has no knowledge on how an IVA’s identity is represented. It is
considered to be part of an application’s design contract (see section 3.8). Finally,
the last two fields of a table entry represent the IVA’s current connectivity on the
game engine side and MAS side.

The steps involved in setting up an IVA, initiated by the game engine, are as
follows. When the game engine creates an IVA with some desired identity, it (1)
instantiates a virtual character in the environment (properly reflecting its identity)
and (2) notifies the middleware about the created IVA. Consequently, the middleware
(1) creates an entry in its IVA table while setting the game engine’s connectivity to
active and (2) notifies the MAS about the active IVA. In turn, the MAS instantiates
an agent that can properly take on the required identity and as soon as the agent is
initiated, it notifies the middleware about the agent’s connectivity. The middleware
updates the corresponding IVA entry and relays the notification to the game engine.
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This last step allows the virtual character to know that it is currently under control
of an agent. Now destroying an IVA works similarly. The game engine notifies the
middleware about the destruction of an IVA in the environment; the middleware
removes the IVA’s entry from its table and notifies the MAS. The MAS in turn
destroys the corresponding agent.

The reason for keeping an IVA table in this service is to support the initialization
process of the total simulation. Consider the situation in which a game engine is
connected to the middleware and has created several IVAs before the MAS has been
initialized. As soon as the MAS will be connected, it can be immediately be notified
about all the current IVAs in the system, allowing it to construct the required agents.

3.7.3 IVA Context Service
The IVA Context Service facilitates the synchronization of an IVA’s dynamics state
between a MAS and a game engine. The need for such synchronization has been
argued in section 3.4.3 (page 43). The factors applicable for synchronization are
dynamic factors an IVA requires as input for certain processes both in the virtual
character on the game engine side and the cognitive agent on the MAS side. The
factors combined is regarded as an IVA’s shared context. Figure 3.9 illustrates how a
shared context for individual IVAs can be managed in the middleware.
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Figure 3.9: IVA Management Service

In order to associate a virtual character with a cognitive agent, both sides need
to register to the service using a shared identifier. Internally, for each registrant a
key-value table is kept for managing its shared variables. Each side can update the
value of a variable after which the other side will be notified about this change. The
service itself has no specific knowledge on how an IVA’s shared context is represented.
This is modeled as part of an application’s design contract. This is addressed next.

3.8 Ontology Service: facilitating a design contract
In the interface model that was presented in figure 3.4, a Design Contract was intro-
duced. It represents an explicitly defined mutual agreement between a specific MAS
and game engine on the syntax and semantics of concepts that are communicated and
shared between the two sides. These concepts include for example an IVA’s action
and percept possibilities, their identities and dynamic features that are required to
be synchronized on both sides.
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CIGA facilitates designers in (1) modeling a design contract and consequently (2)
using the concepts defined in this contract within an application, both at design time
and at run time. To achieve this, an ontological modeling approach is used for the
definition of concepts: Ontologies can be modeled independently of a specific technol-
ogy and provide a robust and flexible approach for modeling and using shared data
concepts between interconnecting technologies. Support for ontologies is provided
by the Ontology Service. Figure 3.10 illustrates the scope of this service and how it
facilitates the connection between a game engine and a MAS.
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Figure 3.10: CIGA: the Ontology service

In the remainder, it is first described how ontologies can be shared between a game
engine and a MAS from a technical point of view. Afterwards in section 3.8.3, the
use of ontologies is discussed at a conceptual level using a small example. In later
chapters, specific uses are discussed in more detail (e.g. environment modeling in
section 4.7 or action modeling in section 6.6).

3.8.1 Design-time Support

As seen in figure 3.10, the creation of an ontology starts with user modeling of concepts
using an ontology editor. For example, one can use a well-known ontology editor like
Protégé. A created ontology can be converted into a data format that is internally
used by CIGA (denoted as the Ontology Data File). At this point, designers can be
offered support for employing the ontology in application design at design time and
run time.

To employ an ontology at design time, CIGA offers a tool that can generate source
code files for each concept defined in the ontology, in any desired programming lan-
guage (e.g. C++, C# or Java). In figure 3.10 such files are denoted as Concept
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Reference Files (CRFs). Generated source code files can be directly employed in a
game engine or a MAS and used in code during application development. Supporting
a new programming language is not very complex or time-consuming task.

An example of an ontology concept definition is shown in figure 3.11. At the top,
its representation is shown in Protégé; at the bottom, the generated class file is
shown in Java. The example concept represents a parameterized action for an IVA,
namely an action that could be used to physically approach some entity within the
virtual world. It can be seen as the introduction of an atomic action that can be
scheduled by an agent in a MAS, and to be realized by its virtual embodiment in
a game engine. Note that it is merely a representation of an action that could be
scheduled and does not contain any additional semantics such as preconditions and
effects. In chapter 6, we will go into more detail on how action concepts can be used
by IVAs during run-time execution.

From the code example, it can be seen that constant references can be provided
to uniquely identify the ontology class, its attributes and possibly any symbolic value
constraints for the values of these attributes. Any documentation that has been
provided to classes or attributes in the ontology editor can be included in the generated
class files. This can be helpful during development where these files can be consulted
to clarify a designer’s intended semantics for certain classes or attributes. For example,
in the code example it shows that the value for the proximity attribute is required to
be specified in meters.

Concept Reference Files (CRFs) can be employed directly on both the game engine
side and the MAS side to either construct or inspect an instance of this concept. For
example on the MAS side, an agent can construct an action object based on an action
CRF. This object can be sent to the game engine, after which it can be inspected
based on the associated CRF made available for the game engine side. The use of
CRFs is fully optional. However, its use can greatly support writing robust code for
data communication between a game engine and a MAS, without the risk of being
prone to typing errors (which can now be detected at compile time).

3.8.2 Run-time support

In order to employ an ontology at run time, CIGA loads any user-modeled ontology
during system startup. The run time representation of loaded ontologies is managed
by the Ontology Model from figure 3.10. Figure 3.12 shows the class diagram used for
the Ontology Model. We do not go into much detail here but as can be seen, the model
consists of one or more ontologies (libraries). Each library consists of a set of class
specifications and each class consists of a set of attribute specifications. Through an
application programming interface (API), a user can query the internal model of any
loaded ontology (e.g. looking up hierarchical dependencies between classes).

An added feature of keeping internal models of ontologies within CIGA is that it
offers run time data validation for the content communicated between a MAS and a
game engine. During execution, the middleware can detect violations of the design
contract caused by either the MAS side or the game engine side. In essence, this oc-
curs in a situation in which one side sends data as a concept instance that cannot be
ontologically grounded. For example, the concept may be unknown in the ontology,
one of its attributes is unknown or attribute values violate any specified value con-
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Figure 3.11: Ontology Design-time Support

straints. Such a facility can be very helpful during development when implementing
and testing an agent-body interface. Faulty behavior based on invalid data communi-
cation can be detected immediately. When preparing an application for release, run
time validation can be turned off to increase efficiency.

3.8.3 Application design

The use of ontologies within CIGA allows designers to explicitly model a design con-
tract based on shared concepts employed on both the MAS side and the game engine
side. A primary use is to model the action-possibilities and environment percepts for
IVAs, geared towards a specific application domain. Below we describe approaches
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Figure 3.12: Run-time Ontology Model

for ontological modeling of actions and percepts. Afterwards an example is given.

Action modeling

Action modeling concerns the specification of an agent’s action possibilities. A com-
mon technique for character behavior control is the use of parameterized actions to
represent the range of actions an agent can use to control its embodiment (e.g. Adob-
bati et al. (2001); Badler et al. (2000); Young et al. (2004)). Parameterized actions
can be efficiently encoded in an ontology. Each action can be represented by an on-
tology class where any parameter can be encoded as a class attribute of a certain data
type. Additional constraints may be provided (e.g. required versus optional parame-
ters). Examples of actions include behavior control instructions for locomotion (e.g.
moving towards), object interactions (opening, pressing, grabbing), communication
(e.g. gestures or speech) and coordination actions (e.g. shaking hands or handing over
an object to another agent). In chapter 6, the role of ontologies for agent behavior
control are dealt with in more detail.

Percept modeling

Percept modeling concerns the specification of an agent’s ability to perceive its envi-
ronment. Percepts represent information that is sensed from the virtual environment.
As a concrete approach, one could use ontologies to specify a model of the virtual
environment, defined at a certain abstraction level from the actual data representa-
tion of the environment in the game engine. A specification could contain concepts
an agent would be able to perceive, hereby representing an agent’s possible view of
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its environment. For example, one could encode persistent information about envi-
ronmental entities as object classes with a set of object properties, and non-persistent
information as event classes with a set of event arguments. Hierarchical relationships
could be defined to relate more abstract to more concrete object types (e.g. a ground
vehicle is a vehicle which is a physical object). The presented approach can be used
to model so-called semantic virtual environments which have been proposed for agent
perception of virtual environments (e.g. Chang et al. (2005); Grimaldo et al. (2008)).
Further, it resembles the approach towards environment modeling used in HLA (IEEE
(2010)), an architecture for connecting distributed simulations (see section 2.4). Here
a similar distinction is made between objects and events to capture the state of an
environment according to an explicit environment model. In chapter 4, the role of
ontologies in agent perception are dealt with in more detail.

An example

To give a small example of an ontology for actions and percepts, figure 3.13 shows the
possibilities for agent behavior using a simple domain ontology. The left side of the
illustration shows a domain ontology consisting of several environmental object classes
and agent actions. The right side shows a simple scene with two agents (A and B), a
fire and two objects which can be used to attack a fire. Now assume agent A notices a
small fire starting near agent B, who is unaware of this. Agent A would like to resolve
the situation and has several options. He can pick up the fire extinguisher and use it
to put out the fire or he can use the bucket of water positioned near agent B. This
choice may depend on the size and type of the fire and the type of fire extinguisher.
For example, an electrical fire should not be extinguished using water which makes
the first option preferable if it concerns a chemical powder fire extinguisher. Further,
agent A can communicate with agent B to advise him to deal with the fire, although
this choice may not be suitable if agent B is a small child. In this case, agent A may
take action himself and communicate to agent B to watch out and keep away from
the fire. Agent A is able to perform this line of reasoning based fully on the given
domain ontology.

Figure 3.13: Domain Ontology Example
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Concluding remarks

The use of ontologies in CIGA allows designers to completely abstract away from the
virtual environment in which agents are situated. Agents sense and act only through
concepts defined in the ontology. In chapters 4 and 6, more details are given on the use
of ontologies for representing percepts and actions respectively. However, ontologies
within CIGA are also used for other purposes and can play a larger role in IVA design.
In chapter 8 (section 8.2.2), a preliminary overview can be found of the full scope of
ontologies as used in CIGA. In addition, insights are given on potential additional uses
of ontologies for enriching an IVA design.

3.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we have proposed a middleware design approach to facilitate the
connection between a MAS and a game engine for the purpose of integrating cognitive
agents into virtual environments. The motivation for a middleware approach comes
forth out of a set of design issues that have been identified for an interface between
the two technologies.

At the technical level, several interface requirements have been identified. These
focus on synchronization aspects of a distributed simulation consisting of a cognitive
simulation on the MAS side and a physical simulation on the game engine side. First
of all, asynchronous inter-process communication is required to keep both sides in
control over their part of the simulation. Second, the simulation’s real-time of the
virtual environment should be synchronized to give cognitive agents a sense of real-
time. Finally, synchronization is required between agents and their embodiments to
manage the lifetime of IVAs and synchronize their state required on both sides.

At the conceptual level, several design challenges have been identified that design-
ers are faced with when integrating cognitive agents in virtual environments. First
one has to bridge the ’representational gap’ where agent actions and percepts have to
be translated from the cognitive to the physical domain and vice versa. Second, one
has to choose a suitable abstraction level for agents to sense and act in their environ-
ment, hereby balancing control between their minds on the MAS side and their bodies
on the game engine side. Third, connecting to a real-time virtual environment, one
should be a able to (1) have agents control their sensing process to prevent flooding
of potential sensory information, and (2) allow agents to obtain feedback about the
success or failure of their actions, and to abort or interrupt already scheduled actions.

The motivation for a middleware is twofold. First, at the technical level, it could
concretely address the requirements by providing a communication infrastructure and
offering the necessary synchronization facilities. Second, at the conceptual level, de-
signers could be facilitated in tackling their design challenges through technical sup-
port: It could offer means for designers to explicitly specify a design contract for a
specific connection or application domain. Such a contract includes the semantic con-
cepts used in communication (e.g. possible actions and percepts). As an intermediate
model, the design contract is independent of the data representations of a specific
MAS or game engine, allowing one to fully abstract away from a specific technology.
A middleware taking on the above roles would alleviate the effort of constructing
a new connection between a MAS and a game engine. Instead of being faced with
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solving the same technical issues over and over again each time a new connection is
desired, one can put more quickly address the actual interesting design problems of
modeling human-like IVAs. As a concrete implementation of the envisioned middle-
ware, the CIGA middleware has been introduced, offering concrete solutions for the
roles summarized above. In chapter 8, experiences will be described concerning the
use of CIGA to connect to different MASs and game engines. At this point, the role
of a middleware has focused primarily on the technical issues of interfacing MASs
with game engines. In following chapters, additional roles will be proposed that focus
more on facilitating the conceptual design of IVAs across these technologies. Topics
will be addressed for agent perception, physical behavior and communication.
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4 Environment Perception

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the topic of environment perception for human-like intelligent virtual
agents (IVAs) is addressed within the scope of interfacing game engine technology and
agent technology. Environment perception for IVAs is the first out of three separate
topics that will be presented. In following chapters we address the topics of physical
behavior (chapter 6) and communication and social behavior (chapter 7). In this last
chapter, perception is also partially covered, though focusing more on the perception
of behaviors and intentions of other IVAs. In this chapter, the focus is specifically on
the perception of a virtual environment.

4.1.1 Motivation
An essential requirement for an IVA that is expected to behave in a human-like
manner is its ability to sense, perceive and understand the environment in which it
is situated. This ability is often explained through the notion of situation awareness.
A widely accepted definition is given by Endsley (1995) which states that situation
awareness is “the perception of elements in the environment within a volume of time
or space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in
the near future”. A more blunt definition is given by Adam (1993): “knowing what is
going on so you can figure out what to do”. Attributing an IVA with proper situation
awareness allows it to know how its goals or intentions are progressing (or threatened);
to know which elements in the environment should be focused upon or require special
attention; to recognize new situations that make a current goal obsolete and opt for
the pursuit of a different goal; and to perform natural reactive behaviors based on
unexpected changes in the environment.

Designing good situation awareness for IVAs can be a challenging task, especially
in application domains that require heterogeneous IVAs to populate complex and
dynamic virtual environments. In this sense, heterogeneity refers to the variety of
different behaviors that IVAs may express. This may be caused by the different
identities they may have, the different roles they may take on or the different beliefs,
goals or mental states they may have. The wider the variety of behaviors that is
expected from IVAs in an application, the more important it becomes to have an
appropriate perception model that allows them to perceive the environment in their
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own way. In a similar environment setting, IVAs may focus on different aspects of
an environment or interpret situations in different ways. To give an example, at a
train station, a traveler that is trying to catch a train would perceive its environment
differently than a pickpocket searching for easy targets to steal from.

When connecting a MAS to a game engine, an IVA’s perception model involves
processes in both systems. In the game engine, an IVA’s sensors are situated, pro-
viding sensory information about an environment. In the MAS, sensory information
is interpreted and beliefs are formed. Further, information about an IVA’s current
goals or tasks may influence the way it perceives its environment. In this chapter,
the goal is to gain insight into how a perception model can be designed across a MAS
and a game engine and to present the range of design challenges one is faced with.
Based on these insights, a role will be proposed for a middleware solution to facilitate
designers in tackling these challenges in a more structured manner.

4.1.2 Chapter overview

This chapter is structured as follows. First, section 4.2 provides an overview of related
research areas covering perception-related topics from different research perspectives.
In section 4.3, concrete design issues are identified covering different facets of percep-
tion. Section 4.4 discusses the role of semantics for virtual environments to facilitate
agent perception. Following in section 4.5, identified design issues are put in the
scope of an abstract model for perception, focusing on the interface between a MAS
and a game engine. Based on this model, section 4.6 summarizes the concrete role a
middleware could play in the design of a perception model. Individual facilitates are
further elaborated on in sections 4.7 to 4.9. Finally, in section 4.10 we conclude.

4.2 Related research areas
In this section an overview is presented of different research directions involved in the
topic of agent perception. They address different point of views which are deemed
relevant within our scope of interfacing MASs with game engines. In the remainder,
first, views on perception originating from traditional agent research is discussed.
Second, perception in human-like virtual agents is addressed. Next, perception in
robotics is shortly addressed. Following, research approaches are discussed that focus
on the role of environment design in agent perception. Finally, related research is
described that has a similar goal of interfacing agent systems to game engines.

4.2.1 Perception in situated multi-agent systems

In situated multi-agent systems, perception is often categorized into passive percep-
tion and active perception. In passive perception, it is assumed that an environment
provides percepts to an agent where the agent itself has no control over this process.
In active perception, an agent can play a more active role in the sense that it can
direct perception towards relevant aspects in its environment (Weyns et al. (2004)).
It has been pointed out that there is often poor support for active perception in
MAS architectures and that there exists a narrow-minded view on the relationships
between perception and action (Maes (1993)). This issue has been tackled by several
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researchers and has resulted in different approaches towards active perception. Weyns
et al. (2004) present a general model for active perception for situated multi-agent
systems. Here, an agent can control its perception through so-called foci and filters.
Foci characterize an agent’s sensing abilities and allows an agent to select specific
types of information to sense from its environment. At a later stage of perception,
filters control the filtering process of percepts based on specific selection criteria. So
and Sonenberg (2009) relate their work with Weyns et al. (2004) and extend this
model within the context of situation awareness (SA) according to Endsley’s theory
of SA (Endsley et al. (2003)). They treat situation awareness as a process working
between perception on the one side and practical reasoning on the other side. Like
Weyns et al. (2004), the notion of top-down perceptual attention is addressed and
event calculus is employed for specifying this focus of attention. van der Vecht (2009)
addresses perceptual attention as adjustable autonomy which is defined as having
dynamic control over external influences on the decision-making process, based on in-
ternal motivations. Event processing is separated from decision-making and reasoning
rules are introduced to specify the effects of external events from the environment on
the beliefs and goals of an agent.

The above models are not specifically geared towards embodied agents in virtual
environments. However, perception is treated as a separate process that can be con-
trolled by an agent to some degree. This is also an important aspect for simulating
human-like perception (as will become clear below). Further, this work gives insight
into how agent platforms that only offer passive perception could be extended to
support active perception.

4.2.2 Perception in human-like virtual agents
Next we consider research on human-like perception in virtual environments. In this
scope, perception must be achieved through the use of virtual sensors attached to an
agent’s embodiment. Below, different facets of human-like perception are discussed,
namely synthetic sensing, perceiving and perceptual attention.

Synthetic sensing

Synthetic sensing is the simulation of human-like sensory modalities in a virtual envi-
ronment. Out of the human-like senses, vision is often regarded as the most important
to simulate. In Peters et al. (2011) it is stated that synthetic vision can range from
geometrical approaches to pure synthetic vision. Geometrical approaches often make
use of range tests, collision tests or ray-casting techniques. The former can be used
to query physical entities within some viewing volume centered around the agent
(Reynolds (2000)) or through the use of one or more viewing cones originating from
the eye’s position (Leonard (2003)). Ray-casting is a common technique that can be
used to determine if an entity can really be ’seen’. It involves the process of perform-
ing one or more ray collision tests that are shot from an observer’s eye position to
strategic target locations part of the object’s bounding volume. If a ray reaches the
target object, it is not blocked by other geometry in an environment and visibility
can be confirmed.

Alternatively, in pure synthetic vision, an image of the environment is rendered
from an agent’s own point of view (Blumberg (1997); Noser and Thalmann (1997).
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It is the task of the agent itself to process the image and try to detect semantic
features in the environment. As an approach to aid this task, false-color rendering is
a technique where each entity is rendered with a distinct color (Noser and Thalmann
(1997)). Colors can be associated with specific entities after which the game engine
can be queried for information about a specific entity. However, without any aid, this
approach would be similar to what is required in the field of robotics where raw data
from hardware sensors like cameras have to be processed and interpreted. In (serious)
games and simulations with potentially many agents, pure synthetic vision is often
considered to be too impractical and computationally expensive.

Besides vision, other senses have been considered for modeling. For instance, in
Herrero and de Antonio (2003), a model for auditory perception is proposed. In
Thalmann et al. (1997) the aim is to build a behavior model based on a tactile sensor.
Less conventional in use, in Delgado-Mata and Aylett (2001), a virtual smell sensor
is used to ’sense’ others’ emotions.

Modeling approaches for human-like sensors can range from more primitive to
more complex solutions. Generally speaking, the more realism one requires for a
sensor to more closely match its real-world counterpart, the more complex a model
becomes and the less efficient the sensing process becomes. In industry-geared appli-
cations, trade-offs have to be made between efficiency and realism.

Perceiving

Perceiving is regarded here as the process of translating low-level sensory information
obtained from a virtual environment to more semantic and meaningful knowledge that
is better suited for cognitive reasoning. Many researchers have recognized the need
for agents to perceive their environment at a higher level of abstraction. For instance,
in Arnellos et al. (2008), perceiving entails the use of biologically-driven processes to
infer knowledge from a stream of sensory information. At multiple levels of processing,
higher-level information is inferred from lower-level information obtained over time
(e.g. inferring the speed or acceleration of objects based on object positions sensed
over time). In Vosinakis and Panayiotopoulos (2003b), the use of a scripting language
is proposed in which perception rules can be defined for creating beliefs from raw
sensory data. Predefined functions are available to detect spatial relations between
entities. An example is given where a rule can be scripted to infer if a table in a room
is free by inspecting surrounding chairs and their possible intersections with other
agents. The Pogamut agent architecture (Gemrot et al. (2011)) includes an inference
component to generate higher-level facts from low-level information retrieved from
sensors (e.g. ’agent X chases agent Y’). Such inferences work at a lower level of
conception external to an agent’s cognitive reasoning domain. Finally, Ranathunga
et al. (2012a) proposes a complex event detection system to identify domain-specific
events from low-level data extracted from Second Life virtual environments.

The above work mainly focuses on the processing of visually perceivable informa-
tion. In order to take into account the presence of other types of sensory modalities,
models have been proposed that are able to combine sensory information from mul-
tiple sensors. For instance, in Bordeux et al. (1999), a flexible framework is proposed
where a perception module can be composed out of individual processing pipelines,
each one associated with a single sensor. Steel et al. (2010) focuses on a general ab-
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stract model for a sensor that can be plugged in or removed from a perception module.
In Kuiper and Wenkstern (2013), this work is extended with a module that combines
low-level environment features obtained from multiple sensors into more meaningful
knowledge. It is based on an algorithm that selects the most likely hypothesis for
an event occurring in the environment, based on sensory information from multiple
modalities sensed at the same time. The selected hypothesis is turned into a percept
that can be further processed by a cognitive agent.

Perceptual attention

Perceptual attention is the ability of an agent to attend to selective information from
its environment by focusing its perception process mentally or physically. Hill (2000)
considers perceptual attention with the goal of generating believable gazing behav-
ior for virtual humans from a psychological point of view. Taking into account Hill’s
work, Chopra and Badler (1999) cover visual attention by identifying a set of common
visual behaviors for virtual humans, each having a different functional purpose: e.g.
a visual search serves the purpose to look for a specific object; monitoring or tracking
is performed to retrieve periodic updates of the state of a (moving) object; or spon-
taneous looking is performed in situations where no specific task-related attention is
required. In Kim et al. (2005a,b), a model for perceptual attention is described that
takes into account both top-down and bottom-up attention processes. Here attention
is used to select important information from a virtual environment bounded by the
cognitive and physical resources of an agent. The model has been envisioned for use in
environments in which virtual humans can dynamically shift their attention between
dialogue partners and environmental objects and events, either caused by top-down
perceptual needs or bottom-up stimuli. In Balint and Allbeck (2013), a general frame-
work is proposed for multimodal sensing and perception. It uses heuristics to define
attention based on both top-down interest and bottom-up saliency detection.

4.2.3 Robotics
We shortly reflect on the field of robotics where similar problems have to be addressed
related to perception. Like virtual agents, robots have to infer knowledge about their
environment based on information retrieved from sensors. Not limited to the robotics
domain, specialized systems have been developed to deal with real-time processing
of information flows. These are commonly referred to as information-flow-processing
(IFP) systems (Cugola and Margara (2012)). Typically supported features include
filtering, pattern detection and transformations for creating new events. In Ziafati
et al. (2013b), the IPF system of ETALIS (Anicic et al. (2011)) is used to interface
with a high-level control component such as an agent platform. Interaction mecha-
nisms are proposed between an agent programming language (APL) and an IFP to
facilitate dynamic filtering and on demand querying of information.

DyKnow is a stream-based knowledge processing middleware (Heintz (2009); Heintz
et al. (2008)) and can be used in robot frameworks such as ROS (Quigley et al. (2009)).
It allows for the creation of knowledge processes for constructing and maintaining
knowledge at different abstraction levels from raw sensor data. Knowledge processes
can make subscriptions on streams of information from other processes. These can
be seen as a continuous queries on information of interest.
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Similar to the above works, the use of subscription-based mechanisms for control-
ling streams of percepts will also be considered in this work.

4.2.4 Semantics in virtual environments
A different point of view towards perception is to focus on environment design, as
opposed to agent design. Virtual environments can be designed to offer semantic
information that can be accessed by agents at run-time to facilitate them in under-
standing their environment or providing guidelines on how to behave. Two different
approaches are discussed below. The first approach is concerned with encoding se-
mantics directly in a virtual environment. The second approach relates to the notion
of a semantic virtual environment which represents a semantic layer on top of a virtual
environment, but independent of its underlying representation.

Smart objects, annotations and affordances

Different approaches have been proposed to embed information in the environment
specifically for use by agents. A popular example is the use of smart objects which
was first introduced in Kallmann and Thalmann (1999a). Smart objects are virtual
objects that are modeled with so-called interaction features. These features aid an
actor’s interaction with an object. For instance, it can provide hints on how an object
can be manipulated, where an actor needs to be positioned for the interaction or what
animation has to be played. Predefined plans could be included to fully coordinate
an actor-object interaction. The use of smart objects has originally been proposed to
allow efficient interactions with every-day objects like buttons, doors, lifts, etc.

Doyle (2002) proposes the use of annotations within a virtual environment to im-
prove a character’s believability and reusability across a variety of domains. Such
annotations are designed for the purpose of guiding agents to behave in a believable
manner in an environment according to a designer’s intent. They offer guidelines
on how an agent should behave physically or emotionally in certain areas or situa-
tions. Behavioral guidelines can be context-specific with respect to individual agent
characteristics. Hereby, a high degree of behavior sophistication and diversity can
be realized with little effort on the agent side Doyle (1999). In McAlinden et al.
(2006), annotations are employed to embed cultural-specific information inside an
environment like socio-economic, ethnic, demographic or historical information. Such
annotations would offer an agent predefined beliefs about environment regions it is sit-
uated in. Unlike smart objects which specifically relate physical objects, environment
annotations can relate to situational contexts, places and areas.

Another approach that has gained popularity is the use of affordances. In a sense,
it could be regarded as another type of information that can be embedded in smart
objects. An affordance is a quality of an object that offers an interaction possibility.
The term was first introduced by psychologist James J. Gibson which defines affor-
dances as: ’all action-possibilities latent in the environment, objectively measurable
and independent of the individual’s ability to recognize them, but always in relation
to the actor and therefore dependent on their capabilities’ (Gibson (1979, 1977)). To
give an example, a rock can afford lifting or throwing, but depending on its weight,
this is only true for those actors with sufficient strength. Further, not all actors may
be able to perceive affordances of objects. E.g. a big rock may offer cover to little
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children, but it may not be perceived as such by those children because of their lim-
ited cognitive abilities. Donald Norman uses the term perceived affordance to refer to
action possibilities as they are related to a specific perceiver: herein, not only physical
abilities of an actor are taken into account but also an actor’s goal, plans or beliefs
(Norman (2002)).

Several design approaches have been proposed to employ affordances in virtual
environments to guide agents in their decision-making process. Heckel and Young-
blood (2011) use so-called contextual affordances encoded in smart objects to reduce
the possible action space for an agent at run-time, based on the current state of the
object and the agent. Brom et al. (2006) uses affordance theory for efficient prac-
tical reasoning. Agents can perceive so-called materializations which exist in the
environment as interactions. They are associated on the one side with a possible
agent intention and on the other side with one or more objects that afford the agent
to accomplish this intention. Action-selection for an agent can then be performed
efficiently: what behavior to perform is determined based on perceived interaction
possibilities that relate to the agent’s current intention. When multiple possibilities
are available, a choice can be made based on a suitability value. For instance, if an
agent craves for fluids to address its thirst, when it perceives both a bottle of water
and a bottle of wine, it may prefer the former.

Smart objects and affordances have also been of interest in the gaming industry.
This is primarily because of their suitability to limit the design and computational
complexity of agents. For instance, in the game The Sims, affordances are embedded
in environment objects to inform game characters on how they can support them in
achieving their goals (Simpson (2005)). In the game F.E.A.R., smart objects are
used to provide information on a character’s required animated behavior for a specific
interaction (Orkin (2006)).

Semantic virtual environments

A semantic virtual environment (SVE) is an abstract view of a virtual environment
which is independent of the underlying representation of it in a game engine. It is said
that by abstracting from specific virtual environment implementations, interoperabil-
ity and reusability can be increased between systems interconnected through an SVE.
SVEs have been proposed for connecting multi-agent systems (MASs) to game en-
gines. In Chang et al. (2005), a so-called concept layer is introduced which translates
a physical model of a virtual environment to a conceptual model which is suitable for
agents to perceive. This model is based on an ontology of concepts which not only
provides information on the type of objects that can be perceived, but also causal
rules between concepts. This allows an agent to understand relationships between
concepts and notions of cause and effect (e.g. a key of type A unlocks doors of type
B). Grimaldo et al. (2008) also proposes to use ontologies for an SVE: by employing
hierarchical relations between concepts, agents are better able to understand scenes
with complex compositions (e.g. atop a table lies a tray which contains glasses). On-
tologies are also used to define social relations between agents at the individual level
(e.g. parent-child, colleague) or institutional level (e.g. culture, social class).

SVEs have the advantage of being able to fully abstract from specific game engines.
However there are some disadvantages depending on how they are employed. For
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example in the above work, SVEs are used as an architectural layer between a MAS
and a game engine, controlling all agent interactions with the virtual environment. In
essence, agents are disconnected from their embodiment in the environment and can
only sense and perceive through the SVE. This makes it problematic to implement
certain aspects of human-like perception like described in section 4.2.2 (for instance
synthetic sensing through virtual sensors). In our work, we strive to employ the
advantages of SVEs, but without sacrificing the ability for an agent to be closely
connected to its virtual sensors and actuators in its embodiment.

4.2.5 Middleware approaches

Finally we discuss how agent perception is treated in previous middleware approaches
for connecting MASs to game engines. In sections 2.4.2 and 2.5, a global overview
of earlier attempts have been described together with our view on these approaches.
Here we revisit them focusing on their abilities for perception.

In the previous chapter, two significant issues have been identified with respect
to perception. First, how to bridge the representational gap between virtual environ-
ment representations and suitable sensory information for agents (see section 3.3.1)?
Second, how to cope with the amount of information that a game engine may pro-
vide as sensory information for agents (see section 3.3.3)? These issues have been
recognized in previous research on connecting MASs to game engines (e.g. Dignum
(2012); Evertsz et al. (2009); Gemrot et al. (2009); Hindriks et al. (2011)). However,
structural solutions for these issues have not been proposed in the scope of middle-
ware design approaches. One of the reasons for this is that often there is a lack of
control over the sensing process of virtual characters in game engines. Popular game
engines or middlewares that provide access to such engines are often (partly) closed
systems where it is not always possible to control what kind of information an agent
may perceive from its environment (or when).

To give a concrete example, consider Gamebots (Adobbati et al. (2001)) which
is an extension of the UT game engine that allows external software to control virtual
characters. Here, it is the Gamebots middleware that decides what kind of informa-
tion is exposed for agents as sensory information, and the rate at which this is sent
out: it sends out a fixed set of properties from all objects and other agents within
some visual range and it does this continuously at a rate of 10 hertz. There is no
ability for an agent to control this bottom-up flow of information.

Other middleware approaches take on a large role and offer besides a mere game
engine interface an additional functional layer between a game engine and a MAS. In
this layer they have the opportunity to address the identified perception issues. For
instance, in Pogamut (Gemrot et al. (2011)), an inference engine can be added to
create higher-level percepts to be stored in a memory module. Through this module,
a pull strategy can be offered to agents for retrieving information. In Ranathunga
et al. (2012b), a data processing module is proposed. It extracts sensory information
from a game engine after which an event detection process interprets this information
to infer high-level information. This can consequently be presented to agents in a
MAS as propositions. In the above middleware approaches, it is often assumed that
game engines and MASs are closed systems and that in order to bridge the conceptual
gap between these systems, this should be the responsibility for a middleware. In our
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work, game engines and MASs are fundamentally treated as open systems to allow
any desired design for an embodied agent. This allows us to focus more freely on
addressing the fundamental issues for agent perception, without being limited by the
possible constraints imposed by a (partly) closed game engine or MAS.

Finally, there are also middleware approaches that inherently do not allow individ-
ual sensing for agents in virtual environments. Here agents can be offered information
about their environment from a global information source. For instance, this is seen
in HLA-based solutions like proposed in Lees et al. (2006); Plch et al. (2012), but also
in semantic virtual environments (SVEs) where agents can only sense and act through
a global SVE model (see section 4.2.4). Such approaches are not considered in this
work because of the inability for agents to have individual virtual sensors modeled in
the environment.

4.3 Towards agent perception in virtual environments

In this section an overview is presented of fundamental design issues that relate to
environment perception for cognitive agents in virtual environments. In section 3.3,
general design issues have already been identified. In this section, these will be ad-
dressed in more detail but focusing specifically on the topic of perception.

Below in section 4.3.1, issues are described that arise from the conceptual gap
between a cognitive agent and a human-like intelligent virtual agent (IVA). Afterwards
in sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 different facets of perception are addressed.

4.3.1 From cognitive agent to human-like IVA

In traditional agent technology, the role of perception is often quite limited. In many
agent platforms there is no real explicit perception model. Here perception is implic-
itly represented by processing of incoming events, either triggering a belief-update
or a reactive action. When such agents are considered for embodying human-like
characters in a virtual environment, perception becomes a more complicated mat-
ter. In section 3.3.3, the discrepancies have been outlined that contribute to this.
To recapitulate, an agent becomes embodied and situated in a virtual environment;
it has to operate in a real-time environment; and it has to behave in a human-like
manner. Below, three perception-related aspects are described that relate to these
discrepancies. They lead to requirements that should be taken into account when a
specific agent platform is being considered for controlling human-like characters.

Multimodal perception

An agent that is embodied can only receive information from its environment through
the use of virtual sensors. Virtual sensors can simulate human-like sensory modalities
like vision, hearing or touch. They constrain an agent’s ability to perceive its envi-
ronment and can be modeled to broadly resemble their real-world counterpart within
a virtual environment. For believable sensing, the generation of sensory information
should be constrained based on three aspects, namely the situatedness of the sensors,
sensory capabilities and the environment physics.
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First of all, situatedness relates to a sensor’s positioning in the virtual world and
its susceptibility towards external signals. For example, one should not be able to see
objects that are just too far away, or one should not be able to feel anything without
physical contact.

Second, sensory capabilities relate to sensors’ physical abilities for obtaining in-
formation from an environment. These can be regarded as characteristics of a sensor
that control what information is obtained and when. One can distinguish between
more permanent and more dynamic characteristics. Permanent characteristics rep-
resent more static constraints of a sensor. For instance, for a visual sensor this may
concern properties like field-of-view or nearsightedness. For an auditory sensor, this
may concern properties like frequency range or hard of hearing. Dynamic characteris-
tics relate to sensory properties that are more subject to change during a simulation.
For instance, this may involve properties that are used to simulate temporary sensor
deficiencies (e.g. simulating sun blindness or loss of hearing).

Last, environment physics represent the constraints that are imposed by an en-
vironment, acting as a virtual medium through which is sensed. Here, sensing is
constrained by the presence of other elements in the environment and the simulated
laws of physics. For example, one should not be able to see objects which are fully
obscured by other objects; one may not be able to see objects through thick fog or
smoke; or one may not be able to hear another person in a noisy bar.

Requirement 4.1 A cognitive agent should be able to obtain sensory information
obtained from different simulated human-like sensory modalities.

Real-time continuous sensing

When an agent is connected to a real-time virtual environment there can be a huge
amount of information that can serve as potential sensory information. Consider an
agent situated in a heavily populated environment where it can observe hundreds
of objects and where each object has dozens of observable properties. This implies
there may be thousands of properties that can be observed by an agent at each
simulation update cycle (often running at rates of more than 30 Hz). In complex
virtual environments, having to deliberate on this amount of information could lead
to performance issues in a MAS and the inability for an agent to reason according to
its real-time requirements. Consider here that a MAS may consist of dozens of agents.
There is the risk of stalling an agent’s deliberation cycle where it can be seen as more
busy ’thinking’ than actually planning actions. Some form of filtering is required such
that only those elements from an environment are considered for perception which
are relevant to an agent in its current situation. Such filtering may be steered by
an agent’s current goals, tasks, or mental state. In the previous chapter, the need
for filtering has also been argued from a pure technical point of view (section 3.3.3).
Later in this section this issue is discussed in more detail (section 4.3.4).

Requirement 4.2 A cognitive agent should be able to have a form of directed
cognitive control over its perception process.
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Perceiving a virtual environment

In agent platforms, agents typically perceive their environment through so-called
percepts. These percepts are commonly presumed to be represented at a symbolic
level where the information is more or less directly suitable for belief formation and
decision-making. However, this is generally not the level at which virtual environ-
ments are represented. In the previous chapter this notion was already denoted as
the ’representational gap’ that inherently exists between game engine technology and
agent technology (section 3.3.1). It was noted that game engines operate on data
more at the physical, geometrical level, facilitating the simulation and rendering of
virtual worlds. E.g. geometry and textures determine how an object is visualized;
or 3d-coordinates are used to position and orient an object in a virtual space. There
is little semantic value in such features for an agent to reason with in a human-like
manner. Agents are geared towards operating on data at the symbolic, social level
based on human-like notions. Therefore when an agent becomes situated in a virtual
environment it must bridge the representational gap for it to perceive and understand
its environment based on meaningful concepts. Below in section 4.3.3 the processes
involved in bridging this gap is described in more detail.

Requirement 4.3 A cognitive agent should be able to perceive its environment at
a strategic abstraction level that is suitable for practical reasoning.

4.3.2 Interfacing mind and body

In section 3.3.2 (page 35) a general discussion has been given on interfacing an agent’s
mind and body. The notion of balance of control was introduced between processes
attributed to an agent’s mind, said to be more cognitively-oriented, and processes
attributed to an agent’s body, said to be more physically-oriented. The former can
be regarded as processes working at a conscious level, subject to cognitive influences
whereas the latter can be regarded as processes working at the unconscious level, not
subject to cognitive guidance. Below in sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, the synergy between
an agent’s mind and body is discussed for concrete topics of sensing, perceiving and
perceptual attention. This will gain insight into the required nature of an interface
between a cognitive agent and its virtual embodiment.

4.3.3 Sensing and perceiving

For embodied agents, a distinction is made between the processes of sensing and per-
ceiving. Sensing is defined here as the process of obtaining sensory information from
the environment by one or more individual virtual sensors attached to an agent’s
embodiment. Perceiving is defined as the process of combining and interpreting col-
lected sensory information in order to create abstractions of the virtual environment
towards a strategic level. This is a level at which meaningful percepts can be repre-
sented suitable for updating an agent’s internal model of its environment.

Within the scope of an agent’s mind-body connection, sensing takes place at the
embodiment level where the output of individual sensors are collected. At the agent
level, percepts are fed to the agent’s cognitive reasoning domain. In between, the
perceiving process may introduce one or more levels of interpretation or inference
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procedures for constructing abstractions. To give insight into the role of sensing and
perceiving for obtaining good situation awareness, consider the following example
of an agent that makes an intelligent decision based on good situation awareness.
“A soldier agent sees an ally soldier running towards it with a gun pointed at it while
shouting ’watch out behind you’. As a reaction, the agent infers there is an immediate
threat from behind and performs a reactive behavior of ducking to the ground”. This
example is interesting because although the agent’s reaction can be seen as primitive,
it does require a good understanding of the situation. Below, a set of abilities are
listed that would be required for obtaining the level of understanding as imagined in
the example scene.

Semantics
The ability to obtain semantic knowledge about concrete concepts, relationships be-
tween concepts, and situations. Information from multiple sensory modalities must be
combined and interpreted into useful knowledge. For example, at a lower abstraction
level the agent infers that the visible person and the heard speech conceptually belong
to the same entity, and that the person is holding some kind of object. At a higher
abstraction level, social concepts are introduced: the person is a soldier, it is holding
a gun and a meaning is attributed to its speech (there is danger from behind). At the
highest level, the agent recognizes the situation as ’an upcoming threat from behind’.

Changes over time
The ability to capture and understand changes in the environment sensed over time.
For example, the agent infers that ’something is moving’, or at a higher level, that
’a person is running’. Since relations are to be made from information received at
different time steps, some sort of local memory is required.

Point of view
The ability to sense and interpret information from one’s own point of view, hereby
understanding agent-centric spatial and social relationships. In the example scene,
the agent infers that someone is moving towards it, is pointing a gun at it and is
talking to it. At a higher conceptual level, an agent is able to understand social
relationships. The agent infers that the soldier is an ally, and eventually that the
perceived danger resolves around itself. Since environment information is represented
in the game engine from a global point of view, at some point, translations are required
to represent information from an agent’s own point of view.

Clarity and uncertainty
The ability to (1) sense environmental elements based on a sensor’s observation ca-
pabilities and (2) to cope with uncertainty during perception. The former relates to
the clarity with which information is sensed, based on a sensor’s capability (e.g. how
loud something is heard or how clear a visual observation is). The latter relates to
coping with uncertainty caused by unclear senses. Referring to the example scene,
the agent may vaguely see an object moving towards it while hearing a faint speech.
It is yet unsure how to interpret this. Later, the agent may perceive that it concerns a
soldier running towards it but is yet unsure if it is an ally or enemy soldier. This may
be interpreted later as it recognizes the soldier’s face or uniform. Further, the heard
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speech may now be loud enough to understand the utterance being spoken. Deal-
ing with such level of uncertainty would require some form of probabilistic reasoning
during perception for an agent to hypothesize on the current situation.

Observation persistency
The ability to be aware of the continuity of observations, when they start, how they
evolve and when they end. For example, the observation of another agent starts
when it comes into sensory range, evolves when the agent moves around and ceases
when it leaves sensory range. Entities themselves may also start, evolve and cease,
independent on the agent’s observability of it (e.g. a sound that starts and ends).
Also, the awareness of a ceased observation of an entity and the reason for it is by
itself useful information. E.g. did the observation of a sound ceased because it went
out of hearing range, or because the sound itself stopped? Now at a higher level of
cognition, persistency in observations relate to the ability to recognize when situations
have started or do no longer apply. E.g. knowing that one is in danger and persisting
in this belief until there is a reason to belief the danger is over.

Sensory capability awareness
The ability to be cognitively aware of one’s sensory capabilities or deficiencies. This
concerns perception of oneself related to how well one is able to sense and perceive,
something which may directly influence cognitive decision-making. For example, an
agent that can only see several meters in front of it because of thick smog hanging in
the air may prefer to walk slower. Or an agent in a bar with very loud music may
raise its voice when talking to someone, it may resort to gestural communication, or
it may decide not to socialize at all.

The listed abilities give insight into the scope of the problem of designing perception
across an agent’s mind-body interface. Two general observations are made. First
of all, it can be said that one can distinguish between different levels of abstraction.
Certain levels are more physically or biologically-oriented and are more closely related
to an agent’s sensors. Others are more cognitively or socially-oriented and are more
closely related to an agent’s high-level reasoning domain. The creation of higher-
levels of abstraction is dependent on information that is received from lower levels of
abstraction and each level may require a local memory in order to make inferences
based on information received over time. Second, concerning the information that
may be communicated between different levels of abstractions, it is seen that different
types of (meta-)information should be considered. In agent technology, the notion of
a percept is often used to denote a piece of global semantic information being sensed
from the environment. The nature of this concept and the information it can represent
has to be reconsidered in order to to cope with different types of information.

4.3.4 Perceptual attention

Perceptual attention is referred to as the ability of an agent to control and direct its
senses to specific elements in the environment. In Peters et al. (2011) it is stated that
perceptual attention is required for two main reasons: for aesthetic reasons increasing
naturalness, and for functional reasons preventing performance issues. Additionally it
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is stated that perceptual attention comprises both top-down and bottom-up processes.
In top-down perception, sensory resources are allocated to external stimuli that are of
importance to an internal task or goal. In bottom-up perception, attention is drawn
to changes occurring in the environment. The latter acts as an alerting mechanism
to trigger reactive behavior or obtain reasons for interrupting a current task.

In rich virtual environments there can be a huge amount of information that
could be sensed and consequently presented to an agent as sensory information. In
section 4.3.1 it was stated that this is undesirable for technical reasons because of the
computational burden of processing hundreds, possibly thousands of percepts, every
single update cycle. However, when considering the physiology of human perception,
it is also unrealistic to consider every observable piece of information at the level of
reasoning. Attention is considered to be a limited resource and one cannot attend
to all aspects of an environment that fall within sensory range. While performing a
task, humans therefore tend to direct their attention to selective information from the
environment. This notion suggests a similar approach should be used for human-like
cognitive agents.

To give an example, consider a soldier agent in a forest. When it is not aware of any
nearby enemies it may not be interested to sense information from the dozens of trees
that may surround it. However when it is under fire by an enemy soldier, it may have
an interest in nearby trees for their suitability for taking cover. Still, in this situation,
the agent couldn’t care less about what species of trees there are, how many leafs each
trees has or even the fact that it concerns trees. Rather it is interested because of the
perceived qualities of being hard objects that can stop bullets and having a certain
thickness that exceeds the agent’s physical body size. Now when the agent decides
to fire back at the enemy, it should still have proper situation awareness that exceeds
the target it aims at. It should not be blind to civilians that may happen to walk in
the line of fire or blind to an incoming grenade that drops at its feet (i.e. possible
reasons to change its current behavior). Even when the agent is resting and has no
direct purpose, it may spontaneously look around and have attention be caught.

Thus perceptual attention for an agent involves two qualities:

• Top-down attention: An agent should be able to focus on specific elements from
its environment while filtering irrelevant information. Such a cognitive interest
could be related to specific type of objects or events, certain categories of objects,
specific features or properties of objects, or objects with certain qualities. Top-
down attention is regarded to be dynamic of nature and driven by an agent’s
goals, tasks or mental state.

• Bottom-up attention: An agent should be able to be susceptible to (unexpected)
changes in its environment. By unexpected changes, environmental elements are
meant that an agent did not anticipate and are not directly related to its current
goals or tasks. Bottom-up attention prevents tunnel vision and allows an agent
to perform reactive behaviors, discover new opportunities for achieving its goals
or obtain reasons for adopting new goals.

The main challenge for designing perceptual attention is to distinguish between
relevant and irrelevant information for individual agents in their respective contexts.
On the one hand an agent should not be provided with too much information as to
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prevent reasoning over too much irrelevant information and not being able to react
to changes in a timely fashion. On the other hand, and agent should not be provided
with too little information so that it becomes ignorant of important changes in its
environment.

The need for a good attention model becomes increasingly more important as the
complexity and diversity of the environment increases and as agents become more
heterogeneous with respect to the types of behaviors they can express. The larger
the variety of behaviors, the larger the scope of information agents should be able to
perceive (at some point in their lifetime) and the more pressing it becomes to filter
information tailored to individual agent contexts.

4.4 Global semantics for virtual environments

Global semantics for virtual environments is defined here as information or knowledge
about an environment that (1) exists external to an agent and (2) can be made
available during perception to facilitate it in better understanding the environment
around it. Global semantics can be used to provide information about a virtual
environment at a certain abstraction level that is meaningful for agents to form beliefs
and reason about.

Although many different strategies for using global semantic knowledge have been
proposed (see related research section 4.2.4), they all share a common motivation: By
treating semantic knowledge as part of an agent’s environment instead of as part of
the agent itself, this knowledge can be managed globally and efficiently for use by all
agents. This would eliminate the need for individual agents to infer such knowledge
in a fully autonomous manner. Separating semantic knowledge from the agent’s in-
ternals and embedding this information in the environment, agent complexity can be
constrained while environments become better adaptable with no or little modifica-
tions required on the agent side (Doyle (1999)). However, downsides of this approach
have also been recognized: By managing semantic knowledge external to an agent,
some level of control over perception is lost on the agent side, hereby compromising
agent autonomy (Kallmann and Thalmann (2002)).

4.4.1 Information types

Below, an overview is given of different types of information that can be considered
as global semantics for virtual environments. A distinction is made between (1)
information that is introduced to facilitate the physical simulation of the environment
and (2) information that is introduced specifically for agents to facilitate perception
or decision-making. This becomes clear below.

Physical information
Physical information relates to information that is used in game engines to support
the design and run-time simulation of a virtual environment. At the lowest level
this is information required for rendering the environment and performing physics
simulations. For instance this includes geometry of objects, positions, orientations,
lighting, etc. Further, spatial and compositional relationships between objects are
typically available through a scene graph (Gregory et al. (2011)). At a higher level,
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more semantic information typically is available for individual types of simulation
entities. This includes an entity’s class type or entity-specific properties or features.
For instance, consider a light switch entity with a property status, or a human entity
with properties like length, gender and age. Commonly, information at this level is
introduced either because it is required for proper run-time simulation, or because
it facilitates the environment creation process. In Tutenel et al. (2008), the role of
semantics in games and simulations is signified, facilitating the authoring process for
creating complex virtual worlds.

Semantic information
Semantic information relates to information that is specifically introduced to facilitate
the simulation of intelligent entities that are expected to populate the environment.
It is information that is associated with entities or areas in an environment and can
be directly extracted by agents. This type of information is similar to the informa-
tion often associated with so-called smart objects or environment annotations. Also
affordance-based modeling of environments is considered here. In section 4.2.4, a
more detailed description is available for these types of information.

Inferred information
Finally, inferred information relates to semantic information that can be acquired
through run-time inferences. These inferences can be based on physical information,
semantic information or previously inferred information. For example, a more low-
level inference would be determining an object’s speed based on consecutive position-
ing information. Or a more high-level, domain-specific inference could be to detect if
there is a queue at an ATM machine, or detecting groups of conversing people. Thus
inferred knowledge does not have to relate to a single entity but can emerge out of
the state or interactions of multiple entities. The use of globally inferred knowledge
has also been proposed for use in semantic virtual environments (SVEs) Chang et al.
(2005); Grimaldo et al. (2008)).

From this point on, when talking about global semantics, the latter two types are
focused upon because of their relevance for agent design. Physical information is
assumed to be generally available in game engines.

4.4.2 Trade-off

In section 4.3.3, the distinction was described between the processes of sensing and
perceiving. In the former sensory information is retrieved from individual sensors;
in the latter one or more levels of interpretations and abstractions can be made for
obtaining more high-level knowledge. Through the use of global semantics, one can
raise the abstraction level at which agents will be able to sense their environment.
Perception can be performed more efficiently since abstractions can be made ’on behalf
of an agent’. Here, a trade-off is involved between the use of global semantics on one
hand and an agent’s control over individual interpretation on the other hand. This
trade-off is visualized below in figure 4.1.

The top bar represents the abstraction level at which global semantics is defined
in a virtual environment, ranging from more low-level semantics to more high-level
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Figure 4.1: Trade-off between the use of global semantics and autonomous perception

semantics. The bottom bar represents the level of autonomy an agent has over its
perception process. Sensing occurs where the level of global semantics ends and indi-
vidual agent perception starts. The more one abstracts from the environment using
a higher level of global semantics, the more efficiency can be obtained by performing
calculations centrally. However this leads to less autonomy for agents in the way they
can individually interpret their environment. Alternatively, global semantics used at
a lower level (or its absence) requires agents to perform lower level inferences to ob-
tain higher level knowledge. Agents are more in control over perception though this
typically leads to more design and computational complexity.

Design considerations for increasing the use of global semantics involves two dan-
gers, namely the risk of ’over-inference’ and the risk of violating believability require-
ments:

• Over-inference: This term is introduced to denote a situation in which through
global semantics, information can be sensed by agents, but where this informa-
tion should have been interpreted differently by different agents. In essence,
abstractions have been made centrally in situations one would like to see agents
making personal interpretations based on their own personal context. One can
imagine that information relating to the physical nature of an environment can
generally be treated as universal and uniformly interpretable (e.g. ’a table in
a restaurant is free when there are no people sitting at it’). However, when
the level of abstraction becomes higher and information becomes more social-
oriented, it is more likely that individual interpretations become desirable for
purposes of individuality and heterogeneity in agents (e.g. ’this restaurant has
good food’ or ’this restaurant is too crowded for comfort’).

• Violating believability : This occurs when one fails to adhere to the requirements
for believability in agent perception. The higher the level of global semantics
one employs for agent perception, the more difficult it can become to ensure
this data is obtained by agents in a believable manner. For example, knowing
whether a table at a restaurant is free would only be believable if an agent has
a visual sensor and can actually see the table. Or knowing whether a restau-
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rant has good food would only be believable when an agent has had previous
experiences with dining at the restaurant or if it acquired this knowledge based
on recommendations from others.

To conclude, research has demonstrated the advantages of enriching environment
representations to facilitate agent perception (see section 4.2.4). It has shown that
through practical design approaches, one can offer rich agent behavior and interactions
in an environment in an efficient manner. Though, this comes at the cost of full agent
autonomy. When designing cognitive agents to be integrated in a virtual environment,
one should consider whether the use of different forms of global semantics is beneficial
within the scope of a specific application. Trade-offs are involved between efficiency,
design complexity and agent autonomy.

4.4.3 Dynamic versus static information

As a final property of global semantics, a distinction is made between dynamic and
static information. Dynamic information concerns information that directly relates
to the current state of an environment representation in a game engine. On the other
hand, static information is independent of a run-time environment and concerns more
abstract information about environmental concepts that may or may not currently
exist in an environment. Thus instead of being related to specific instances of entities
in the environment an agent may encounter, static information relates to concepts or
classes of entities that may be encountered. To give an example, dynamic information
may state: ’this door is locked’ or ’this door can be opened with this key’. Corre-
spondingly, static information may state: ’doors can be either locked or unlocked’ or
’locked doors can be opened with keys’. As an example of affordance-related informa-
tion, dynamic information may state ’this bike affords transportation’ whereas static
information may state ’bikes afford transportation’.

From an agent’s point of view, dynamic information is knowledge that can be
sensed or perceived from its current environment. Static information could be treated
as learned abstractions about concepts and relationships built from past experiences.
Since static information does not depend on the actual run time state of an envi-
ronment, it could also be modeled offline and offered to agents at design time as
predefined beliefs.

However, for an agent to make use of static information it has to relate this to
its current perception of the environment (i.e. dynamic information). For example,
an agent must be able to relate its knowledge that locked doors can be opened with
keys with any currently perceived information of a specific door being locked or not.
Then, in case a door is locked, it could adopt a goal to search for a key. This of
course does not mean that any key the agent finds will successfully unlock the door,
but it does give the agent useful information about possible courses of action. As for
the bike example, an agent may know that bikes afford transportation. Consequently,
it may perceive a bike with a flat tire. In this situation the bike will not afford
transportation and the abstract knowledge did not provide sufficient information for
an agent to immediately infer this. Thus in order to associate abstract knowledge
with perceived information, somewhere along the line of reasoning within an agent,
contextual rules are required to bridge this gap, based on an agent’s current perception
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context. For example, a rule may state that a bike affords transportation, but only
when it is perceived that its tires are not flat.

4.5 An abstract perception model
In this section an abstract IVA model for environment perception is presented within
the scope of interfacing a multi-agent system (MAS) with a game engine. The model is
illustrated in figure 4.2. It extends the abstract IVA model from figure 3.4 (page 45),
though now focusing specifically on environment perception. The purpose of the
model is to describe the fundamental processes that can be attributed to either the
game engine side or the MAS side, together with the interactions between them across
the interface. These come forth out of the design issues that have been discussed in
the previous sections. In the remainder, the model is described in more detail.

Game Engine Multiagent System

Perception PerceptionSensors

Context

(Embodiment State )

Context

(Agent State )

Interface

Virtual Environment Virtual Embodiment Cognitive Agent

Deliberation
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(Game State )
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Global semantics
(static information )

Concept
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Figure 4.2: IVA Perception Model

4.5.1 Perception stages
In figure 4.2, three stages of perception are identified, shown by the arrow at the
bottom of the model. These are respectively sensing, perceiving and belief-formation:

Sensing

On the far left, sensing is situated fully on the game engine side where the virtual
sensors of the agent reside. A sensor is responsible for obtaining sensory information
from the environment. To achieve this, it can either directly extract elements that
are part of the game state or indirectly using of services. A service represents some
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functionality that is part of the game engine which can facilitate one to simulate
sensory constraints. How a sensor interacts with the game state or any services
depends on the type of sensor being modeled. To give an example, a visual sensor may
operate by extracting properties from all entities within some viewing cone. Here, a
service could offer the required calculations to query entities within some space. Ray-
casting techniques, also regarded as a service, could be used to determine if entities
are not obscured by other entities from the point of view of the sensor. Consequently,
the sensor may directly extract properties from ’observable’ entities from the game
state. Alternatively, an auditory sensor may operate by interacting with a service
that is able to calculate sound propagations from an emitter to a listener. Last, a
tactile sensor may operate by interacting with a physics engine (another service) to
detect collisions.

The process of generating sensory information is said to be driven by a sensory
algorithm run by each sensor. The algorithm runs at each simulation cycle or at some
fixed frequency, resulting in a stream of sensory information. It operates based on a set
of parameters that control the sensor’s physical capabilities. Such parameters can be
static or dynamic. For instance, static parameters could relate physical constraints an
agent ’is born with’, whereas dynamic parameters could be used to simulate temporary
deficiencies adaptable during the simulation. In section 4.3.1 such parameters have
been referred to as permanent and dynamic characteristics of a sensor respectively.
For technical reasons, a sensor can be designed to be configurable at run time to
have better control over its computational complexity. For instance, one could adapt
a sensor’s update frequency to control how often sensory information is generated.
Alternatively, one could dynamically adapt the algorithmic complexity of the sensor
to introduce different levels of realism (e.g. this is also proposed in Steel et al. (2010)).

Belief formation

On the far right in figure 4.2, the stage of belief formation is defined. This stage is
situated on the MAS side and is modeled here as part of the Deliberation component.
In this scope, beliefs are seen as newly perceived knowledge that is used to update
an agent’s internal model of its environment. The level at which this knowledge
is represented is presumed to be closely related to the level at which knowledge is
used in decision-making rules within the Deliberation component. For instance, this
component could reflect the deliberation engine of a BDI-agent in an agent platform.
In this case, the belief formation stage would represent the creation of beliefs from
incoming percepts through so-called belief-update rules.

Perceiving

Now between the sensing and the belief-formation stage, a perceiving stage is defined.
This stage is introduced to bridge the gap between low-level sensory information
obtained by individual sensors and beliefs that are fed into the cognitive reasoning
domain. The need for such a stage has been argued in section 4.3.3 (page 71). There
examples are given of the kind of processes that may be involved at different abstrac-
tion levels in order to construct perceptual information at a strategic level.

In the model from figure 4.2, the perceiving stage itself is represented by the Per-
ception process both on the game engine and MAS side. They have similar functions
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though work at different abstraction levels. Both work with sensory input from a
lower level stage and are expected to output higher-level representations. Both can
be controlled from a higher level stage in a top-down manner. Such control guides
the perception process to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information and
acts as a filter for the bottom-up flow of information. The need for top-down cognitive
control has been argued in section 4.3.4: agents have limited cognitive resources for
processing sensory information and require filtering based on focus and attention.

The decision to separate the perceiving stage into two sub-stages was made for
both conceptual and technical reasons. First, on the conceptual side, it introduces a
separation between perception processes within an agent’s mind and body. Certain
levels of abstractions are more physically-oriented, working with low-level information
that is most efficiently operated on the game engine side. For example, consider
inferences like ’someone is moving at a certain speed’ or ’someone is following me’.
Other levels of abstraction are more cognitively-oriented and may be better suited to
be performed on the MAS side where there is access to an agent’s cognitive state.
For example, information perceived about others can be linked to known identities
(e.g. ’a friend or a stranger is following me’), or the meaning of a perceived physical
gesture can be interpreted based on social-cultural factors.

Second, on the technical side, separating the perception process enforces an inter-
mediate level of abstraction to represent the technology interface between a MAS and
a game engine. Through this interface, one can abstract away from a specific game
engine or specific MAS. Thus from a pure technical point of view, the Perception
processes on both sides represent translation operators to translate system-specific
information to system-independent percepts and vice versa. Thus even though in a
certain application one may have little need for multiple conceptual abstraction levels
for perceiving, the separate stages can still be justified for technical purposes.

4.5.2 Reflection on global semantics

In section 4.4, the use of global semantics for virtual environments was discussed.
In the model from figure 4.2, global semantics is put in the scope of interfacing
agent technology and game engine technology. It is stated that global semantics on
the MAS side can only be employed by agents after percepts have been obtained
from their embodiments. This implies that, since there is no direct connection to
the environment state managed in the game engine, only static information can be
offered about possible environmental concepts and relationships. In contrast, global
semantics on the game engine side can offer dynamic information, directly related to
the run-time state of perceivable entities in the environment. The difference between
static and dynamic information has been described in section 4.4.3. Now when both
sides employ global semantics, one requires to relate (static) concepts used on the
MAS side with concretizations (i.e. instantiations) of those concepts that may be
available in the environment. To give an example, on the game engine side an agent
may sense an entity as being a car, as encoded in the game state. On the MAS
side, an agent may be offered with global, predefined knowledge that cars are vehicles
that offer travel over great distances or can have emotional value to an owner. Thus
an agent sensing a car concept on the game engine side must be able to relate this
concept with its knowledge about cars on the MAS side. In the model, such required
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relationships are illustrated across the interface and denoted as concept relations.
Important to note is that the level of abstraction that one may use to represent

global semantics on the game engine side does not have to be the same level of
abstraction that one may use between an agent’s mind and body. One may not want
global semantics sensed by virtual sensors to directly translate to percepts presented
to a cognitive agent. The model leaves room for individual interpretation on the
game engine side. Still, when designing these different levels of abstraction, one is
faced with similar trade-offs to be made between efficiency, design complexity and
autonomy. For the mind-body interface this was discussed in section 3.3.2 (page 35);
for the use of global semantics, this was discussed in section 4.4.2 (page 76).

4.5.3 IVA context

Both on the game engine side and the MAS side an IVA has a state. In the model
these are denoted as the Embodiment State and the Agent State respectively. In the
previous chapter in section 3.4.3, it was argued that state elements at one level may be
required at the other level. To give an example related to perception, a physical event
in the environment may be responsible for affecting a sensor’s performance (e.g. a
nearby explosion may temporarily cause a loss of hearing within an auditory sensor).
This information (i.e. the state of a sensor) may be relevant for an agent’s reasoning
on the MAS side (e.g. influencing the way in which it will interact with other agents).
Thus in order to allow sharing of state elements on either side, synchronization is
required between an IVA’s context on the game engine side and the MAS side. This
requirement of synchronization has already been addressed in the abstract IVA model
from the previous chapter (figure 3.4) and is repeated here for completeness.

4.5.4 The interface

As can be seen in figure 4.2, the interface bridges both the technology gap between a
MAS and a game engine as well as the conceptual gap between an agent’s mind and
body. As a general-purpose interface, the abstraction level is not fixed. A specific
abstraction level is determined by a designer within the scope of designing a concrete
connection or application. Any design decision that involves the abstraction level is
presumed to be part of the design contract. In here, the following concrete design
decisions must be agreed upon:

• Division of labor : An implicit agreement on the balance of control between
perception processes in the agent on the MAS side and its embodiment on the
game engine side. In essence, what kind of interpretations should be performed
on the game engine side and how can filtering of information be performed here?

• Agent-based semantics: An explicit agreement on the range of concepts that
are to be used in perception-related communication between an agent and its
embodiment. In essence, what kind of information can be encoded in percepts,
top-down control message and context synchronization?

• Global semantics: An agreement on the relationships between concepts used for
global semantics on the game engine side and the MAS side.
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• Interface channel design: An agreement on the type of messages and their
syntax that can be communicated between a MAS and a game engine. This
does not concern the semantic content of the messages but their underlying
data representations.

The interface as presented here is quite abstract because of the flexibility that
is required for designers to decide on their own abstraction level. Still, concrete
guidelines can be provided on the kind of aspects that must be taken into consideration
when designing an interface.

4.5.5 Concluding remarks

The model presented in this section offers a structured view on designing agent per-
ception within the scope of interfacing agent technology and game engine technology.
When we reflect back on the design issues addressed in the previous sections, first of
all, the requirements identified in section 4.3.1 are covered in the model: Agents can
sense their environment through multiple human-like sensors; they can perceive their
environment at a strategic abstraction level; and they can have a cognitive control
over their perception process in their embodiment. Further, the model provides cues
on how to address design issues related to sensing, perceiving and perceptual atten-
tion, which have been discussed in sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. Finally, the use of global
semantics is taken into account, which was argued in section 4.4 as an important ele-
ment in design approaches for agent perception. The model is used as a fundamental
basis for motivating a role for a middleware as an interface between a MAS and a
game engine. This is described next within the scope of the CIGA middleware which
was first introduced in the previous chapter.

4.6 CIGA: a middleware approach
In this section, a middleware approach is proposed to facilitate designers to cope with
environment perception for embodied agents across a MAS and a game engine. The
abstract perception model that was described in the previous section (section 4.2,
page 79) is used as a starting point for proposing concrete roles for a middleware.

Contributions are described within the scope of the CIGA middleware. The CIGA
middleware was previously introduced in chapter 3 (figure 3.5, page 47). There, the
technical issues for interfacing MASs with game engines and connecting cognitive
agents with their virtual embodiments have been addressed. Here we abstract away
from these technical issues.

In figure 4.3, an illustration is given as a summary of the features that are proposed
for the CIGA middleware. The numbers in the figure relate to the different features.
These are summarized below. In following sections, each one will be described in
more detail.

1. Support for a Semantic Virtual Environment (SVE): CIGA introduces a
service that allows designers to define and manage a technology-independent abstract
model of a virtual environment (an SVE). On the game engine side, an SVE is syn-
chronized with a virtual environment to reflect its run-time state. Here, information
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Figure 4.3: CIGA: Facilitating environment perception

from the SVE can be used to create percepts for agents. On the MAS side, the SVE’s
model definition can be accessed to employ static knowledge encoded in the model.
On the one hand, agents can perceive their environment at a strategic abstraction
level defined for a specific application. On the other hand, believability can be en-
sured where information from an SVE can be constrained by virtual sensors of an
agent.

2. Subscription-based information filtering: CIGA introduces a practical design
approach for allowing agents to have a cognitive control over their perception process
on the game engine side. On the MAS side, agents can adopt and drop subscription for
specific environment information. A subscription represent what kind of information
is desired and at what times. Concepts can be employed from an SVE model. On
the game engine side, one can control the percept generation process by taking active
subscriptions into account. This design approach allows individual agents to have full
(dynamic) control over their flow of percepts from a game engine to a MAS.

3. Interface message specification: CIGA allows designers to create their own
interface message specifications for perception-related data communication between a
MAS and a game engine. This involves the message types and syntax for percept and
control messages for agents. Default message types are provided for (1) percepts that
can contain concepts from an SVE model and (2) control messages that can be used
in the subscription-based filtering mechanism. Designers are free to extend message
types or create new ones.

The above features are explained in detail in following sections 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9.
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4.7 A Semantic Virtual Environment

In CIGA, the use of a Semantic Virtual Environment (SVE) is proposed. An SVE
is defined here as a model of a virtual environment defined at a certain level of
abstraction from the actual representation of a virtual environment inside a game
engine. The level at which an SVE is represented is geared towards a strategic level at
which cognitive agents can perceive their environment. In certain applications, agents
may require more fine-grained perception of more low-level features of an environment;
in other applications, the use of more high-level semantics is more effective. In essence,
the same virtual environment can be represented by different SVE’s when considering
different type of applications.

An SVE can be treated as a form of global semantics for a virtual environment as
was described in section 4.4. It is introduced for similar motivations: by introducing
globally defined or preprocessed semantic information about a virtual environment,
one can eliminate possibly complex inference procedures that otherwise would have
to be performed by agents individually, based on the raw representation of a virtual
environment in the game engine.

Through an SVE, agent perception is facilitated in two ways. First, it offers sensory
information for agents. Agents on the MAS side do not perceive their environment
directly through the SVE, but instead an SVE can be accessed by an agent’s embod-
iment on the game engine side through virtual sensors. Thus agents do not have
access to the full state of their environment. Physical sensing constraints can still
be enforced in order to ensure believable perception. Now second, perception is fa-
cilitated on the MAS side. Here an SVE can offer agents static knowledge about an
environment. This kind of information does not relate to a specific instance of an
environment but offers predefined knowledge about possible environmental concepts
or relationships. In section 4.4.3 the difference between static and dynamic informa-
tion was explained where static information could be seen as predefined knowledge
or ’learned’ abstractions. Agents on the MAS side can access this kind of knowledge
from an SVE’s definition and use it to interpret the percepts they receive.

The advantage of situating an SVE inside a middleware is that one can abstract
not only from specific virtual environment representations in a game engine but also
from the technology itself that is used to create a virtual environment. Thus agents
in a MAS can be designed fully independently of the data representations of the
environment in which they are situated. In the remainder of this section, first the
design of an SVE model is addressed. Following, it is described how an instance of this
model can be managed based on the current state of a virtual environment. Finally,
it is described how perception can be realized through an SVE.

4.7.1 An ontological SVE model

Within CIGA, an ontology-based approach is employed to model an SVE. Ontologi-
cal modeling offers suitable mechanisms for conceptualizing an environment model.
Ontological concepts can be used to either represent persistent or non-persistent en-
vironment information. This corresponds to the way in which information is typically
available in game engines. Persistent information relates to the state of individual
entities in the environment, persisting over time. Non-persistent information relates
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to events that carry information about some explicit dynamic change or interaction
occurring in the environment.

In an SVE ontology, persistent information can be modeled as a set of entity
classes that can be associated with a set of properties. Non-persistent information
can be modeled as a set of event classes that can be associated with one or more
arguments. Hierarchical relationships can be employed both for entity and event
classes. In game engines, one often make use of inheritance to represent different
levels of abstractions for entities or events. Similar abstractions can be encoded
within an SVE ontology. Besides the use of predefined concepts of entities and events,
no specific design restrictions are enforced.

The base model of using concepts for entities and events is similar to the way sim-
ulation environments are modeled in HLA (IEEE (2010)), an architectural framework
for synchronizing distributed simulations. Like in HLA, designers have the responsi-
bility to specify entities and events to model aspects of a virtual environment. The
difference is that in HLA, aspects are modeled that need to be synchronized with an-
other environment simulation, whereas in our case, aspects are modeled that we want
agents to perceive.

An example

Figure 4.4 illustrates a small example of an SVE model. A set of concepts are shown
that relate to possible entities or events from an environment. Together they represent
the type of information agents would be able to perceive from their environment.

SVEConcept

SVEEntity SVEEvent

GeographicalEntity PhysicalEntity

location: instance

position: vector

orientation : vector

SoundEntity

Human

gender: symbol

age: integer

Door

state: bool

locked: bool

Fire

intensity: float

type: symbol

Room

name: string

FireExtinguisher

type: symbol

ContactEvent

source: entity

force: float

DoorKnock

DoorBell

source: entity

Figure 4.4: SVE Model example

When designing an SVE model, two aspects should be taken into account. On
the one hand, the model must be groundable to a run-time instance of the virtual
environment it corresponds with. In essence, it must be possible to obtain the in-
formation encoded in the model from a virtual environment representation. On the
other hand, the model should offer agents sufficient awareness of their environment so
that they can express the behavior that is expected from them. This leads to concrete
design choices to make. To give an example, the doorbell sound from the example is
modeled as a persistent entity. This would allow an agent to efficiently perceive how
long the sound is present (assuming it is coming from a doorbell that rings as long
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as it is pressed). Is this kind of awareness important? It is if agents should be able
to get annoyed or angry when someone rings the doorbell for a very long time. If
this level of awareness is irrelevant, the sound could also have simply be modeled as
a functional event that is dispatched only once. Although a continuous sound could
be simulated through a stream of events, additional logic would be required within
the agent to infer continuity and boundaries of sounds. Alternatively, the concept of
a door knock is modeled as an event since it is by nature more event-like.

As another example, all physical entities are given a location property which rep-
resents the geographical region they are situated in. This would allow an agent to
know in which room it encountered an object which may come in handy during com-
munication (inform another human there is a fire in a specific room). If this property
is absent, an agent would require to have access to some predefined layout of the
building it is in so that it can relate detailed positioning of objects (e.g. coordinates)
with semantic regions. This would then be regarded as static global semantics.

If would be difficult to design an SVE model without any knowledge on the kind
of decision-making an agent should be able to perform in a specific application. The
same is true when one has no knowledge on the kind of information one can efficiently
obtain from a virtual environment in a game engine. The creation of an SVE model
should be a joint effort between environment designers and agent designers. It is an
important part of the design contract between a MAS and a game engine.

SVE extensions

The primary purpose of an SVE model is to allow a run-time view of a virtual envi-
ronment. However, one can imagine broader uses of an SVE model. One can define
addition concepts or relationships that are non-existent in a virtual environment,
but represent more abstract or social knowledge. For example, in Grimaldo et al.
(2008), a social ontology is described to model social relationships between agents. In
Harkouken et al. (2013), an ontology of services is presented which links services to
objects, stating what they can offer to agents (e.g. the interaction-possibilities or how
they facilitate agents in achieving their intentions). This is similar to the notion of
affordances as was first mentioned in section 4.2.4. Using affordances, one can model
an environment not only based on its physical characteristics but also based on what
its elements can afford to agents in terms of interactions. The above uses of an SVE
model are treated as ontological extensions. These fall outside the scope of this work
through in section 8.2.2, some additional examples are given.

4.7.2 The SVE Service
Inside the CIGA middleware, a Semantic Virtual Environment Service (SVE Service)
is introduced. Its purpose is to manage a run-time instance of an SVE model that
reflects the current state of a virtual environment. During agent sensing on the game
engine side, the service can be accessed to query run-time state information about
the environment based on concepts defined in the SVE model.

In order to manage an instance of an SVE model, one requires to translate game
state information from an environment in the game engine to concepts defined in the
SVE model. These translates are denoted as semantic translations. Now the advantage
of managing an SVE instance globally inside the middleware is that such semantic
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translations can be shared by all agents. This as opposed to having individual agents
having to perform such translations themselves during sensing. Further, since formal
semantics are employed, one can use data driven design approaches for regulating an
agent’s access to an SVE. A design approach for this is discussed in section 4.8.

Next, the mechanics of the SVE Service are described in more detail. Figure 4.5
illustrates the scope of the service.

Game Engine Multiagent System

Perception Perception

CIGA

Virtual Environment Virtual Embodiment Cognitive Agent

Percepts

Ontology Service

Inspect Inspect

SVE Service

Register

Translate Emit Event

SVE

Concept

SVE Cache SVE Model

World Entity

SVE logic

Simulation logic

Query Subscribe/

Event

Services
Query

Instance of

Figure 4.5: CIGA: the SVE Service

The lower part of the figure shows the middleware service layer. On the right side,
the SVE model is shown as part of the Ontology Service. This model represents
the user-defined ontological environment model as described above in section 4.7.1.
The Ontology Service was introduced in chapter 3, section 3.8 and offers distributed
access to ontologies defined in the middleware. Thus the SVE model can be accessed
from the game engine side and the MAS side and allows inspection of the concept
and relationship definitions. On the left side, the SVE Service is shown. It manages
an instance of the SVE model which is denoted as the SVE cache. The service
interfaces with two components on the game engine side. On one hand it interfaces
with the virtual environment in order to keep the cache up to date with the current
state of the environment. On the other hand it interfaces with virtual characters to
offer access to the cache during sensing. Below it is described how the SVE Service
interacts with a virtual environment. Afterwards it is described how virtual char-
acters can use the service to perceive their environment. Performance aspects and
optimizations for perception through an SVE will be addressed in chapter 5.

Managing an SVE instance

Synchronization between the SVE cache in the middleware and a virtual environ-
ment is realized at the entity level. Here, a virtual environment is said to be made
up from a collection of World Entities where each entity simulates an element in the
environment. This is a common way to represent environments in game engines (see
section 3.2.1). Thus each entity concept that is defined in an SVE model directly
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corresponds to a World Entity class in the environment. Synchronization can then
be achieved as follows. Upon instantiation of an entity in the game engine, the entity
must register itself to the SVE Service to inform the service about its existence
and the ontological class from an SVE model it relates to. An entry will be created
in the SVE cache. Consequently, for each registered entity, the service can request
the entity to ground semantic properties that are associated with its ontological class.
This is achieved through translation requests sent by the service to an entity after
which the result of the translation is used to update the entity’s entry in the SVE
cache. Additionally, the service can ’catch’ non-persistent information (i.e. events)
that are emitted from registered entities. These relate to ontological events that are
defined in the SVE model.

Figure 4.6: Example C# WorldEntity associated with an SVE concept

Figure 4.6 illustrates an example implementation of a World Entity that is syn-
chronized with the SVE Service. It represents a Door entity in a virtual environment
that is associated with a Door concept inside an SVE model. It contains a single
persistent property stating whether the door is opened or closed and a single non-
persistent event representing a ’door knock’. Synchronization is achieved as follows.
In line 6, the entity registers itself to the SVE Service in its constructor. Lines 9-11
allow the service to request the entity’s associated SVE class. Lines 13-22 allow the
service to request one of the entity’s ontological properties. Here, line 16 shows the
translation operator which translate the door’s internal state from a boolean value to
a symbolic value required by the SVE model. Last lines 24-29 illustrate a method
assumed to be callable from some other game engine entity as an interaction (e.g. a
virtual character). It represents the act of performing a door knock and results in
playing a sound while generating an event that is emitted towards the SVE Service.

It is seen that a virtual environment cannot be implemented fully independently of
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an SVE. The responsibility of making the necessary semantic translations lies within
the game engine. The middleware itself has no dependencies on the game engine.
From a software engineering point of view, the challenge is to limit the design com-
plexity for entities in the game engine to interact with the middleware. In the example
code this is achieved through an interface that summarizes the required functionality
for the middleware to interact with the entity. Alternative implementations are pos-
sible for creating a clean separation between the fundamental logic of an entity in the
game engine and the required logic to interact with the middleware.

4.7.3 Perception

Using the SVE Service, virtual characters can sense information from their envi-
ronment based on concepts from the SVE model. Thus sensory information is not
directly retrieved from the game state but can be obtained as ontological information.
Sensors can be used for controlling access to the SVE in order to simulate believable
perception. For example, a visual sensor can be modeled to only request information
from those entities from the SVE that are within some visual range. Although one is
not prohibited to read the full state of an SVE during sensing, this would of course
not be very believable nor efficient.

Sensory algorithm

In the abstract perception model that was given in section 4.5 it was stated that a
virtual sensor is internally driven by a sensory algorithm responsible for retrieving
sensory information. A design approach for a sensory algorithm that uses the SVE
Service is illustrated in figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Example Visual Sensor Algorithm

The illustrated sensory algorithm consists of two phases. The first phase consists
of retrieving a list of world entities within the scope of the sensor. The second phase
consists of retrieving semantic properties about the entities discovered in the first
phase. More concretely, in line 4 the algorithm collects a list of game objects that are
within the sensor’s scope using game engine functionality. For example, for a visual
sensor this may concern first retrieving all objects within a certain frustum and then
performing line-of-sight-checks (LOS-checks) to determine if objects are not obscured
by other objects. In the algorithm we abstract away from such specific sensory queries
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being performed in the game engine. In the next phase, for each entity found to be in
scope of the sensor, in line 7 CIGA’s Ontology Service is consulted to retrieve a list of
semantic properties associated with the class of an observed entity according to the
SVE model. For each property, in line 9, CIGA’s SVE Service is queried to retrieve
the current value of the entity’s property from the SVE cache. Finally, obtained
information is collected in a result that represents a collection of pieces of sensory
information from which percepts can be constructed.

The example algorithm describes the retrieval of persistent information. In order
to catch events emitted from entities, the algorithm can be extended: the moment
an entity enters sensory range, the sensor can instruct the SVE Service to subscribe
to ontological events from that entity. Consecutively, when the entity leaves sensory
range, it can unsubscribe from events from the entity. In between, the sensor would
be notified by the SVE Service about any event emitted by the entity.

Note that the algorithm is generic in the sense that it does not reference any
specific type of information defined in an SVE. Further, although the algorithm is
described for a visual sensor, a similar algorithm can be employed for other types of
sensors. The difference can be found in the determination of entities within scope. For
example, an auditory sensor would only observe ’sound entities’ within a certain range
around the sensor, possibly influenced by attenuation (a gradual loss of intensity); an
olfactory sensor (sense of smell) would only observe ’scent entities’ within a certain
range; or a touch sensor would only observe entities it collides with.

Relating sensor modalities with an SVE

When considering multiple sensory modalities like vision, hearing or touch, the ques-
tion arises of how information from an SVE relates to a sensor modality. In essence,
how can one ensure that a color can only been seen and not be heard? To address
this issue, a design approach is proposed that stores the relationship between a sensor
modality and information from an SVE as part of the SVE model.

Through ontological modeling, one can introduce a set of sensory modalities. Con-
sequently, entity classes, properties and events defined in an SVE model can be as-
sociated with one or more of these modalities. For example, referring to the Door
concept from figure 4.6, the state property could be associated with a visual tag and
the knock event could be associated with an auditory tag. During the design of a
character’s sensor, one can associate a sensor with one of the defined modalities. At
run-time, this modality can be taken into account within the sensor’s algorithm by
only querying those entity classes or properties from the SVE Service whose corre-
sponding modality in the ontology matches the sensor’s own modality. A similar
design approach for associating information from an SVE with sensor modalities is
seen in the work of Steel et al. (2010) where environment information is classified
based on its possible receptors. Still, the choice for such a design approach eventu-
ally depends on application-specific requirements. One application may require more
realism in human-like sensing whereas another application may suffice with a single
sensor that is able to retrieve all information from entities within some range.
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4.8 Subscription-based information filtering
Within CIGA, a design approach is proposed in which agents can be given a cognitive
control over the way in which percepts are generated within their embodiment. Hereby
one can fully control the individual flows of percepts being communicated between
virtual characters in a game engine and agents in a MAS. This, in turn, allows one
to better cope with more complex and dynamic environments with a huge amount
of potential sensory information. For achieving top-down control over perception,
the use of a subscription-based filtering mechanism is proposed. Here, a subscription
represents an interest for certain environment information. Agents can dynamically
adopt or drop subscriptions, hereby specifying the kind of information they would like
to receive from their environment. Being dynamically configurable, context-specific
perception can be realized where the need for sensory information can be associated
with an agent’s goals, tasks or mental states.

Subscription-based filtering is made possible based on the introduction of the Se-
mantic Virtual Environment from section 4.7. Here, the SVE model offers declarative
concepts about an environment which can be used to form subscriptions on the MAS
side. An agent can adopt a subscription for specific entity classes, properties or events
and notify its embodiment in the game engine about this interest. Consequently, dur-
ing sensing on the game engine side, active subscriptions can be taken into account to
determine whether or not a percept should be created for certain information that is
sensed. Agent designers can tightly control the individual flows of percepts for agents.

In the remainder of this section, the design and implementation of subscription-
based filtering is described. First the nature of a subscription is explained. After-
wards, it is described how subscription-based filtering can be realized by agents.

4.8.1 Subscription definition

A subscription represents a certain interest towards specific elements from a virtual
environment. In CIGA, these interests relate to environment concepts (i.e. entities
and events) that are defined in an SVE Model (see section 4.7.1). Subscriptions not
only specify what kind of semantic information is desired but also specify demands
for when to receive certain information or how often. Below the features are outlined
that can be employed when specifying a subscription.

Semantic interest
This first feature is mandatory and represents the specification of a semantic interest
by referencing ontological elements. Two categories are involved. First, an interest
can relate to a single entity class property. For example, an agent can subscribe to
the location of all humans. An interest in multiple properties from an entity requires
multiple subscriptions, one for each property. Second, an interest can relate to an
event class. For example, an agent can subscribe to all sound events or to a more
specific event like a door knock. For both categories, hierarchical relationships are
taken into account. E.g. an interest in the location of all physical objects implies an
interest in the location of all child classes of physical object.

Update policy
Second, a subscription contains an update policy. An update policy specifies at what
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times or how often there is a demand for the included semantic information. Different
types of update policies are available: A one-time subscription implies that an agent
is only interested to obtain the requested information once, as soon as it is sensed for
the first time. Afterwards the subscription ceases to exist. Second, a frequency-based
subscription implies that information is requested at a specified update frequency for
as long as it can be sensed (e.g. 5, 10 or 30 Hz). Last, a value-change subscription
implies there is an interest to obtain requested information only when the value of a
property has changed within an entity. These above types of policies do not relate
to subscriptions on events as these are non-persistent. However, for events one can
optionally specify how often an event should be perceived at least per second.

Conditional source
This third feature is optional and can be used to specify a specific source entity from
which information is demanded. For example, an agent can subscribe to one or more
properties from one specific person in a large crowd.

Conditional value
This last feature can be used to specify demands for information under certain con-
ditions which relate to the values of one or more properties or event arguments. For
example, an agent can subscribe to all cars which are red; or an agent can subscribe to
communication events between two specific other agents. In the latter it is assumed
that a communication event is modeled with arguments that include a sender and
receiver, enabling the use of these arguments in conditions.

The above features for subscriptions offer a powerful mechanism for specifying an
agent’s perceptual demands. It is only limited by the way in which environments are
represented inside a user-defined SVE model. A set of examples of subscriptions are
illustrated in figure 4.8 and 4.9 for entity properties and events respectively.

Figure 4.8: Entity property subscription examples

Figure 4.9: Event subscription examples
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4.8.2 Realizing subscription-based filtering

In figure 4.10, the design approach for subscription-based filtering is illustrated. It
extends the model from figure 4.5 (page 88) where the SVE Service was introduced.

Game Engine Multiagent System

Perception

Perception

CIGA

Virtual Environment Virtual Embodiment Cognitive Agent

Adopt / drop

subscriptions

Percepts

Ontology Service

Inspect Inspect

SVE Service

Register

Translate Emit Event

SVE

Concept

SVE Cache SVE Model

World Entity

SVE logic

Simulation logic

Query Subscribe/

Event

Services
Query

Subscriptions

Figure 4.10: CIGA: Realizing subscription-based filtering

Compared to the previous model, two aspects have changed. First, cognitive
agents on the MAS side can control the perception process of their embodiment by
adopting and dropping subscriptions on environment information. A cognitive agent
requires an attention model that is able to dynamically adopt and drop subscriptions
based on an agent’s perceptual needs. Here, the nature of an attention model is
not discussed further. It is presumed that such a model can specify what kind of
environmental information is relevant for an agent and at what times. In section 8.5,
a design approach is described for an attention model in which goals of an agent are
directly associated with a set of subscriptions. When a goal is adopted, the associated
subscriptions are adopted and when a goal is dropped, so are its subscriptions.

Now second, a virtual character on the game engine side manages a list of active
subscriptions. During sensing, it can consult this list to determine if one or more
subscriptions exist that relate to an entity it currently observes. If this is the case, it
can use the SVE Service to retrieve only that information that matches the desired
information specified by a subscription. To give an example, consider an IVA that has
adopted a frequency-based subscription for the location of physical objects specified
at say 5 Hertz. Further, it has a car within visual range which it senses at 30 Hertz.
Now for each sense cycle, the IVA can check to find out if it should generate a percept
for one or more properties of the car, as defined in the SVE model. In this situation,
it finds a matching subscription, namely for the location property. Though, only 5
times per second the check will confirm there is an interest to generate a percept for
it (one out of every 6 queries made). Now for all other properties of a car like an
orientation or a color, it will not find a matching subscription and thus the IVA will
not take those properties into account during percept generation.

In figure 4.11 a sensory algorithm is presented which employs subscription-based
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filtering. The algorithm is similar to the algorithm shown in figure 4.7 with a slight
change as highlighted in line 7. Here, instead of retrieving the list of all properties
that are associated with the ontological class of an observed entity, it retrieves a list of
properties that during this sense cycle are of interest, based on its active subscriptions.
Then only for those properties, current values are queried from the middleware’s SVE
Service and added to the result.

Figure 4.11: Example Visual Sensor Algorithm

It can be easily seen how percept generation can be controlled through the use
of subscription-based filtering. Even though an IVA in a heavily populated virtual
environment may have many entities within its sensory range, it will not generate any
percept for an entity if it does not have a subscription associated with that entity or
its subscriptions do not apply at the moment according to their update policy. In
chapter 5, further optimizations are presented concerning subscription-based filtering
(section 5.2.2).

4.9 Design contract: interface message specification

As a final facilitation, CIGA offers designers the ability to define an interface model
which includes specifications of perception-related messages that are communicated
between a cognitive agent and its virtual embodiment. In essence, this concerns
the specification of the notion of a percept that is sent by an agent’s embodiment
to its cognitive side and the notion of a control message sent vice versa. These
specifications are not enforced by CIGA but can be custom designed for a specific
connection between a MAS and a game engine. Specifications can be defined at
design time through ontological modeling. CIGA provides abstract concepts for a
percept and control message. Designers can extend these to define their own desired
concepts. Through the facilities provided by CIGA’s Ontology Service (section 3.8),
the custom concepts can be employed directly in code both from the game engine side
and the MAS side.

Figure 4.12 illustrates a few examples of percept definitions. The top two percepts,
namely EventPercept and EntityPercept are basic percept definitions provided by
CIGA itself. These definitions work in accordance with a semantic virtual environment
and include a field to represent instances of events and entities respectively. These
can relate to any concept defined in an SVE model (section 4.7.1). The other percepts
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AgentPercept

EventPercept

EntityPercept

entityID: string

entity: instance

entityID: string

event: instance

SenseData

Percept

entityID: string

entity: instance

senseData : instance

VisualSenseData

angle: float

distance: float

clarity: float

Parameter

AbstractPercept

name: string

params: List<Parameter>

Numeral

value: float

Identifier

value: string

Function

name: string

params: List<instance>

SVEEvent

SVEPercept

EntityInRange

entityID: string

EntityOutOfRange

entityID: string

...

Figure 4.12: Percept definitions examples

are various examples pure for illustration. For example the next one (Percept) is an
extension of an EntityPercept and includes an additional field for sense data. This
links to a concept that represents meta-data about how an element from an SVE was
sensed, for instance by a visual sensor. The next percept, denoted as GeneralPercept,
does not include any specific semantics. It merely states a percept consists of a name
and a list of parameters of various types. This example is often how percepts are
represented in agent platforms such as 2APL, GOAL or Jason. Finally, the bottom
two percepts are examples of custom messages that are used for when a certain entity
in the environment comes within sensory range of an agent or leaves sensory range.
The use of such messages could be an efficient way to enrich an agent’s awareness of
currently observable entities.

Percept modeling within CIGA leaves designers in control of introducing different
types of percepts with different structures. Through ontological modeling, additional
concepts and relationships can be introduced to further define semantics for perceptual
information. It strengthens the design contract between a game engine and a MAS.
Alternatively, a very general approach to percept modeling such as the GeneralPercept
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structure can of course be used to represent any information. However, this leads to
a weaker design contract and programmers have to work with an implicit agreement
on the type of information that may be carried within a percept.

4.10 Conclusion
In this chapter we have addressed the topic of modeling environment perception for
IVAs across a mulitagent system (MAS) and a game engine. The contributions are
threefold. First, we have given an overview of the fundamental challenges and design
issues for IVA perception one is faced with when integrating cognitive agents in virtual
environments. Second we have presented an abstract perception interface model that
captures basic requirements that followed. Third, we have presented a middleware
design approach in which concrete solutions are proposed to facilitate the design
process. Below we summarize the nature of these contributions.

4.10.1 Design issues

Two categories of design challenges have been identified. The first category relates
to the integration of perception processes across an IVA’s mind and body. On the
one hand, sensory information has to be retrieved from virtual sensors and offered to
an agent’s cognitive domain through one or more levels of interpretations. On the
other hand, some form of cognitive guidance is required over the perception process
to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information, balancing top-down and
bottom-up attention.

The second category relates to the use of global semantics. Without pure syn-
thetic sensing (e.g. processing raw virtual camera images or sound waves), there will
always be a need for global information sources from which IVAs can obtain sensory
information. Global semantics come in different forms as described in section 4.4. It
is a designer’s challenge to decide what design approaches to take and to what level
one can abstract from the virtual environment representation. A trade-off is involved
between efficiency and autonomy. The more one abstracts from the environment, the
more efficiency can be obtained by performing calculations centrally. However this
leads to less autonomy for agents in the way they can individually interpret their
environment.

4.10.2 Abstract model

Based on the design issues, an abstract perception model was presented that focuses
on the interface between a MAS and a game engine. It gives three insights. First of
all, perception processes exist on both the MAS and the game engine side. How much
control to delegate to either side depends on the IVA requirements for a specific appli-
cation? Therefore the interface connecting the perception processes requires flexible
top-down and bottom-up communication. Second, parts of an IVA’s context require
synchronization between both sides. On the one hand, an agent may require cognitive
awareness on the physical state of its sensors, while on the other hand cognitive fac-
tors may influence the sensory capabilities of its sensors. Third, global semantics may
be employed both on the MAS side and the game engine side. Whenever they relate
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to each other, some form of synchronization is required to form a mutual agreement
on their meaning.

4.10.3 A middleware approach
In this chapter three roles for a middleware have been proposed. Design approaches
for these roles are based on the foundations of the CIGA middleware that has been
presented in chapter 3.

First of all, an ontological semantic virtual environment model (SVE model) has
been proposed. It offers an abstract model of the environment for IVAs to efficiently
perceive their surroundings. An instance of this model is managed on the game engine
side in order to abstract from the environment representations used by a specific game
engine. The model’s static definition can be made available on the MAS side where
it can be related to any global semantics that may be employed here.

Second, a design approach has been proposed for agents on the MAS side to
dynamically control their sensing process in the game engine. Cognitive interests can
be specified to guide the filtering process of information. Concepts from the SVE
model are used to specify these interests. This approach allows one to fully control
the flow of percepts from a game engine to a MAS.

Third, designers have the ability to specify their own percept definitions and con-
trol messages. When an SVE model is used, the concepts it contains might not
be sufficient for representing percepts and one might want to include additional in-
formation (e.g. meta-information about the sensing process from the agent’s own
point-of-view). A general-purpose interface should be flexible in this respect.

4.10.4 Final remarks
It is difficult to evaluate how the proposed services would facilitate designers in the
design of an application. If and how they would be employed depends on the specific
application being developed. It is an open design issue of choosing a strategic abstrac-
tion level for agents to perceive their environment at. In chapter 8, the middleware
will be evaluated qualitatively through a discussing of the design and implementation
of a specific use case application. In the following chapter, a quantitative evaluation
will be given based on performed experiments focused on performance aspects.
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5 Perception Optimizations
and Experiments

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we continue on the topic of IVA perception where a set of quantitative
evaluations are given based on conducted experiments. More specifically, we eval-
uate the design approach for subscription-based information filtering that has been
presented in section 4.8. Additionally, we evaluate two approaches for performance
optimizations that will be proposed.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.2, two design approaches
are proposed as possible optimizations for perception-related processes within a game
engine. Next in section 5.3, the system is described that was used for conducting
experiments. In section 5.4 the first experiment is described which focuses on the
evaluation of subscription-based filtering. Experiments related to the proposed opti-
mization approaches are described in section 5.5. As a final experiment, the overall
perception framework is evaluated in section 5.6. Finally in section 5.7 we conclude.

5.2 Optimizations

In this section two performance optimizations are proposed. The first one focuses on
optimizing performance for managing a Semantic Virtual Environment (SVE). The
second one focuses on optimizing the sensing process within an IVA. Below these two
optimizations are discussed.

5.2.1 Optimizing the SVE Service

To recapitulate, in section 4.7.2 it was described that the SVE Service is responsible
for managing a run-time instance of an SVE model. This instance was denoted as the
SVE cache. To keep the cache up to date with the actual representation of a virtual
environment, the SVE Service can request the game engine to make semantic trans-
lations to translate run-time state information of entities to ontologically-grounded
concepts. The result of these translations are stored in the cache after which they
can be queried by IVAs during perception.

Now the performance of the SVE Service is mainly influenced by the number
of semantic translations that are made to keep the SVE cache up to date. As a
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naive approach, one could implement the service such that it requests translations
for every property of every entity in the environment, for every update cycle of the
simulation. However this would not be very efficient, especially in heavily populated
and semantically-rich environments. Below several optimizations are proposed which
relate to minimizing the number of semantic translations required from a game engine:

1. Perform a semantic translation only when a request is made by a virtual charac-
ter. Virtual characters request information from the SVE only for a limited set
of entities within their visual range. They do this at the rate of the frequency
at which their sensory algorithm is running. Thus only a small subset of the
cache requires up to date information and only at specific times regulated by
characters’ sensory algorithms. There is no need to keep information up to date
in the SVE cache when no-one is requesting that information.

2. Perform a similar semantic translation only once during a single update cy-
cle. When multiple characters request similar information there is no need to
perform translations multiple times since it is known to produce a similar result.

3. Differentiate between static and dynamic information. This can be achieved by
flagging entity properties which are known to never change as static in the SVE
model. For such properties, only a single semantic translation is required during
the lifetime of the entity.

4. Perform a semantic translation only when it is known to produce a different
result. Within a virtual environment there may be many properties which are
either static or less subject to change throughout the lifetime of a simulation.
For such properties, semantic translations would only be required if they are
known to generate a different result compared to a previously made translation.
This optimization is possible when the game engine notifies the SVE Service
about the fact that the state of an entity has changed.

In our implementation, the above optimizations have been taken into account.
However, the last optimization is treated as an optional design choice since it comes
with a downside: namely the increased burden for a programmer which becomes
responsible for keeping track of state changes of entities in the game engine. In
section 5.5.2, through an experiment, insight is given into the possible performance
gains for minimizing the number of semantic translations, as made possible by the
above optimizations.

5.2.2 Optimizing sensing
Next, an optimization is proposed that concerns the sensing process for IVAs. In
section 4.8.2, a subscription-based filtering mechanism was proposed for controlling
the sensing process. A sensory algorithm was described which generates sensory
information only for elements in the environment an IVA is cognitively interested in
(see figure 4.11 for details). Here we identify two phases for this algorithm which are
illustrated in figure 5.1.

The first phase is considered as the physical processing phase. It determines what
entities in the environment are within the physical range of a sensor and therefore
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Figure 5.1: Basic Sensor Algorithm

acts as a ’physical’ filter. The second phase is considered as the cognitive processing
phase and can be seen as a ’cognitive’ filter. Sensory information is only generated
for those entities that (1) pass the first phase and (2) contain properties an IVA is
subscribed to. Then only for those properties, the SVE Service is queried to retrieve
their current value.

We argue that an IVA’s physical processing phase can be a very computationally
expensive process. This is supported by our initial results in experimental evaluations
that will be described later in section 5.5.1. It shows that a basic operation like de-
termining visual confirmation through a line-of-sight check is an expensive operation.
However, one can argue why an IVA should determine visual confirmation for entities
that might be filtered during the cognitive processing phase anyway. For instance, an
IVA situated in a forest does not require individual visual confirmation for all trees
in visual range when it is only interested in other IVAs.

As an optimization, we propose a design approach for limiting physical processing
by taking into account cognitive demands for specific information (determined by
an IVA’s active subscriptions). This approach implies that physical and cognitive
processing phases become merged. To demonstrate this principle, we consider a visual
sensory algorithm. Figure 5.2 illustrates the optimized design approach.

Merged Physical and Cognitive Processing

Entities
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Subscription-

based

Filtering

Line of Sight

Checks

Query SVE

Service

sensory

information

Figure 5.2: Optimized Sensor Algorithm

In the illustration, physical processing is decomposed into two sub-processes,
namely EntitiesInFrustum and LineOfSightChecks. The former process filters en-
tities within a certain viewing frustum (i.e. a spatial region). The latter process
filters entities by discarding those entities within the frustum for which no line-of-
sight (LoS) can be realized. This is a process that must be executed for individual
entities. As can be seen, the cognitive process of filtering based on an IVA’s sub-
scriptions is now performed before individual entities are tested for a line-of-sight.
To explain the difference, consider the example in which an IVA is presented with 10
boxes and 50 spheres within its viewing frustum. Further it has a subscription on the
location property of boxes. In case of the optimized algorithm, only 10 LoS checks
have to be performed (only for boxes) instead of 60 when using the basic algorithm.
In figure 5.3, example code for an optimized visual sensing algorithm is shown, which
can be compared to the basic algorithm from figure 4.11 (page 95).
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Figure 5.3: Optimized Visual Sensor Algorithm

In the code, differences compared with the basic algorithm are highlighted in bold.
First of all in line 4, a check is performed to see if the IVA has any subscription at all.
If it doesn’t there is no need to continue the algorithm since no sensory information
is required to be generated. This implies that an IVA who is currently not interested
in any environment information at all will also not perform any sensing logic. Next
in line 5 the first physical processing procedure is requested from the game engine to
retrieve a list of entities within the sensor’s viewing frustum. In line 9, it is seen that an
entity is skipped when it has no properties for which an IVA’s subscription currently
applies. Last in line 10, the second physical processing procedure is requested from
the game engine to perform a LoS check on the entity. Upon failure, the entity is
skipped and no sensory information is generated.

The advantage of the optimized algorithm is that LoS checks are eliminated for
entities for which no subscription applies. Through an experiment that compares
both presented algorithms, in section 5.5.1 more insight is given into the potential
performance gains of this design approach. Although we have described algorithmic
optimizations specifically for a visual sensor, one can imagine a similar approach can
be taken for other types of sensors. By decomposing a sensor’s physical processing
phase into two or more separate sensory queries to be performed on the game en-
gine, one can allow subscription-based filtering to precede other potentially expensive
checks to be performed for individual entities. For example, an auditory sensor may
first roughly filter sound entities within some radius around the sensor; then perform-
ing subscription-based filtering; then only for remaining entities, checks are performed
to determine if individual sounds are loud enough to be carried towards the sensor;
last the SVE is consulted to extract semantic information on the sound.

As a concluding mark, the main point is that designers are able to optimize sensory
processing within a game engine when they have the knowledge of demands for certain
environment information by a MAS. There is however a downside: we lose a clear
conceptual separation between physical and cognitive filtering. In essence, one can
say that an agent’s mind in a MAS is more tightly coupled to its embodiment in
the game engine. Not only is it required that the agent informs its embodiment
about its perceptual demands, but this information is also employed deep within
sensory algorithms of individual sensors. Still, we think the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages. By filtering potentially complex sensory queries at an early stage of
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perception, IVAs with few subscriptions would be able to cope with more complex
and heavily populated environments. They can be designed to retrieve only that
information that is currently of relevance, based on its required behavior.

5.3 Experiment preparations

In the remainder of this chapter, a description is given of several quantitative evalu-
ations that have been performed. The goal is to gain insight into the computational
processing involved in IVA perception, together with the added value of some of the
optimizations that have been proposed in the previous section. To achieve this, sev-
eral experiments have been designed and executed in an implemented system that
connects a multi-agent system with a game engine using the CIGA middleware.

Below we start with a description of the implemented system that was used to
perform the experiments. Afterwards we provide details on the kind of scenarios
that were used and the nature of the performance measurements that were taken. In
following sections, the results from individual experiments will be described.

5.3.1 System implementation

The system in which the experiments were conducted encompasses the following sub-
systems. As for the game engine, an in-house developed C++-based game engine
was employed in which human-like virtual characters have been designed with basic
abilities for sensing and acting. The multi-agent system has been custom built in
Java. The reason not to use a standard agent platform is that the experiments do
not require any advanced decision-making or planning. Further, the environment in-
terface that such platforms offer is often fairly primitive and do not comply with the
bi-directional perception channel that we have argued is required for connecting to
virtual environments. Last, since the perception module on the MAS side had to be
programmed separately to interface with the middleware, we decided to program the
complete agent directly in Java as well. This does not mean that standard agent
platforms cannot be used, but rather that the overhead in this case did not warrant
the advantages.

As for the CIGA middleware, its internal distributed design comprises a C++-
based component to interface tightly with the game engine, and a Java-based side to
interface with the MAS. Internally, TCP/IP is used for inter-process communication
(IPC) between the two middleware sides. In the experiments it is important to take
into account the processing overhead caused by an IPC. For instance, any of the earlier
proposed optimizations for sensing may have little effect if the IPC would prove to be
the primary bottleneck. For a more detailed description of the system, the reader is
referred to section 8.2.

5.3.2 Experiment setup

Next we describe the experimental setup that was used to conduct the experiments.
We first look at the kind of scenarios that were used. Afterwards we look at the
nature of the processes that have been measured in the system.
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Scenarios

For all experiments, a primitive virtual environment has been used in which simple
scenarios can be created. The SVE model for this environment consists of different
classes of geometrical shapes like a box or a cylinder. Each geometrical class consists
of 5 properties, namely a location, an orientation, a width, height and a color. Within
the virtual environment, these concepts can be instantiated and positioned in such a
way they can be sensed by a positioned virtual character.

The IVA itself, which is also part of the SVE model, can be equipped with a
visual sensor through which it can sense physical objects within a certain range.
During sensing, to obtain visual confirmation for an object, a line-of-sight check can
be performed. In the game engine this is represented as a single ray-check originating
from the eye position of the IVA and directed to the center of the target object.
Within the virtual character, sense cycles can be set to run at a configurable frequency.
Without subscription-based filtering, at each cycle an IVA will generate percepts for
every object in range, including the state of all associated properties. The character
can be configured to either employ subscription-based filtering or not.

Several impressions of the used scenarios are illustrated below in figure 5.4. Through
specific positioning of the environmental objects, the amount of objects within an
IVA’s visual range can be easily scaled.

Figure 5.4: Scenario Impressions

Now on the MAS side, a simple agent design is employed consisting of a perception
module, a belief-base module and a decision-making module. Through the perception
module incoming percepts are directly translated to beliefs. Further, an agent can
adopt or retract subscriptions for one or more properties of concepts defined in the
SVE model. For example, it can adopt a subscription for the location property of a
box entity with an update frequency of 5 Hertz. The belief-base module is represented
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by a Prolog engine which stores facts individually where each fact represents a single
object property. Last, the decision-making module includes a single reactive behavior
that is triggered based on a positive belief-base query. For instance, a query could
be: ’can I see three adjacent cylinders which are all green? ’. We recognize this setup
of the MAS side is somewhat simplistic. However, for the experiments it was chosen
to focus more on the effects of subscription-based filtering on the performance on the
game engine side, ratherr than investigating performance differences on the MAS side
concerning queries of different complexities made on belief-bases of different sizes (as
a result of filtering). This would require additional experiments which fall outside
the scope of our evaluations. Still, a short evaluation is given on performance on the
MAS side in section 5.4.2 though this only says something about this very specific
setting and general conclusions cannot really be made.

Process measurements

To measure the computational complexity of all perception-related processes for an
IVA, a profiler has been developed which can measure the accumulative computational
time spent on a particular process during one sense cycle. The measurable processes
are illustrated in the form of a process hierarchy in figure 5.5 and figure 5.6, both
for processing in the virtual character in the game engine as for processing in the
cognitive agent in the MAS respectively. In figure 5.5, the left sub-tree denotes the
process of updating a visual sensor. It consists of two sub-processes related to an
IVA’s physical processing phase (summarized as DetermineEntitiesInScope) and a
process related to an IVA’s cognitive processing phase (querying the SVE). These
processes have been explained earlier in section 5.2.2. The right sub-tree denotes
processing a buffer consisting of generated percepts that must be presented to an
agent’s perception module on the MAS side. It is summarized by a process named
SendMessages and consists of (1) preparing sensory information for transport through
serialization and (2) transporting the result using TCP/IP socket communication.

SendMessagesDetermineEntitiesInScope

Determine

Entities

In Frustum

Perform

Line of Sight

Checks

Query

SVE

Service

Update

Visual Sensor

Process

Percept

Buffer

Serialize

Percepts

Transfer

Percepts

Figure 5.5: Perception process hierarchy of the virtual character

In figure 5.6, the left sub-tree denotes the process of handling all incoming percepts
which can be broken down into (1) deserializing percept messages and (2) storing them
in a buffer. The right sub-tree denotes a typical agent’s sense-think-act cycle and can
be broken down into (1) processing percepts from a buffer, storing them in the agent’s
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belief-base and (2) reasoning. In the system, the two sub-trees are executed by two
separate threads, hence the introduction of a percept buffer.

Deserialize
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Store 

Buffer

Process

Percepts
Sense-Think-

Act Cycle

Process

Buffer
Reasoning

Figure 5.6: Perception process hierarchy of the cognitive agent

During profiling, external influences may affect measurements such as concurrently
running background processes. For more reliable results, averages are calculated over
measurements from several separate runs of the same scenario where each run lasts
at least 100 update cycles.

5.4 Experiment: subscription-based filtering
In this first experiment we evaluate the added value of using subscription-based fil-
tering. This is done by comparing a system that employs subscription-based filtering
to a system which does not. We present results from two sub-experiments. Below
in section 5.4.1, we focus on the perception process on the game engine side (see fig-
ure 5.5). Afterwards in section 5.4.2, we focus on the perception process on the MAS
side (see figure 5.6).

5.4.1 Physical sensing
The goal of this first part of the experiment was to gain insight into the advantages
of using subscription-based filtering concerning the computational complexity for the
process of perception within a virtual character. By scaling the amount of environ-
ment entities presented to an IVA, we aimed to identify the process(es) that would
form a bottleneck in performance.

In the experiment, the information presented to the agent consisted of a set of en-
tities each containing 5 properties. Five scenarios were performed where the amount
of entities was increased in each consecutive scenario (namely 1, 5, 20, 50 and 100).
Each scenario was performed twice: one with the subscription-based filtering mecha-
nism turned on, the other without this mechanism. Using subscription-based filtering,
the IVA was assigned a perceptual task that required one subscription which corre-
sponded to an interest in 20% of all entities and 20% of the properties of each entity
(i.e. 1 out of 5 properties). In each scenario, the average computational time was
recorded for 100 sense cycles for the involved processes shown in figure 5.5.

From the results we can draw several conclusions. First, as to be expected, the
time required to retrieve entities in sensory range (DetermineEntitiesInScope) is the
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same for both experiments since this process is not influenced by filtering1. However,
the time spent on this process when filtering is turned on far exceeds other processes
(80% for sensing 100 entities), which makes it the primary bottleneck in performance
of the implemented system. Second, sending sensory information using the message
passing mechanism is the second-highest intensive process (SendMessages). The use
of filtering eases the burden on this process and we noticed a gain in performance of
73-85% (15-27% of the time required for without filtering, 4-7 times faster). This is di-
rectly related to the amount and size of the percepts that were created. In case an IVA
has many subscriptions, the amount of percepts increases and the message passing
mechanism could form a bottleneck. It could be worthwhile optimizing this mecha-
nism by considering alternative encoding and communication techniques. Third, the
process of performing semantic translations (QuerySVEService) behaves similarly as
SendMessages, though less time is spent on this. Again, filtering can greatly reduce
the computational time and makes sure only those attributes are translated which
are relevant for an agent. For this process a performance gain of 90-95% (10-20 times
faster) was noticed.

Looking at the overall performance between the two experiments, we noticed a
gain in performance of 48-61% (2-3 times faster) when filtering was applied. Further,
when we only consider the processes influenced by filtering (discarding DetermineEn-
titiesInScope), we saw an overall gain in performance of 77-87% (4-8 times faster).
From this we conclude that subscription-based filtering can greatly improve perfor-
mance at the agent’s embodiment side in situations where an IVA is only interested
in a subset of information accessible through his sensors.

5.4.2 Perception and cognition

In the next part of this experiment our goal was to gain some insight into the impact of
subscription-based filtering on processes on the IVA’s cognitive side. We investigated
how a difference in the amount of percepts influences an agent’s belief-formation and
reasoning process. It was mentioned before that only a simplistic evaluation will
be performed here in a very specific setting and that a more thorough and general
evaluation falls outside the scope of this work. Concretely, we used a simple custom
developed Java-based MAS employing a Prolog engine as a belief base and inference
engine. Belief formation consisted of converting incoming percepts to Prolog facts.
Reasoning was simulated by performing a single task to recognize a situation in the
environment which can be determined by querying the Prolog engine (recognize a
pattern where three adjacent cylinders are all green). Based on this task, the agent
was assigned subscriptions only for environment information required to achieve the
task (similar subscriptions were used as in the previous experiment).

The same scenarios were performed as in the previous experiment, scaling the
amount of entities. Though, the goal here is to measure the processes of ProcessBuffer
(create or update Prolog facts) and Reasoning (query Prolog facts) as seen in the
right sub-tree from figure 5.6.

The results showed that for the formation of beliefs (ProcessBuffer), we noticed
a gain in performance of 80-87% (5-8 times faster) when using filtering. This can be

1Note that in this experiment the optimization for visual sensing from section 5.2.2 is not applied.
This will be addressed in a later experiment (section 5.5.1)
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explained by the fact that less Prolog facts had to be created or updated in the belief
base. Next, for the process of Reasoning, we noticed a gain in performance of 78-94%
(5-25 times faster) when using filtering. This can be explained by the fact that a
belief base query takes less computational time when there are less facts to consider
in the query. Considering the total update time of an agent using filtering versus no
filtering, the differences were significant: in the last scenario in which percepts are
processed for 100 entities (500 properties), the agent’s update time was 70 ms. versus
6 ms. when filtering was applied (processing 20 percepts with a total of 20 attributes).

We recognize that it is difficult to make hard conclusions based on this experiment
since its results highly depend on the belief update and reasoning rules together with
the use of the Prolog engine. Still, we can conclude that without any filtering, more
belief update rules are triggered based on irrelevant data. Further, reasoning may
take significantly more computational time when the belief base is filled with beliefs
irrelevant for the task to achieve. Of course, one could opt to perform filtering of
percepts inside the MAS before any belief or inference rules are applied. However,
using subscription-based filtering as proposed would be more efficient as it makes sure
irrelevant percepts are not generated in the first place.

5.4.3 Concluding

Experimental results showed that the use of subscription-based filtering can greatly
improve performance both in the game engine and the multi-agent system for situa-
tions where an IVA is only interested in a subset of information from its environment.
In complex environments with multiple IVAs performing different tasks, being able
to dynamically control the flow of sensory information for each IVA individually can
be essential.

In section 8.4, a practical methodology is followed for applying subscription-based
filtering within the scope of a full IVA design. It involves associating an agent’s goal
with a set of subscriptions for relevant environment information. One can make sure
an agent doesn’t get overloaded with irrelevant percepts on one hand or blinded for
relevant information on the other hand.

5.5 Experiment: optimizations
In this section, experiments are described for evaluating the two optimizations that
have been proposed in section 5.2.

5.5.1 Experiment: optimizing visual sensing

This next experiment involves a comparison between the two visual sensory algo-
rithms presented in section 5.2.2 (figure 5.1 and 5.2 respectively). The goal is to gain
insight into the scale of the performance gain of using the optimized algorithm, in
comparison to the basic algorithm. The experiment includes several scenarios where
the environment contains a single box and multiple spheres (varied between 5 and
100 across consecutive scenarios). The agent is given a subscription on the location
property of boxes. By increasing the amount of spheres, the number of objects the
agent will not be interested in is increased. Thus here efficiency can be gained by
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eliminating irrelevant line-of-sight (LoS) checks (as achieved by the optimized algo-
rithm). Each scenario is run twice, once for the basic algorithm and once for the
optimized one. Results can be seen in figure 5.7, plotting the measurements recorded
for the process UpdateVisualSensor from figure 5.5.

Figure 5.7: Time measurements for the process UpdateVisualSensor

One can see that for each consecutive scenario (represented by the horizontal
axis), the basic algorithm takes substantially more computational time whereas the
time measured for the optimized algorithm stays stable throughout the different sce-
narios. The difference in computational time is fully caused by the different number
of LoS checks that have to be performed. In the optimized algorithm, only one check
has to be performed throughout all scenarios (for the single box) whereas in the basic
algorithm this ranges from 6 to 101 checks. Concluding, using the optimized algo-
rithm, a substantial performance gain can be achieved, especially in situations where
the number of environmental objects for which an agent has no cognitive interest in
is increased.

5.5.2 Experiment: optimizing the SVE cache
With this next experiment, we analyze the benefits of optimizing the SVE Service
using methods to limit the number of semantic translations that have to be queried
from a game engine (see section 5.2.1). A comparison is made between the compu-
tational time required for retrieving cached entity properties versus retrieving those
properties through fresh semantic translations. Two scenarios are performed in which
the agent is presented with 150 boxes which it can visually sense. In the first scenario
the agent is subscribed to a single property of a box whereas in the second scenario
the agent is subscribed to 5 different properties. Both scenarios are run twice, once
with caching enabled and once without caching. The state of all objects remains
unchanged through the scenarios, resulting in positive cache hits in case caching is
enabled. The results are illustrated in figure 5.8, showing computational times for
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querying the SVE and the full update cycle which puts the former within scope of all
perception-related processing in the game engine (the process QuerySVEService, and
the root of the process tree from figure 5.5 respectively).

Figure 5.8: Experimental results for caching within the SVE service

Analyzing the results, we can see that for a 1-property subscription (querying 150
properties) the process QuerySVEService performs 2.96 times better with caching
than without. With a 5-property subscription (querying 750 properties), it performs
2.2 times better with caching enabled. This difference can be explained by the fact
that the time required to perform a semantic translation can differ between different
semantic properties. Generally, a more complex translation rule results in an increased
benefit for employing caching.

When considering the impact of caching on the computational time required for
a full sense cycle, for a 1-property subscription the gain is about 13% whereas for a
5-property subscription about 14%. Putting these numbers into perspective requires
a full analysis of all processes involved in an update cycle as will be given in the next
section. We can conclude that the use of caching can increase the performance of
querying the SVE, though the gain is relatively small in scope of the overall update
cycle. Further, the gain is not always the same and depends on the complexity of a
semantic translation to be made. Last, one has to remember that such a gain would
not be achieved for entities that become invalidated every game cycle (resulting in
invalidated cache entries).

5.6 Experiment: performance analysis

In this last experiment we conduct a performance analysis of the perception framework
in the game engine. It consists of running scenarios in which an IVA increasingly
generates more percepts. It is aimed to (1) analyze the computational complexity
of the significant processes within the framework and (2) to investigate the relative
computational times between those processes in order to identify a possible bottleneck
in the system.

To accomplish this, an experiment was conducted in which an IVA was provided
with a subscription on the location property of boxes while the number of boxes within
the environment increases across consecutive scenarios. Important to note is that here
one will not benefit from the optimized visual sensing algorithm, since only entities
are used for which sensory information must be generated (thus requiring LoS checks).
Further, the framework was configured to not employ caching within the SVE Ser-
vice, since this design choice is highly application dependent. Also, by not employing
caching, we can treat the experiment results as if dynamic objects were used: when-
ever required by the IVA’s subscription, semantic translations are being performed
regardless of whether or not the objects are static or dynamic. The results from the
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experiment are shown in figure 5.9. It covers the process hierarchy from figure 5.5
where the left side of the figure covers the sub-processes for UpdateVisualSensor and
the right side covers the sub-processes for ProcessPerceptBuffer.

Figure 5.9: Experimental results for leaf processes of the process hierarchy

Based on these results, we can see that the process of performing LoS checks
within the visual sensor becomes the first bottleneck because of its non-linear nature
(left side of the figure). The process QuerySVEService is not negligible and one may
consider employing caching to further decrease its impact. When looking at buffer
processing (right side of the figure), this also takes a significant amount of time (about
50% of the time of the overall sense cycle when retrieving sensory information for 150
objects). Here, both serialization and transferring of percepts contribute significantly.
Since we have used a human-readable format for percepts, we expect one can decrease
this percentage when considering more efficient serialization techniques.

Although we have only used a single IVA in this experiment, using more IVAs
would not have an effect on the performance measurements of an individual IVA. Only
when caching is employed, IVAs are able to share the results of semantic translations
made by the SVE Service. Though, we have already seen in the previous experiment
that this performance gain would be fairly small compared to the computational time
of performing LoS checks.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter an evaluation was presented that focused on performance aspects of
IVA perception within the CIGA middleware. Experiments have been conducted to
evaluate the design approach of subscription-based filtering. Additionally, experi-
ments have been conducted to evaluate two optimizations that have been proposed
to increase the performance of the perception framework. The following conclusions
are drawn:

• First, the use of subscription-based filtering of percepts in a game engine can
greatly improve performance of perception both on the game engine side and
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on the MAS side. On the game engine side fewer percepts are generated. Con-
sequently on the MAS side this results in fewer beliefs being created and con-
sidered for querying during decision-making (section 5.4).

• Second, an optimization was presented for an IVA’s sensing algorithm where
cognitive demands (i.e. subscriptions) control the physical sensing process in a
game engine. Entities for which no sensory information is requested do not re-
quire a full visual confirmation. It was seen that one can gain much performance
in situations where an IVA is only interested in a small subset of information
from an environment. This allows an IVA to cope with more complex environ-
ments where ’irrelevant entities’ can be ignored (section 5.5.1).

• Third, an optimization was presented to limit the amount of semantic transla-
tions required from a game engine by employing caching within the SVE Service.
It was seen that some performance gains could be reached in situations where
the state of a perceived entity remains unchanged between consecutive obser-
vations (thus where the result of previously made translations could be directly
retrieved). Performance gains were measured at about 13-14% for a sense cycle.
Looking from a design perspective, the use of caching imposes specific require-
ments for a game engine: environmental entities are required to notify the SVE
Service during state changes. Here, a trade-off is in place between efficiency
and increased design complexity (section 5.5.2).

• Finally, when analyzing the performance of the overall perception framework,
a bottleneck in the system can emerge when an IVA requires many visual con-
firmations for entities in the environment (i.e. for which a cognitive interest
exists). Thus, although an IVA may be able to deal with heavily populated en-
vironments (by employing the optimized sensing algorithm), one still has to be
careful in controlling an IVA’s cognitive interests using the subscription-based
filtering mechanism, as to avoid performance issues (section 5.6).
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6 Physical behavior

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter the topic of physical behavior for human-like intelligent virtual agents
(IVAs) is addressed within the scope of interfacing game engine technology and agent
technology. In this sense, physical behavior relates to agent planning and realization of
bodily behaviors to be performed in a virtual environment. This includes performing
tasks, achieving intentions and realizing physical actions and reactions. The focus
specifically lies on behaviors that affect the virtual environment. In the next chapter,
the focus is put on communicative and social behaviors (chapter 7), which affect the
internal models of other IVAs.

6.1.1 Motivation

An essential requirement for an IVA is its ability to control its embodiment for the
purpose of simulating appropriate proactive and reactive physical behaviors required
in a certain application. This is a major design challenge for application domains that
require more heterogeneous IVAs that can express human-like behaviors in complex
and dynamic virtual environments. In such a domain, IVAs may require a rich vari-
ety of bodily behaviors to express (e.g. physical movement, postures, limb control or
facial expressions). Further, they may require to interact with a wide variety of dif-
ferent types of objects in the environment. Finally, in a highly dynamic environment,
they require to deal with conflicts and failures in their behaviors, express believable
reactions to changes in the environment and coordinate activities with others. On top
of this, all these behaviors may be personalized based on an IVA’s physical or social
identity, or its situational context.

When considering an IVA design within the scope of connecting a MAS to a game
engine, processes related to behavior planning and realization takes place in both
systems. In the MAS, cognitive agents form plans on their next actions to perform.
In the game engine, virtual characters can be controlled to perform physical behaviors
in the virtual environment. In this chapter, the goal is to gain insight into the design
issues one is faced with when interfacing these two levels of processing. Based on
these insights, a role will be proposed for a middleware solution to facilitate designers
in tackling these issues in a structured manner.
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6.1.2 Chapter overview

This chapter is structured as follows. First, section 6.2 provides an overview of related
research areas from different research perspectives. In section 6.3, an overview is given
of the design issues one is faced with in the design of an IVA across a MAS and a
game engine. Different facets of behaviors are addressed including action realization,
inter-agent coordination and reactive behaviors. Following in section 6.4, an abstract
behavior model for an IVA is presented, focusing on the interface between a MAS and
a game engine. Based on this model, in section 6.5, a summary is given of the roles a
middleware could play in the design of such a behavior model. Separate features are
further elaborated on in sections 6.6 to 6.9. Finally, in section 6.10 we conclude.

6.2 Related research areas

Below an overview is presented of different research areas related to behavior planning
and realization for IVAs. These areas are deemed relevant within our research scope
of interfacing MASs with game engines. In the remainder we discuss practices in the
games industry, research on virtual agents, MAS research and middleware approaches.

6.2.1 The games industry

In the games industry many different techniques have been used for modeling charac-
ter1 behaviors. The need for more sophisticated behaviors has initiated a trend where
more traditional techniques like scripts and finite-state machines (FSMs) are being
exchanged for more flexible and modular techniques like behavior trees (Champan-
dard (2007a); Isla (2005)), utility-based approaches (Dill et al. (2012); Mark and Dill
(2010)) or planning techniques (Orkin (2006)). At the lowest processing level of such
action-selection techniques, they often interact with an animation system that offers
motion clips or procedural animations to control the motions of a character.

The higher the complexity of action-selection, the less likely it becomes that a sin-
gle technique would be suitable for covering all behavioral processing. It is sometimes
seen that multiple techniques are layered to address processing at different levels of
cognition. For example, a planner may be suitable for choosing high-level goals, a
behavior tree for lower-level task planning and scripting for orchestrating animations.
While there may exist agreements on the suitability of certain techniques for certain
problems, there is no real conceptual consensus on design approaches for complete
IVAs, nor guidance on how to combine techniques by interfacing more cognitive with
more physical behavior processes. The issue of combining macro and micro manage-
ment of behavior remains an active topic of discussion, especially on the balance of
control between animation systems and AI decision-making (Champandard (2007b)).

Besides the use of specific techniques, research can be found that focuses on the
more fundamental properties of character behaviors. For instance in Cutumisu and
Szafron (2009), a behavior architecture is described that focuses on properties like
responsiveness, interruptibility, resumeability and collaborativeness. It is stated to
augment techniques like FSMs, behavior trees of hierarchical task networks (HTNs).

1Characters are often denoted as non-player characters (NPCs) in the games industry
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In our work, we take a similar approach of abstracting from specific techniques
and focus more on the underlying properties of behaviors. This is essential for the
connection between a MAS to a game engine where different techniques used on both
sides require interaction with each other.

6.2.2 Virtual agents

Next we look at work from the virtual agent research community. In this community,
behavior planning and realization is a broad topic and a rough distinction is made here
between two focus areas. The first area focuses more on the micro-level: the control
of behaviors and animations for achieving realistic and natural-looking motions and
expressions. The second area focuses more on the macro-level where more attention
is paid to the functional aspects of performing rich interactions with an environment.
Related research from these two areas are described below separately.

Multimodal behavior, control and naturalness

Multimodal behavior is an important topic in the ECA (embodied conversational
agents) community where it has a specific focus on communicative behaviors. In recent
years there has been an effort to unify a behavior generation framework (SAIBA)
with the goal of allowing better interoperability between ECA systems from different
research groups (Kopp et al. (2006)). Different stages are identified to represent
intent planning, behavior planning and behavior realization. The stages themselves
are seen as black boxes but their inter-connections are modeled through standard
languages (FML and BML respectively). Following this research, several extensions
have been proposed to address limitations that were experienced concerning reactivity
(Bevacqua et al. (2008); Zwiers et al. (2011)).

In van Welbergen et al. (2009), a system is proposed for multimodal interaction
which covers the stage of behavior realization, conforming to the BML language. It
bridges the final gap of translating behavioral instructions to actual animations in the
environment. It addresses an important topic concerning the trade-off between natu-
ralness and control. This is discussed in more detail in a state-of-the-art report (van
Welbergen et al. (2010)). It is stated that motion-capturing techniques provide func-
tional animation clips from animators but allow little control over their realization.
Procedural animation techniques offer detailed control through parameterizations but
lack naturalness. Finally, physics simulations offers physical realism in a virtual en-
vironment but lack control over precise timing of muscle or limb control. Hybrid
systems that combine different techniques are required to increase both naturalness
and control.

The approach towards hybrid systems is also seen in other areas. For instance in
van Basten et al. (2011), the combination of path planning and motion synthesis is
addressed where the former provides the cognitive control over deciding on a specific
path to follow and the latter increases the naturalness of how this is achieved.

Task modeling in virtual environments

This next area focuses on design approaches for achieving functional behaviors like
tasks to perform, (inter-)actions and coordinations. Special focus in this area is put on
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flexibility in the representation of actions and tasks, together with efficient authoring
processes to model behaviors by designers.

In Badler et al. (2000), a Parameterized Action Representation (PAR) is proposed
to bridge the gap between natural language instructions and the required behavior
execution for virtual agents who carry them out. A PAR is a complex description of
an action that can specify actors or object referents, symbolic conditionals associated
with the action (required context, pre and post conditions or termination conditions),
and the execution steps (primitive instructions or composite actions). High-level
instructions can be given in natural language which are consequently converted to
action representations. Along similar lines, in Vosinakis and Panayiotopoulos (2003a),
behaviors can be created through a task definition language. The language’s semantics
allows the creation of complex tasks combining parallel, sequential and conditional
execution of actions. In addition to the approach of Badler et al. (2000), built-in
functions can be used to check the state of the environment during execution (e.g. for
detecting spatial relations between referenced objects).

The smart object paradigm is well-known for its alternative approach for design-
ing rich functional behaviors for virtual characters. It refers to the idea of enriching
object models in the environment with interactional information on how agents can
interact with them. This, as opposed to modeling these interactions within the agent
itself. The notion of smart objects and their advantages has been described before in
section 4.2.4 (page 66). The paradigm is sometimes criticized for its limitation of only
dealing with single agent-object interactions. This is true when looking at its origi-
nal definition (Kallmann and Thalmann (1999b)). However, many researchers have
extended the paradigm beyond this scope. It is not merely used to control low-level
interactions and animations but also to facilitate perception and planning (e.g. Brom
et al. (2006); Heckel and Youngblood (2011)). Thus in this sense, smart object infor-
mation can also merely provide hints to facilitate behavior planning beyond the scope
of a single object-agent interactions. In Abaci et al. (2005) smart object information
is demonstrated to facilitate a multi-agent coordinated physical interaction.

6.2.3 Multi-agent system research

The traditional focus of MAS research lies on agents that operate in the ’pure cogni-
tive’ domain: agents are typically not situated in a simulated physical world in which
they require to perform their actions through a physical embodiment. In our work,
MAS research is treated fully as part of the domain of agent technology. Here, where
the scope of behavior planning for agents ends, the main focus of our research starts:
how to bridge the gap between the atomic actions of an agent and the realization of
these actions by virtual characters in a virtual environment?

In MAS research, important properties for agents are their abilities to plan, co-
ordinate and communicate. Some planning techniques have been successfully applied
in games for virtual characters (e.g. STRIPS-style or HTN planning). However, the
latter properties are less explored. Activities that require coordination and commu-
nication between characters or the player are often scripted. In our work, issues in
agent coordination and communication when applied to human-like characters will be
addressed in this chapter (for coordination) and the next one (for communication).
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6.2.4 Middleware approaches

Finally we reflect on how physical behaviors for IVAs are treated in previous middle-
ware approaches for connecting MASs to game engines. In chapter 3, two significant
issues have been identified. First, how to bridge the gap between semantics actions
executed by agents and the low-level control instructions that can be performed in
the game engine to realize such actions (see section 3.3.1)? Second, how can an agent
receive feedback on and monitor the execution of its actions in the game engine (see
section 3.3.3)? Now when we look at past connection attempts and middleware ap-
proaches, they often lack in addressing these issues. The game engine is often seen
as a closed system that offers a set of predefined instructions through which one can
control a character. There is often no real notion of an action that captures the pro-
cess of performing a behavior. Instructions have no durative state and no feedback
can be given beyond the start of an instruction. This approach puts an unnecessary
burden on the agent to monitor its own state to infer how its actions are progressing
and if the intentions behind actions has been accomplished, or failed (as far as this is
possible based on the percepts received from the game engine).

In Young et al. (2004), a system is proposed where a certain level of semantic
processing of actions is delegated to the game engine side. Here, declarative action
representations used on the MAS side are directly associated with procedural rep-
resentations executed by the game engine. This allows for a semantic agreement
between a MAS and a game engine on the meaning of an action, when it should be
executed (preconditions) and what its desired effects are (postconditions). Upon ex-
ecution, the game engine can perform semantic processing on success and failures for
actions. In our work, similar as in Young et al. (2004), we think that game engines
should have a larger responsibility in dealing with action semantics, rather than a
mere slave for executing character control instructions. When more semantic process-
ing is delegated to the game engine, behaviors can be more efficiently realized and
less micro-management is required on the agent side.

6.3 Towards agent behavior in virtual environments

In this section an overview is given of design issues relating to behavior planning
and realization for cognitive agents in virtual environments. In section 3.3, high-level
issues have already been identified for integrating cognitive agents in virtual environ-
ments. In this section, these issues are addressed in more detail focusing specifically
on the topic of behavior planning and realization. First, in section 6.3.1, issues are
described that arise from the conceptual gap between an agent and a human-like IVA.
Following, from section 6.3.2 to 6.3.6 a set of concrete topics are discussed covering
facets of behavior processing within the scope of an agent’s mind-body interface.

6.3.1 From cognitive agent to human-like IVA

In section 3.3.3, several discrepancies have been outlined between the typical nature
of an agent in an agent platform and a cognitive agent that ought to represent a
human-like IVA. To recapitulate, an agent becomes embodied and situated in a vir-
tual environment; it has to operate in a real-time environment; and it has to behave in
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a human-like manner. Based on these discrepancies, below three aspects are described
concerning agent behavior planning and realization. They lead to requirements that
should be taken into account when a specific agent platform (or MAS) is being con-
sidered for controlling human-like characters.

Multimodal behavior planning

An agent that embodies a virtual character can only act in its environment using
virtual actuators. In terms of human-like behaviors this encompasses for instance
the use of locomotion, body orientation, gestural movements of the head or arms, or
gazing. For an agent to achieve some physical act in the environment, it should plan
how to control its virtual actuators. In planning bodily behavior one needs to address
aspects like multimodality, parallelism, timing and limited resources.

For example, consider the act of opening a door with a key. This involves planning
locomotion to get close to the door, grabbing the key out of one’s pocket, unlocking
the door, grabbing the door handle and pulling it. Some of these behaviors require
sequential ordering (e.g. moving to the door before grabbing the handle or unlocking
the door before pulling the handle) while others can be performed in parallel (e.g.
moving towards the door while grabbing the key or unlocking the door and grabbing
the door handle). Even when some of these behaviors require sequential ordering, still
it can look unnatural or ’robotic’ when a next act is initiated only after a previous one
has fully finished. For instance, it would look more natural if an agent would already
reach out for the door handle while it is approaching the door. Timing is important
for achieving natural-looking behavior. Finally, bodily resources have to be managed.
It may not be possible to perform behaviors simultaneously when the same bodily
resources are required (one cannot move left and right at the same time). A bodily
resource can also be taken not because of a specific behavior being performed but
because of a bodily state as the result of an earlier behavior. For example, one may
not be able to pick up an object when one is already carrying something.

Requirement 6.1 A cognitive agent should be able to plan how to achieve physical
behaviors in its environment using its virtual actuators. During planning, it should
be able to understand the possible limitations of its embodiment in the sense that
multiple actions that require a similar actuator cannot be performed in parallel and
that bodily resources may be occupied. For the sake of natural-looking behavior,
timing is important for achieving natural transitions between consecutive actions.

Real-time continuous behavior realization

In many agent platforms, actions are performed instantaneously where the result of an
action can be known immediately. There is no intermediate deliberation during action
execution. However when performing actions in a real-time virtual environment,
actions take time to complete and the result is not immediately known to an agent.
For instance, an action to move towards some physical location in the environment
takes a certain amount of time to complete. Or an action to open a door cannot be
performed instantaneously but requires bodily motions through time and space.

Because of the durative nature, both the state of the environment and the state
of the agent itself may change and possibly prevent an action from being successfully
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achieved. For example, when considering environment changes, during movement, a
path may become blocked and prevent passage; or when initiating to open a door,
the door may be opened from the other side by another agent so that the physical
act of opening the door cannot be performed any longer. Alternatively, due to a state
change in the agent, it may obtain a reason to change its current plan and abort a
scheduled action. For example, consider an agent who is in the process of opening a
door to an adjacent room. A phone starts ringing in the current room. The agent
may decide to change its goal to answer the phone, in which case it should abort its
act of opening the door. Abortion strategies have to be considered here. Should it
immediately interrupt all physical activities related to the act (e.g. leaving the door
half open) or should it pursue some abortion procedure (e.g. reverting the act by
closing the door again)?

Requirement 6.2 A cognitive agent should be able to monitor the execution of its
actions and receive feedback on how they are progressing and when (or if) they are
successfully achieved or failed. This allows an agent to relate its own physical actions
to state changes within its environment. Additionally, it should be able to have a
top-down control over actions that have been scheduled in order to interrupt or abort
them when required.

Situated reasoning

An agent that is situated in a virtual environment is bound to a physical location in
this environment. Physical actions take a certain amount of time to complete. For
an agent to make rational and efficient plans, it should have some expectations of
how long certain plans might take. This could be based on the expected length of
the physical actions that are part of a plan. For example, consider an agent with
two goals it desires to achieve before getting on a train: getting coffee and buying a
train ticket. A natural course of action would be to pursue these goals in an order
that would take the least amount of time. It would be unnatural for it to first get
a coffee that can be bought at a shop on the platform from which the train departs,
then move to the main hall where a ticket can be bought and then return to the same
platform to get on the train. Besides time expectations on movement, other types of
actions can be imaged: e.g. how long would it take to cook diner, to repair a flat bike
tire or even to answer a complicated question. The main point here is that both the
agent’s environment and its embodiment impose physical constraints that affect how
long actions might take. An agent should be aware of such constraints in the form
of expectations of the duration of a plan’s execution, before it is actually executed.
Failure to do so may lead to irrational behavior.

The above aspect does not directly relate to the execution of behavioral actions and
therefore does not lead to an explicit requirement here. However, it is mentioned here
because it relates to certain knowledge about actions (e.g. expected durations) which
is required for making rational plans. This aspect should be taken into consideration
when designing situated agents.
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6.3.2 Interfacing mind and body

In section 3.3.2 (page 35) a general discussion was given on interfacing and agent’s
mind and body. The notion of balance of control was introduced between processes
attributed to an agent’s mind, said to be more cognitively-oriented, and processes
attributed to an agent’s body, said to be more physically-oriented. The former can
be regarded as processes working at a conscious level, subject to cognitive influences
whereas the latter can be regarded as processes working at the unconscious level,
not subject to cognitive guidance. In the sections below (6.3.3 to 6.3.6), the synergy
between an agent’s mind and body is discussed for concrete topics related to behavior
planning and realization. This will gain insight into the required nature of an interface
between a cognitive agent and its virtual embodiment.

6.3.3 Behavior control and failure handling

The moment an agent schedules an action, a certain level of control is delegated to
its embodiment on how this action is realized. Whenever there is a conflict during an
action’s realization, there are two approaches one can take to deal with this conflict.
First, one can choose to deal with this failure within the scope of the action realiza-
tion itself. This implies the conflict is resolved ’unconsciously’ without any cognitive
awareness of the agent. Second, one can choose to fail the action where the agent is
notified about the failure. Here it can repair the conflict at the cognitive level.

Which option is best depends on the severity of the conflict. For example, consider
an agent which navigates through its environment. If it encounters a minor blockade
which it can easily avoid by move around it, the required adaptation in behavior
may be resolved within the navigation action itself (e.g. through reactive collision
avoidance). However when the blockade is more significant, an agent should be able
to deliberate on the fact that a possible detour may take far longer to reach the des-
tination than expected. It may want to rethink its decision on continuing its current
course of action, perhaps resulting in fully dropping its current goal. Alternatively,
consider a coordinated action of performing a handshake. In case of a conflict where
one agent uses its left hand and the other its right hand, it may be better suited to
repair this unconsciously, without ’burdening’ the agents about this synchronization
failure. However, when one agent fails to hold up to other’s expectations for it to
adapt its behavior within some expected time span, the conflict cannot be repaired.
By failing the action, further reasoning can be delegated to the agent’s cognitive side.

Reason behind a failure

The moment an action fails and an agent is notified about this, it would be useful
to know why an action failed so that it can intelligently deal with this failure. For
example, if an action to open a door fails, it would be useful to know if it failed because
the agent could not reach the door, because the door was locked or because the handle
was broken. If such knowledge could be obtained from an agent’s feedback message,
it can reason on the failure efficiently and plan a rational next course of action. (e.g.
search for a key in case it was locked, or find an alternative route to reach an adjacent
room). Without such semantic feedback, an agent would have to infer the reason for
failure purely based on environment percepts. It seems natural to perceive knowledge
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on failures within the scope of performing an act. For instance, knowing whether a
door is locked can only be determined through the physical interaction of trying to
open it. Thus one would benefit from being able to obtain action-specific semantic
feedback about failures.

Flexible balance of control

It was mentioned that by scheduling an action, a certain level of control is delegated
to an agent’s embodiment. During realization of an action, the agent does not have
a cognitive influence over the manner in which an action is realized or how it deals
with conflicts. One can imagine certain types of behaviors that can be seen more as
scripted sequences of actions where little cognitive awareness is required. For instance,
the act of unlocking a door with a key could be regarded as a common interaction that
does not require much cognitive awareness. When relating to human-like behavior,
the more people learn how to achieve their intentions through bodily behaviors and
learn how to interact with environmental elements, the more such behaviors become
’scripted’. Less conscious guidance is necessary at the cognitive level.

It can be imagined that such ’scripted behaviors’ could be represented by a sin-
gle high-level action where the low-level behavioral sequences are performed (uncon-
sciously) at the embodiment level. However, the moment a conflict arises that requires
cognitive attention and an agent is notified of this, it may like to repair the action
using more lower-level behavioral control. At the cognitive level, it would temporarily
use lower-level actions up until the conflict is resolved. Hereafter it may resort again
to pursuing ’scripted behaviors’ as higher level actions. In the design of an embodied
agent, one may want to consider this ability for an agent to dynamically balance its
level of cognitive control over its embodiment. This would require actions to be de-
fined at different levels of abstraction such that an agent can individually choose its
own desired level of control over certain activities, and, if required, adapt this level
dynamically.

6.3.4 Physically versus intention-oriented actions
In agent technology a commonly used approach is to define agent actions in such a
way they can be related to the state of the environment. Success or failure of such
actions then denotes whether or not the desired state of the environment was met or
not. This approach is beneficial for planning systems. For instance, by making use of
a library of available actions with associated preconditions and effects, a planner can
devise a plan of actions that, when fully executed, reaches some desired goal state of
the agent (e.g. consider STRIPS-style planning systems (Fikes and Nilsson (1971))).

When an agent becomes embodied in a virtual environment, it can only change
the state of the environment through the medium of its embodiment. Introducing this
intermediate medium, success or failure of an agent action can be considered at differ-
ent conceptual levels. Should an action be seen as successful when all corresponding
physical behavior has been properly executed in the environment, or when some de-
sired goal state of the environment was met, or when both are true? Thus, does an
action strictly represent an agent’s physical activity in the environment or does it also
represent some underlying intention or purpose to achieve some environment state?
For example, the physical activity of an action may represent a fast movement where
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the purpose of the action is to catch up with someone. A similar distinction between a
physical action and an intention behind the action is referenced in Searle’s concept of
intention-in-action (Searle (1983)). Here, an action is considered to have a movement
part (the physical act) and an intention part (the purpose). Based on this notion, we
distinguish between two types of actions:

• Physically-oriented action: An action that represents a physical bodily activity.
Success is dependent on the ability to perform the bodily activity as instructed.

• Intention-oriented action: An action that is associated with an underlying in-
tention for reaching some state change in the environment. Success is dependent
on reaching a state in the environment, possibly regardless of the agent’s own
involvement.

In figure 6.1 a schematic view on these two types of actions is illustrated. It
presents action realization across an agent’s cognitive and embodiment level. The
left side shows the realization of an intention-oriented action. Desired effects of the
action are checked at the embodiment level using the environment state. Feedback
directly concerns the success or failure of the underlying purpose behind the action.
The right side shows the realization of a physically-oriented action. Here, feedback
concerns the result of the physical act. Whether or not desired effects have been met
must be checked at the agent level through beliefs obtained from perception of the
environment.

Action 

- perform act

- check effects

Action

Environment

State

Intention-oriented

action

Feedback

(success/failure)

Action 

- perform act

Action

- check effects

Beliefs

Physically-oriented

action

Feedback

(success/failure)

Environment

State
Perception

Embodiment

Intention-oriented action realization Physically-oriented action realization

AgentEmbodiment Agent

Figure 6.1: Action types

To give an example, consider an agent’s action to open a door. If this action is seen
purely as a physical task to be performed (a physically-oriented action), the action
would fail during execution when the door is already opened from the other side by
another agent (it is physically not possible to open a door which is already open).
However if this action is considered purely as a means to reach some environment
state (an intention-oriented action), the action may be seen as successful since the
desired goal state was met (namely that the door is open).

Now the design choice of opting for one approach or the other is particularly
relevant from a technical point of view where it is presumed the agent’s embodiment
resides in a game engine and the cognitive agent in a MAS. As can be seen in figure 6.1,
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in both approaches one has to check if the desired effects of an action have been met.
However, when this can be done on the game engine side, one has direct access to the
raw state of the environment and checks can be efficiently performed (e.g. by reading
the game state). Alternatively, to check if a desired environment state was met on
the MAS side, the required information to perform these checks have to be obtainable
either directly or indirectly from environment percepts (as beliefs). This may add to
the design complexity of an agent concerning its perceptual abilities, requiring the
management of a suitable environment model. Finally, note that conditional checks
on the state of an environment may be performed continuously in order to timely
detect a goal state. Thus being able to perform these checks efficiency is important.

6.3.5 Coordination

Agents that ought to behave in a human-like manner should have the ability to
coordinate their behaviors with other agents in the environment. For an embodied
agent, coordination is considered at two conceptual levels, namely at the agent (more
cognitively-oriented) level and at the embodiment (more physically-oriented) level.

In figure 6.2, a categorization of considered coordination types is illustrated. Be-
sides a distinction between the different conceptual agent levels, coordination types
are considered at the joint or individual level. The former relates to ’active’ coordina-
tion that directly involves another participant whereas the latter relates to ’passive’
coordination based on the perceived behavior of others. Below, each type is explained.

Action Coordination

(shared intention )

Embodiment Agent

Plan Coordination

(shared goal )

Action Regulation

(individual intention )

Plan Regulation

(individual goal )

Joint

Individual

Figure 6.2: Coordination types

Plan coordination
Plan coordination involves two or more agents that coordinate their plans to reach
some shared (joint) goal. It is considered to be part of an agent’s cognitive level. To
give an example, when faced with an in-house fire incident two agents may divide tasks
where one agent searches for a fire extinguisher and the other agent calls the emergency
services. This kind of coordination can be achieved through explicit communication
(e.g. negotiating on concrete tasks to be divided amongst the participating agents).

Plan regulation
Plan regulation involves an agent which regulates its own (individual) plan based on
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observed actions of another agent. It requires reasoning at the cognitive level where
decisions are made based on observed behavior from others in the environment. For
example, an agent may adapt its plan to escape a building when it observes that
another agent is failing to open a door which it was planning to use.

Action coordination
Action coordination involves two or more agents that are committed to realize a
joint coordinated physical action. It is considered to be part of the embodiment
level where the realization of a joint action requires synchronization between the
agents’ embodiments. For example, consider two agents performing a handshake,
handing over a virtual object or carrying a table together. Although realized at the
embodiment level, the decision to initiate or participate in a joint action is made at
the cognitive level.

Action regulation
Action regulation involves an agent which regulates its own (individual) actions based
on the observed state of another agent’s embodiment. It is assumed that regulation
at the embodiment level can be achieved based on low-level physical features that
can be sensed from the environment, without the need for cognitive awareness of this
change in behavior. For example, consider an agent that reactively adjusts its path
during navigation when it detects a future collision with another agent; or an agent
that adheres to social laws of proximity with others through unconscious adaptations
(e.g. as considered in Pedica and Vilhjálmsson (2010)).

Concluding remarks

Regarding action coordination and action regulation at the embodiment level, both
are prone to failure and may require cognitive involvement. In section 6.3.3, the topic
of action failure was discussed: certain types of conflicts may be resolved at the em-
bodiment level through adaptation. More severe conflicts require cognitive reasoning.
The same notion holds for coordinated actions. However, in particular action coor-
dination contributes to the complexity of dealing with conflicts. It encompasses the
synchronization of the physical behavior of two (or more) agents. Failures can occur
for different reasons: (1) the intended participant did not attempt to participate; (2)
a participant that was participating decided to abort its part of the coordination; or
(3) external influences caused the joint action to fail. Whenever cognitive reasoning
is required to deal with failures, knowing the reason for failure allows an agent to
make intelligent decisions on its next course of action.

Finally, at this point, plan coordination and plan regulation are not addressed
further. In chapter 7, agent communication and social perception are discussed as
prerequisites for the realization of these types of coordination.

6.3.6 Reactive behavior

Reactivity is an important ability for an agent that ought to behave in a human-like
manner. For an embodied agent, reactivity applies to different levels of conception.
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In figure 6.3, four of such levels are distinguished that could be imagined, ranging
from more physically-oriented to more cognitively-oriented reactiveness.

Embodiment Agent

Physical-law

Reaction

Reflexive

Reaction

Intentional

Reaction

Deliberative

Reaction

Control (action)

Awareness (perception)Env. State

Figure 6.3: Levels of reactive behavior

• Physical-law reaction: A reaction that is caused by external forces from the
environment enforced by the simulated laws of physics. For instance, consider
an agent that is being blown away by the force of an explosion or is slipping on
an icy road. Although this is not really a reactive behavior in the sense that
it is being controlled by an agent, it is included here since it involves bodily
motions of an agent.

• Reflexive reaction: A reaction of a more primal nature that is triggered un-
consciously and is performed unintentionally. For example this may involve
directing an agent’s sensory actuators towards certain changes in the environ-
ment: e.g. gazing as a reaction to an unexpected sound or to the recognition of
a familiar face. Or consider reactions that involve other types of bodily move-
ments like catching a ball when being thrown at or protecting one’s body from
a nearby explosion (e.g. covering one’s face).

• Intentional reaction: A reaction of a more intentional or social nature triggered
at the conscious level. For example this involves reactions triggered by learned
’common-sense’ behavioral rules, social rules or norms (e.g. looking for traffic
when approaching a pedestrian crossing or avoiding eye contact when approach-
ing an aggressive salesman.) These reactions are considered to be short in time
and do not conflict with an agent’s plan.

• Deliberative reaction: A reaction that takes the form of adopting a new goal
and dropping or postponing a current intention (possibly temporarily). For ex-
ample, an agent that has started cooking and suddenly notices that an essential
ingredient is missing decides to order a pizza. Or an agent that has a conversa-
tion with another agent acts on a ringing phone, deals with the phone call and
then returns to the conversation.

From figure 6.3 it is seen that each reaction level operates similarly. First, a
reaction is triggered based on certain input obtained from perception. Following,
based on the input (awareness), a bodily behavior is initiated and controlled. Finally,
information about a triggered reaction is fed back to the perception channel so that
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this knowledge can be employed at a higher cognitive level. The latter is an important
element. Although a reaction may have been triggered unconsciously, an agent may
still sometimes need to be able to become consciously aware of the reaction that
it performed, the moment after it was triggered. This self-perception allows it to
understand why reactions were triggered at a lower level and how they changed its
bodily state.

A single event in the environment can be responsible for reactive behavior at all
levels, each one triggered with some time delay as an agent becomes more and more
aware of the event and the implications it has on its current plan. For example
consider a bomb exploding near an agent. At the time of the explosion, the force
of the explosion may force the agent to fall on the ground (physical-law reaction);
an instance later the agent may cover its face with its hand to protect itself from
flying debris (reflexive reaction); another instance later the agent may look around to
observe the source of the explosion and the initial reactions of other agents around
it (intentional reaction); finally, it may believe that the threat is not yet over and
decides to stand up and run away from the area it considers dangerous, dropping any
goal it had prior to the explosion (deliberative reaction).

To conclude, an agent should be capable of performing reactive behaviors at differ-
ent levels of cognition. Realizing this in a believable, human-like manner, the timing
of different reactions is crucial: they may follow each other quickly and may overlap
in time. Finally, feedback is required at a higher level of cognition about lower level
reactions that were performed.

6.4 An abstract behavior model
In this section an abstract IVA model for behavior planning and realization is pre-
sented within the scope of interfacing a multi-agent system (MAS) with a game en-
gine. The model is illustrated in figure 6.4. It extends the abstract IVA model from
figure 3.4 (page 45), though now focusing specifically on behavior planning and re-
alization. The purpose of the model is to describe the fundamental processes that
can be attributed to either the game engine side or the MAS side, together with the
interactions between them across the interface.

6.4.1 Behavior planning and realization

According to the model from figure 6.4, different stages are involved between an
agent’s initial decision to perform some physical behavior and the actual realization
of this behavior in the virtual environment (see arrow below the model). The first
stage, denoted as the planning stage, is the output of an agent’s high-level planning
on the MAS side, shown as part of the deliberation component. For instance, this
can be a deliberation engine commonly seen in agent platforms (e.g. deliberation
in a BDI-agent). It is a fundamental part of a cognitive agent in a MAS. The last
stage, denoted as the acting stage, is achieved through character control instructions
that can update the game state in the environment. These are initiated by actuators
which are a fundamental part of a virtual character in the game engine. Services here
represent subsystems that offer specialized functionality in a specific area of behavior
control (for instance an animation engine or a navigation engine). They can be used
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Figure 6.4: IVA Behavior Model

to mediate between actuators and the game state. Examples of character control
instructions could be ’play an animation’, ’move to location’, ’orient’, ’speak’, ’move
head’ or ’take on facial expression’.

The realization stage

Now between the planning and acting stage, a realization stage is defined. This stage
is introduced to bridge the gap between presumably high level actions as the result
of agent planning and the lowest level of character control that is offered by a game
engine. The need for this has been argued before in section 3.3.1: agent systems
are typically not suited to deal with fine-grained realization and micro-management
of character control. The realization stage allows an IVA to break-down high-level
actions into multiple lower level actions, up to the point it reaches the level of atomic
character control instructions. This process can be seen as creating and executing a
’realization plan’.

In the model from figure 6.4, the realization stage itself is composed of two sub-
stages, namely Behavior Planning on the MAS side and Behavior Realization on the
game engine side. They have similar functions though work at different abstraction
levels: a more cognitively-oriented side versus a more physically-oriented side of be-
havior realization. Both stages receive behavior instructions from a higher cognitive
stage and are expected to realize this behavior to the best of their abilities (intents
from the deliberation to the planning stage, and actions from the planning to the
realization stage). Here, realization consists of mapping or decomposing higher-level
instructions to lower-level instructions which are then scheduled for realization at a
lower level stage. Both stages monitor the progress of their realization plans. They
do this based on feedback received about the success or failure of one or more sched-
uled instructions (feedback from actuators to the realization stage, feedback from
the realization to the planning stage, and feedback from planning to the delibera-
tion stage). When dealing with failures, a stage can have some level of autonomous
decision-making on how to cope with this, without requiring higher level control.
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When failures cannot be resolved, feedback is sent upstream to a higher level stage.
Next, each stage can be instructed by a higher level stage to abort a realization plan
which results in abortion instructions for a lower level stage. Finally, each stage has a
certain level of autonomous decision-making for supporting reactive behaviors. Reac-
tive behaviors can be initiated without awareness of the higher level stage. Though,
feedback is used to notify the upper stage about the effects of this decision.

The decision to separate the realization stage into two sub-stages was made for a
conceptual and a technical reason. First, on the conceptual side, it introduces a clear
separation between an agent’s mind and body for behavior realization. This is clarified
by the suggestive naming for behavior instructions at different levels. High-level delib-
eration produces intents which represent more goal-oriented behavior and underlie a
specific function or meaningful purpose to achieve something in an environment. Be-
havior Planning aims to realize intents by planning actual physical behaviors (hence
the term planning in the name of this stage). This stage produces actions which
represent the atomic instructions an agent can use to control its embodiment. Next,
Behavior Realization aims to realize actions through character control instructions
which represent the atomic motor control instructions one can use within the game
engine. In short, intents versus actions correspond to the what and the how of behav-
ior from a cognitive point-of-view. Next, actions versus character control instructions
correspond to the what and the how of behavior from a physical point-of-view.

Second, on the technical side, separating the realization stage enforces an inter-
mediate level of abstraction to represent the technology interface between agent tech-
nology and game engine technology. Through this interface, one can abstract away
from a specific game engine or specific MAS. Thus from a purely technical point of
view, the Behavior Planning stage translates MAS-specific instructions into system-
independent actions. And the Behavior Realization stage translates actions into game
engine-specific character control instructions.

To conclude, even though in a certain application one may have little need for
multiple conceptual abstraction levels for concretizing behaviors, the separate stages
can still be justified for technical reasons.

6.4.2 IVA context

In the model, an IVA operates based on a context on both the game engine side and
on the MAS side. The former is denoted as the embodiment state, the latter as the
cognitive state. This context can influence the way in which behavior planning and
realization is achieved. It may influence what kind of lower-level instructions are
chosen, how they are parameterized or how they are timed.

In the previous chapter in section 3.4.3, it was argued that state elements at one
level may be required at the other level. The example was given of a state property
like mood. It was stated that a cognitive agent that is in a sad mood could reflect this
at the physical level through different styles of body movements, postures or facial
expressions, while at the cognitive level it may affect decision-making (e.g. choosing
not to go to a party). When at some point the value of this feature changes at
the cognitive level, the effects of this change should be dynamically reflected at the
agent’s physical level. Thus in order to allow sharing of a state element on either side,
synchronization is required between an IVA’s context on the game engine side and
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the MAS side. This requirement of synchronization has already been addressed in the
abstract IVA model from the previous chapter (figure 3.4, page 45) and is repeated
here for completeness.

6.4.3 The interface

As can be seen in figure 6.4, the interface bridges both the technology gap between a
MAS and a game engine as well as the conceptual gap between an agent’s mind and
body. Presented as a general-purpose interface, no design constraints are enforced
on whether to use more high-level actions or more low-level actions. This is to be
determined by a designer within the scope of the design of a concrete application.
This is presumed to be part of the design contract. The design contract involves the
following concrete design decisions that must be agreed upon:

• Division of labor : An agreement on the envisioned level at which actions should
be defined. How much control is delegated to the game engine side for the real-
ization of behavior? And how much control is delegated with respect to dealing
with failures or performing reactive behaviors? This is an implicit agreement
which conceptually divides the processing responsibilities between both sides.

• Agent-based semantics: An agreement on the range of concepts that can be
used in action-related communication between an agent in a a MAS and its
embodiment in a game engine. In essence, what type of actions can be used by
an agent and what kind of action-specific feedback is supported? This agreement
represents the data contract for the semantic content of action-related messages.

• Interface channel design: An agreement on the type of messages that can be
communicated between a MAS and a game engine, together with their syntax.
In essence, what type of top-down control messages are used? What type of
feedback messages are supported for bottom-up feedback? This agreement rep-
resents the data contract specifying the meta-data and syntax of action-related
messages.

The interface presented here offers designers sufficient flexibility in the design of
behavior realization for embodied agents. It is abstract enough to support more
primitive to more complex models of behavior planning and realization where respon-
sibilities can be divided between a MAS and a game engine. Still, it provides clear
guidelines on the kind of aspects one should take into consideration when designing
an interface.

6.4.4 Concluding remarks

The model presented in this section aims to provide a structure view on behavior
planning and realization within the scope of interfacing agent technology with game
engine technology. When reflecting back on the design issues that have been addressed
in the previous section, first of all, the requirements from section 6.3.1 are covered in
the model: Agents can plan how to achieve their intentions through physical behaviors
and they can obtain feedback on the execution of these behaviors. Further, the model
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provides cues on how to address design issues related to balance of control and failure
handling, coordination and reactive behaviors (sections 6.3.3 to 6.3.6).

In the remainder of this chapter, the model is used as a fundamental basis for
motivating a role for a middleware to use as an interface between a MAS and a game
engine. These roles are aimed to facilitate designers in designing and implementing
behavior planning and realization for embodied agents. This is described next within
the scope of the CIGA middleware that was first introduced in chapter 3.

6.5 CIGA: a middleware approach

In this section, a middleware approach is proposed to facilitate designers to cope
with behavior planning and realization for embodied agents across a MAS and a
game engine. As a starting point for proposing concrete roles for a middleware, the
behavior model described in the previous section is used (figure 6.4, page 127).

Contributions are described within the scope of the CIGA middleware. The CIGA
middleware was previously introduced in chapter 3 (figure 3.5, page 47). There, the
technical issues for interfacing MASs with game engines and connecting cognitive
agents with their virtual embodiments have been addressed. Here we abstract away
from these issues.

In figure 6.5, an illustration is given of the features that are proposed within
the scope of the CIGA middleware. The numbers in the figure relate to the different
features which are summarized below. In following sections, each one will be described
separately in more detail.

Game Engine Multiagent System

Behavior

Planning
Actuators

CIGA

Virtual Environment Virtual Embodiment Cognitive Agent

Game

State

Control

Feedback

IVA

Coordination

Service

Action

Library

Synchronize Inspect/ReferenceInspect/Reference

1

23
Behavior

Realization

4

Figure 6.5: CIGA: Facilitating behavior planning and realization

1. Action library: CIGA offers designers a way to model an action library inde-
pendently of a specific game engine or MAS. An action library is an agreement on
the set of actions an agent can perform on its embodiment. On the MAS side these
actions can be used as atomic behavior instructions for an agent. On the game en-
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gine side, they need to be realizable according to the defined semantics in the library.
After the creation of an action library, CIGA allows the modeled action concepts to
be referenced directly from code on either side.

2. Interface message specification: CIGA offers designers the ability to define
their own control and feedback messages for agents to interface with their embod-
iment. Default messages are proposed for top-down control to allow an agent to
schedule a new action or control a previously scheduled action (e.g. aborting). Fur-
ther, a default message is proposed for bottom-up feedback to allow an agent to
receive feedback on the progress of an action.

3. Design approach for behavior realization: A practical design approach is in-
troduced for realizing actions in an agent’s virtual embodiment in a generic way. Since
designers are able to define their own actions for an application, the realization logic
required to perform such actions in a game engine should be easily programmable.
Based on an abstract action skeleton class, concrete actions can be easily created,
while processing actions can be performed uniformly (i.e. scheduling, running, moni-
toring and generating feedback).

4. Inter-agent action coordination: CIGA introduces a service to facilitate the
realization of actions that involve inter-agent coordination. Since a coordinated action
requires the participation of another agent, its realization is prone to errors. These are
caused by the participant’s lack of willingness to coordinate or its failure to adhere
to its presumed responsibility during a coordination. CIGA facilitates by centrally
managing meta-data about active coordination actions and offering this information
to participating agents. Agents can be notified when others join, leave or reach a
certain synchronization point. It allows agents to efficiently become aware of problems
of a coordination and the cause for this.

Each feature described above is optional for use. However, they are specifically de-
signed to facilitate designers in creating and configuring an interface between an agent
and its virtual embodiment to control. Design approaches are proposed to further fa-
cilitate the implementation of behavior realizations on the game engine side. In the
remainder of this chapter, the proposed features are described in more detail.

6.6 An ontological action model

It has been argued that a general-purpose interface between a multi-agent system
(MAS) and a game engine should support a flexible level of abstraction for the actions
available for an agent to control its embodiment. Different applications have different
requirements and designers should be in control of creating their own library of actions
to use, tailored to the specific needs of their application. CIGA offers an ontological
modeling approach for defining action concepts. These concepts represent the range
of actions an agent can perform on its embodiment and can be seen as atomic control
primitives for an agent to act in its environment. Such an action library serves as
an agreement between a MAS and a game engine on the available actions and their
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semantics according to a designer’s intent.
The use of ontologies has been proposed as the primary method for creating an

explicit design contract within CIGA. In section 3.8, a general description of the use
of ontologies within CIGA was given. As described there, ontologies can be designed
independently of a specific game engine or MAS. The Ontology Service offers pro-
grammers the use of ontological concepts directly in code while at run-time concept
definitions can be inspected for purposes of data validation.

6.6.1 Action concept
In CIGA, an action concept represents a parameterized action definition which can
be modeled as an ontology class with one or more attributes. To define an action
concept, one can create a concrete action class by inheriting from an abstract action
base class which is provided by CIGA. Parameters can be modeled as class attributes.
Where an action class represents a type of physical activity to perform, parameters
can be used to further control or guide how the activity should be realized. The
following features can be used for encoding explicit semantics.

• Strong-typed attributes: Action parameters are associated with a data type
which includes basic types (string, integer, float, boolean or enum) or complex
types. A complex type can either refer to a class type or an instance of a class.

• Attribute value constraints: Value constraints can be used to constrain
the range of allowed values for a parameter. For example, integers can be
constrained by specifying a minimum or maximum allowed value; enums can
be constrained by specifying a range of allowed symbols; or class instance
types can be constrained by allowing only instances from a fixed set of class
types.

• Default attribute values: Action parameters can be associated with a default
value. This is a value that can be used when the parameter is not specified for
an action instance at run-time.

• Cardinality: Action parameters can be associated with a cardinality. Here one
can specify whether a parameter is optional, required or if it requires a list of
values. For the latter, one can further specify the amount of allowed elements
in the list.

• Hierarchical relationships: Hierarchical relations between action concepts
can be employed to distinguish between more abstract and more concrete ac-
tions. The latter extends the former with additional parameters or value con-
straints.

• Documentation: Documentation can be provided for both action classes and
parameters. Here one can give a textual description about the designer’s in-
tended meaning of the action or action parameter.

Figure 6.6 shows a set of examples of action concept definitions. The examples are
simplistic and should be seen as a mere illustration of how one might define actions
at different abstraction levels.
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Pickup
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Target String [1] ID of object to interact with

Mode Symbol [open,close] [1] Type of interaction

ExtinguishFire

Target String [1] ID of fire to extinguish

Tool String [1] ID of tool to use

Speech

Text String [1] Text to speak

Style String default [0..1] Preset of phonetic properties

Modality String [left,right]-hand [0..1] Modality to use

FacialExpression

Type Symbol [1] FACS presets

ArrivalDirection Float Direction of approach (angle)[0..1]

Figure 6.6: Action concept definition examples 2

Referring to the figure, an action may represent a detailed low level control instruc-
tion for an individual actuator (e.g. actions Locomotion, Speech, FacialExpression);
it may represent a specific physical task to accomplish (e.g. action Pickup); it may
group a set of behaviors related to a specific object (e.g. action InteractDoor); or
it may represent a higher level goal to achieve (e.g. action ExtinguishFire). Note
that the choice for a certain level of abstraction is up to a designer of an application.
From a technical point-of-view, one may opt for actions that more closely relate to
the internal mechanics available in a specific game engine for controlling a virtual
character, interacting with other environmental elements or running behavior scripts.
From a conceptual point-of-view, one may opt for actions at an abstraction level that
provides the most suitable balance of control: a level which offers an agent sufficient
cognitive control but does not burden it with micromanaging its behaviors.

The level of control that is delegated to the game engine is explicitly or implicitly
part of each action’s definition. To give an example, consider the intended semantics
of the Pickup action. Should an agent move to the object if it is not in reaching range?
Should it fail when its hands are occupied, or drop what it is currently holding? Should
it take on a specific posture after the act? Such intended semantics may either be
encoded through parameterization (e.g. a policy for failures), or implicitly available
as documentation that describes the behavioral properties of the action as it will be
realized by the game engine (e.g. approach when not in range).

Typically when using more high-level actions with fewer parameters and con-
straints, more control would be delegated to the game engine. For instance, the

1FACS is a taxonomy of human facial movements developed by Ekman and Friesen (1978)
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example action ExtinguishFire could be designed to allow multiple fires to be ex-
tinguished (using a cardinality of one-to-many). Or, it could be designed without
the Tool parameter, or making it optional. This would raise several questions about
the designer’s intended semantics for the action. How should an agent extinguish
a fire? Should it extinguish multiple fires sequentially or in parallel when possible?
Should it search for a tool when it does not have access to one? How much caution
or risk should be taken during this action? If an agent should be able to have any
say in answering such questions, actions would need to be designed at a lower level
of abstraction, or enriched with parameters and constraints to limit the freedom of
control in the game engine. Of course, a game engine should be able to adhere to the
semantics of a defined action. This should be part of a design agreement between an
agent designer and a virtual character designer.

6.6.2 Action library scope

Through the proposed ontological design approach for actions, designers can model
agent actions for an application in an explicit manner. The model is independent of
any MAS or game engine one may use for a specific application. In figure 6.7, an
illustration is given of the scope of an action model in an application.
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Figure 6.7: Scope of an Action Model Ontology

First of all, based on an action model ontology, CIGA offers tools to generate
concept reference files for the programming language(s) used by a specific MAS or
game engine (denoted here as Action Reference Files). These files contain action
definitions whose fields can be referenced from code. This design-time facility has
already been described in section 3.8. On the MAS side, these files represent the
library of actions an agent can use. Based on an action’s known definition, an action
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can be constructed by an agent and sent for execution. During transfer, CIGA can
optionally perform validations to check if a scheduled action conforms to the action’s
definition agreed upon.

Next, on the game engine side, a received action can be associated again with one
of the actions from the library. From this it can decide what kind of realization logic
to execute for further realization of the action by the agent’s embodiment. CIGA
does not enforce specific designs on how actions are realized on the game engine
side. However, a practical design approach for action realization will be described in
section 6.8. There, the nature of the three left most components will be explained
further.

6.7 Design contract: interface message specification
An agent that controls its virtual embodiment in a real-time environment should
be able to schedule actions, control their run-time execution and receive realization
feedback on their execution status (section 6.3.1, requirements 6.1 and 6.2). Further,
these abilities are represented in the abstraction behavior model through control and
feedback interactions (figure 6.4, page 127). To provide integral support for these
required interactions, CIGA offers standard concepts for action control and feedback
messages that can be used for action-related communication between an agent and
its embodiment. These are illustrated below in table 6.1 and table 6.2.

Table 6.1: CIGA Action Control Concepts

element SCHEDULE ACTION

Description Schedules a new action
Attributes Name Type Card. Default Description

ID string required System wide unique action identifier
ACTION instance required Instance-of CIGAAction

element CONTROL ACTION

Description Controls the execution of an active action
Attributes Name Type Card. Default Description

ID string optional Identifier of action to control. If empty,
treat all actions

TYPE symbol required Type of control instruction [ABORT, IN-
TERRUPT, RESUME]

Table 6.2: CIGA Action Feedback Concept

element ACTION PERCEPT

Description Internal agent percept containing feedback on a scheduled action
Attributes Name Type Card. Default Description

ID string required Action ID associated with feedback
STATE symbol required Current action state [NOTSTARTED,

STARTED, INTERRUPTED, RE-
SUMED, ENDED]

ENDCODE symbol optional Action end code [SUCCEEDED,
ABORTED, FAILED]

On the control side, an agent can schedule an action by providing an instance of a
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concrete action accompanied with an action identifier. The concrete action refers to a
user-defined ontological action part of the action model ontology that was described
in section 6.6. The identifier is a unique ID generated by CIGA. It can be used by
an agent in a MAS and a virtual character in a game engine for future reference to
the scheduled action. After an action has been scheduled, an agent has the ability to
control the action’s execution. It can abort a running action, interrupt it or resume
an interrupted action.

Now on the feedback side, an agent can receive action percepts containing execu-
tion feedback about a scheduled action. Feedback is assumed to be sent upon each
state change within the action’s realization. Default states include: scheduled but
not yet initiated, just started, interrupted, resumed and ended. A percept about an
action’s end state is assumed to contain an end code which specifies how an action
ended. Default end codes include: successfully performed, aborted or failed.

For flexibility, designers have the freedom to extend concepts for action control
and feedback to suit their needs for a specific application. For example, one can
introduce custom end codes to provide action-specific details on how or why an action
failed (e.g. an action to open a door failed because it was locked). In section 6.3.3,
the advantages of knowing a reason for failure was described. As another example,
one can introduce timing constraints for scheduled actions by extending the schedule
action concept with additional parameters. The possible need for detailed timing for
actions has been argued in section 6.3.1.

6.8 Design approach for behavior realization
In this section a practical design approach is presented for behavior realization of vir-
tual characters inside the game engine. It focuses on a flexible and practical approach
for implementing custom agent actions when constructing an agent-embodiment in-
terface. Central to this approach is the use of a generic behavior realizer part of a
virtual character that can manage the realization of agent actions in a generic man-
ner. This will allow for easy integration and authoring of custom defined actions in a
specific game engine, as will be seen. CIGA can facilitate behavior realization through
design-time tools and run-time services. It (1) offers an infrastructure for run-time
behavior control and feedback and (2) facilitates in the design, implementation, exe-
cution and testing of agent actions developed for a specific application.

In the design approach, actions can be associated with preconditions and post-
conditions. Preconditions relate to conditions that must be true before an action is
allowed to run. Postconditions relate to conditions that must be true to allow an
action to finish successfully. Conditions can be related to the state of the virtual
character or to some state of the environment. For example, for an action to open a
locked door with a key, preconditions may state that the character must be in posses-
sion of the key and that the door is locked. Postconditions may state that at the end
of the action the door must be unlocked and opened. The use of preconditions and
postconditions are useful for so-called intention-oriented actions (see section 6.3.4).
Such actions represent besides some physical activity to perform also an underlying
intention of an agent for reaching some environment state. Preconditions and post-
conditions can only be used when they can actually be checked on this game engine
side (and not dependent on an agent’s internal state). In this situation, an agent does
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not have to perform these checks on the MAS side. When the action succeeds, it can
immediately infer that the desired goal state was met. The use of preconditions and
postconditions is fully optional but are beneficial when they can be checked efficiently
within the game engine.

In figure 6.8 a model is illustrated that represents the design approach. The model
resolves around the virtual character. At the top of the figure, it interfaces with its
cognitive counterpart (the agent) from which it receives control instructions to be
performed and to which it sends feedback messages (the agent itself is not shown). At
the bottom, it controls its actuators through character control instructions, updating
the environment state. Last, on the right side, it has an interface with CIGA whose
role will become clear later.
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Figure 6.8: Behavior realization

6.8.1 Behavior realization

From figure 6.8, the Behavior Realizer manages the execution of agent actions in the
game engine. Its responsibilities can be described as follows. Upon an incoming action
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request, it instantiates an action realization class that corresponds to the action. In
the design, it is presumed that every action is associated with an action realization
class which represents the logic that is required to realize the action. An example is
given later. Following, for each update cycle of the character, all active actions are
updated as well. After each update, the action’s state is compared to its previous
state. In case they differ, a feedback message is constructed to notify the agent about
the action’s state change. Possible states include the states of an action’s life cycle
as seen in figure 6.8 (a description of an action’s life cycle follows later). Now when
an action reaches its ended state, the action is removed from the list of active actions
and is destroyed (after sending the final feedback message about the action). Finally,
during the realization of an action, an action can be controlled based on control
instructions received from the agent (e.g. abort, interrupt or resume). Note that
actions can run in parallel.

The Behavior Realizer deals with actions in a generic manner. It does not have
any knowledge about specific actions but merely relies on an abstract base class for
actions. However, it is able to instantiate concrete action realization classes using
an Action Mappings table (shown in figure 6.8). This table is able to map an ac-
tion concept definition from CIGA’s action model ontology to a game engine specific
realization class. To create the table, a programmer is required to provide these
mappings at design time. However, when using a programming language that offers
reflection techniques, this process could also be automated using dynamic class in-
stantiation1. E.g. upon receiving an action to realize, one could search at run-time
for a corresponding realization class in a dynamically loaded class library.

6.8.2 Procedural action representations

As mentioned before, an action can be realized through an action realization class,
following a certain life cycle. Below, first a description is given of an action’s life
cycle. Afterwards an example is given of a concrete realization class.

Action lifecycle

An action’s life cycle is represented by a set of states an action can be in. These
states can be seen in figure 6.8. Upon instantiation, an action starts in the scheduled
state. This means that an action was scheduled for execution but was not yet started.
An action is started upon a next update call from the Behavior Realizer, in which
case the starting state is entered. In this state, any specified preconditions for the
action are checked. These conditions must be provided by a concrete implementation
of an action realization class. If preconditions are not met, the ended state is entered.
Otherwise it will enter the running state. In this state the action’s realization logic is
executed, again provided by a concrete implementation of an action realization class.
An action will stay in its running state for consecutive update cycles until it will
itself either call Fail() or Finish(). In the former case, the ended state is entered.
In the latter case, the ending state is entered where finally any postconditions are
checked. Upon succession or failure of these conditions, the ended state is finally

1Here reflection facilitates a form of metaprogramming by allowing introspection of class libraries
or class definitions at run-time (e.g. see Forman and Forman (2004))
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reached. When an action ends, information is available on how it ended in the form
of end codes. These include for example ’failed because of preconditions’, ’failed during
realization’, ’failed because of postconditions’. These end codes are included in action
feedback for an agent. Note that the Behavior Realizer is able to continuously check
an action’s postconditions while it is running. This allows it to prematurely let the
action succeed because the desired goal state was met.

Looking at top-down control, an action can be aborted, interrupted or resumed.
When it is aborted it will enter the aborting state. In this state, the action is given
a chance to execute any abortion logic before the ended state is reached. When an
action is interrupted or resumed, it will go from the running to the waiting state or
vice versa respectively. How an action should handle interruption and resumption
can be specified in the action’s concrete implementation.

Action realization class example

An example of an action realization class is illustrated in figure 6.9. It shows a skeleton
(empty implementation) representing an action to open a door. One can see a set of
empty methods that must be implemented by each concrete action implementation.
These methods relate to an action’s state and will be automatically called by the
Behavior Realizer at appropriate times.

Figure 6.9: Procedural action representation

In the constructor (line 8-10), an action’s parameters can be inspected. For ex-
ample, one may store a reference to the door entity in the game engine of the door
to open. Note from the figure that action parameters can be referenced safely from
code based on the action’s class reference file that has been generated by CIGA (line
9). These reference files have been denoted as Action Reference Files from figure 6.7,
page 134.

The Body method (line 13) is called when an action is in the running state. In this
method a programmer is expected to achieve a realization of the agent’s action in the
environment through character control instructions. These relate to instructions that
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directly update the state of the character in the environment or interact with services
like a navigation engine or animation engine for instance. In this example, realization
logic may control the character to correctly approach the door, perform an animation
or use inverse kinematics (IK) techniques to grab the door handle and open it). When
an action represents an interaction with another object, one may also directly access
the object’s functionality or retrieve any possible smart object information that may
be associated with it (e.g. extract a realization plan from the door entity). The
role of smart objects has been shortly described in section 6.2.2. Ultimately, the
implementation of the realization logic is the responsibility of the programmer which
is expected to realize the action according to the designer’s intended semantics and
the desired level of believability.

Remaining methods from figure 6.9 that can be implemented are optional. First,
methods are provided to perform conditional checks for pre- and postconditions for
the action (line 16-17). For example, a door must be closed before the action can start,
or a door must be opened at the end of the action. Second, methods are provided for
dealing with abortion and interruption (20-22). For example, interruption may involve
pausing an approach towards the door, depending on the phase of the realization.

Note that such a skeleton class file like the one from figure 6.9 could be easily
generated based on (1) the action’s definition in the action model ontology and (2)
information on the required base class methods used in a specific game engine. Action
parameters defined in the action definition can be included in the skeleton class as
strongly-typed variables. Further, informal information about the action’s semantics
that may have been provided as documentation in the action model ontology may be
included as comments in the generated class file (e.g. information on the intended
pre- and postconditions).

6.8.3 Automated validation of pre- and postconditions

It was illustrated how actions can be associated with preconditions and postcondi-
tions. These conditions can be represented procedurally within an action’s realization
class implementation. They have to be manually provided by a programmer for each
action type. This means that both the programmer and the designer of an action
require an implicit agreement on any associated conditions.

There is however a possibility to turn this agreement into an explicit agreement
where the pre- and postconditions are specified declaratively inside an action’s defini-
tion in the action model ontology. This would be possible when a semantic virtual en-
vironment (SVE) is employed in CIGA. The use of an SVE was proposed in section 4.7.
It offers an ontological model of the environment at some specified abstraction level.
Now through ontological modeling, one could make use of concepts defined in an SVE
to construct pre- and postconditions to be associated with specific actions.

The advantage of this approach is that it allows automated validation of pre- and
postconditions on the game engine side, eliminating the need for a programmer to
implement these in the game engine for each action individually. This can be achieved
through a single generic procedure. On one hand, it can request an action’s declarative
pre- and postconditions defined in the action model ontology. On the other hand it
can query the current state of an SVE within CIGA. Conditional checks can now be
performed in a generic manner. When relating to the design from figure 6.8, this
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task can be performed by the Behavior Realizer. In the figure, the use of an SVE is
illustrated as well.

Further, this design approach would also facilitate the validation of conditions on
the MAS side. In this situation, one would not use any conditional checks on the
game engine side but have them fully performed on the MAS side within the scope
of an agent. Here, instead of checking conditions based on the global state of the
environment, they are performed only based on information obtained during agent
perception. These different design approaches resemble the approaches towards action
modeling shown in figure 6.1 (page 122).

However, there may also be downsides for this approach. First, one may require
representing conditions based on information that is not present in the SVE. It may
require references to information that is only referenceable from a raw environment
representation in a game engine. Second, in general, it may be difficult to model
desired conditions through ontological modeling. The additional design effort in trying
to represent conditions for actions in an ontology may be greater than the design effort
involved in manually writing procedural conditions for actions in the game engine.
Which approach is more practical and efficient can only be determined within the
scope of the design of a specific application.

6.8.4 Concluding remarks

In this section a practical design approach was presented for behavior realization
for embodied agents. It generalizes action execution within a game engine. Specific
logic for different types of actions can efficiently be created and managed. At design-
time, CIGA offers designers the tools to declaratively define actions, generate action
reference files or generate action class skeletons. At run-time, it offers access to its
services. Note that CIGA primarily has a facilitatory role: it does not enforce any
design restriction on the design of a virtual character in a game engine.

Several issues of behavior realization have not been specifically addressed in the
presented design approach. First of all, consider the aspects of multimodal behav-
ior planning that have been described in section 6.3.1 (page 117). Concerning the
aspects of multimodality and parallelism, these are reflected in the design approach.
Parallelism can be achieved either within an action through character control in-
structions run simultaneously, or between actions by running actions themselves in
parallel. Multimodality can be achieved through different character control instruc-
tions that control individual modalities within an action. One could also opt for a
design approach where an action directly relates to a single modality (e.g. one ac-
tion to control locomotion, another to control head movements, etc.). Further, two
aspects were identified concerning (1) the ability to cope with (inter-related) timing
constraints for actions and (2) cope with conflicting actions requiring similar bodily
resources. To address such issues, the Behavior Realizer would have to be extended.
This falls outside the scope of this work.

Further, it was mentioned that agents should be able to perform reactive behaviors
at different levels of abstraction (see section 6.3.6, page 124). Reactive behaviors
could be dispatched from within the virtual character, without cognitive awareness.
For instance, the Behavior Realizer could be equipped with reactive rules based on
sensory information. When a rule is triggered, it can schedule an action. Further
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execution then follows the same path. The agent on the MAS may not be involved
in the decision to start an action, but it can become aware of the execution based on
further feedback. Finally, there is the topic of behavior coordination between agents.
This is addressed next.

6.9 Action coordination
In CIGA, a service is proposed to facilitate agent coordination in a virtual environment.
More specifically, it is concerned with action coordination. In section 6.3.5, different
types of coordinations were identified (see figure 6.2, page 123). To recapitulate,
action coordination represents a joint activity that involves two or more agents that
share the intention to perform a physically coordinated action. Below, first the issue
for action coordination is elaborated on. Afterwards, it is described how CIGA can
facilitate.

6.9.1 Realizing a coordinated action
A coordinated action is regarded here just like any other atomic action that an agent
in a MAS can perform to control its virtual embodiment in a game engine. On the
MAS side, the intention to initiate or participate in a coordinated action is formed.
The decision and timing to perform a coordinated action can be the result of an
agent’s own initiative (e.g. initiating a handshake), an agent’s observation of another’s
initiative (e.g. accepting an object being offered) or the result of an agreement between
participants through earlier communication (e.g. two agents pushing a heavy object
after a verbal countdown). The decision is typically preceded by communicative
signals that are communicated between participants. In this chapter, the focus is
mainly on the realization of a coordinated action on the game engine side. In the
next chapter, the topic of agent communication is dealt with.

Now the bodily realization of a coordinated action is performed inside an agent’s
embodiment on the game engine side. A successful realization depends on the par-
ticipation and cooperation of one or more other agents in the environment. Since an
agent has no control over the behavior of others, it has to deal with several uncertain-
ties: Does the assumed participant express any willingness to join the coordination?
If it does, is it following its presumed responsibilities within the coordination as is
expected? And is it supporting the coordination until the end or does it interrupt the
coordination before completion? To answer such questions an agent should be able
to monitor another agent’s bodily behavior to pick up certain semantic signals. Such
signals are relevant to guide an agent through the coordination and detect success
or possible failures. We identify three types of signals that are deemed relevant for
individual agents to realize a coordinated action:

• Participation: Recognizing when a participant joins or leaves a coordinated
action.

• Roles: Recognizing the role a participant takes on during a coordinated action.

• Synchronization moments: Recognizing key moments within a participant’s be-
havior so that one can synchronize its own behavior with the behavior of a
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participant to successfully proceed the joint coordination.

To give an example, consider the action of handing over a physical object between
two agents. This action requires the participation of two agents. One participant
assumes the role of the giver (and current owner of the object) and the other assumes
the role of the receiver (and future owner of the object). Next it is assumed that
the action can be realized inside the game engine using three basic character control
instructions: locomotion is used to position the participants within arm reach of each
other, bodily movement is used to take on a final posture and orientation before
starting the transfer, and finally a specific gesture is used to transfer the object from
one participant to the other. For this last behavior it is assumed the gesture can be
realized using a custom animation-clip that can be played by each participant. Using
this approach, it is essential that both participants are correctly synchronized for this
coordination to look natural: A precise relative bodily position and orientation is
required and animations should be initiated at exactly the same time. Failure to do
so may result in unnatural-looking behavior.

6.9.2 Action Coordination Service
In the CIGA middleware, the Action Coordination Service is introduced to facilitate
designers in implementing a coordinated action on the game engine side. The goal of
this service is to effectively make available and communicate important semantics sig-
nals between agents who are performing a joint coordinated action. Hereby the aim is
to eliminate the need for individual participants to infer these signals themselves. The
service can be seen as a mediator which offers agents awareness of participants, their
roles and key synchronization moments (conform the type of signals listed earlier).

The availability of these signals allows a programmer to efficiently implement a
coordinated action from an individual agent’s own point of view. Agent autonomy is
preserved where each agent’s behavior can be guided towards successful completion
based on the awareness of others’ participation. Additionally, failures can be easily
detected. In the remainder, the mechanics of the coordination service is described.

Coordination action concept

First of all, CIGA introduces an explicit notion of a coordination action concept that
can be scheduled by an agent on the MAS side. This concept is an extension of the
abstract action concept that was introduced in section 6.6.1. The extension relates to
additional parameters that can be provided during scheduling. An agent can provide
(1) the intended participants it desires to coordinate with and (2) a specific role the
agent initially assumes. Concrete coordination actions can be modeled in the action
model ontology just like regular actions. Instead of using a regular abstract action
class, one must inherit from a coordination action class which offers the additional
parameters. Explicit roles can be defined for concrete coordination actions in the
ontology (e.g. a giver or receiver for an action to hand over an object).

Coordination action realization

In figure 6.10 a simplified illustration is given of the role of the coordination service
during realization of a coordinated action. The example coordination is used that
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was described earlier: one agent handing over an object to another agent. The design
approach for behavior realization is followed that was described in section 6.8. In
essence: an action is represented by an action realization class which is responsible
for any realization logic. In case of a coordinated action, it is assumed that each
participating character runs its own instance of the realization class, thus having full
control over its own participation. In the example, there is a single realization class
for the action Handover that is used by both participants. Though, each participant’s
behavior can differ based on the role it has taken on for the coordination (in this case
either a giver or receiver).

Action: Handover [receiver ]Coordination ServiceAction: Handover [giver]

Realization logic

S S

Realization logic

E E

Join(role)

Leave

Join(role)

Leave

SyncPoint

NotifySyncPoint
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Agent Control & Feedback

Figure 6.10: Action Coordination

Joining and leaving The moment an action is scheduled for execution, the actor
registers the action at the coordination service (denoted as Join). Upon registration
one must provide the unique identifier of the actor, the type of action, the role of the
actor associated with the action and the list of intended participants by the actor.
The service internally manages an overview of distinct coordination actions occurring
in the environment. A single data structure is kept for a single action performed
by two or more actors. It is able to relate registrations from multiple participants
to a single action by looking at the action type and intended participants provided
by each registrant. After registration, the service will notify the actor about any
other participants (and their roles) that may have already registered for the action
(denoted as NotifyJoin). In our example, when the giver of the Handover action
is being notified about the receiver’s participation, it can assume there is a mutual
understanding of the coordination and it can proceed its realization as planned (e.g.
continuing to approach the receiver).

Now at any moment, an actor can unregister itself from a coordination action,
implying its decision to break off its participation (denoted as Leave). Upon un-
registration of an action, the service notifies all other participants about this event
(denoted as NotifyLeave). Others can then assume the leaving participant will not
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contribute any longer to the coordination and appropriate decisions can be made on
how to deal with this (e.g. interrupting the coordinated behavior and generate ap-
propriate feedback about the failure and the reason for failure). Further deliberation
on this failure is then delegated to the cognitive agent in the MAS.

Synchronization moments A coordination action can optionally be associated with
a set of predefined synchronization points. A synchronization point represents some
state of an actor during its realization. When participants can be aware of the state
of others, this facilitates in achieving an orchestrated coordination between them. For
example, in our example action of handing over an object, a synchronization point
can be introduced that states that a participant is ready to start the transfer. When
both participants know their own state and the state of the other, they can proceed
their coordination based on the assumption that the other will proceed as well (e.g.
in this example, start an animation-clip for the handover). Here, the coordination
service can act as a mediator. An actor can notify the service about reaching a certain
synchronization point (denoted as SyncPoint), after which all other participants will
be notified about this change (denoted as NotifySyncPoint).

Concluding remarks

The Action Coordination Service facilitates the implementation of physical coordina-
tions between agents at a meta-level. The service itself has no specific knowledge on
the type of coordinated actions that are being realized. It facilitates by communicat-
ing meta-data about the coordination between participants.

Using the service, agents are kept in full control over their behavior during a co-
ordinated action. In essence, there is no central coordination mechanism that makes
decisions on behalf of the participants. Agents can join or abort coordinations and
individually decide how to deal with failures. Failures can be caused by: (1) a par-
ticipant leaving the coordination, (2) a participant not reaching an expected key
synchronization point in time, or (3) a participant that takes on a different, possibly
conflicting role. A programmer can decide how failures should be dealt with, whether
this is in the scope of the character on the game engine side, or delegated to cognitive
reasoning on the MAS side.

Finally, like regular actions, coordinated actions can be modeled at any desired
abstraction level. In this section, a low-level coordinated activity of handing over an
object was considered. Here, an agent on the MAS side is able to be aware of the
progress of this relatively short physical coordination. One can imagine higher-level,
longer lasting activities one may use for a coordinated action. For example, consider
the activity of ordering a drink from a waiter, playing a tennis game, or a coordinated
search to find a suspect. For such higher-level coordinations, more control is delegated
to the virtual characters in a game engine. The kind of coordinated activities that
can be regarded as ’atomic actions’ for an agent ultimately depends on the type of
application. In some applications, an agent may not need to be cognitively aware
of how certain activities are being realized in the environment. For example, when
playing a tennis game, an agent may only care about knowing that this activity is
being performed. It may not care about micromanaging this activity and control in
detail how this is being realized in the environment. E.g. there may a script present in
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the game engine that takes care of this. Though, in case goals with a higher priority
must be pursued, an agent should be able to abort its participation in the coordinated
activity.

6.10 Conclusion

In this chapter we have addressed the topic of modeling behavior planning and realiza-
tion for IVAs across a mulitagent system (MAS) and a game engine. The contributions
are threefold. First, we have given an overview of the fundamental challenges and de-
sign issues one is faced with when integrating cognitive agents in virtual environments.
Second we have presented an abstract behavior interface model that captures basic
requirements that followed. Third, we have presented a middleware design approach
in which concrete solutions are proposed to facilitate the design process. Below we
summarize the nature of these different contributions.

6.10.1 Design issues

Two categories of design challenges have been identified. The first category relates to
design issues that arise when cognitive agents are required to act in a real-time virtual
environment. On the one hand, an action that is planned for execution at an agent’s
cognitive domain has to be realized through virtual actuators in the environment.
This involves the planning and execution of a realization plan to be performed by an
agent’s embodiment. On the other hand, the execution of a realization plan has to
be monitored such that an agent can determine the success or failure of an action.
Further, as the state of the agent can change during execution, it should have the
ability to abort or adapt an action that is being executed.

The second category relates to the division of control over behavior between an
IVA’s mind and body. Based on the presumption that an IVA has to deal with different
levels of processing, how much control is delegated to lower levels of processing? What
does it mean for an action to fail or succeed, how can an agent understand the reason
of failure, and how can one relate physical actions to underlying intentions behind
those actions? Further, how do the topics of coordination and reactive behavior fit
in this discussion? Through examples, insight was given into these issues which was
used as input for designing an abstract model.

6.10.2 Abstract model

Based on the design issues, an abstract behavior model was presented that focuses on
the interface between a MAS and a game engine. It provides two key insights. First of
all, behavior processes exist both on the MAS side and the game engine side, working
at different abstraction levels. When going from the MAS side to the game engine
side, a certain level of control is delegated to the game engine side where lower-level
behaviors can be realization and small conflicts can be resolved without the need for
cognitive guidance. How much control to delegate depends on the IVA requirements
for a specific application. Therefore the interface connecting the behavior processes
requires flexible top-down and bottom-up communication such that behaviors can be
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controlled and feedback can be obtained regardless of the specific abstraction level
being used.

Second, parts of an IVA’s context may require synchronization between both sides.
On the one hand, there can be factors whose values are updated at the cognitive level
but should have an influence on how a behavior is realized at the physical level (e.g.
an IVA’s mood or emotional state may be formed at the cognitive level but may be
reflected at the physical level through different styles of body movements). Vice versa,
there can be physical factors that can have an influence on the planning process at
the cognitive level (e.g. the state of a certain actuators may influence the choice of
actions). Context synchronization addresses data communication between an IVA’s
cognitive and physical side that should not be seen as having a conceptual role (like
performing an action or receiving sensory information). It fulfills a pure technical role
required to synchronize an IVA’s state on two sides.

6.10.3 A middleware approach
In this chapter, four concrete roles have been proposed for a middleware between
a MAS and a game engine. Design approaches for these roles are based on the
foundations of the CIGA middleware that has been presented in chapter 3.

First of all, designers are offered a way to model an action library independent of a
specific game engine or MAS. Second, designers are offered the ability to define their
own control and feedback messages for agents to interface with their embodiment.
Default messages have been proposed for top-down control (e.g. schedule, abort) and
bottom-up feedback (e.g. started, succeeded, failed) for actions. Third, based on
the previous facilities, a practical design approach is proposed for action realization
on the game engine side. A general framework is proposed in which domain-specific
actions can efficiently be implemented using action realization classes. Finally, a
service is introduced to facilitate the realization of actions that involve inter-IVA
coordination. By centrally managing meta-data about active coordinated actions,
IVAs can be notified about the state of participants such that interactions can be
efficiently orchestrated and participants can efficiently deal with conflicts or failures.

6.10.4 Final remarks
The middleware contributions in this chapter are primarily geared towards practical
solutions for establishing an action interface for connecting MASs to game engines.
Since the abstraction level at which agents act in their environment is presumed to be
application-dependent, the meaning of an action is quite broad. In one application
more detailed cognitive control is desired for lower-level behaviors and actions may
represent more low-level instructions (e.g. grabbing a door handle). In another appli-
cation, it may be desired to design actions that are more task-oriented (e.g. answering
a ringing phone). In this case more control is delegated to the game engine which
becomes responsible for filling in the realization details.

Because of the offered flexibility in choosing any abstraction level, it is difficult to
evaluate how the proposed services would facilitate designers across different applica-
tion domains. In chapter 8, more insight is given into this issue. Here the middleware
will be evaluated qualitatively as a whole on the basis of a specific use case application.
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7 Communication and
Social Behavior

7.1 Introduction
In this chapter the topics of communication and social behavior for human-like intel-
ligent virtual agents (IVAs) are addressed within the scope of interfacing game engine
technology and agent technology. Since these topics both involve sensing and acting
in a virtual environment, this chapter builds on findings from chapters 4 and 6.

7.1.1 Motivation
An essential requirement for an IVA that is expected to behave in a human-like man-
ner is its ability to communicate and interact with other IVAs. One of the problems
one faces when employing a MAS to control the behavior of virtual characters is
how to deal with agent communication: agents now become embodied in a real-time
virtual environment and have to communicate through the environment to simulate
believable interactions. An agent communication standard such as FIPA may seem a
suitable candidate as it offers a range of useful speech act theory-based communicate
acts (Searle (1969)). However, the scope of human-like communication is broader
in the sense that other types of signals may be communicated that cannot always
be expressed by such standards. For instance, human communication involves ad-
ditional communicative functions for conversation management (e.g. turn-taking or
backchannel feedback), expressing emotions or meta-cognitive signals for instance
(Poggi (2003)).

In the gaming industry, agent-based social interactions have hardly been employed.
Interactions are often scripted or based on primitive rules, applicable only in very
specific contexts (e.g. in so-called cut-scenes that are known to occur by design). Here,
the believability of the graphical and audible realization of an interaction can be of a
reasonably good level. Since the dialog acts and context in which the interaction takes
place are fully known beforehand, realization can be crafted in detail at design time.
However, agents performing such interactions have little understanding of the social
dynamics occurring around them and typically lack the ability to express believable
social behaviors outside their ’comfort zones’ specified at design time.

Now when we turn to agent technology to design autonomous agents, the context
in which agents might communicate cannot be known beforehand. Hence, commu-
nicative behaviors would have to be generated dynamically at run-time. This requires
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more fine-grained multimodal control over an agent’s embodiment, along with the
sensing abilities required to perceive communicative behaviors of others. Further,
being able to exhibit general social intelligence, decision-making may depend on the
availability of a rich social context. This may encompass explicit knowledge about
an agent’s own activities (e.g. desires and intentions), a good understanding of the
environment (situation awareness) and of the presence and activities of other agents
in the environment (social awareness). In this chapter, the goal is to gain insight into
the design issues one is faced with when designing human-like communication and
social behaviors for cognitive agents in virtual environments. Based on these insights,
roles will be proposed for a middleware solution to facilitate designers in tackling
these issues in a structured manner.

7.1.2 Chapter overview

This chapter is structured as follows. In section 7.2, an overview is given of related
research areas. Section 7.3 discusses the design issues one is faced with in the design
of IVAs across MASs and game engines. Following, in section 7.4, an abstract model
is presented focusing on the interface between a MAS and a game engine. Based on
this model, in section 7.5, a summary is given of the role a middleware could play in
IVA design. Separate roles are further elaborated on in sections 7.6 to 7.8. Section 7.9
evaluates the middleware’s role for the implementation of a small use case scenario.
In section 7.10 we conclude.

7.2 Related research areas

In this section an overview is given of related research areas. First we look at tradi-
tional agent communication in MAS research. Following, communication in virtual
humans is addressed. Afterwards we reflect on research concerning social behavior
for IVAs. Finally we discuss how inter-IVA communication is supported in related
middleware approaches between MASs and game engines.

7.2.1 Communication in multi-agent systems

Communication in MASs is realized by sending and receiving messages between
agents. For agents to understand each other’s messages, a language is required that
can be understood by both parties. For instance, FIPA ACL is a commonly used lan-
guage and consists of standard communicative acts, interaction protocols and content
language representations (FIPA (2013)). Communicative acts, as in many languages,
are based on speech act theory which treats communication as an action with a per-
formative function (Wooldridge (2001)). In FIPA, about 20 of such performative
functions have been defined (e.g. inform, request, propose, agree, etc.). They are
aimed to facilitate agents in tasks like information exchange and task delegation. In-
teraction protocols (IPs) have been developed to guide interactions between agents
using a pre-agreed message exchange protocol.

In Chopra et al. (2013), it is stated that MASs increasingly involve more open
systems in which agents are situated in more complex and dynamic environments.
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In such environments, agents carry out more loosely coupled interactions. The sit-
uations in which communication can take place is not fully known beforehand and
agents require a deeper understanding about the specific meaning or underlying goal
of a message in order to properly interpret it. For example, the use of social seman-
tics is discussed, ascribing meanings to messages based on social concepts such as
commitments or conventions. Compared to human-like interactions in virtual worlds,
similarities can be drawn: virtual worlds are becoming more complex and dynamic
whereas human-like interactions are by definition flexible and full of social semantics.
Thus when simulating human-like interactions, the use of standards like FIPA ACL
and corresponding fixed protocols is not enough. One really has to make use of rich
communication semantics in line of what is discussed in Chopra et al. (2013).

7.2.2 Communication in IVA research

When comparing to typical agent communication, the simulation of human-like com-
munication introduces additional challenges. First, one has to use a virtual embodi-
ment through which to express and perceive communication. Here the use of nonver-
bal behaviors plays a significant role for achieving believable human-like communica-
tion. Further, there is a much wider scope of functions that may be communicated.
Besides performative acts, communicative intents may include functions related to
turn-taking, conveying affective or meta-cognitive signals, or making deictic refer-
ences to elements in the environment (e.g. pointing). Finally, interactions require
more flexibility: participants can take the initiative at any time, are not bound to a
fixed protocol, and can join and leave a conversation at any time.

The simulation of human-like communication in virtual agents has the research
focus of the ECA (Embodied Conversational Agent) community. Many frameworks
and computational models have been proposed relating to a wide range of aspects of
communication, ranging from high-level dialogue planning to the low-level expression
of verbal and nonverbal communicative signals. To give a few examples, in Kopp et al.
(2006) a multimodal behavior generation framework is proposed (SAIBA). Stages are
introduced going from intent planning (the meaning of communication) to behavior
planning (how to express the meaning verbally and nonverbally) to behavior real-
ization (the actual realization of the plan). This work is an effort to standardize
languages to represent communicative intents (FML, Lee et al. (2008)) and commu-
nicative behaviors (BML, Kopp et al. (2006)). On the perception side, in Scherer et al.
(2012) the initiative is taken to specify a language for perceiving nonverbal behaviors
(PML). Related to the perception of verbal behavior, in DeVault et al. (2011), tech-
niques are presented for the incremental interpretation and prediction of the meaning
of speech. At a higher level of communication concerning intent planning, in Traum
and Rickel (2002) a dialogue model is proposed for virtual humans which allows flexi-
ble, multi-party conversations. Further, other researchers have focused on the topic of
individuality in communicative behavior addressing aspects like gender, personality
or culture (e.g. Allbeck and Badler (2002); Bevacqua et al. (2010b); Endrass et al.
(2013); Vala et al. (2011)). Last, research is available dealing with models for listen-
ing feedback and backchannel feedback. They are aimed at simulating engagement,
attention and understanding in real-time communication through nonverbal behavior
or small utterances (Bevacqua et al. (2010a); Poppe et al. (2010); Wang et al. (2013)).
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Although the above work addresses relevant topics in human-like communication,
there are several reasons why this type of research is not always directly applicable for
our purposes. First of all, the focus is often on the interaction with a human user situ-
ated in the real world. This requires agents able to perform pure synthetic perception
through hardware sensors like cameras and microphones, making use of techniques
for speech recognition, gaze tracking or gesture detection. In case of communication
between two virtual agents, a pure synthetic approach is often not desirable or re-
quired since one can make use of the information present in the game state. Second,
the work is often not geared towards simulations with many agents. Aspects like ef-
ficiency and practicality in design and authoring are less focused upon. Additionally,
most research focuses on a single aspect and is rarely seen within the full scope of
an agent architecture connected to a game engine (except for specific instances like
Kenny et al. (2007)). Still, this research is very relevant in our work. It drives require-
ments for a conceptual interface between an agent and its embodiment. The above
work is treated more as example solutions for different parts of an agent architecture.

7.2.3 Social behaviors in IVA research

Many researches have addressed different aspects of social behavior for IVAs. The
term ’social’ in this sense relates to expressed behavior that was influenced by an IVA’s
awareness of the presence and behaviors of other IVAs (defining the social context).
For instance, in Gratch (2000), a social reasoning layer is used atop a general purpose
planning system. Social reasoning can alter the planning process based on elements
that are part of a social context. Elements can be static (e.g. personality, relationship
with others, social norms) or dynamic (e.g. emotional state, social commitments). It
is illustrated how small changes in this context can result in different behaviors. To
support such social reasoning, in Kao et al. (2005), a model for a social context is
proposed. It employs a social ontology that is used to model social relationships.

In the above work, a social context influences behavior at the meta-level of rea-
soning. Alternatively work has been done focusing more on social influences at lower
levels of behavior. For instance, in Ochs et al. (2008), dynamics in social relationships
and emotions are explored during interactions between IVAs. In Lee et al. (2013),
politeness in behaviors is taken into account during deliberation and execution of
physical actions, demonstrated by different collision avoidance behaviors during nav-
igation. In Pedica and Vilhjálmsson (2008), a platform is presented in which group
dynamics of social interactions can be modeled as a set of social norms.

In our work we are not so much interested in the specific models and techniques
that could be used for different types of social behaviors. Rather, we focus on the
issues in obtaining the social context that is required for such models and techniques.
In particular the focus is on the dynamic elements of a social context that must be
obtained through human-like perception in a virtual environment (i.e. social per-
ception). Two challenging design issues are highlighted here. This concerns (1) the
awareness of the physical activities of IVAs in an environment and (2) the functional
purpose behind these activities. This is also known as behavior recognition and intent
recognition respectively.

Looking at behavior and intent recognition, little work is found on recognition
between IVAs. In Doirado and Martinho (2010), a technique is proposed for detecting
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intentions of a player avatar by (1) sensing the environment, (2) detecting actions
and (3) inferring intentions. Here intentions are inferred based on a hypothesis of
a character moving towards a certain target, where the target is associated with
affordances (e.g. a character is believed to move towards a door and since the door is
closed, the intention could be that the character wants to open the door). In Sindlar
and Meyer (2012), intention recognition is considered based on a formal environment
model comprising of objects, agents, and afforded actions. Intentions are inferred by
relating sequences of observed actions to possible plans.

In the above approaches for detecting actions, continuous monitoring of the game
state is required to detect movements and predicted actions of other characters. De-
pending on the complexity of the environment and the range of different behaviors
that can be performed, this may not scale well for many IVAs. For inter-IVA intent
recognition, one could imagine more efficient approaches though involving a form
of ’cheating’: The explicit actions and intents that one may want to recognize are
already available in the system, namely within the acting IVA. In this chapter, an
approach is proposed for behavior and intent recognition that makes strategic use of
this information to facilitate recognition processes of individual agents.

7.2.4 Communication in middleware approaches

Finally, research on the connection of MASs and game engines is considered. A general
discussion of this work has been given in section 2.4. When looking at the facilities
for agents to exhibit communicative abilities, in many instances they fall short on
delivering the necessary interfaces for agents to express and perceive communicative
behaviors. This is typically caused by the nature of the specific game engine or
agent platform that is employed. In many current off-the-shelf game engines (e.g. UT
engine or VBS2), there are insufficient facilities for controlling virtual characters
to express human-like communicative behavior. Communication between characters
may be possible but is often realized using text-based message exchange, sometimes
accompanied with text-to-speech (TTS) options. This also implies that available
game engine extensions (e.g. Gamebots, Adobbati et al. (2001)) or middlewares
that may depend on such game engines (e.g. Pogamut, Gemrot et al. (2009)) do
not natively support the expression of multimodal communicative behavior. At the
other hand, agent platforms commonly treat communication as a special action (e.g.
GOAL, Hindriks (2009) or 2APL, Dastani (2008)). Communication is not intended
to be performed in the environment but is expected to be realized directly between
agents using the platform’s communication mechanism.

Thus when faced with the design of human-like IVA communication across a MAS
and a game engine, these systems should be adaptable to implement the necessary
features. On the game engine side, extensions are required such that one can con-
trol communicative behaviors like speech, gazing, gestures or facial expressions. On
the MAS side, agents require extensions that address the planning of communicative
behaviors, based on communicative intents to perform. To aid a designer, (mostly
academic) tools have been developed addressing one or more aspects of human-like
communication. For example, SmartBody (Thiebaux et al. (2008)) is a tool for
controlling bone positions and facial expressions for virtual characters. It is a middle-
ware library of its own and has been interfaced with a range of different game engines.
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Described in Hartholt et al. (2013), the Virtual Human Toolkit is a collection
of tools, modules and techniques to aid designers in developing virtual humans with
human-like communicative abilities. It uses Unity3D as its main game engine though
integrations with other game engines are imaginable. In our work we abstract from
specific technologies and focus on the fundamental interface that is required.

7.3 Towards social interactions in virtual environments

In this section an overview is presented of the design issues relating to agent commu-
nication and social behavior in virtual environments. In section 3.3, high-level issues
have already been identified for integrating cognitive agents in virtual environments.
In this section, these issues are addressed in more detail focusing specifically on the
topic of communication and social behavior. After describing an example scene of
IVAs below, first, in section 7.3.2, issues are described that arise from the conceptual
gap between agent communication in MASs and communication through a virtual en-
vironment. Following, global design aspects of human-like interactions are described
in section 7.3.3. Finally, in section 7.3.4 social aspects of perception and planning are
addressed.

7.3.1 An example scene

Let us start with an example scene which illustrates the kind of communicative abil-
ities we would like to see for IVAs in a (serious) game or simulation. Imagine a
scene from a virtual training application for firefighters where each virtual character
is controlled by a fully autonomous agent:

”A fire has been reported in a residential home, thought to be uninhabited. A team
of firefighters arrive at the scene. The team leader assesses the situation and calls
for a command huddle. While the leader is giving out orders to each team member
to attack the fire, an injured woman stumbles out of the burning house. She is in a
panicked state and screams something to the firefighters while pointing to a window on
the first floor. Because of an explosion occurring simultaneously, the fire fighters fail
to hear the woman but realize something is wrong based on the woman’s expressions
and gestures. The team leader interrupts the huddle and rushes to the woman who
explains that her child is still in the house. A police officer nearby overhears the
woman and calls for medical services. Some bystanders get hold of this development
and spread the information to others. Meanwhile, the team leader reassesses the new
situation, returns to his team and gives out new orders to first save the child and then
attack the fire.”

The example illustrates a range of interesting aspects for the simulation of human-like
interactions. It will be used as a running example in following sections.
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7.3.2 From cognitive agent to human-like IVA

In section 3.3.3, several discrepancies have been outlined between the typical nature
of an agent in an agent platform and a cognitive agent that ought to represent a
human-like IVA. To recapitulate, an agent becomes embodied and situated in a virtual
environment; it has to operate in a real-time environment; and it has to behave in a
human-like manner. When focusing on communication aspects, this leads to several
observations which are described next. Note that since communication depends on
an agent’s ability to act and sense in its environment, some of these issues have
already been addressed in their corresponding chapters on environment perception
and physical behavior (section 4.3.1 and section 6.3.1 respectively). Here relevant
issues are put within the context of inter-agent communication. Below three issues
are described. Each one leads to a requirement that should be taken into account when
an agent platform (or MAS) is being considered for controlling human-like characters.

Embodied communication

When simulating human-like communication, agents should not be allowed to commu-
nicate directly with each other within an agent platform but resort to the expression
of communicative behavior through their embodiment. This leads to a separation of
what that is communicated by an agent’s mind (the communicative intent) from how
this is realized by through bodily behaviors. The expression of a communicative intent
involves multimodal behaviors like speech, gestures, gazing or facial expressions. For
example, referring to our example scene, when the team leader is giving out orders,
he may accompany his verbal acts with gestural body movements to further clarify
the meaning of a task being ordered.

A similar notion holds for the perception of a communicative intent: since intents
are communicated using bodily behaviors, they also need to be perceived through the
observation of this behavior. This requires an inference step to assign a meaning to the
observed behavior. Where the expression of communicative intents has gotten a lot of
attention in research on virtual humans (e.g. in Kopp et al. (2006)), the corresponding
perception largely remains untackled for communication between virtual agents.

An important aspect when translating a communicative intent to behavioral ex-
pressions concerns the choice of behavior. A similar intent may be communicated
in many different ways depending on contextual factors. These factors can relate to
the nature of the speaker (e.g. personality), the intended addressee (e.g. talking to
a child) or the situation in which the communication takes place (e.g. formal versus
informal). For example in our example scene, the team leader may have extravert
traits and use more expressive gestures during communication than others; or when
talking to the panicked woman he may communicate in a calm and articulate manner;
or because of the surrounding noise, he may raise his voice. In Poggi et al. (2005), an
extensive overview is given of factors of an embodied agent that influence the contents
of communication and the choice of behavior for delivering the contents.

On the perception side, contextual factors may influence how a behavior is inter-
preted. The same behavior can lead to different interpretations in separate commu-
nication instances. For example a head nod may be interpreted as a silent acknowl-
edgement in one situation (e.g. following a directed question) or as a modest greeting
from a distance in another situation. Failure to interpret a communicative intent in
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the way it was intended by a speaker can lead to miscommunication. In conversations,
having a common ground and a good theory of mind about conversational partners
can help to minimize miscommunication. As an influence factor, culture has been
an often addressed topic in virtual agent communication (e.g. Endrass et al. (2013);
Johnson and Valente (2008); Rehm et al. (2008)).

Requirement 7.1 A cognitive agent should be able to plan how a communicative
intent is expressed through multimodal behaviors. Correspondingly, it should be able
to attribute a meaning (an intent) to the observations of multimodal behavior ex-
pressed by others. In both processes it should be able to take into account contextual
factors that may influence how an intent is expressed or interpreted.

Real-time continuous communication

In agent platforms, communication is performed directly between agents. Messages
are delivered either as a whole or not at all in case of a communication failure.
In a real-time virtual environment, agent communication is realized through virtual
actuators and sensors. The successful execution of a communicative intent is not im-
mediately known (e.g. speech can last a number of seconds to realize). Consequently,
the perception of an intent becomes a durative process. Even when an agent has not
yet fully perceived an intent, one may still require it to be able to be aware of ongoing
communicative behavior (e.g. for the purpose of performing listening behaviors).

Because of the durative nature of communication, both the environment and the
agent’s cognitive state may change. This may result in a failure in communication or
a reason for the agent to interrupt any ongoing communication. E.g. in the example
scene, the team leader interrupts his communication when he hears the screaming
woman who is expressing her desire to communicate.

Requirement 7.2 A cognitive agent should be able to deal with the real-time,
continuous nature of communication. This includes the ability of being aware of
ongoing communication, to deal with failures in communication and interrupt ongoing
communication.

Communication medium

Agent platforms typically provide a reliable communication mechanism for inter-agent
communication. An agent communicating a message to another agent can be notified
about the success or failure of the delivery. However when agents require to communi-
cate through their embodiments in a virtual environment, successful communication
depends not only on the sensory capabilities of the receiver but also on the simulated
laws of physics. For example, in the example scene, a passerby walking past the
incident may not have perceived the screaming woman simply because she was out
of sensory range. And although the team leader perceived the woman’s nonverbal
behavior, he did not fully understand her because the explosion distorted proper per-
ception of her verbal message. Last, agents within the vicinity are able to overhear
communication even if not directed towards them (e.g. the police officer overhearing
the screaming woman).
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The additional complexity of the communication medium is thus caused by (1)
the situated embodiment of the agent through which communication must take place
and (2) the medium of the simulated environment. Successful communication can
be hard to determine since failures can occur at different conceptual levels: an act
was scheduled for realization but there was a problem to physically express it; an act
was successfully realized but not perceived; or an act was perceived but not properly
interpreted.

Requirement 7.3 A cognitive agent’s ability to perceive communicative behavior
should be bounded by the agent’s sensory capabilities and its present situatedness in
the environment. Further, an agent should be able to ’overhear’ communication even
when not directed towards it. Finally, an agent should be able to intelligibly deal with
different types of failures in communication, either caused by itself, by the addressee
or by the medium of the virtual environment.

7.3.3 Human-like interactions

Below we highlight several additional design aspects of communication that are im-
portant to take into consideration when creating agents that are required to interact
in a human-like manner.

Communicative functions

Communication in agent platforms typically involves the use of performative acts
(e.g. the communicative acts in FIPA (2013a)). Such acts are designed to effectively
allow agents to exchange information or negotiate on tasks to perform. In human-
like communication, the type of signals that can be communicated are much richer.
For example, in Poggi (2003), a taxonomy is given for communicative functions for
human communication. These include amongst others functions related to conver-
sation management (e.g. turn-taking), meta-cognitive signals, deictic references or
emotional expressions. E.g. in our example scene, a team member may raise his hand
to request the turn during the huddle or he may shift his head and eyes to indicate
active internal deliberation (thinking). Or the panicked woman may use a deictic
gesture pointing at the location of her child and expressing much fear through facial
expressions. Developing agent frameworks supporting such functions is an active area
of research (e.g. Heylen et al. (2008); Lee et al. (2008)). Of course before any com-
municative signal can be used in a useful manner, one requires computational models
that can create the motivations to express a certain signal (e.g. consider models re-
lated to emotion (Dias et al. (2011); Marsella and Gratch (2009)) or conversation
management (Thórisson et al. (2010); Traum and Rickel (2002)).

Natural dialogues

In agent platforms, conversations between two or more agents are often regulated by
fixed interaction protocols where each agent takes on a predefined role like an initiator
or participant. For example, consider the FIPA Query or Contract Net protocols
(FIPA (2013b)). On the contrary, human-like conversations tend to be much more
flexible and dynamic. Participants may take, request or give the turn at any point in
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time, they can join or leave a conversation any time, or they may take on different
roles (e.g. side participant or overhearer). Design approaches for human-like dialogue
models have been addressed in previous research (e.g. Traum (2008)).

Another aspect of human-like naturalness in dialogues relates to the reservedness
in performing communication. In direct agent communication, the effort to commu-
nicate can be minimal and agents may choose to communicate often (e.g. for the
purpose of sharing knowledge). In a virtual environment, a human observer is in-
volved and interactions require a certain level of believability. One does not want to
see an agent that is constantly communicating dozens of facts or querying for knowl-
edge, perhaps only when it is relevant and believable in its current situation. Further,
the nature of the content of communication should be addressed. Consider the co-
operative principle of interaction introduced by Paul Grice (Grice (1975)). It states
”Make your contribution such as it is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the
accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged”. Ac-
cording to Grice’s Maxims, for effective communication, people should be truthful,
informative only when necessary, relevant and clear.

Listening behavior

In human-like agent communication in a virtual environment, performing a commu-
nicative intent requires time to complete, especially when speech is involved. For
a receiver who is actively in a dialog with the speaker it can look unnatural for it
to refrain from expressing any behavior while the speaker is talking. Here, listening
behaviors and backchannel feedback can be used for showing attention or for ground-
ing purposes. These are commonly expressed through head nods, gazing behavior or
short verbal utterances. Research is available proposing models for listening feedback
(e.g. see related research in section 7.3.3). Although increasing believability, the use
of such models can add considerably in design complexity: proper listening feedback
requires partial understanding of content being communicated (e.g. DeVault et al.
(2011)).

7.3.4 Social behavior

Social behavior for agents is referred to as behavior that is either geared towards
direct interaction with one or more other agents, or indirectly influenced by the pres-
ence of other agents. Being able to express believable social behaviors requires good
situational awareness. Below, first important elements of awareness are described, de-
noted here as social awareness. Afterwards, its importance in reasoning is elaborated
on, denoted as social planning.

Social awareness

Social awareness for embodied agents is defined here as an agent’s ability to perceive
and understand the social context of a situation it finds itself in. A distinction is made
between three elements of awareness. Each type is further distinguished between more
physical aspects and more social aspects of awareness. The former relates to aspects
that are physically observable in an environment. The latter relates to aspects that
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add a social dimension to the former. They are typically not observable but only exist
in the mind of the agents. They can be subject to individual interpretation.

• Awareness of the environment : This concerns an agent’s awareness of physical
and social aspects of its surrounding, disregarding the awareness of individual
other agents (this is separately identified below). Physical aspects include in-
formation on object types, physical features and their spatial interrelationships
(spatial awareness). Also regarded here is information about distinct locations
or areas (e.g. a bar or a cemetery). Social aspects relate to information that
contributes to an agent’s understanding of its environment at a social level.
This can be information about how it can interact with objects to achieve its
intentions (e.g. affordance-related information) or information about the social
setting of a location or area, caused by the presence of objects or other agents
(e.g. a party or a funeral).

• Awareness of others: This concerns an agent’s awareness of other agents. A
distinction is made between information about another agent’s state or identity,
and another agent’s behavioral activities. An agent’s physical identity relates
to the state of its actuators, its physical appearance, its positioning and spatial
relationships with other elements in the environment (e.g. an agent’s posture
or facial expression, or an agent standing in front of a fire while holding a
fire extinguisher). An agent’s social identity relates to mental factors like an
agent’s role, personality, cultural background or emotional state for instance.
When concerning behavioral activities, an agent’s physical activities relate to its
physically observable behavior in its environment (e.g. an agent walking to some
destination or an agent spraying foam over a fire). An agent’s social activities
relate to the underlying intention or purpose behind its physical activities (e.g.
get close to a fire, or put out a fire).

• Awareness of oneself : This concerns an agent’s awareness of its own physical
and social identity. This includes the same types of information as described
above.

The presented elements of awareness are regarded as the low-level ingredients an
agent requires for its ability to (1) obtain higher levels of social awareness and (2)
perform social planning. For instance, higher levels of awareness involve beliefs or
hypothesis about the beliefs, desires and intentions of other agents. Social planning
involves the use of an agent’s social awareness in order to plan and realize believable
social behaviors in an environment. In the section below, social planning is described
in more detail.

In the design of an embodied agent, one is thus faced with the design challenge of
allowing an agent to obtain the above elements of awareness. How can the information
be obtained and how can this be made available to an agent in a believable manner?
When looking at the awareness of the environment, this topic has been addressed
in chapter 4 and will not be discussed further. Next, looking at the awareness of
oneself, this information is inherently available to the agent itself. It is assumed an
agent can have full access to its own state. Finally, when considering the awareness of
others, the perception of physical identities are presumed to be part of environment
perception as described earlier. However, the awareness of others’ physical and social
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activities requires a new dimension of perception that has not yet been addressed:
it involves an agent’s ability to perform behavior recognition and intent recognition
respectively. Last, the awareness of others’ social identities is assumed to be based
on (1) interpretation of others’ physical identities, (2) historical perception of others’
social activities or (3) knowledge that was communicated to the agent. In this chapter,
the focus is put on the design issues of behavior and intent recognition. Later in
section 7.4, the complexity of behavior and intent recognition is described.

Social planning

Social planning refers to the ability of an agent to take into account its current social
awareness during planning in order to decide if it should pursue a social goal. In this
sense, a social goal is a goal that involves communication or coordination with other
agents. Adopting a social goal can be decided upon for different reasons. An agent
may have a higher level goal that can most efficiently (or only) be achieved with the
help of others. For instance, it may desire to obtain missing knowledge, to delegate
tasks or to acquire assistance for achieving a physical task. Alternatively, an agent
may desire to facilitate others in achieving their goals. For instance, it may choose
to cooperate based on a direct request or proactively offer its services to others.

The decision of an agent to pursue a social goal can only be made when it has a
good social awareness of its environment. For a believable decision, different factors
should be weighed. Some examples are given. First, it should take into account the
effort it may take to communicate or coordinate with someone. For example, what
if the agent to communicate with is not in the vicinity? Are there any other kinds
of mediums available besides face-to-face communication (e.g. calling)? How long
would it take to get to the agent? If its whereabouts are unknown, should it search
for it, ask someone or wait for a better opportunity (e.g. when it happens to meet the
agent)? Second, it should take into account its own physical and cognitive resources
that may be occupied. For example, if the agent is currently already in a conversation
with another agent, it is physically not possible to talk to someone else while it is
already talking, or cognitively not desirable to pursue two conversations at the same
time. Third, it may want to consider the impact the planned interaction would have
on other agents in the vicinity. For example, one may not want to communicate with
someone nearby because it does not want the interaction, or a specific message, to
be overheard by others around it. Fourth, it may be guided by norms that apply in
a certain context. For example, when the agent to communicate with is already in
a conversation with someone else, should it bluntly interrupt the conversation, wait
for it to finish or express a subtle request to make the agent aware of its desires? Or
in certain social settings, it would not be polite or appreciated when one starts to
interact with others. Finally, the priority of social goals have to be weighed against
the priorities of so-called task-related goals that are performed individually and do
not concern interaction with others.

To make the kind of decisions outlined above, an agent requires a good social
awareness in line of the elements identified earlier. The goal here is to exemplify
the range of possible factors that can be involved in social decision-making. Agents
should be designed such that all the relevant information required to perform social
decision-making can be made efficiently available during reasoning. Actually, across
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all levels from high-level decision-making to lower levels of behavior planning and
realization, different elements of social awareness can have an influence on the kind of
behaviors to choose or how to express chosen behaviors. Thus it is not only important
that the required information can be obtained by an agent, but also that the right
information can effectively be made available at different levels of processing.

7.4 An abstract communication model

In this section an abstract IVA model is presented within the scope of interfacing a
multi-agent system (MAS) with a game engine. The model is illustrated in figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: IVA Model

The model represents a more complete IVA model that combines the models of
perception and behavior realization that have been introduced in previous chapters.
The top half of the model relates to the behavior model from figure 6.4 (page 127).
The bottom half of the model relates to the perception model from figure 4.2 (page 79).
Compared to this model, besides processes related to environment perception, pro-
cesses are introduced that relate to the perception and interpretation of physical
activities of other agents.

In the description of the model that follows below, the focus is mainly on the
new elements introduced on the perception side. Behavior planning and realization
is shortly revisited here with a specific focus on communication.
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7.4.1 Behavior planning and realization

The upper part of the model from figure 7.1 shows the stages involved in the planning
and realization of communicative behaviors. First, starting on the planning side,
the Intent Planning stage schedules communicative intents a speaker agent wishes to
express. It is shown as part of the agent’s deliberation domain. In a concrete agent
design, intent planning can be part of a dialog manager which plans future dialog
moves in a conversation.

Next, the Behavior Planning stage is responsible for creating a realization plan
for a scheduled intent. Such a plan consists of one or more communicative actions
that relate to instructions for controlling different modalities like speech, gestures or
facial expressions. For example, an intent to hail a taxi may be realized through a
directed body orientation, a hand gesture and a verbal utterance. The creation of
a plan can be influenced by contextual factors which can relate to factors about the
agent itself, its beliefs about others or the environmental setting (see section 7.3.2).
Thus, where an agent may perform a greeting on a regular basis, this can result in
unique behaviors each time, depending on the context.

Finally, the Behavior Realization stage is responsible for realizing scheduled com-
municative actions using the embodiment’s virtual actuators. For example, an intent
to express astonishment in a dialog may be realized by three parallel actions: a verbal
utterance accompanied with a head roll and a ’surprised’ facial expression. These
declarative actions must be translated to game engine-specific control instructions for
the virtual character. This can involve controlling a speech module which is respon-
sible for verbal sentences with correct lip-syncing, controlling facial muscles and head
bone rotations. Again, contextual factors can influence how actions are realized. For
example, based on certain physiological factors, the style with which a certain head
movement is expressed may be adapted.

Every stage produces feedback for a higher level stage to notify it about progress
and possible failures. Further, every stage can be instructed to abort an active real-
ization plan. The reader is referred to section 6.4 for a more detailed description of
this part of the model.

7.4.2 Behavior recognition and interpretation

The lower part of the model from figure 7.1 shows the stages involved in the percep-
tion of behaviors of other agents. Thus where the previous model of perception was
concerned specifically with the perception of environmental elements (section 4.5),
here perception concerns the recognition and understanding of behaviors expressed
by other agents. Similar stages are used for perception as for behavior realization in
order to distinguish between different levels of abstraction.

First, starting on the embodiment side, the Behavior Recognition stage is re-
sponsible for interpreting physical actions of others based on the sensory information
retrieved from its virtual sensors. When a physical action is recognized, an action
percept is constructed that defines the action in a meaningful way, suitable for pro-
cessing at the next stage. To give an example, a head nod performed by another agent
in visual range may be inferred based on head bone positions sensed consecutively
over time. An agent’s ability to interpret physical actions is constrained by its sen-
sory abilities. Thus an agent without visual sensing capabilities will not be able to
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recognize any visual behavior.

Next, the Intent Recognition stage is responsible for assigning a meaning to inter-
preted actions. I.e. from a single or combination of action percepts it tries to interpret
the underlying intent of the acting agent. This intent may or may not correspond to
the original intent the actor tried to express. In case it does not, this is considered
as a ’misinterpretation’, or in case of communicative behavior, a ’miscommunication’.
Misinterpretation can have two causes. First, because of insufficient or inaccurate
recognition of physical actions, an agent may fail to recognize an intent. For exam-
ple, one may have missed the visual cue of a ’doubtful’ facial expression that was
accompanied with a verbal statement to indicate uncertainty of the conveyed infor-
mation. Second, contextual factors may influence the inference process and lead to
misinterpretations. In human-like communication, context plays an important role
where different meanings can be attributed to similarly observed behaviors. For in-
stance, a head nod can be interpreted in one situation as an acknowledgement while in
another situation as a modest greeting (see section 7.3.2). Finally, when a hypothesis
is created based on recognized physical behavior, an intent percept is constructed for
processing at the next stage.

Finally, the Intent Processing stage shown as part of the agent’s deliberation
domain is responsible for further processing of intent percepts. It contributes to the
agent’s awareness of the social activities of others around it and is used directly or
indirectly in decision-making. To give an example, if an agent that recognized another
agent just asked a question towards it in a conversation, it may consequently decide
to plan an intent to answer the question.

Now where the realization of behavior in a virtual environment takes time to
complete, so does the corresponding perception of this behavior. Thus physical actions
are not atomic events but they start, evolve and end. In the model, this aspect is
taken into account. Multiple action percepts can relate to the same action: a percept
can denote the start or end of the action. The same is true for intent percepts. To give
an example, consider an agent that perceives a question asked by another agent. The
perception of this intent can start as soon as the speaker starts talking. Even though
the specific meaning has not yet been fully interpreted (the fact that it involves a
question and the nature of the question), the agent can still perceive that the speaker is
in the process of communicating the intent. Thus the perception and interpretation of
behavior is regarded as a continuous process. Below, the implementation complexity
of this aspect is addressed.

7.4.3 Complexity of perception

When looking at the design and implementation aspects of the perception stages in
the model from figure 7.1, complex software engineering issues must be addressed.
First of all, the process of behavior recognition requires continuous monitoring of
sensory information in order to recognize individually identifiable physical actions
from other agents. For example, perceiving speech requires speech recognition based
on a stream of sound waves to recognize utterances or sentences. Or recognizing
gestures requires monitoring individual bone positions over time to delimit motions
as identifiable gestures. Next, the process of intent recognition can be seen as a pattern
matching problem where a set of recognized physical actions are to be matched to
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some identifiable intent. Here, not only the type of actions but also their interrelated
timing can be important in successfully interpreting the correct intent. As mentioned
before, contextual factors further influence final interpretation. Finally, a problem
that exists at both levels is how to define the boundaries of identifiable actions or
intents: how to recognize the beginning or ending (or abortion) of an action or intent?
This information is required to allow an agent to be aware of ongoing behavior while
an actor is expressing an intent (or conveying a communicative intent).

The above descriptions for behavior and intent recognition can be seen as ’pure
synthetic’ perception where agents perform these processes in a fully autonomous
manner. In human-agent interaction or robotics this is typically the only approach
one can take: raw sensory information must be processed from hardware sensors
like cameras or microphones. For inter-agent interaction, alternative approaches are
imaginable. For example, when comparing to environment perception, in chapter 4 it
was mentioned that sensory information can be obtained from a virtual environment
at a higher abstraction level when global semantics can be extracted from the game
state (section 4.4). However, the type of actions and intents that agents should be
able to recognize are not available in the game state, since they are the result of
another agent’s intent and behavior planning processes. In this chapter, an approach
for behavior and intent recognition is proposed by introducing another form of global
semantics. It involves making use of the semantics of intents and actions that are
already present in the acting agent, and making them available (under constraints)
to a perceiving agent. This form of ’cheating’ will be introduced in section 7.6.

7.4.4 Communicative versus non-communicative behavior

When describing the model, examples have been used that relate to the expression
and perception of communicative intents. It illustrates how agents in a MAS at a cog-
nitive level can communicate with each other in a believable manner where intents are
expressed and perceived through their virtual embodiments. However, the model also
reflects the use of non-communicative intents which are defined here as task-related
behaviors that do not relate to a social interaction between agents. The realization of
such intents was also covered in the behavior model from chapter 6 (see section 6.4).
In this chapter, in addition, the perception side of such non-communicative intents is
covered, allowing agents to perceive and understand task-related behaviors of other
agents. To give an example, an agent may schedule an intent to open a window with
the underlying intention to let cool air flow into the room. Consequently, it schedules
the physical actions of approaching the window and opening it. On the perception
side, an observing agent can individually perceive these physical actions and conse-
quently try to interpret the original intent of the acting agent. Thus essentially, in
the presented model, communicative and non-communicative intents and actions are
treated similarly and no specific distinction is made between the two types.

7.4.5 Level of abstraction

In its presented form, the stages for behavior planning and realization have a high
resemblance to the stages of behavior generation as proposed as part of the SAIBA
framework (Kopp et al. (2006)). However, the purpose of the presented model deviates
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from the SAIBA initiative. For instance, in our model there is no particular focus on
any languages for the data representations used between the stages (unlike in Kopp
et al. (2006) where FML is introduced for representing communicative intents and
BML for representing communicative behavior). The reason for this more abstract
approach is to stay flexible with respect to the exact level of abstraction a designer
would like to use between an agent and its embodiment. For example, in a more
primitive application, one may not care about believable communication and decide
not to use an intermediate planning stage but performing communication through a
single action. Here, the game engine is delegated the control over how to realize this
action. In another application, more realism is required and one adheres to the stages
in its presented form. Thus as a general-purpose model, the exact meaning of an intent
or action is therefore open for interpretation. The same line of reasoning is applied
to the perception side: the use of an intent recognition stage is optional and the exact
meaning or representation of an action percept is open for interpretation, depending
on the specific application that is designed. This flexibility in the level of abstraction
to use for the interface between an agent and its embodiment has been a primary
requirement for a general-purpose interface between a MAS and a game engine (see
section 3.5.1). The support for flexible abstraction levels across the interface have
further been described for behavior realization and perception in their corresponding
chapters (section 6.4.3 and 4.5.4 respectively).

7.4.6 Concluding remarks

The model presented in this section illustrates how agents can communicate with each
other through their embodiments in a virtual environment. By distinguishing between
a cognitive act and a physical act of communication (and the corresponding perception
of these acts), an additional abstraction level is introduced which is presented as the
interface between a MAS and a game engine.

When relating to the design issues that have been addressed in the previous sec-
tion, the requirements from section 7.3.2 are reflected in the model. Further, the
model does not restrict one to address the additional modeling aspects of human-like
interactions as were described in section 7.3.3. Finally concerning the issues for social
behavior that were identified in section 7.3.4, the perception capabilities that are re-
quired for proper social awareness are present: an agent in a MAS can be aware of its
own physical state and activities based on action feedback and state synchronization;
it can be aware of the physical activities of other agents based on recognized action
percepts; and it can be aware of the state of other agents and other environmental ele-
ments based on ’regular’ percepts obtained during environment perception. Based on
these ingredients, finally, social planning can be taken into account in the deliberation
module of the agent.

7.5 CIGA: A middleware approach

In this section, a middleware approach is proposed to facilitate designers to cope
with agent communication and obtaining social awareness for embodied agents across
a MAS and a game engine. As a starting point for proposing concrete roles for a
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middleware, the abstract model described in the previous section is used (section 7.4,
page 161).

Contributions are described within the scope of the CIGA middleware. The CIGA
middleware was previously introduced in chapter 3 (figure 3.5, page 47). There, the
technical issues for interfacing MASs with game engines and connecting cognitive
agents with their virtual embodiments have been addressed. Here, we abstract away
from these issues.

In figure 7.2, an illustration is given of the features that are proposed within
the scope of the CIGA middleware. The numbers in the figure relate to the different
features which are summarized below. In following sections, each one will be described
separately in more detail. There, specific details from the illustration will become
clearer.
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Figure 7.2: CIGA: Facilitating communication and behavior perception

1. Facilitating behavior recognition: CIGA offers a service that is designed to
facilitate agents in performing behavior recognition. The service internally stores ac-
tions that are currently being performed by agents in the system. This information is
consequently made available to other agents that can use it to perform behavior recog-
nition. This eliminates the need for complex inference procedures to be performed by
agents individually to recognize other agents’ actions.

2. Facilitating intent recognition: CIGA offers a service that is designed to fa-
cilitate agents in performing intent recognition. It is based on the same principles
as described for behavior recognition. Internally this service stores (communicative)
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intents that are currently being performed by agents in the system. This information
is consequently made available to other agents that can use it to perform intent recog-
nition. This eliminates the need for complex inference procedures to be performed by
agents individually to recognize other agents’ intents.

3. Facilitating successful communication: CIGA offers a service that allows
agents to be notified about the success or failure of the delivery of a communicative
intent (e.g. performative act) to one or more intended addressees. This is useful since
the virtual environment through which communication is performed is an unreliable
medium; further, successful perception and recognition of an intent is dependent
on the capabilities of an observer agent. CIGA offers a way to detect if an intent
was successfully recognized by an observer agent, or if it was either not perceived or
properly recognized. Consequently, this information can be made available to speaker
agents, eliminating the need for them to interpret this information on their own.
This would be difficult for them since it concerns information that is not physically
observable but only exists internally in other agents.

4. Facilitating direct communication: CIGA offers a service that allows agents
in a MAS to directly communicate with each other at a cognitive level. This service
can be used when agents need to communicate with each other but where it is not
important to simulate this in the environment through human-like behaviors. It
can be seen as ’underwater’ communication through a direct and reliable medium.
This service has the same function as an agent communication mechanism which is
commonly seen in agent platforms.

5. Introducing a shared social context: In CIGA, different services have been
proposed that involve managing information centrally and offering this information
to agents which would like to make use of it. This information relates to persistent or
non-persistent information about current state of an environment or the agents that
populate it. They represent the different elements of social awareness one would like
an agent to obtain (see section 7.3.4). The motivation for managing these elements
globally is for efficiency reasons and limiting agent design complexity. When infor-
mation can be offered to agents directly, they do not have to obtain this information
fully autonomously through realistic perception. Here, the notion of a shared social
context is introduced that refers to all information that is globally managed and can
be offered to agents to enrich their social awareness.

The features described above are specifically designed to facilitate designers in (1)
realizing efficient agent communication in a virtual environment and (2) obtaining
social awareness for agents required for their ability to express social behaviors. They
can all be seen as a form of ’cheating’ where information can be employed by agents
which they have not obtained fully autonomously. Still, the use of these features
is optional and should only be considered in the scope of the design of a specific
application. Even if a feature is employed, designers are still kept in control over the
way their agents should employ this information. Hereby, some level of believability
can still be ensured for agents. They do not need to become ’global’ observers, but
can be designed to constrain their access to global information based on their own
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sensing capabilities. In the next three sections, the proposed features are described
in more detail.

7.6 Facilitating behavior and intent recognition
CIGA offers designers a way to facilitate the processes of behavior and intent recogni-
tion for embodied agents. Two services are introduced, namely the Physical Activity
Service and the Social Activity Service. These are described separately below.

7.6.1 Physical Activity Service

The Physical Activity Service facilitates agents in performing behavior recognition.
Its scope is can be seen from figure 7.2. The service offers agents the ability to per-
ceive actions expressed by others directly, without the need for them to interpret these
from sensory information autonomously. Thus actions do not have to be interpreted
based on information from the game state, but can be recognized directly based on
information that the acting agent has about the realization of the action. Here, the
service acts as a mediator between an acting agent and observing agents. The infor-
mation that is used concerns the action feedback messages an acting agent internally
uses. These messages are stored in the service and consequently made available to
possible observers through notifications.

The described approach implies that the same kind of awareness an agent can have
about the execution of its own actions can also be provided to agents that perceive
other agents’ behavior. As an example, consider an agent that has scheduled an
action to perform a verbal utterance. In the behavior realization stage, the execution
of this action is managed and appropriate feedback is generated (a design approach
for behavior realization is described in section 6.8). This feedback can be made
available through the middleware and relayed to other agents as so-called ’hints’. In
this example, a hint may state that ’agent X has just started action Y’ or ’agent X has
just finished action Y’. Such messages are called hints because they do not necessarily
have to result in action percepts in an observing agent. This is also not desirable for
believability purposes. One may not want a deaf agent be able to sense speech from
others. Thus an agent that receives a hint is still in control over how to make use
of this information, something which is to be determined in the behavior recognition
stage of the receiving agent. Here, specific sensory queries can be used to determine if
a received hint should pass as an action percept. An implementation approach for this
can be as follows: upon receiving a hint about an action being expressed by another
agent, perform a specialized query that can confirm or disconfirm if the specific action
can realistically be sensed by the agent. In this example, a query could be: ’Am I in
hearing range of agent X’? Then, if confirmed, generate an action percept about this
action and send it upstream to the next stage.

To conclude, with this approach, the perception of physical behavior of others can
be performed efficiently, though still in a believable manner where correct perception
can be tested against the sensory capabilities of an observing agent. The complexity of
the behavior recognition stage is reduced from a bottom-up inference process working
with available sensory information to a top-down sensory query based on specific
’expectations’ of actions (the hints). The middleware itself has no knowledge on the
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specific semantics of the actions it relays, nor does it enforce any policies on how to
employ hints in receiving agents. It offers direct perception of actions between agents
but it is up to a designer to decide if and how to employ this service and if so, how
to handle believability aspects according to the application’s requirements.

7.6.2 Social Activity Service

The Social Activity Service facilitates agents in performing intent recognition. Its
scope can be seen from figure 7.2. The service offers agents the ability to perceive
(communicative) intents expressed by others directly, without the need for them to
interpret these intents autonomously based on perceived actions. This service is based
on the same principles as the Physical Activity Service described above though now
working at the social level instead of the physical level.

Similarly, it employs feedback messages about (communicative) intents from an
acting agent and making them available for possible observers. Similarly, these mes-
sages are regarded as ’hints’ to facilitate the perception process, though now based on
the perceived actions generated by the previous stage. For instance, a hint may state
that ’agent X performs a greeting towards agent Y’ or ’agent X asks agent Y about
the current time’. Again, the hint can be related to the start of an intent expression
or its ending (e.g. ’agent X starts expressing a greeting towards agent Y’).

Now an agent that receives a hint about another agent’s (communicative) intent
is still in control over how to make use of this information. This is the responsibility
of the intent recognition stage of the receiving agent. Here, for achieving any form of
believability, an agent should take into account the actions it has observed through
behavior recognition and relating these to the intent information it receives as hints.
For example, an agent that is notified about a greeting can only realistically perceive
this when the corresponding physical actions through which the greeting is expressed
have been sensed from the environment (e.g. a waving gesture). In the model, the
perception of such physical actions are available as action percepts that have been pre-
viously generated in the behavior recognition stage. Through intent hints, the agent
can then try to match observed actions to intents that are known to be ’expected’.

Still, the expression and interpretation of (communicative) intents is subjective to
agent individuality. Agents cannot generally know the specific behaviors that others
will use to express their intents. To further facilitate the interpretation process, intent
hints can be accompanied with information about the actual physical actions that are
used to express the intent. Now a hint may state that ’agent X starts expressing intent
I which will be realized through actions A and B’. This is made possible since the
actions that will be used to express an intent can be retrieved from the acting agent
which uses them as action instructions for its behavior realization. With this informa-
tion an agent can easily interpret (communicative) intents by comparing ’expected’
actions with actions that are actually observed. In case of a match, the original intent
included in the hint can be used to generate an intent percept to be sent upstream to
the next stage (e.g. ’I have perceived that agent X is expressing intent I’).

To conclude, with the facilities provided by the Social Activity Service, perception
of (communicative) intents can be performed efficiently, though still allowing some
level of believability (e.g. realistic timing). Correct perception of intents can be tested
against observed physical actions to either confirm or disconfirm correct perception.
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The complexity of the intent recognition stage is reduced from matching a stream of
incoming action percepts to some possible underlying intent, to a simple process of
matching incoming action percepts to ’expected’ actions associated with an ’expected’
intent. Like in the Physical Activity Service, the middleware has no knowledge on
the specific semantics of the information it relays. Also, if and how to employ the
provided information ultimately is up to an agent designer. In section 7.7.2, a concrete
example is given on how both introduced middleware services operate during inter-
agent communication.

7.6.3 Information availability and accessibility

The above services operate on the principle of using information from one agent and
making it available for other agents that would like to employ this information. This
raises the design questions of (1) how a service can obtain information from an agent
and (2) how other agents can access this information.

Within CIGA, a publish-subscribe design pattern is used within a service to dis-
tribute information between agents in the system. When looking at how to obtain
information, agents are required to publish the right information to the right service.
For the Physical Activity Service, agents publish action hints which resemble the ac-
tion feedback messages they internally use for self-perception. Similarly, for the Social
Activity Service, agents publish intent hints which resemble the intent feedback mes-
sage they internally use. The format of this information must represent an ontological
concept that CIGA internally can operate with. Still, designers have the freedom to
define their own classes and fields for such concepts through ontological modeling.
For action feedback messages, a data representation has been proposed in section 6.7
(table 6.2, page 135). For intent feedback, a similar representation is imagined since
it involves a similar type of agent process, only operating at a higher level.

When looking at how information can be accessed by agents, agents are required
to subscribe to specific information. Whenever it becomes available, agents will be
’pushed’ with the information they have individually subscribed to. Agents are flex-
ible in the way they can create subscriptions. They can subscribe to all messages;
subscribe to messages from one or more specific agents; or subscribe to messages that
meet certain conditions. For instance, an agent may subscribe to all communicative
actions expressed by another specific agent. One is only limited by the way in which
the information is modeled by a designer in the first place. This subscription-based
approach works similarly as the approach proposed for agents to access information
from a semantic virtual environment (see section 4.8).

Note that it conceptually may not matter if an agent receives all information that
is made available by a service. The information should be treated as ’suggestive’ and
the agent is still expected to have a control policy that makes sure that information
is only used when observation can be confirmed based on its individual sensory ca-
pabilities. However, technically this approach may not be efficient when too much
information is available (for instance, consider an agent in a crowd where each indi-
vidual performs many low-level actions). To limit the access of information, an agent
would require a model for perceptual attention so that it can filter information based
on cognitive resources or focus. The subscription-based access to information offered
by a service can be seen as a technical facility that can be used to realize an attention
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model (e.g. by adopting and dropping subscriptions on specific information). Even-
tually, it is the goal of CIGA to allow designers to access information at will. It is the
responsibility of the agent designer to decide when and what information is retrieved.

7.7 Facilitating communication
In this section, two additional facilities are proposed within the CIGA middleware,
specifically related to inter-agent communication. These are explained next.

7.7.1 Successful communication

Where the success of a non-communicative action can be validated in the physical
environment in the game engine, determining whether or not a communicative intent
has been properly communicated cannot easily be done. For example, the success
of an action like open door can be checked from the game state by inspecting the
physical features of the door. However, if one agent asks another agent to open a
door for it, it cannot easily know if the other agent heard him and properly under-
stood its intentions (the desire of someone else opening a door). This would require
inspection of another agent’s internal state which is not externally accessible from the
speaker agent. In human-like communication, people typically interpret success of
communication through follow-up communication that is perceived, or the absence of
follow-up communication. For instance, if an addressee responds to a question either
positively or negatively, the speaker may infer with high confidence that its question
was heard and understood; if an addressee does not respond within some time span,
the speaker may infer that the addressee perhaps did not hear the message. In agent
communication, in certain situations it would be practical for a speaker agent to know
the success or failure of its communication without having to rely on the presence or
absence of follow-up communication. This is actually something that is provided by
default in typical communication in agent platforms. Here, since agents communicate
directly with each other based on communicative acts that are mutually understood,
a successful communication already implies a message was not only delivered but
also understood. In embodied agent communication, there is no direct transfer of
communicative acts by agents and success depends on successful behavior and intent
recognition within a receiving agent.

To facilitate an agent in reasoning about the success or failure of directed commu-
nication, a mechanism is proposed in the CIGA middleware that can provide speaker
agents information on the success or failure of the delivery of an intent to its intended
addressee(s). Successful delivery implies that (1) the communicative behavior through
which the intent was expressed has been physically observed and (2) this behavior
was correctly interpreted as the original intended intent. In essence, behavior and
intent recognition was achieved successfully at the intended addressee(s).

This proposed facility is provided by extending the responsibilities of the Social Ac-
tivity Service. First of all, it has to make a distinction between communicative intents
and non-communicative intents. For communicative intents, it requires additional
knowledge on the intended addressee(s) so that it can relate senders with receivers.
This information has to be provided by the speaker agent. Second, the service itself
has insufficient knowledge to either confirm or disconfirm successful communication.
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This is because the behavior and intent recognition processes are controlled by the
agents themselves. Thus, the information about a successful recognition of an intent
has to be provided by an addressee agent during its intent recognition stage. This
interaction is illustrated in figure 7.2 and shown as recognition notifications. Although
this enforces additional responsibilities for an agent designer to provide these notifica-
tions, the advantage is that it eliminates the need for a speaker agent to reason on the
success of a communication itself. An agent can be informed directly if its intent was
heard and understood by another agent. In case of a failure it may decide to try again
(e.g. trying to get attention, moving closer, raising its voice or using different behav-
iors). For flexibility, the service can be configured to either notify a speaker agent
about success or failure of communication only concerning intended addressee(s), or,
concerning all agents that recognized the intent, including overhearers.

Finally, note that an agent should not blindly infer that any high-level intention is
automatically reached because of successful communication. For example, although
an agent can infer that its desire to have another agent open a door has been properly
understood by the other agent, it should not infer that the other agent will also adopt
a goal to open the door. This would require additional communication between the
agents (e.g. in the form of an agreement, disagreement or further negotiation).

7.7.2 An example
To illustrate the mechanics of inter-agent communication within a virtual environment
using the middleware facilities, an example is given. Consider the communication
instance which is taken from the example scene from section 7.3.1: the panicked
woman who screams that her child is still in the house. The specification of the
communicative intent to express may look like this.

communicate(
id:i1
addressee:ff1
content:inform(at(child,second_floor))
reference:(child)
affect:fear

)

Note that this is an imaginative format for an intent. The content represents an
act to inform that a child is on the second floor of the house. The act is addressed
to the first firefighter the woman saw. It is accompanied with an emotional signal of
fear. Last, it includes an intent to make a visual reference to the child. Based on this
message, behavior planning may result in the following physical actions:

1. speech(id:a1, resource:inform(at(child,second_floor)).wav)
2. gesture(id:a2, type:point, target:child)
3. facialexpression(id:a3, type:fear)

Based on these example actions, it is assumed that the characters in the game
engine can be controlled to (1) perform speech through playing an audio file with cor-
rect lip-syncing, (2) perform pointing gestures to entities present in the environment
and (3) perform different types of facial expressions directly linked to emotion types.
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In figure 7.3, a timeline is illustrated which shows the realizations of the example
intent and actions, and their recognition by a possible overhearer. The role of the
middleware is shown in the middle.

Figure 7.3: Communication Example

The upper table below the illustration shows the information being communicated
between stages within the speaker and receiver agent in a time-ordered fashion. The
bottom table shows information being sent between the agents using the middleware’s
services. Message representations have been simplified for illustration purposes. Re-
ferring to the diagram, in phase 1 (P1), the speaker schedules the communicative
intent (no. 1) which results in the scheduling of corresponding realization actions
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(no. 2). The middleware sends a hint to the intent recognizer of the receiving agent
to indicate the start of an intent expression (no. A1). This hint is used to associate
future perceived actions with this intent.

Next in phase 2 (P2), the agents become aware of the start of the intent expression
(both the speaker and receiver). The speaker receives feedback stating the realization
of the intent has started (no. 5), which occurs when the first realization action has
started (no. 3). The middleware sends action hints to the receiver which denote the
start of the actions expressed by the speaker (no. B1). Based on these hints, the
receiver is able to recognize these actions by determining if they can actually be per-
ceived based on its sensory capabilities (no. 4). Consequently, the receiver is able to
recognize the start of the underlying intent by relating a recognized action as belong-
ing to an ’expected’ intent (no. 6). Since the intent hint includes ’expected’ actions,
this is easily determined. Note that at this point the receiver can be aware of the
start of the intent expression, though it should not yet treat the intent as recognized
(this happens at no. 10 when all the associated actions have been recognized).

In phase 3 (P3), the agents become aware of the end of the intent expression.
The speaker recognizes that its expression has ended (no. 9), which occurs when the
last realization action has ended (no. 7). Again, the middleware mediates by sending
hints to the receiver about the ending of each action (no. B2). Based on these hints,
the receiver confirms recognition of each action (no. 8). When the last action of the
expected hint has been recognized, the successful recognition of the intent has been
achieved (no. 10).

Finally, phase 4 (P4) relates to the additional facility provided by the middleware
(section 7.7.1) to inform the speaker of a successful recognition by a receiver (no. C).
Based on this information, the speaker ’knows it is heard’. This is useful information
for further deliberation on communication. For example, if no-one observed the intent,
the speaker agent may try to get attention or move closer and try again. Or if someone
did observed the intent but did not respond within some time span, the speaker agent
knows it was heard, but was ignored.

Throughout the expression of an intent, different types of failures can be recog-
nized which allows an agent to better cope with failure in communication. It can
recognize internal failures due to a problem to physically express an intent, but also
external failures caused by the medium of communication (the virtual environment)
or a receiving agent (e.g. the physical behavior expressing the intent was not perceived
or the intent itself was not properly recognized).

Comparing FIPA ACL

When comparing the communication example to how typical agent communication
like FIPA ACL would be realized, the main difference can be found in the lower-level
protocols and medium used to communicate. Where FIPA communication deals with
communication over a network medium using a protocol like TCP/IP, communication
between embodied agents requires a more complex medium that deals with (1) the
cognitive abilities of agents to express and interpret intents, (2) the physical abilities
of agents to express and perceive behavior (through actuators and sensors) and (3) a
transportation medium represented by a virtual environment. Looking at the protocol
from figure 7.3, in FIPA, communication would be represented as a direct link between
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line 1 and 10: sending and receiving communicative intents. All the other lines can
be seen as a necessary extension to achieve proper realization, efficient interpretation
and believable transportation.

7.7.3 Direct communication

Thus far the focus has been on human-like agent communication within a virtual
environment. However one can think of situations where agents may require com-
munication but where it is not relevant or significant for a human observer to notice
this during game play. In these situations, instead of realizing communication in the
environment, direct communication at the cognitive level may be more efficient.

To give an example, if agents are too far away for a human observer to perceive,
fully realistic communicative behaviors may not always be necessary. It may suffice
for the agents to at least be in close proximity to each other, but let the rest of the
communication occur directly at the cognitive level.

Additionally one could think of direct communication as ’underwater’ commu-
nication for the purpose of coordinating actions or resolving minor conflicts. For
instance, consider deciding on who will respond to a door knock or who will choose
left or right during an expected collision during movement. In humans, such deci-
sions are often agreed upon through subtle signals involving gazing or gestures. For
agents, one should have the option to take ’shortcuts’ using direct communication
for reasons of efficiency (even though such subtle signals can be efficiently commu-
nicated through the environment using middleware services). Now for these cases
where direct communication is desired, CIGA provides a service to allow agents to
send messages directly to any other agent within the MAS. In figure 7.2, this services
is denoted as the Internal Communication Service. It fulfills the same task as the
typical communication mechanism in an agent platform. As a final remark, note that
the use of direct communication can still lead to ’unbelievable’ behaviors even when
it occurs outside of the observer’s view (e.g. consider the unrealistic timing aspect
when agents perform a ’near-instant’ dialogue when they would be temporary outside
of the observer’s view). Like other proposed facilities, it is the designer’s choice to
make strategic use of this facility.

7.8 A shared social context
In social planning there can be many factors involved in making a decision to express
(or restrain from expressing) a certain type of social behavior. In section 7.3.4, some
of these factors have been summarized as being part of an agent’s social awareness.
They relate to an agent’s current awareness of the physical and social aspects of the
environment, of others and of itself. Within the CIGA middleware, several services
have been proposed that offer designers a way to make certain elements of awareness
available to agents in an efficient manner. These services share a similar goal and
operate based on the same principle: By managing certain types of information glob-
ally and making them available for agents, one can eliminate the need for individual
agents to acquire such information in a fully autonomous manner. This, in turn, can
eliminate the need for the design of complex perception and interpretation processes,
or otherwise make them more efficient. To recapitulate, services have been proposed
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for managing environment information (the SVE Service, section 4.7), the state of
physical, inter-agent coordinations (the IVA Coordination Service, section 6.9), and
the physical actions and intents of others (the Physical Activity Service and the Social
Activity Service, section 7.6).

To unify these types of middleware facilities, the notion of a shared social context
is introduced. It is used as a term that summarizes all information that is centrally
managed in a middleware and specifically designed for agents. When an agent uses
information from this global context, this information becomes part of its individual
social awareness. Consequently, this information can be taken into account at different
levels of decision-making, behavior planning or perception.

Although some concrete types of information have been considered as part of a
shared context (e.g. environment information, agent actions), other types of infor-
mation are imaginable. For instance, in section 3.7.3, the IVA Context Service was
proposed to synchronize part of the context of an IVA between a MAS and a game
engine. If one considers this information as part of a shared context, other agents
would be able to become aware of others’ social identities like their role, name, per-
sonality or emotional state. As another example, one can image to store parts of
the states of human-like conversations occurring in an environment (e.g. participants
and roles). This would allow agents to efficiently be aware of conversations around
them. Last, one might even consider to centrally store agents’ beliefs or goals and
make them available to other agents. Of course, whether or not certain information
would be suitable for a shared context depends on the specific type of application that
is designed. Trade-offs are involved between autonomy, believability and efficiency.
Design considerations that play a role are described next.

7.8.1 Design considerations

The use of a shared social context in the design of an application is optional. However,
in every application one can image certain types of information that are required by
agents, but where it may be less important that agents are able to obtain this infor-
mation in a fully autonomous and realistic manner. For a designer to consider such
types of information to become part of a shared context, several design considerations
play a role. These considerations have been discussed before for specific types of infor-
mation (e.g. see section 4.4.2 on global environment semantics). Here we generalize
these as they play a role for all types of information that might be considered.

Level of agent autonomy: The moment an agent uses information from a global
context to become part of its own individual context, this implies that an interpreta-
tion has been made ’on behalf of’ the agent. The agent was not involved in the process
of constructing or inferring this information. Hereby, one sacrifices some level of au-
tonomy of an agent. Whenever certain information resembles knowledge that should
be individually interpretable by agents (based on their own context), this would not
be suitable for a shared context. Still, individual interpretations could be based on
information at a lower level of abstraction that would be suited to manage in a shared
context. One has to make a trade-off between the efficiency that can be gained by
managing information centrally and the required level of autonomy for agents.
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Level of believability: Whenever information from a global context is used, there
may be the risk for an agent in failing to adhere to its required level of believability.
One may not want an agent to obtain information it could not have physically per-
ceived, or cognitively understood. An agent can decide for itself if it wants to employ
global information. However the moment it does, in order to ensure some level of
believability, additional control policies may be required inside the agent that decide
whether or not to store the information as part of the agent’s own context. A trade-off
is involved between on one hand the ease of enriching an agent’s own context in an
efficient manner, and on the other hand the desired level of believability for agents in
an application.

Design complexity: Global information does not come for free and has to be con-
structed somewhere. For different types of information, one should think about how
the information could be obtained in the system and the design implications that
are involved. Environment information would be available inside the game engine
through the game state. Information on other agents’ behaviors would be available
inside those agent’s themselves. Other types of information may not be available
anywhere and ought to be statically declared or dynamically inferred. Each option
introduces its own design requirements. For instance, managing an abstract SVE re-
quires synchronization facilities with the game state. To manage information about
other agents requires those agents to be able to provide parts of their own state (see
section 7.6.3). Or managing inferred information requires the implementation of cus-
tom inference rules which will be globally performed. The advantages of considering
certain information as ’global’ should be weighed against the disadvantages in added
design complexity.

7.8.2 Concluding remarks

The general idea behind a shared context has been illustrated. Its purpose is to facili-
tate agents in efficiently obtaining information that contribute to their own individual
social awareness. Many design approaches are imaginable for realizing different as-
pects of a shared context for IVAs. In CIGA, a uniform design approach is followed
for all aspects of a shared context. Through services, agents can acquire information
using either push or pull strategies. The information is designed to be fully indepen-
dent of a specific MAS or game engine. Ontologies are used to explicitly define the
semantics of information in a shared context. As a middleware between a MAS and
a game engine, technical issues in bridging the technology gap are already dealt with
and a global context can be made available on either side.

7.9 Evaluation

In this section, a qualitative evaluation is presented on agent communication in a
virtual environment through human-like social interactions. The goal is to show
the potential advantages of using the CIGA middleware for the design of human-like
embodied agents that are required to simulate social interactions. The evaluation is
based on an implementation analysis of a small use case scenario that demonstrates
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social interactions between agents. The analysis consists of two parts. In the first
part, the lower level mechanics are addressed that are involved in the realization of
a short conversation instance between two embodied agents. In the second part, the
scope is broadened to address the mechanics that are involved in the social decision-
making that leads to social interaction. Below, first, in section 7.9.1, a description of
the use case scenario is given. Following in section 7.9.2, a short description of the
system implementation is described. In sections 7.9.3 and 7.9.4, the realization of the
use case scenario is evaluated.

7.9.1 Use case scenario

”Agent Sally is meeting a friend at the train station. Upon arrival, she notices her
friend is not there yet and wonders if she has some time to get money from an ATM
machine. She does not have the current time and asks the first passerby. The ad-
dressed agent, named Mike, replies that he does not know the time. Another passerby,
named James, overhears the interaction between Sally and Mike. Since he is aware
of Sally’s requested information, he walks over to Sally and informs her about the
information she sought. During this interaction, Sally sees her friend walking and
reasons that she does not have any time left, regardless of the current time. She
politely interrupts her conversation with James and starts approaching her friend.”

7.9.2 System implementation

For the implementation of the use case scenario, a full system architecture has been
prepared within an application setting connecting a multi-agent system (MAS) to a
game engine using the CIGA middleware. In the architecture, all the components
are in place from the model in figure 7.2 (page 166). A more detailed description
of the employed agent architecture and its components will be given in chapter 8
(section 8.4.2). Below it is summarized how the components in the architecture were
implemented specifically for this scenario.

First, on the game engine side, virtual characters can express a limited set of
modeled parameterized actions. They allow an agent to (1) move around in the
environment and approach others, (2) perform speech, (3) gaze at others and (4)
perform gestural animations. Each action is realized in the game engine by accessing
standard game engine services to control the character. An abortion procedure is
included to allow instructed interruptions. On the perception side, a character is
equipped with a primitive visual and auditory sensor. Environment perception purely
consists of being aware of other virtual characters within visual range. Behavior
recognition is performed using the middleware’s Physical Activity Service. A policy
is used where others’ actions can be observed only when confirmed by the agent’s
sensory capabilities. E.g. recognizing a speech action from agent A requires an
auditory sensor where agent A must be within range of the sensor.

Second, on the MAS side, agents have a task planner, a dialogue model and a
knowledge base. The task planner is able to plan communicative goals which can be
achieved by the dialogue model. This can be a goal to initiate a social interaction or
to participate in one when accepting a request. The dialogue model can setup, break-
down and manage conversations. A conversation itself consists of a single turn with
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an act and response move. Each act represents a communicative intent that, when
scheduled, is mapped to a set of actions to be performed. Mappings are influenced by
an agent’s identity and result in different greeting forms and use of gestures. On the
perception side, intent recognition is performed using the middleware’s Social Activity
Service. A policy is used where an intent is recognized when either all corresponding
actions have been recognized or at least a speech action was recognized. Finally,
an agent that perceives the start of a communicative intent directed towards it, will
attend to the speaker and express generic listening behaviors.

7.9.3 Social interaction
To illustrate the mechanics involved in embodied agent communication, a primitive
interaction between two agents is chosen from the use case scenario. It involves the
interaction attempt of Sally to ask a passerby about the current time. A set of scenario
variations are introduced to test several aspects of believable agent communication
through a virtual environment. The goal here is twofold. First, it is shown that the
basic requirements for human-like agent communication in a virtual environment are
met. These were identified in section 7.3.2 and will be further explained in the scenario
descriptions. Second, it is shown that the use of the proposed middleware services for
behavior and intent recognition offers an efficient and practical approach to realize
agent communication in a virtual environment without sacrificing believability. An
impression of the scenario variations is given in figure 7.4. Next, a description is given
of the realization of each variation.

Figure 7.4: Scenario Impressions

1) Successful communication: In this first scenario, two agents realize a successful
human-like dialogue between an initiator and a participant with the initiator’s goal to
obtain knowledge from the participant. After a successful initiation of a conversation
through a greet and response act, a single turn dialogue is performed which includes
a query and response act. The requested information is exchanged and the agents
break down the conversation. In this scenario, aspects of human-like interaction are
demonstrated that (1) include the ability to express and recognize communicative
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intents through the expression and observation of multimodal behavior expressions
and (2) the ability to be aware of ongoing communication, either as a speaker or lis-
tener. The former relates to requirement 7.1 (page 156), the latter to requirement 7.2
(page 156). As was mentioned in the section above, different types of behaviors can
be chosen for each participant based on their context. Further, primitive listening
behaviors can be performed by agents being talked to.

A) Interruption: The same situation is simulated though here, while the initiator
is in the process of asking a question, both agents hear an explosion and notice a
fire starting. The current speaker interrupts the behavior expressions of its current
communicative intent while the addressee interrupts its listening behavior. This re-
sults in both agents aborting the conversation implicitly to pursue a new goal to deal
with the newly presented situation. This variation demonstrates agents coping with
external events in the middle of a dialog (requirement 7.2, page 156).

B) Out of sensory range: In this variation, one agent attempts to initiate the
conversation but fails to do so because its communicative behavior is not observable
to the addressee. Two sub-variations are used. In the first one, the initiator uses both
speech and gestures. The behaviors are not observable by the addressee because the
behaviors are out of audible and visual range. In the second one, the initiator only
uses gestures. The addressee is now positioned to be within hearing range though it
is not ably to see the initiator. In both cases the attempt will fail. This scene demon-
strates the inability of agents to physically communicate because of their situated
presence and limited sensory capabilities in the virtual environment (requirement 7.3,
page 157).

C) Partial observation: This variation is similar to variation B and addresses the
same requirement. An agent attempts to initiate a conversation and uses both speech
and gestures. The addressee is able to observe the speech through its auditory sensor
but cannot pick up visual signals. The addressee will recognize the greeting intent
even though not having observed the gestural signal accompanied with the intent. In
this situation, the observed signal of speech is enough for the addressee to interpret
the intent. A conversation is established and the dialogue is played out successfully.
With this scene, the concept of partial observation is demonstrated. Not all types
of signals may need to be observed in order to interpret an intent. Some signals are
more vital than others when conveying an intent. In this example, the policy was
chosen to have agents interpret intents when they at least observe a speech action.

D) Overhearing: This last variation introduces a passerby that is able to overhear
a successful conversation between the two other agents. It is able to perceive all the
communicative intents that are part of the dialogue. The scene demonstrates that
agents can observe communicative intents even though not directed towards them.
The passerby is able to pick up the knowledge that was transferred as part of a
directed message between the two other agents. Because communication takes place
in the virtual environment, an agent cannot prevent that its message will be overheard
by others (requirement 7.3, page 157).

The base scenario and its variations have been run successfully in the system architec-
ture. When looking at the role of the middleware, agents were able to efficiently per-
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form behavior and intent recognition. Here, awareness was efficiently obtained about
ongoing information or failures during communication. From a designer’s point-of-
view, this allowed one to better cope with the complexities of agent communication
in a virtual environment (i.e. believable perception of directed or overheard commu-
nication and recognizing failures)

The middleware itself imposes no restrictions on agent design. It merely manages
the status of actions and intents being performed by agents and offer this information
to others. Whether to use this information or how to use it is up to an agent designer
where it is in control of ensuring the required level of believability during the recogni-
tion stages. When agents would be required to interpret communicative intents based
on their individual context, information about intents would not be suited to store in
the middleware. Still, at a lower level, one can still opt for sharing actions in order
to offer efficient behavior recognition.

7.9.4 Social behavior

In this part we focus on the mechanics that are involved in social decision-making of
the agents from the use case scenario. In particular, we focus on a specific element
from the scenario which involves James’ decision to assist Sally in providing her with
the information she sought (see section 7.9.1). This decision of James was made
based on a high-level decision-making rule that was custom implemented in the Task
Planner of the agents. The rule states that an agent will adopt a social goal to
inform another agent about some knowledge under the following conditions: (1) it is
aware of someone’s desire to acquire knowledge, (2) it has a current belief about this
knowledge, (3) the other agent is an acquaintance and (4) it does not have a higher-
priority goal to achieve. In the scenario, this rule applied to James which caused
him to assist Sally. Some information that was required for these conditions was
configured offline, other information was obtained through perception. For instance,
James was configured with the knowledge of the current time, a predefined relationship
with Sally, and the preference of social goals over so-called task-related goals. Other
knowledge was obtained through perception or interpretation: James was able to see
Sally and recognize her as an acquaintance; he overheard her question of requesting
the time, after which he inferred that she had a desire to know the time.

Figure 7.5: Social Activity Model

When looking at the role of the middleware, it facilitated in the ability of agents
to obtain information that is based on current perception of the environment (i.e.
perceive other agents and their social behaviors). In figure 7.5, a snapshot is illustrated
of the state managed by the Social Activity Service on the current state of agents’
intents. This information is used by agents when they can physically perceive the
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Figure 7.6: Physical Activity Model

corresponding physical actions. Based on the first three lines, James was able to
perceive Sally’s interaction with Mike where she asked for information, did not get
it, and ended the interaction. The last line represents the first communicative intent
of James that is part of its assist towards Sally (i.e. a communication request). Now
consequently, based on this information, Sally was able to recognize James’ request.
Figure 7.6 illustrates a snapshot of the state from the Physical Activity Service, which
contains the physical actions that James used to perform its communication request.
This information facilitated Sally in recognizing James’ intent. As a reaction, she
adopted a social goal to interact with James.

7.9.5 Concluding remarks
During implementation of the use case scenario, when building the high-level decision-
making rules for agents, there was efficient access to an agent’s social context required
for the conditions of these rules. When a rule is triggered and results in the adoption
of a social goal that requires interaction, the full realization of this goal is delegated
to the agents’ dialogue model. There, it manages the realization of a conversation
which involves planning communicative intents and interpreting the intents recognized
from the participant. Lower processing levels further deal with planning actions and
recognizing intents, and finally in the game engine, realizing actions and recognizing
others’ actions. At each level, failures can be recognized and, depending on their
severity, dealt with at the same processing level, or propagated to a higher level. For
instance, when it is perceived that another agent did not respond to a communication
request, one can either implement policies on how to deal with this inside the dialogue
model, or let the associated goal fail and let the task planner come up with a next
course of action.

From a design point-of-view, all agent components at different processing levels
can be individually implemented based on (1) realization and perception rules, (2)
policies on how to deal with failures, and (3) using available social awareness infor-
mation as influence factors for the former two aspects. At the highest reasoning level,
agent communication can efficiently be managed through social goals. Since control is
further delegated to lower-level components, one does not have to manage realization
details at this level. Still, a wide variety of individual agent behaviors can be achieved
where control can be influenced based on agents’ individual identity and current social
awareness. In chapter 8, the full agent architecture is described in more detail. There,
design aspects are further evaluated within the scope of a more extensive scenario.

The involved agent components have been implemented in an ad-hoc manner
based on simple rules and policies. Still, it suffices in demonstrating the basic princi-
ples of the agent model and the function of the middleware services. A higher-level
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complexity or realism can be achieved based on the same principles, but using agent
components of a higher complexity. For instance, a more complex dialogue model
can be used to support a richer set of speech acts or other types of communicative
signals (e.g. meta-conversational or affective signals); a richer agent context can be
used to influence choices for communicative behaviors and realize a higher degree of
individuality; more advanced actions and realization plans can be used to support a
higher degree of naturalness of communicative behaviors; or more sophisticated vir-
tual sensors can be used to increase the believability of perception. Regardless of the
desired agent complexity, the middleware’s role remains the same: an optional design
approach is offered to globally manage information about agents that can be used to
efficiently enrich an agent’s social awareness.

7.10 Conclusion

In this chapter we have addressed the design challenges for realizing human-like com-
munication and social behaviors for IVAs across a multi-agent system (MAS) and a
game engine.

7.10.1 Design issues

Two categories of design challenges have been identified. The first category relates
to design issues that arise when cognitive agents are required to be capable of having
human-like social interactions with other IVAs in a real-time virtual environment.
Because agents become embodied, they have to communicate by expressing and per-
ceiving multimodal behaviors through their actuators and sensors. Their individual
context may influence how a communicated intent is expressed or interpreted. Because
agents interact in a real-time environment they should be able to deal with possible
failures that may occur during communication, interrupt ongoing communication,
and be able to be aware of ongoing communication directed towards them. Finally,
because of the virtual medium, agents should be able to intelligibly deal with possible
communication failures when a signal is not perceived by an intended recipient, and
be able to overhear communication even when not directed towards them.

The second category relates to the complexity of obtaining social awareness when
agents are situated in a virtual environment. Good social awareness is deemed nec-
essary for expressing believable social behaviors. Special focus has been put on the
awareness of the physical and social activities of other IVAs. The required processes of
behavior and intent recognition can be complex processes from a software engineering
perspective, especially when IVAs have to perform these in an autonomous manner
through senses about the state of the environment.

Based on the identified design issues, an abstract communication model was pre-
sented. It revisits and combines the models of perception and action that have been
introduced in earlier chapters. Extensions are made that relate to the explicit presence
of behavior and intent recognition processes.
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7.10.2 A middleware approach
Different roles have been proposed for a middleware between a MAS and a game
engine. Design approaches for these roles are based on the foundations of the CIGA
middleware which has been introduced first in chapter 3. The roles are geared towards
offering practical solutions for some of the design issues one is faced with when de-
signing social IVAs that can participate in social interactions. First of all, a service is
offered that can centrally manage physical and social activities of IVAs in the system.
This information can be used to facilitate designers in modeling behavior and intent
recognition for IVAs. Second, a service is offered that allows agents to be notified
about the success or failure of the delivery of a communicative intent to one or more
intended addressees.

A similar design philosophy is followed in these design approaches: by managing
certain information centrally which can be made available to IVAs (within a certain
context), IVAs do not have to infer semantic information in a fully autonomous man-
ner. Designers can strike a balance between efficiency, design complexity and agent
autonomy. This design philosophy is summarized by the notion of a shared social con-
text. By offering IVAs a global information source about semantic aspects about their
environment and the social identities and activities of other IVAs, they can obtain
good social awareness in an efficient manner. Still, IVAs do not have an all-knowing
awareness of their environment and access to this information is (1) optional and (2)
can still be restricted by the perception processes of an IVA for believability reasons.
The creation of a shared context and the policies for using this context for IVAs are
strategic decisions that should be made within the scope of a specific application that
is being developed.

7.10.3 Final remarks
As part of this chapter, a qualitative evaluation has been presented (section 7.9).
A simple use case scenario was implemented to demonstrate IVAs’ abilities in so-
cial decision-making and interactions with others. The proposed middleware’s ser-
vices involved in building a shared context allowed us to efficiently implement social
decision-making rules and dialogues between IVAs. The social signals required to
express these behaviors could be obtained directly, hereby bypassing the complex
inference processes otherwise required to obtain these signals in a fully autonomous
manner through pure synthetic sensing. Still, a desired level of believability can be
ensured since agents are kept in control over how to use the information that is offered
to them by the middleware. In the next chapter, an evaluation of the middleware will
be given as a whole on the basis of a use case application.
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8 CIGA Platform and
Evaluation

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter an evaluation is presented of the CIGA middleware and its purpose
within the design of applications with human-like IVAs. On the one hand, the CIGA
Platform is presented which is a software implementation of middleware design
approaches that have been proposed in earlier chapters (chapters 3 to 7). On the other
hand, an evaluation is given on the use of the platform and its role during the design
and implementation of applications with cognitive agents in virtual environments.

8.1.1 Complexities of evaluation

A proper evaluation of CIGA is a complicated matter. First of all this is caused by the
complexity of the envisioned domain. That is, application domains that involve com-
plex and dynamic environments in which IVAs are expected to behave in a believable
and human-like manner exhibiting rich heterogeneous social behaviors and interac-
tions. As seen in earlier chapters, there are no off-the-shelf game engines or MASs
that cover all required functionality. Standard technologies often have shortcomings
and do not always provide enough openness to address these shortcomings. Now the
use of standard technologies is not essentially required for an evaluation, but without
its use, this limits the possibilities for demonstrating more complex scenarios.

Now second, a proper evaluation would require extensive resources. For instance,
consider a comparative study in which two teams of developers would have to build
an application with IVAs. One team would be given access to the CIGA platform, the
other not. Both teams would be instructed to use the same technologies concerning a
game engine or MAS and would be given a task to build a scenario that meets certain
requirements for IVA behavior. Results could be obtained based on quantitative or
qualitative analysis from which conclusions could be drawn about the effectiveness of
CIGA. We did not have the resources to perform such a study, especially when taking
into account the complexity of the envisioned domain as described above.

For an evaluation of CIGA we resorted to two alternatives. First we implemented
a scenario with IVAs ourselves. Second, we proposed a project for students to do the
same. Based on these efforts, we identify lessons learned.
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8.1.2 Evaluation approach
The evaluation in this chapter consists of three parts. Each part is associated with one
of the three research stances that have been identified in section 1.6.1. In section 8.2,
we focus on the infrastructural stance and describe how CIGA is technically realized
as a general-purpose middleware solution for connecting MASs to game engines. Fol-
lowing in section 8.3 we focus on the conceptual stance and present a use case scenario
with IVAs. It is argued how CIGA would facilitate the design and implementation
of such a scenario. Finally we look at the application design stance: In sections 8.4
and 8.5 we describe the effort of designing and creating a simulation that realizes
parts of the presented use case scenario. In section 8.6 we describe a software project
that was performed by students. In this project, CIGA was used by students with the
goal of creating a scenario with IVAs. An analysis will be given on the results of this
project. Finally, in section 8.7 we present the lessons we have learned based on the
performed evaluations.

8.2 CIGA platform implementation
In this part of the evaluation, the implementation of the CIGA Platform is de-
scribed. This platform is the concrete software platform of the CIGA middleware. It
has been used in connecting different multi-agent systems (MASs) to game engines.
An overview of the scope of the platform is illustrated below in figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: CIGA platform scope

In chapter 3, section 3.6.1 (page 47) a short explanation of the internal design of
CIGA has already been given. There, it was described that internally the middleware
is separated into two software layers: one layer is geared towards interfacing with a
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game engine, the other with a MAS. In figure 8.1, these two layers are denoted as
CIGA-GE and CIGA-MAS. We have implemented the game engine side of CIGA in
both C++ and C# to accommodate connecting to a wide range of game engines. The
MAS side has been implemented in Java to accommodate a range of different agent
platforms. Further, it is often the language of choice for research-based development
of multi-agent systems. Internally, connecting the two layers of CIGA, the use of
TCP/IP sockets was employed as the inter-process communication mechanism.

As can be seen from the illustration, multiple connection instances between differ-
ent game engines and multi-agent systems (MASs) have been realized. This allowed
us to gain experience in the implementation effort involved in connecting CIGA to a
new game engine and MAS. On the one side CIGA has been connected to two game
engines, namely Unity3D (Unity Technologies) and CORE (a proprietary, in-house
developed game engine1). On the other side, CIGA has been connected to the agent
platforms of Jadex (Braubach et al. (2005)), 2APL (Dastani (2008)), and GOAL
(Hindriks (2009)). The latter two have been connected through EIS (Behrens et al.
(2011)) which is an environment interface standard for agent platforms. In addition,
a connection was realized with two custom developed MASs. One has been developed
specifically for our research purposes and has been used to demonstrate scenarios with
human-like agents. This system is described in more detail in section 8.5. The other
has been developed as part of a three-month software project for bachelor students.
Experiences of the development process of this MAS and its connection with CIGA
are given in section 8.6. Our experiences in connecting 3rd party agent platforms is
described in section 8.7.1.

In the remainder of this section we start by describing the internal design of
the CIGA platform in section 8.2.1. Afterwards in section 8.2.3, approaches are
described for connecting game engines and MASs to the platform. Finally in sec-
tion 8.2.4, an application tool is described which is a graphical user interface (GUI)
atop the middleware through which one can configure and test a connection between
a MAS and a game engine.

8.2.1 CIGA internal design

In section 3.6.1 (page 47), a high-level description has been given about the internal
design of the middleware. It was described that internally CIGA consists of an en-
gine and a set of services. Actually, practically all functionality offered by CIGA is
situated within these services. The engine itself merely has a management function
consisting of: (1) managing services, (2) offering components in a game engine or
MAS a uniform access to services’ interfaces and (3) offering services access to other
services’ interfaces.

Service-oriented design

In table 8.1 an overview is given of the services that have been proposed in prior
chapters. The services are categorized as belonging to one of three types. First, core
services represent the mandatory services that offer (1) communication between the
connected systems and (2) a data model of domain-specific concepts shared between

1VSTEP (www.vstep.nl)
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the systems. Second, synchronization services correspond to services that are respon-
sible for synchronizing simulation data that is required on both sides (i.e. time, IVAs
and their shared state). Last, facilitatory services are services that facilitate IVA de-
sign in the areas of perception, action, communication and decision-making. Details
on the nature of each service can be found in its respective section shown in the table.

Table 8.1: Overview of CIGA services

Service Description Section GE MAS
Core services

IPC Service Communication mechanism 3.6.2 M M
Ontology Service Shared data concept model provider 3.8 M M

Synchronization services
Time Management
Service

Simulation time synchronization mechanism 3.7.1 M S

IVA Management
Service

IVA life span synchronization mechanism 3.7.2 M S

IVA Context Service IVA context synchronization mechanism 3.7.3 M S
Facilitatory services

Semantic Virtual
Environment Service

Semantic environment model data provider 4.7.2 M -

IVA Coordination
Service

IVA action coordination data provider 6.9 M -

IVA Physical Activ-
ity Service

IVA action data provider 7.6 M -

IVA Social Activity
Service

IVA intent data provider 7.6 - M

Agent Communica-
tion Service

Direct agent communication mechanism 7.7.3 - M

The last two columns of table 8.1 denote the role of a service with respect to
the layer on which it is managed, either on the game engine side (CIGA-GE) or the
MAS side (CIGA-MAS). M stands for a master role and implies that the service is
fully implemented on that side. S stands for a slave role and implies that the service
is not implemented but can be interacted with, using the same exposed interfaces
as its master. Requested interactions are then internally realized by accessing its
corresponding master residing on the other side. For a service with a master and
slave role, the master is assigned to the side it is more closely dependent on. For
example, the Time Management Service performs all processing on the game
engine side since it requires integration with the update loop of the game engine. A
master without a slave implies that the service is outside of the scope of one side.
For example, the SVE Service is used by virtual characters in the game engine to
create percepts but cannot directly be accessed from the MAS side. The core services
are both masters and are fully implemented on both sides of the middleware. These
services are not dependent on interactions between the two layers. For example, the
ontologies managed by the Ontology Service are created at design-time and can
be independently stored on both sides for efficient run-time access.

The service-oriented design approach results in a flexible and modular middleware
solution. A specific connection between a game engine and a MAS can be ’composed’
by choosing the services to employ. Further, one can introduce addition facilitatory
services to add specific functionality. For instance, services can be imagined to en-
rich the middleware’s shared social context (see section 7.8). Finally, existing services
may be replaced with alternative implementations. For example, the IPC Service’s
communication medium of using sockets may be replaced with an alternative method
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(e.g. employing remote method calls when both sides of CIGA share the same pro-
gramming language).

8.2.2 CIGA and ontologies

Ontologies are used within CIGA for modeling an explicit design contract between a
MAS and a game engine. It is an agreement on (1) the message types that can be
communicated between a cognitive agent and a virtual character and (2) the domain-
specific concepts that should be shared between a MAS and a game engine. Ontologies
have been proposed because of their suitability for modeling the required semantic
concepts and relationships in a formal way that can be easily created and shared
between different technologies.

Core use of ontologies

In figure 8.2, a summary is given of the scope of the use of ontologies within CIGA.

Table 8.2: Scope of Ontologies

Concepts Description Purpose
Domain-specific knowlede concepts
Time Notion about the simulation real-time Time synchronization
Virtual En-
vironment

Notion about environmental elements Perception

IVA Notion about the identity and contextual factors of
IVAs

Synchronization / per-
ception

Domain-level IVA process concepts
Actions Notion about actions that can be performed by IVAs Action Model
Percepts Notion about percepts that can be perceived by IVAs Percept Model
Meta-level IVA process concepts
Action con-
trol

Notion about the way actions can be controlled Interface specification

Action feed-
back

Notion about realization feedback of scheduled actions Interface specification

Coordinated
action data

Notion about the state and dynamics of coordinated
actions

Interface specification

Percept con-
trol

Notion about the way sensing/perceiving can be con-
trolled

Interface specification

Percept
feedback

Notion about meta-data for percepts Interface specification

First of all, domain-specific knowledge concepts cover state elements of a simulation
including the time, environment entities and events, and a model of IVAs. Note
that the physical features of an IVA are part of a human entity in the environment
model so that it can be sensed by others. Next, domain-level IVA process concepts
relate to domain-level concepts that can be used as information within specific IVA
instructions or feedback for certain processes. It includes the type of actions an agent
can perform on its embodiment and the type of percepts it can sense or perceive.
Finally, meta-level IVA process concepts relate to the actual instruction or feedback
message specifications which can carry meta-data about how the domain-level process
concepts should be treated when they are communicated. To clarify, when looking
at domain-level actions, these could be concepts like open door or point to. Then,
related meta-level concepts specify that actions can be controlled (e.g. scheduled or
aborted) and that feedback can be obtained (e.g. started, succeeded or failed).
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In CIGA, support for ontologies is provided by the Ontology Service. In section 3.8,
the nature of this service has been described. In our implementation, ontology mod-
eling was performed in Protégé, an ontology editor (Protégé (2014)). A tool was
created to convert ontologies created with Protégé into an XML format used in-
ternally within CIGA. Based on the output of this tool, another tool was created to
generate so-called concept reference files (CRFs) in different programming languages,
depending on the language of the specific MAS and game engine that was used. These
files allow referencing ontology concepts directly from code. Additionally, at run-time
the ontologies are loaded into the Ontology Service to allow run-time inspection from
both the connected game engine and MAS.

Proposed extensions

The primary purpose of ontologies in CIGA is to formally encode concepts that should
be shared between a game engine and a MAS. However, we have found additional uses
of ontological modeling that could be seen as extensions to the core use described
above. For instance, one could create a relationship between type of sensors of an
IVA and the perceptibility of certain environment information to facilitate believable
perception: e.g. ensuring that visual elements can only be seen by a visual sensor
(section 4.7.3). As another example, one could employ the ontologies to strengthen the
relationship between perception and action, allowing one to pursue design approaches
related to smart objects and affordance theory. For instance, environmental entities
could be annotated with perceivable features that provide information on how an
IVA can interact with them, or how it could facilitate an IVA in achieving certain
intentions (section 4.2.4). This design approach has also been explored in the software
project for students which will be described in section 8.6.

Finally, there are several practical uses that can be employed. For instance, one
could create a relationship between an IVA’s type and the type of actions it can per-
form. This would constrain the range of actions an IVA can consider during planning
and would be useful when different types of IVAs are considered in an application
(e.g. animals besides humans). Further, one could restrict action parameters to one
or a limited set of entity types (e.g. the target of an action like ’open door’ should be
of type door).

By enriching ontologies with additional concepts and relationships, more knowl-
edge is explicitly encoded and will strengthen the design contract between a MAS
and a game engine.

Towards a social ontology

One can also make use of ontologies for modeling purposes that go beyond the scope of
CIGA itself. On the MAS side, ontologies can be used to model notions like intents,
beliefs or goals. Further, IVA models can be enriched with social properties and
relationships. Within the scope of this work, we have not explored these uses in
detail (though modeling intents have been proposed to facilitate intent recognition).
In van Oijen et al. (2011), the advantages of ontologies have been explained for uses in
inter-IVA communication. Here ontologies have been used for modeling environment
entities, actions, beliefs and goals. These could consequently be used as content for
communication. E.g. IVAs could order each other to perform certain actions; or they
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could inform each other about environment knowledge which could directly be used
for updating beliefs. When a human-in-the-loop was considered, graphical menus
could be generated in the game engine to allow a human user to communicate with
IVAs using ontological concepts.

Concluding remarks

The use of ontologies for modeling simulation concepts has its advantages. They are
practical in use and can be powerful in certain design approaches. However, we do
not think that the use of ontologies would be suitable for every situation. There
are also disadvantages that have been encountered. For instance, it has been found
difficult to model propositions or condition statements as ontological concepts (e.g.
modeling preconditions and effects of actions, as described in section 6.8.3). Further,
their use in declarative agent programming languages is typically not possible. When
we connected CIGA to several BDI-based agent platforms that come with their own
agent programming language, ontological concepts about actions and percepts had to
be translated into data structures that are supported by the language. The more on-
tological knowledge one has available that should be maintained in the MAS domain,
the more translations are required. To give an example, to maintain the knowledge
that an ontological SVE model could offer about object hierarchies, this knowledge
had to be converted into individual beliefs of an agent (e.g. one beliefs that a door is
a physical object). High-level procedural languages like C++, C# or Java were found
to be more flexible in coping with ontologies where the knowledge structure can be
fully preserved and directly employed in different IVA processes.

Finally, a note should be made about the possible conflicts of using the ontology-
oriented interface of CIGA for interfacing MASs with game engines. To give an
example, one may want to consider the use of a standard language like the XML-
based BML for embodiment control by IVAs. This language comes with its own way
for representing actions, action control and action feedback concepts that have also
been offered by CIGA. One might be able to model such a language specification using
ontological concepts, but this would probably not be very practical or efficient. Still,
the use of certain types of ontologies in CIGA is optional and one is not prohibited
to use other types of data communication between an agent and its embodiment.
Other types of ontologies may still be useful in such a respective application (e.g.
an environment model used for perception or an IVA model used for inter agent-
embodiment state synchronization).

8.2.3 Interfacing CIGA with game engines and MASs
In general, the process of interfacing a software system with any middleware solution
should be kept simple, both conceptually and technically. In CIGA, this is realized
through a service-oriented design where from a designer’s point-of-view the interaction
with the middleware merely implies interaction with individual services. Thus an
interface to CIGA can be summarized as the need for components inside a game
engine or MAS to have uni-directional or bi-directional interfaces with its services. On
the game engine side a component can represent the Simulation Engine or a Virtual
Character ; on the MAS side a component can represent the MAS Engine or Cognitive
Agent (see figure 3.1, page 31). Based on this view, one can employ different technical
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interface design approaches, ranging from a more refined connection to a more global
connection. These are illustrated in figure 8.2. Note that these approaches relate to
the middleware’s interface with both a game engine and a MAS.
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Figure 8.2: Connection design approaches

First, in the raw connection approach, a component interfaces directly with indi-
vidual services in the middleware. Second, in a specialized connection approach, an
additional interface level is introduced which combines specific service functionalities
into a meaningful interface geared towards a specific type of component. It hides the
lower-level access to services. Last, in a global connection, a single interface is used
to expose all of the middleware’s functionality.

From our experience of connecting CIGA to different game engines and MASs, it
was found that the use of a specialized connection was the most practical to work
with and conceptually the easiest to understand for programmers that needed to in-
teract with the middleware. Especially when more services are introduced for specific
types of components, it becomes desirable to manage these new middleware facilities
within the scope of an interface to those types of components. Through specialized
connections, the middleware can be fully hidden from the end programmer when im-
plementing the virtual characters on the game engine side, and cognitive agents on the
MAS side. This approach is also commonly seen in commercial middleware solutions
where abstract base classes are provided to hide low-level middleware functionality.
Still, designers have the option to create their own base classes and have detailed
control over low-level middleware functionality through a raw connection approach.

8.2.4 CIGA platform tool

The CIGA platform comes with a graphical user interface (GUI) that offers designers
the ability to access the middleware’s functionality both at design time and at run
time. At design time, the platform tool can be used to configure a specific connection
between a MAS and a game engine. This involves the configuration of individual
services. For example, one can (1) configure the IPC mechanism (e.g. IP address and
port for socket communication), (2) specify and inspect the ontologies to use in the
application or (3) configure a synchronous time update frequency at which simulation
time will be offered to the MAS. Now at run-time, the tool can be used by designers
for testing and debugging activities during the development of an application. First
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of all, one can check if agent-embodiment connections are properly established. Next,
individual IVAs can be controlled to (1) test the realization logic of atomic actions
in the game engine, (2) to test the perception and filtering of percepts, or (3) test
inter-agent communication. Finally, one can inspect the current state of the shared
social context that is managed by certain facilitatory services. Figure 8.3 shows a
screenshot of the CIGA platform tool.

Figure 8.3: Screenshot of the CIGA platform tool

The CIGA platform tool is designed to support designers during the development
of an application. The use of good debugging tools is essential during application
development. When a final release of an application is prepared after sufficient testing,
the tool can be disabled if desired.

8.2.5 Concluding remarks
The CIGA platform implementation presented in this section has been found a flexible
approach when (1) connecting different MASs with different game engines and (2)
offering different types of middleware services in a uniform manner. An important
technical design choice was made to separate the middleware internally. Separate
layers are implemented in different programming languages to match the language of
the MAS or game engine to connect to. One can argue, and one is right to do so,
that this is a disadvantage. Duplicate implementations of the middleware may exist
and would have to be managed when new functionality is added. Still, it was found
that having a seamless integration with a specific game engine and MAS was highly
valuable. Further, the effort of creating CIGA in a new language was limited. For
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instance, the part of the middleware that interfaces with game engines (CIGA-GE)
that had been initially available in C++ has been reproduced in C# within a week.

Finally, it is important to note that the platform should be seen as a proof of
concept concerning two separate aspects. First, it addresses the technical issues of
bridging the technology gap of connecting two separate software systems (supported
by the core and synchronization services). Second, it addresses a set of conceptual
issues for integrating cognitive agents in virtual environments (supported by the facil-
itatory services). We recognize that within an industry software production setting,
the former technical issues may be less evident when IVAs are built from scratch
within a single system, conceptually taking on both the physical side and cognitive
side of a simulation. In this situation, the use of the platform may make less sense from
a design point of view. Still, the conceptual issues remain valid and one could employ
similar design ideas as proposed by CIGA. In section 8.7.3, we reflect on the different
purposes of CIGA as (1) a collection of design approaches to address fundamental
conceptual issues and as (2) a software solution as proof of concept to demonstrate
how (1) can be realized.

8.3 Use case scenario

The second part of the evaluation is based on a use case scenario. The goal of this part
is to describe in what manner the CIGA middleware would facilitate the design and
implementation of IVAs that are part of the use case scenario. The scenario resolves
around the simulation of a fire incident management scene realized by human-like
IVAs. It will be used to illustrate the kind of natural behaviors one would like to see
IVAs expressing, hereby matching behaviors one may normally attribute to humans
when faced with a similar situation. The term ’natural behavior’ covers three aspects
here: (1) intelligent decision-making, (2) realistic acting and sensing in a virtual
environment and (3) realizing the former two in a believable, human-like manner
reflecting an IVA’s individual identity. Thus on the one hand there is a functional
requirement for the IVAs to sense, think and act rationally to fulfill their goal. But
on the other hand there is a believability requirement which states that they should
achieve this at some level of realism that reflects human-like cognitive and physical
capabilities. In essence, this requires some level of believable sensing, natural looking
bodily movements and cognitive bounded rationality.

In the remainder we start with a description of the use case scenario and the
desired behaviors for IVAs. Afterwards, a functional overview is given of separate
IVA design challenges for realizing the use case scenario and the role that the CIGA
middleware could play in tackling these challenges.

8.3.1 Scenario description

The use case scenario represents the simulation of a fire incident that can arise inside
a residential building. This environment can be populated with human-like IVAs that
are expected to manage this fire incident. The scenario requires intelligent decision-
making for the IVAs to resolve their threat, something which can either be achieved
by escaping the building or extinguishing the fire.
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The layout of the building is as follows. There are three rooms, namely room A, B
and C. Room A and C both contain doors leading outdoors. Both rooms also contain
a door leading to room B. Doors may be locked or unlocked. In case a door is locked,
there are no means of unlocking it. All rooms are presumed to be fully furnished and
contain dozens of physical objects. A fire can start anywhere in the building and will
trigger a fire alarm which can be heard throughout the building. The only way to
extinguish a fire is by using fire extinguishers which may or not reside somewhere in
the building. Now the building can be inhabited by one or more IVAs. The IVAs
know the layout of the building (i.e. their possible escape routes) but do not have any
prior beliefs or expectations about doors being locked or not, the presence of other
IVAs, or the presence or whereabouts of any fire extinguisher.

The scope of this scenario is deliberately kept small. With only few environmental
elements, we can already illustrate many different aspects of natural behavior that
one would expect. The physical elements in the scenario alone do not offer a very
rich context for IVAs. However when multiple IVAs are introduced, this will greatly
expand the possible contexts and will result in different IVA behaviors and develop-
ments of the scenario. Below we first describe how the scenario may develop for a
single IVA. This illustrates desirable task-related intelligence. Afterwards we describe
how the scenario may develop with multiple IVAs, illustrating desirable social intel-
ligence. Finally we discuss individuality aspects for IVAs and the imaged influence of
such aspects to the development of the scenario.

Single IVA

Assume the initial situation of one possible version of the scenario: An IVA is situated
in room A; room A’s door to the outside is locked; a fire extinguisher is present in
room B; and a fire starts in room B, just in front of the door leading to room C. From
the IVA’s point of view, one can image the kind of reasoning and courses of actions
as illustrated below in figure 8.41.

A believable chain of events can be described as follows: Upon hearing the fire
alarm, the IVA understands there may be a fire in the building. It pursues a goal to
escape the building to bring itself to safety. When following its first plan using the
closest route and trying to open the door to the outdoors, it notices that it is locked
(phase 1). As an alternative, it follows the second best plan by using the door at the
other side of the building. It proceeds to room B where it comes to its attention that
its route is blocked by a fire (phase 2). The IVA reasons it will not be able to achieve
its current goal and pursues a new goal to fight the fire (which will contribute both
to the goals of escaping the building and resolving the entire fire situation). In search
for tools, it comes across the fire extinguisher, picks it up and uses it to extinguish the
fire, with success (phase 3 & 4). At this point it proceeds to room C. Before heading
to the door leading outdoors, the IVA scans the room for any other fires. It does not
perceive any. Now instead of escaping the building, the IVA realizes that the building
is clear of fires (since it has been in all rooms). Instead of escaping the building, it
resumes its activities prior to the incident.

1The grid pattern seen on the floor are separate objects IVAs can perceive. It is used as a
simplification for simulating a more complex environment. Although these objects do not play any
role in this scenario, they should be seen as objects that may have a functional role in other contexts
for IVAs behaving in this environment
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Figure 8.4: Single agent scenario execution

Multiple IVAs

Next, reconsider the same scenario but now with an additional IVA which is also
in room A prior to the incident. Now the above description of IVA behavior would
not seem very natural if it were expressed by both IVA’s in the same way. They
would both individually find out that the first door is locked by trying to open it. Or
they would compete with each other to extinguish the fire by trying to steal the fire
extinguisher from each other. For a more realistic chain of events, IVAs require some
level of social intelligence.

With this in mind, the scenario may play out as follows. The moment the fire
alarm starts, it seems plausible for an IVA to assume that any other perceived IVA will
adopt a similar goal to escape the building and that some form of cooperation could
be beneficial to both IVAs. Thus when the alarm starts, an IVA may first look around
not only to spot possible fires around it, but also to spot other IVAs. When noticing
each other, they may choose to communicate in order to exchange relevant knowledge
or devise a coordinated plan for achieving their presumed shared goal. Alternatively,
one IVA or both of them may choose not to engage in communication and pursue
their own goals independently. In both situations one can imagine a different chain
of events.

First, consider the case of no communication and cooperation. In this situation,
still, decision-making of one IVA can be directly or indirectly influenced by the other’s
actions. For example, an IVA that observes another IVA’s failure to open a door may
conclude that the door is locked. This gives it a reason to change plans immediately
and pick a new plan. Or when searching for a fire extinguisher, one IVA may observe
that a fire extinguisher is carried by the other IVA which is moving towards the fire.
From this it may infer that the other IVA is currently pursuing a goal similar to its
own (i.e. to extinguish the fire). It may continue to observe the actions of the other
IVA to monitor if it is contributing to achieving its own goal.
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Second, consider the case in which the IVAs do decide to communicate and co-
operate. They may converse with each other to come up with a partial or fully
coordinated plan to achieve their shared goal. For example, they may decide to ex-
plore different escape routes and promise to notify each other when a valid route has
been found. Or further in the scenario, they may make new agreements on how to
coordinate activities. For example, when both share the goal to extinguish the fire
they may decide that one will monitor the fire’s progression and the other will search
for a suitable tool. Last, at any point in the scenario, they may inform each other
about relevant information about the current situation in order to reach a common
ground and optimize their coordinated activities. For example the IVAs keep each
other informed about fires they have discovered in certain rooms. From this knowl-
edge they may individually infer whether or not the threat is gone (believing that
no rooms in the building contain fires). Alternatively, the first one to infer this may
communicate it to the other. Still, for believability reasons, they should be reserved
in their communication and only inform each other about certain information when
they believe that the other is not aware of this.

Last, regardless of the willingness to coordinate at a higher level of cognition,
lower level, more unconscious coordination would be natural. For example, IVAs
would avoid each other’s personal space while moving around or they would leave a
door open after passing it in case another agent is walking behind it.

IVA individuality

The scenario has been largely described from the point of view of a ’general’ IVA.
However, the way in which a human being would behave in the imaged situation is
very much dependent on different factors like its personality, mental age, experiences,
physiological states or sensory capabilities for instance. Many factors can influence the
behavior of an IVA at different levels of perception, cognition and behavior realization.
For instance, an IVA that is more experienced in fighting fires or that is more brave
than others may choose to search for the fire and attack it, instead of escaping the
building; factors like fatigue or drunkenness may influence reaction times, inference
capabilities or movement styles; or an IVA that has no auditory sensors may be fully
unaware of any danger and not react to the fire alarm at all.

Additionally, when considering multiple IVAs, an IVA’s knowledge about other
IVAs and the social relationships they have with each other further influences behav-
ior. For instance, a mother will protect her child and may not consider the child as a
suitable candidate for coordinating plans with to attack the fire. Trust between IVAs
may have an influence during interaction where communicated information may not
be blindly accepted as true beliefs. Or when both IVAs have different experiences in
fighting fires, the more experienced one may take the lead in coordinating plans by
dividing tasks. If the less experienced IVA has found a fire extinguisher, it may want
to hand it over to the other IVA to let it deal with attacking the fire.

8.3.2 CIGA facilitations
Below an overview is given of the manner in which the CIGA middleware could facil-
itate in the design and implementation of the kind of scenario as described above. It
can be seen as a summary of facilities that have been proposed in earlier chapters,
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though now explained by referencing the example scenario. 8 items are addressed
below.

Strategic environment perception. IVAs require good situation awareness about
the state and dynamics of their environment in order to make intelligent decisions.
For instance, in the scenario they should be able to hear the fire alarm go off, and be
able to see doors, fires, fire extinguishers and each other. In CIGA, the SVE Service
offers IVAs the ability to perceive their environment at a strategic abstraction level
based on meaningful concepts. It introduces a semantic virtual environment model
where information can be modeled as persistent entity information (e.g. a door is
open) or as non-persistent events (e.g. a door is being opened). IVAs can become
aware of the kind of objects around them (e.g. fire), their spatial properties (e.g. fire’s
location and size) and any associated semantic properties (e.g. fire’s intensity). In the
scenario, awareness about spatial regions such as rooms is also required. This allows
an IVA to infer where it is, and where it believes other objects are. This information
could be modeled in the SVE and either provided as predefined beliefs or obtained
dynamically during perception. For believable perception, virtual sensors should be
employed to constrain access to the SVE. Details on the use of an SVE within CIGA
can be found in section 4.7.

Perceptual attention. IVAs should be able to direct their perception towards
relevant information from their environment. In the scenario, when an IVA becomes
aware of the fire incident, it should be able to focus on those elements that are deemed
relevant (e.g. doors, fires, tools to extinguish fires or other IVAs), while ignoring or
filtering the possibly hundreds of objects that may also be present in the building
but do not have a functional role in this context. In CIGA, a subscription-based
filtering mechanism has been proposed that allows IVAs to dynamically control their
individual flow of percepts. A perceptual focus can be specified based on environment
concepts that have been defined in an SVE. Such a focus can be determined based on
an IVA’s current plan, goals or situation. The filtering mechanism should be seen as
a technical facility that one can employ to support the implementation of a certain
model for perceptual attention. Note that in the scenario description, only objects
are described that are actually relevant at some point in the scenario. However, one
can image scenarios with a wider variety of environment elements where some sets of
elements may not be relevant in a fire incident situation, but do have a functional role
in different situations. More details on the subscription-based filtering mechanism can
be found in section 4.8.

Behavior control, feedback and failure. In the scenario, IVAs require good
behavioral abilities. For instance, they need to accomplish activities like navigating,
opening doors, picking up objects, communicating with others and extinguishing fires.
For proper behavior realization, they should be able to monitor their actions for
success (e.g. extinguishing a fire). Further, when failures occur, they should be
able to understand the reason for failure (e.g. failed to open a door because it was
locked). Last, based on cognitive changes, they should be able to abort their current
plans and activities (e.g. stop escaping the building when noticing the last route is
blocked by a fire; or stop walking when accepting a communication request). CIGA
facilitates where it allows designers to model action control and feedback information
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flowing between an IVA’s mind and body. Actions can be scheduled, interrupted or
aborted; feedback information can be given when actions start or end, and state how
they ended; in case of failures, one can design action-specific reasons for failures that
can be provided as feedback. For instance, knowing that a door is locked can only
realistically be perceived when one attempts to open it. Section 6.7 describes the
proposed interface specifications related to action control and feedback.

Action coordination. The scenario describes one situation in which IVAs are re-
quired to perform a coordinated, joint physical action. This occurs when a fire ex-
tinguisher is being handed over from one IVA to another IVA. When initiating or
participating in such an action, the IVAs need to have a cognitive agreement on the
meaning of the action and the desired result. Since each IVA operates autonomously,
it is important to monitor the coordinated activity in order to detect any conflicts.
This could be caused by one IVA aborting its participation in the action. For instance,
the IVA that is handing over the fire extinguisher may change its mind during the
handover and reclaims its possession. The other IVA should be able to understand
why the action failed in order to reason intelligently on this (e.g. search for another
fire extinguisher, or start monitoring the other IVA’s next move). CIGA can facilitate
where it offers the option to centrally manage information about currently active co-
ordinated actions, the participating IVAs, and their current roles and states. IVAs
can be notified about relevant changes in the state of any participant they depend
on. This information allows an IVA to be guided in its behavior realization and let
it be notified about the joining or leaving of participants. Section 6.9 provides more
details on this facility.

Behavior and intent recognition. When IVAs become aware of each other’s
presence, a certain level of social intelligence is expected. This requires the awareness
of what others are currently doing and why they are doing it. For instance, in the
scenario an IVA should be able to perceive that another IVA is failing to open a
door; it should be able to recognize that another IVA may try to pick up the same
fire extinguisher as it was planning itself to pick up; or it should be able to monitor
another IVA’s progress in extinguishing the fire. CIGA can facilitate here where it
offers the option to centrally manage information about other IVAs’ current actions
and intents. IVAs can be notified about this information at which point it can then
be used to facilitate the processes of behavior and intent recognition. Gaining this
level of social awareness about others can be difficult to obtain in a fully autonomous
matter. For believability reasons, the information should not be blindly used, but
restricted based on an IVA’s sensory capabilities. Section 7.6 provides more details
on this facility.

Communication. To communicate in a human-like manner in a virtual environment,
IVAs should be able to express and recognize each other’s communicative behaviors
while they are conversing. Based on perceived verbal and nonverbal behaviors they
should be able to infer their underlying intents. In the scenario, one IVA may order
another IVA to pick up the fire extinguisher which it sees behind the other one.
The addressee should be able to understand the intent of the speaker based on the
perceived communicative behaviors (e.g. speech and a pointing gesture towards the
fire extinguisher). During a dialog, both IVAs should be able to intelligently deal
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with possible failures in their communication (e.g. the IVA that gives the order
should be able to recognize when it was not heard by the other one). CIGA can
facilitate here in different ways. First of all, it can facilitate IVAs in recognizing each
other’s communicative behaviors and intents conform the facilities described in the
previous item. Second, it offers a feature in which IVAs can be notified when their
communicative intent has been properly perceived and understood by the intended
addressees. These facilities allow IVAs to communicate effectively at the cognitive
level while it can still be realized in a believable manner at the physical level in the
environment. In situations where no realistic and visible simulation of communication
would be required, CIGA offers a mechanism that allows IVAs to directly communicate
with each other at the cognitive level. More information on these facilities can be
found in section 7.7.

Individuality and social awareness. Variations in expressed behaviors between
IVAs can be caused by their different identities defined at design time, or by their
current context, dynamically constructed and maintained at runtime. To give an ex-
ample, in the scenario, a professional fire fighter compared to a little blind child would
behave very differently in the way it would make decisions, how it would physically
and cognitively behave and communicate, and how it would perceive its environment.
Now the awareness of an IVA about these intrinsic and contextual factors of other
observed IVAs further contributes to diversity in behaviors. These factors have previ-
ously been considered as as part of an IVA’s social awareness and includes awareness
of one’s own state, the state of the environment and the state of others (section 7.3.4).
CIGA can facilitate IVAs in obtaining parts of their required awareness in an efficient
manner. This is provided by the earlier described facilities for strategic environment
perception and perception of others’ behaviors and intents. In addition, a facility is
offered which allows IVAs to ’perceive’ certain parts of others’ identities or cognitive
states. This can be useful to efficiently obtain information that is desired during
decision-making, but where it is not important that this information is obtained in a
fully realistic manner. For instance, it may be important in the scenario that a fire
fighter is aware that another IVA is a frightened child, so that it will adopt a goal
to bring the child to safety first instead of attacking the fire. If it is not important
that this information is realistically inferred based on sensory information from the
environment, this information could be provided directly to the IVA as knowledge
about others. The use of these facilities can give IVAs good situational awareness
based on high-level semantics in an efficient manner. The facilities are provided as
an optional service to deal with the complexities of fully realistic perception in a vir-
tual environment. CIGA’s facilities related to social awareness have been described in
section 7.8.

Level of abstraction. The design of an IVA can be divided between a physical level
realized on the game engine side (the body) and a cognitive level realized on the MAS
side (the mind). Some parts of an IVA design is regarded to be the full responsibility
of a game engine, like the design and implementation of human-like virtual sensors and
character control instructions. Other parts are regarded to be the full responsibility
of a MAS, like the design and implementation of high-level (social) decision-making
or dialogue management. Finally, some parts cannot easily be attributed to either
one side or the other. Design choices depend on the desired level of abstraction to
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use for acting and sensing in the environment. Issues related to interfacing an agent’s
mind and body have been described in general in section 3.3.2 and for perception and
action-related topics in sections 4.3.2 and 6.3.2, and their subsequent sections.

To give an example referring to the scenario, two IVA’s may decide to perform
a coordinated activity to extinguish the fire. They both have fire extinguishers and
decide to attack the fire by using their extinguishers at different, strategic locations
around the fire. On the one hand, a designer might want to treat this activity as a
single coordinated physical action that can be executed by each IVA. A more high-
level action suffices such as ’extinguish fire together with IVA X’. The realization
of such an action would be controlled fully on the game engine side without any
cognitive guidance. On the other hand, a designer might want to treat this activity
as a detailed coordinated plan that must be devised on the MAS side where both
IVAs can choose from lower-level physical actions such as ’move to strategic location’,
’point fire extinguisher towards target location’ and ’turn on fire extinguisher’. In
this situation, more planning is required on the MAS side.

In the design of an interface between an IVA’s mind and body, the CIGA mid-
dleware offers designers the flexibility they require to decide on their own strategic
abstraction level that best suits the application that is being developed. Desired in-
terfaces for perception and action can be custom modeled for a specific application.
This has been described for perception and action in sections 4.9 and 6.7 respectively.

8.4 System implementation

In the previous section an example use case scenario was described. It was argued
in which ways the CIGA middleware could facilitate the design and implementation
of such a scenario. In this section we describe the application design and IVA archi-
tecture that was used to implement parts of this use case scenario. Below we first
explain the scope of the implementation. Afterwards the IVA architecture that was
developed is described. Finally, a description is given of the technologies involved in
the system.

8.4.1 Implementation scope

There are many different ways in which the use case scenario from section 8.3 could
be realized in an actual simulation. For our implementation, a clear scope was defined
for the kind of functional behaviors IVAs should be able to express, and at what level
of believability or naturalness. The focus was put more on demonstrating functional
behaviors, rather than achieving a high level of realism for the realization of these
behaviors. For instance, it was more important to demonstrate the fact that IVAs
obtain awareness based on different sensory modalities, rather than that such sensors
have a very realistic model. Or, it was more important that IVAs can perform the
actions that are required for extinguishing a fire, rather than visually realizing these in
a sophisticated manner. Besides the fact that we had to work with limited resources
and technologies, it is also not our goal to demonstrate a high level of realism. Rather,
the goal is to demonstrate the basic functional models that need to be in place for
expressing certain types of behaviors. In our view, a higher level of realism could be
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obtained by enriching such models. Later in section 8.5, the nature of the implemented
behaviors will be described in more detail.

8.4.2 IVA architecture
The IVA architecture that was used for the scenario implementation is based on a
merging of the partial IVA models presented in chapters 4, 6 and 7, illustrated in
figures 4.2 (page 79), 6.4 (page 127) and 7.1 (page 161). In figure 8.5, the architecture
is illustrated. Below, each component is shortly described. Afterwards, the role of
the CIGA middleware is summarized.

Mind: Task planner
The Task planner is responsible for the high-level decision-making concerning task-
related and social behaviors. Internally it uses a behavior tree to plan physical activ-
ities. Nodes in the tree can be seen as (sub)goals (e.g. escape the building), sub-trees
can be seen as partial or full plans (e.g. obtain tool or extinguish fire) to achieve a
goal, and leaf nodes can be seen as actions1 (e.g. open door). An example tree will
be described in section 8.5.1. A special type of goal is a communication goal which
can represent either a desire to communicate with someone (proactive) or a desire
to participate in communication when requested (reactive). Depending on the con-
text, the planner can opt for a communication goal to pursue, possibly interrupting
a task-related goal (e.g. upon a conversation request by another agent, interrupt the
plan to escape the building and adopt a goal to participate in communication). The
achievement of communication goals is not encoded within the behavior tree but their
realization is delegated to the Dialogue model.

The Task planner allows an IVA to perform the goal-based behavior that is re-
quired in the scenario (as shown on the right side in figure 8.4). It covers the high-level
decision-making abilities that is needed in this scenario, namely the ability to adopt
goals, choose and execute plans, handle plan failure and detecting when goals are
achieved.

Mind: Dialogue model
The Dialogue model is responsible for managing social interactions with others. It
is implemented using an information state-based approach for dialogue modeling,
inspired by the theory in Traum et al. (2008). The advantage of this approach is
that IVAs are not bound by fixed interaction protocols but base their communication
initiatives on a social context (the information state). This context may contain
elements like the current state of a conversation, which IVA currently has the turn, the
current goals of an IVA during communication or the social commitments it has with
an interaction partner. Dialogue moves are supported for conversation management
(e.g. request, accept, reject) and a limited set of core speech acts (inform, enquiry
and order).

This component allows an IVA to have natural conversations with others. In
the scenario, one IVA can start a conversation with another with the goal to inform
it about certain knowledge (e.g. door 1 is locked). Consequently the other can

1An action within the Task planner does not represent a physical action to be executed by IVA’s
embodiment but represents an intent, which will be translated to physical actions by a lower-level
component (the Behavior planner).
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update its knowledge base after which it may influence its decision-making in the
task planner (e.g. stop considering door 1 as a way to escape the building). As far
as conversation management concerns, IVAs can reject conversation requests, abort
active conversations at any time or take the initiative. Finally, IVAs can be aware of
others being in the progress of expressing communicative behavior in order to express
listening behaviors.

Mind: Knowledge base
The Knowledge base is responsible for storing an IVA’s beliefs. Beliefs reflect an IVA’s
past and current knowledge about its own state, about its environment and about the
state others. Internally, it keeps separate models for every other IVA it has beliefs
about (i.e. it has a theory of mind (ToM) capability). The beliefs concern other
IVA’s physical and social identity, its social activity and beliefs it is thought to have.
Beliefs about another IVA’s social activity can be obtained based on the IVA’s ability
to recognize behaviors of others (see the Percept Processing).

Beliefs can be created directly based on information obtained through perception
of the environment or through communication. Custom belief update rules are used
to infer new beliefs from already present beliefs. The Knowledge base focuses on
providing beliefs that are directly suitable for practical reasoning in the task planner
or dialogue model. For example, a belief that a door is locked (reason to consider
alternative plans); a belief that another IVA believes that a door is locked (reason
not to inform the other agent); a belief that another IVA is currently holding a fire
extinguisher (reason not to take it away from it but to monitor and follow its further
activities); or a belief that the fire situation is resolved (reason to end the behavior
for the scenario).

Mind: Behavior planning
The Behavior planner is responsible for realizing task-related intents it receives from
the Task planner, and intents to communicate it receives from the Dialogue model. It
(1) creates and executes a realization plan and (2) monitors this plan and notifies the
Task planner or Dialogue model about the start, progress, success or failure. In our
implementation, no real planning takes place. Custom defined mapping rules are used
to map an intent to one or more parameterized actions. These rules are influenced
by contextual factors like an IVA’s own identity, beliefs about the current situation
or beliefs about others. Contextual factors are obtained from the Knowledge base.

This component adds an additional abstraction level to translate what an IVA
wants to achieve to how it achieves this based on its individual context. For instance,
in the scenario we presume that IVAs will move around faster when they believe
they are in the context of a fire incident, and that they have individual styles of
communication in the form of different greetings and use of gestures.

Mind: Percept processing
The Percept processor has three functions. First of all, it translates incoming environ-
ment percepts to beliefs, hereby updating the environment model in the Knowledge
base. Second, it performs intent recognition based on perceived actions from other
IVAs. This results in updating the models of other IVAs that are kept in the Knowl-
edge base. Last, it performs top-down control on the sensing process at the body
level. Based on the context of the Task planner, the Dialogue model or the pres-
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ence of specific beliefs stored in the Knowledge base, this component defines interests
in specific sensory information from the environment. It employs the technique of
subscription-based information filtering that was described in section 4.8.

Body: Behavior realization
The Behavior realizer is responsible for realizing physical actions in the virtual en-
vironment. From the Behavior planner, it receives actions to perform, which are
atomic actions from the point of view of the IVA’s mind. For each type of action, a
realization class is available which contains the procedural logic to accomplish the ac-
tions through character control instructions in the game engine (shown as part of the
Actuators component from figure 8.5). The Behavior realizer executes individual ac-
tions, monitors them and provides feedback on their progress, success or failure back
to the Behavior planner. Finally, it can receive instructions to abort, interrupt or
resume individual actions. For the implementation, the design approach for behavior
realization described in section 6.8 (page 136) was used.

Body: Sensory processing
The Sensory processor has two functions. First of all, it obtains sensory information
from multiple sensors to generate percepts to be sent to the Percept processor. The
IVA is equipped with a primitive visual and auditory sensor which constrain access to
environmental elements. The visual sensor retrieves visual properties or events from
objects within a configurable viewing frustum. The auditory sensor retrieves audible
properties or events from objects within a configurable hearing range. The sensory
algorithm that is run by these sensors is influenced by the IVA’s active subscriptions
on certain environment information. It filters information at the sensor level and
percepts are only generated for information that matches a subscription. This design
approach has been described in section 4.8.2. Now second, the Sensory processor
is responsible for behavior recognition. This involves perceiving physical actions of
other IVA’s, generating percepts about their progress, success or failure.

IVA context
The IVA Context is not an actual component but represents the IVA’s state across
all components within the architectural design (see figure 8.5). The context of each
component can contain private and public information. Public information concerns
information that at least two components depend on and is externally accessible. For
instance, certain beliefs in the Knowledge Base are used inside the Task Planner, the
Dialogue Model and the Behavior Planner.

One can say that an IVA’s context relates to the elements of social awareness that
have been described in section 7.3.4 (page 158). To recapitulate, these encompass an
IVA’s full awareness of its environment, other IVAs and oneself, both at a physical
and cognitive level. Some information is predefined at design-time, other information
is obtained or inferred at run-time. Whenever the context is available, it can influence
processes performed throughout all components. Thus even though IVAs may have
similar processing rules in their components, it is their individual context that allows
for different behaviors. In our implementation, we aim to illustrate this at different
levels of processing.
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Concluding remarks

We have not described the individual components of architecture in much detail. This
is because they are not particularly advanced, nor do they introduce new innovative
design approaches. This has also not been our goal. Rather, the focus has been on
the notion that an IVA is composed of components that work at different processing
levels. Each component has one or more specific responsibilities and it is through
their interactions that more rich behavior can be demonstrated. Different levels work
at different levels of abstractions and at some point one has to bridge the technology
gap (e.g. from the more cognitive level in a MAS to a more physical level in a game
engine). Still, this gap should not stand in the way of realizing a seamless integration
between components at different levels.

8.4.3 Scope of CIGA

The CIGA middleware has been employed to facilitate the realization of the IVA
architecture. However, it has an independent role and does not take part in the
design of the IVA itself. As shown in the architecture in figure 8.5, CIGA’s core and
synchronization services facilitate bridging the technology gap between an IVA’s mind
on the MAS side and an IVA’s body on the game engine side. CIGA’s facilitatory
services offer a shared context to facilitate perception-related processes within one or
more components. In our implementation, all the services proposed for the middleware
have been employed (see overview figure 8.1). For implementation details, we refer to
the different sections in which they are described.

8.4.4 Use of technologies

When referring to the IVA architecture from figure 8.5, the components that are
part of the body of the IVA have been implemented on the game engine side. The
components that are part of the mind of the IVA have been implemented on the
MAS side. The IVA as a whole has been implemented from scratch. No off-the-shelf
solutions have been found suitable for our purposes. Game engines themselves do not
generally come with a default design for virtual characters but may only offer low-level
services that can be employed. Further, no agent platform or MAS framework was
found suitable that covers all the functionalities required by different components. For
instance, most agent platforms only cover high-level decision-making, which in our
architecture relates to the Task planner and Knowledge base. In the end, it was more
efficient to realize the IVA architecture while have full control over the design of each
component. This does not mean that one cannot employ standard technologies for one
or more components. However, for our evaluation purposes, it is more important to
illustrate the interactions between components rather than possible solutions for each
component. In sections 8.7.1 and 8.7.2 more insight is given on the use of standard
platforms and technologies.
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Game engine

A proprietary C++-based game engine was employed for implementing the virtual
character (CORE1). Built-in game engine-specific services are employed only from
within implemented actions and sensors as primitive control instructions or primitive
sensory queries respectively. For character control instructions, this includes (1) an
animation engine to play animation clips and control a character’s head bone for
gazing, and (2) a navigation engine which deals with aspects like path finding, path
following, reactive collision avoidance based on social forces. Further, orientation
can be performed by directly accessing the character’s rotation, and speech has been
simulated through visual text boxes that are shown for a period of time, depending
on the length of the text. As for sensory queries, functionality has been employed to
(1) simulate visual sensory range using a camera frustum while using ray testing to
determine object visibility and (2) simulate hearing by catching sound events emitted
from objects within some configurable range around the character.

MAS

A Java-based multi-agent system has been developed (named CMAS) which uses a
modular agent design. In CMAS, agents can be composed from one or more modules.
A module can be seen as a basic building block of an agent, to be freely programmed
to represent a piece of cognitive processing. For instance, a module can represent
functionality related to perception, bodily behavior planning, memory management
or high-level deliberation. A module is based around a few basic principles: (1) it can
act as a slave process to some master module from which it receives instructions and
sends feedback to; (2) it can act as a master process to some slave module to which
it sends instructions and receives feedback; and (3) it can have access to external
contextual data that it requires for it to function as intended.

This module-based agent framework has been developed for research purposes
and offers flexibility in creating different types of agents. One can create a very
primitive agent consisting of a single module, or more complex agents with multiple
interacting modules which are organized in a hierarchical fashion. Modules can be
developed custom or be used to wrap existing technologies to be plugged into the
agent architecture. For example, in our experiments on agent perception presented
in chapter 5, a module was used as an interface to a Prolog engine (JIProlog) to
act as a knowledge base and inference engine.

From the IVA architecture from figure 8.5, all components that are part of the
IVA’s mind have been implemented in separate modules. As a technology, the Task
Planner is noteworthy. It has been implemented according to the behavior tree
paradigm. Behavior trees have become quite popular recently in the gaming industry
for reasons of modularity, scalability and ease of constructing behaviors. The decision
to use behavior trees was made primarily because of its suitability for reactive plan-
ning in a dynamic environment. Further, it is a technique that could be efficiently
implemented and integrated into our IVA architecture. Its use has been fruitful dur-
ing authoring, debugging and testing of small behaviors. We do not state that the
use of this type of reactive planning is the best solution. It is also not our goal to

1www.vstep.nl
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evaluate decision-making techniques. However, the use of this technique suffices for
our evaluation purposes and it did not stand in the way of successfully implementing
the scenario.

8.5 Scenario implementation

In this section we describe the implementation process of (parts of) the use case
scenario that was described in section 8.3.1. To limit the scope of the scenario, we
focused on two elements during implementation, which are described in the remainder
of this section. First in section 8.5.1, we describe the implementation approach for
the scenario involving a single IVA. The goal is to realize the required task-related
behavior for a single IVA in the scenario. Second in section 8.5.2, we describe the
design challenges that were experienced when adapting the behavior of an IVA to
cope with social behaviors when additional IVA’s are added to the scenario. For
implementing the behaviors of IVAs, the architecture described in section 8.4.2 was
used.

8.5.1 Single-IVA case: a behavior model

From the presented IVA architecture, the Task Planner is the component that is
responsible for the majority of the decision-making, plan execution and perceptual
attention for an IVA. As mentioned earlier, this component was implemented using a
behavior tree technique which has originated from the game industry (see Millington
and Funge (2009) for more details on this technique). We will not go into detail on
how the behavior of the IVA was implemented, but rather give a high-level overview.
Figure 8.6 shows a simplified version of the behavior tree that was created to simulate
the required IVA behavior for the scenario. Some modifications had to be made
compared to the original scenario description. The reason for these will become clear
later.

Behavior tree
The tree from figure 8.6 illustrates the (simplified) behavioral plan for an IVA that is
within the context of a fire incident. The root of the tree represents a goal to address
the fire incident. It remains active while the IVA believes there is a fire incident. Now
four types of elements can be identified in the tree, namely goals, plan operators,
guards and leaf nodes. First of all, goals are represented by any non-leaf node. A
tree below a goal node can be seen as a plan to achieve the goal. Second, operators
offer control over the way in which a sub-tree should be traversed and executed.
For instance, in the example tree, the OR operator is used to allow trying multiple
alternate plans to achieve a goal. And the AND operator is used to represent a
set of sequential subgoals or actions that must be executed for achieving a goal. The
strength of behavior trees is that one can design custom operators that can offer more
sophisticated control over the way a tree is traversed (e.g. offering parallelism and
priority-based decisions). Third, guards offer additional control over the life-time of
goals. For instance, through a guard, a context condition can be specified where the
goal will be aborted when a condition is not met; a success and/or failure condition
can be specified for succeeding or failing the goal. Finally, leaf nodes represent atomic
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Figure 8.6: Behavior Tree (simplified)

actions, conditions or small sub-behaviors implemented as custom nodes. In the figure,
the text associated with inputs to nodes represent parameterizations.

Decision-making rules (DM-rules) are implicitly defined by the way in which the
tree has been structured. For instance, the left sub-tree from figure 8.6 can be seen
as a DM-rule like ’While I don’t see a fire, I will try to escape the building by first
trying to escape using route 1 and when that fails trying route 2’.

Using the example tree, the scenario for a single IVA could be successfully realized.
However some issues were experienced that required us to make concessions to the
original scenario or caused limitations in achieving believable behavior in certain
situations. They mainly relate to limitations in spatial awareness and are explained
below.

Limitations in spatial awareness
In our system setup, path-finding and path following was fully controlled by a navi-
gation engine that was integrated into the game engine. The algorithm to calculate
paths was based on a static navigation mesh1 that was built offline. However, the
algorithm was not able to take into account dynamic elements like doors or fires that
may prevent certain passages from one area to another area. Further, IVAs did not
have any cognitive awareness on the MAS side about the notion of regions, routes or
current paths being followed. They only knew about their current location, orienta-
tion and speed. These limitations caused some issues for implementing the desired
behaviors:

• Agents knew about exit locations outside the building but did not know about

1A navigation mesh or navmesh is a abstract representation of an environment that can be used
to calculate paths between two locations.
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the routes to get there and thus were not able to choose a shortest route. To
work around this issue, priorities for trying different exit locations were hard-
coded within the behavior tree (see nodes Escape using route 1 and 2 ).

• Agents could not know which doors were part of a certain route. Thus even if
an agent knew some door was locked, it could not take this into account during
planning. To work around this issue, dealing with doors during navigation had
to be performed as a reactive behavior. An agent would try to open a closed
door whenever it was close enough and was moving in the direction of the door
(implicitly inferring that the agent would probably intend to move towards the
other side of the door). When the action to pass the door fails, the plan to
escape the building using the current route would fail.

• Agents were not able to infer that a fire was blocking a passage that was part
of their current route. To work around this issue, the scenario was adapted:
as soon as an agent sees a fire, it will drop its goal to escape the building and
adopt a goal to attack the fire (see condition node While not seeing fire).

• Agents were not able to intelligently search for fire extinguishers. They had
no knowledge about possible rooms to explore or remember what rooms they
had already explored. As an ad-hoc solution, an action was implemented on
the game engine side named ’explore’. This action would move the agent to a
random location in the building. It would move the agent’s head from left to
right to increase the likeliness of visually perceiving the object to search for. On
the MAS side, a custom ’look for object’ behavior was implemented that would
repeat the explore action until an object of the desired type was perceived. This
behavior would either succeed when the object was seen or fail after a certain
time-out. I.e. we had to implement a failure condition like ’I’ll stop searching
because I have not encountered the object I was looking for after X amount of
seconds. Rather than the more desired fail condition like ’I’ll stop searching
because I have looked in all the rooms I could access’.

It is clear that to resolve the above issues, one requires a more structural solution
where agents can be given better spatial awareness about their environment and are
able to perform some level of route planning on the cognitive side. In research, low-
level path-finding and path following is a well explored area. However when cognitive
elements come into play, more high-level path-finding is required and little research
is yet found on approaches that combine both levels. In the student project that will
be described in section 8.6, high-level path-finding was addressed to some degree. It
was found that the CIGA middleware did not prohibit such a design. In our system,
it was decided to accept the limitations and to next put the focus on behaviors that
involve multiple IVAs.

8.5.2 Multi-IVA case: design experiences
In this section we summarize general experiences for modeling certain behaviors from
the scenario. These experiences came forth out of our effort of implementing a small
set of behavioral rules for an IVA to cope with the presence of other IVAs in the
scenario. We will not describe in detail how these rules were implemented but rather
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discuss the underlying design considerations one is faced with when modeling behav-
iors within an existing IVA architecture.

Ad-hoc decision-making rules

As a test case, a small set of ad-hoc behavioral requirements have been considered.
These behaviors had to be implemented to work in combination with the existing
behavior model described above in section 8.5.1. The behavioral requirements are
listed below as preliminary ad-hoc decision-making rules specified in a semi-formal,
human-readable manner.

1. IF I see agent X failing to open door Y AND passing door Y is part of my
current plan to escape the building using route Z THEN I will fail my current
plan of escaping the building using route Z.

2. IF I am opening door X and see agent Y walking behind me THEN I will leave
door Y open after I’ve opened it.

3. IF I believe door X is locked AND I encounter agent Y AND I believe agent Y
does not know that door X is locked THEN I will inform agent Y about door
X being locked.

4. IF I carry fire extinguisher X AND I encounter agent Y and I believe agent
Y is more experienced in fighting fires than me THEN I will hand over fire
extinguisher X to agent Y.

Rule (1) demonstrates a form of plan regulation. An agents adapts its plan when
it notices another agent failing to perform an action that is part of the plan. Rule
(2) demonstrates action regulation where an agent adapts a current action based on
activities of others. Rule (3) demonstrates proactive communication. Finally rule (4)
demonstrates action coordination which involves a physical coordination between two
IVAs. These rules require an IVA to have good situation awareness, to coordinate
physical activities and to participate in social interactions. These elements were
chosen because of their close relationship with the virtual environment in which agents
should be able to cope with dynamic changes in the environment.

As a first remark about the above rules, certain assumptions on the context in
which they would be applicable are already implicitly determined. First, we know
these rules would be applied in a fire incident situation. For instance, rule (3) and (4)
would not make sense in a completely different context. Second, we know IVAs have
a limited set of actions and the environment contains a limited set of entities. For
instance, looking at rule (1), if one sees someone else failing to open a door and one
has a key to open this door, one would probably try to unlock it. However, since we
know keys are not part of the environment and IVAs do not have an action to unlock
doors, the rule seems sufficient as it is.

Design considerations

In the remainder of this section, a set of 5 design consideration is given. These con-
siderations have come forth out of an empirical analysis of implementing the specific
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behaviors in our own IVA architecture. However, they underlie more general consid-
erations that would apply for all kinds of behaviors and IVA architectures. The set
of considerations is not presented as an exhaustive list but shows the most prominent
ones that are worth noting. In their description, the term DM-rule is used to denote
any kind of decision-making aspect, like in the rules listed earlier.

1. Level of abstraction When considering a DM-rule, what would be a suitable level
of cognition at which the behavior should be implemented? For instance, rules (1),
(3) and (4) could be seen as high-level decisions which influence current plans being
executed. Rule (2) could be seen as a decision which takes place within the realization
of an action (the courtesy of leaving a door open for someone else). Considering rule
(2) within our architecture, should it be implemented in the Task Planner on the MAS
side or in the Behavior Realizer on the game engine side? 1. This decision would
depend on the kind of atomic actions one has available for an IVA. For instance, in
our implementation there is no single action that encompasses the activity of ’opening
and passing a door’, but it can be accomplished by making use of lower-level actions
like ’move to’, ’open door’ and ’close door’.

Thus here the behavior can only be accomplished on the MAS side by not closing
the door when the situation is detected of ’someone is walking behind me’. However,
detecting this situation can be more difficult to obtain on the MAS side than on
the game engine side where it can be easily computable from the game state. One
could opt for reconsidering the level of abstraction and introduce a single action of
’passing a door’ that represents the whole activity, hereby delegating the decision to
the game engine side. However, how to deal with cognitive factors that may have an
influence on the decision of leaving a door open? E.g. in a stressful situation one may
always leave a door open; or one may deliberately close a door in the face of another
IVA based on its relationship with it. This example illustrates the design challenge
of choosing a suitable abstraction level for an interface between a MAS and a game
engine, balancing control and efficiency (see section 3.3).

2. Global semantics When faced with a certain DM-rule to implement, the possi-
bilities for employing global semantics could be analyzed. In section 4.4, the notion
of global semantics was described. To recapitulate, by encoding higher-level semantic
information in the environment, agents can sense their environment at a higher ab-
straction level. As this level would more closely match the level of information used
in DM-rules, these rules can be implemented more efficiently while eliminating the
need for possibly complex inference procedures. However, when opting for higher-level
global semantics, there is the risk of losing autonomy and violating believability.

In DM-rules, the use of global semantics may be considered for conditional parts
of a rule that relate to the detection of situations in an environment. For instance,
consider the first conditional part of rule (1) which is introduced to allow an agent
to detect a door being locked when it sees another agent failing to open it. How
can this condition be recognized? One plausible option could be to let the door in
the environment dispatch an event such as ’door is locked’ at the moment someone
tries to open it. However, if IVAs are presumed to have believable human-like sensors

1Note: In our implementation, non-communicative actions are not planned by the Behavior
Planner but are directly scheduled from the Task Planner.
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(like in our architecture), what sensor should pick up such an event? Knowing that a
door is locked can realistically only be inferred when one tries to open a door oneself
(unless the door would have visual indicators of its state). Also, if this information
would be made available during sensing, the IVA would not have the awareness of
the other agent, which tried to open the door but failed. Such knowledge could be
useful in other situations (e.g. in rule (3)). In our architecture we have the ability
to efficiently observe actions of other IVAs (facilitated by CIGA). Thus here the use
of global semantics provided by the environment makes less sense for this example.
From the observation of another agent’s action failure to open a door, one could infer
that this door is locked.

To generalize this issue, the use of certain global semantics could be beneficial to
efficiently provide an agent with information it could directly use in specific DM-rules.
However, this leads to situations where an agent knows something about the world,
but does not know how this came about or how it obtained this information. For
example, the environment may let the agent ’sense’ it is in a ’dangerous situation’.
Such knowledge may be useful in a variety of DM-rules concerning decisions on how
to reason, plan of physically behave. However, since it lost its autonomy to infer this
knowledge on its own, it cannot explain why it knows this. It cannot employ any
lower-level information that may have led to this knowledge in other DM-rules that
might be desirable (e.g. the fact that a fire caused a dangerous situation).

3. Knowledge representation and generalization When faced with a certain DM-
rule to implement, one can explore the possibilities for (1) making effective use of
knowledge representation and (2) considering generalizations. The advantages is that
one can employ (parts of) a behavior in more situations and prepare an IVA for
behaving in broader contexts. Below we discuss these two approaches in more detail.

Introducing belief-update rules
The first approach is to introduce so-called belief-update rules. Such rules can be used
to infer knowledge as explicit beliefs that can consequently be employed in multiple
DM-rules. For instance, related to rule (1) and (3), one can think of belief-update
rules like:

(a) IF I see agent X failing to open door Y THEN I believe door Y is locked

(b) IF I see agent X failing to open door Y THEN I believe agent X believes door
Y is locked

(c) IF agent X informs me door Y is locked THEN I believe door Y is locked

(d) IF agent X informs me door Y is locked THEN I believe agent X believes door
Y is locked

Rule (a) would allow to make rule (1) more general when its first condition would
be replaced by the output of rule (a). Additionally, rule (a) and (b) can offer knowl-
edge that is required in rule (3), namely knowing a door is locked and knowing whether
or not someone else knows this. Finally, rule (c) and (d) further facilitate rule (1) and
(3) and allow more intelligent behavior (i.e. when someone tells you a door is locked,
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change your plan when you wanted to use that door; or do not inform someone about
something it has just told you).

Generalizing rules
Now the second approach is to generalize both belief-update rules and DM-rules with
the goal to abstract from more domain-specific concepts and introduce reasoning rules
at a higher level of abstraction. Three examples are given:

(e) IF agent X informs me Y AND I believe agent X is trustworthy THEN I believe
Y AND I belief agent X beliefs Y

(f) IF I see agent X failing action Y AND action Y is part of my current plan THEN
I will fail my plan

(g) IF I believe X AND I encounter agent Y AND I believe agent Y does not know
X AND I belief X is relevant for agent Y THEN I will inform agent Y about X

It can be seen that such rules would be more generally useful and would allow
IVAs to cope with richer scenarios. However, we highlight two downsides of making
such generalizations. First, the more one tries to generalize rules, the more one
loses control over an agent’s behavior or reasoning in a specific situation, possibly
leading to undesirable behaviors. For instance, rule (f) is a generalization of rule
(1). If it would be installed in our scenario, it would not only relate to passing a
door, but also to extinguishing a fire for instance. It would be undesirable to fail
your plan of extinguishing a fire when there may be opportunities for cooperation
with another agent to reach a common goal (e.g. try to extinguish the fire together
with two extinguishers). Thus there is a danger for over-generalization and for certain
situations one would like to have more detailed control over decision-making in specific
contexts. Now the second downside is the increased complexity of generalizing the
conditions by using more abstract terms. For instance in rule (e) and (g), terms
are used like ’trustworthy’ or ’relevant’, and have been introduced to make decision-
making more believable. But how can such abstract terms be obtained? Are they
available as static predefined beliefs agents have about each other or should they by
dynamically inferred during their life-time? In case of rule (e), the condition of being
trustworthy could be removed when it is assumed that agents never lie to each other.
However in rule (g), the notion of relevance cannot easily be excluded. Without it,
agents would share all information they know when they encounter each other, which
would obviously lead to unrealistic behaviors.

4. Context-dependent processing A DM-rule is typically associated with a certain
situational context for which it is meant to be considered. For instance, rule (1) is only
required when one has a plan to escape the building and rule (2) would only apply
at moments one passes a door. When a rule is only applicable in a certain context,
this also implies that the information required in the conditions for that rule is also
only required in certain situations. E.g. an agent does not always need to be aware
of all activities of others around it. The ability for context-dependent processing is
desirable to eliminate irrelevant processing. Cognitive awareness is considered to be
a limited resource and there is a need for ’cognitive attention’. A similar argument
was discussed for perceptual attention in section 4.3.4.
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This leads to two design challenges. First, how can one ensure that DM-rules
are considered only within specific contexts? Second, how can one ensure that cer-
tain conditional information required in DM-rules is only acquired or inferred within
specific contexts?

In our implementation, context-dependent consideration of DM-rules was partly
realized implicitly in the behavior tree. When certain nodes or group of nodes resem-
ble a certain decision to be made, the decision is only considered at times these nodes
are active. Further, to constrain perceptual processes to consider only information
that is relevant in a certain context, goals in the tree were associated with a set of
cognitive interests related to environment information1. Only when a goal is active,
its corresponding interests would ensure that relevant percepts will be obtained when-
ever it can be sensed from the environment (see the Percept Processer from the IVA
architecture).

The limitation of this approach is that the notion of a context now only relates to
one’s activities like goals, intentions or actions. However, contexts could also relate
to being in a certain physical or social situation one finds himself in.

8.5.3 Concluding remarks

In this section we have described our implementation effort of a small use case scenario
with IVAs. Instead of describing in detail how individual architectural components
and behaviors were implemented, the focus was put on describing underlying design
challenges that were experienced during implementation. These are general design
issues designers are faced when modeling certain types of behaviors, regardless of any
specific architecture that is used. It has not been our goal to present an exhaustive
analysis of such design issues, but rather to report on some key design considerations
that we were faced with.

We were able to do a limited qualitative evaluation of the CIGA platform. Al-
though limited, the evaluation highlighted an important insight: When designing and
implementing the application (consisting of the virtual environment, the IVA architec-
ture and IVA behaviors for a specific use case domain), the design challenges we were
faced with mainly involved the design of the IVAs themselves, and not the technical
connection between the MAS and the game engine. The use of CIGA fully hided the
technical connection and offered a transparent interface between the more high-level
processes that were implemented on the MAS side and the more low-level processes
on the game engine side. Further, through its ontology-based modeling of the inter-
faces and the data concepts communicated over these interfaces, the connection was
found flexible with respect to any changes that were required during development
(e.g. introducing or adapting possible environment concepts or atomic actions).

8.6 Student project

Besides our own experiences, it would be valuable to evaluate the experiences of other
people using CIGA that did not have any prior knowledge of the middleware. For this

1Subscription-based filtering of sensory information was employed (introduced in section 4.8).
Cognitive interests relate to active subscriptions on certain environment information
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purpose, a software project was proposed as part of a computer science course for
bachelor students. The nature of this project is similar to our own evaluation efforts
and consisted of two main tasks: (1) connecting a multi-agent system to a game engine
using the CIGA middleware and (2) design and implement a scenario with IVAs based
on this connection. Students were free to choose any scenario but were required to
demonstrate some concrete behavioral abilities for IVAs.

8.6.1 Software project course

The software project had to be realized within the scope of a computer science course
for third-year bachelor students. Students were expected to achieve a set of learning
goals that relate to practices of software engineering and product development in an
industry-like setting. Learning goals included working together in a multidisciplinary
team, planning a long-term project, communicating with the client and analyzing and
translating client wishes into a working prototype. Within this scope, we took on the
role of an external client. In this role, we were not allowed to be involved in the
realization of the project at the development level. Communication was only allowed
through formal meetings that had to be planned by the students themselves.

The project was performed by 9 students over a period of 20 weeks. The course
corresponded to 15 ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System), out
of the 60 credits that can be earned per year. Concretely this implied 420 working
hours per student. The students did not have prior courses or experiences related to
artificial intelligent or agent technology. This project proved to be a good opportunity
for us to evaluate the middleware within a semi-industry setting by a third party.

8.6.2 Project proposal

A difficult decision that had to be made was how to present the project to the students.
First, how much freedom should they be given in choosing their own game engine or
multi-agent system to use. Second, should they be given a head start in the design
and implementation of an IVA or should they start from scratch? Finally, how much
freedom should they be given in choosing their own scenarios?

On the one hand we did not want to enforce too much constraints concerning the
technologies or designs to use, or push them in a particular direction that was found
fruitful based on our own experiences. The more freedom the students would have,
the less they would be biased towards certain design choices and the more objectively
we can evaluate the results. This would leave more room for creativity in design and
might lead to interesting results: how would the IVAs be designed across game engine
and agent technology and how would the middleware be able to cope with this?

However on the other hand, we also did not want to give students too much
freedom. Here the danger is that certain design choices might be made of which
we know of they would have led to certain issues or limitations. For example, there
are game engines that can offer a head start on the design of an IVA where one
can build upon an existing virtual character implementation. However when such a
system is closed and one does not have enough control over the lower-level mechanics
of virtual characters, one may be stuck with limited control or undesirable behaviors.
As for the MAS side, we have already identified the limitations of using standard
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agent platforms to control virtual characters in real-time virtual environments. For
some platforms we could already predict the problems the students would be faced
with when choosing it. In sections 8.7.1 and 8.7.2 our own experiences are described
for using standard technologies. Still, the downside of not using certain technologies
that offer out-of-the-box functionality would be that more development time would
be required to reimplement these to some extent.

The following concrete choices were made concerning the technologies, IVA design
and application domain. These were included in the project proposal.

• Game engine technology: The game platform Unity3D was chosen as the
game engine to use. It is a free and easy to use game engine that comes with
a large online community and resources. As a powerful scripting language, C#
can be used. Being a high-level object-oriented language, it was assumed that
little effort would be required to get familiar with it. The choice for this game
engine implied that the CIGA middleware would have to be made available in
C# as well for easy integration (the free version of this engine did not allow the
use of C++ plugins). A version of CIGA in this language was reimplemented
before the start of the project.

• Agent technology: No specific off-the-shelf agent platform was chosen. The
choice was made to use the MAS framework that we have developed for our
own agent design (see section 8.4.4). However, it was delivered as an ’empty
skeleton’ with no predefined agent designs or agent modules.

• IVA design: No default implementation was given for the design of an IVA,
not on the MAS side, not on the game engine side. Without any guidance,
this would require the students to independently employ the CIGA middleware
as they see fit. When too much biased input would be given on how to use
the middleware, this may not lead to objective views on the advantages or
disadvantages of the middleware and may not offer new, interesting insights.

• Scenario: No specific scenario was enforced, nor any concrete behaviors for
IVAs. However some rules were provided in the form of requirements for demon-
strating a set of abstract behavioral abilities of IVAs. Among other, these in-
clude multimodal behavior and perception, inference capabilities, coordination
and communication. This ensures that the mind-body interface gets the right
attention, as this is the main focus of our evaluation. Further, as a use case
domain, an incident management scenario was suggested because of its dynamic
nature where interesting IVA abilities can be demonstrated.

8.6.3 Project evaluation

Below the project is evaluated based on an analysis of the development process, a dis-
cussion of notable design approaches that were followed and concluding observations.

Division of labor

At the start of the project, the students decided to split up their group equally into two
teams. One team was focused on the development of the environment and the virtual
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characters on the game engine side, the other team was focused on the development
of the MAS framework and the cognitive agents. This division has been sustainable
throughout the project. After a mutual agreement on the type of actions and percepts
to use for the IVAs, both teams could operate independently of each other. The team
on one side did not require to familiarize itself with the design or implementation of
the IVA-part on the other side.

Occasionally during development, both teams had to interact with each other
when a change was desired in the design contract. Afterwards, the updated agreement
could be encoded in the ontology and be made available at the programming level on
both sides with the help of the tools provided by CIGA. At some point during the
project, the work load of the team on the MAS side increased while the team on the
game engine side had fewer tasks to perform. This was caused by the complexities of
developing solutions for high-level decision-making and communication. As a result
it was decided to move two members to the team on the MAS side.

It was seen that during application development, the implementation could be
efficiently divided across technologies: The team working on the MAS side was able
to fully abstract from the virtual environment and the game engine.

IVA design choices

We will not discuss in detail the mechanics of the IVA that was designed. Our specific
interest is in the way CIGA was used for realizing certain design approaches. Below
two notable design approaches are highlighted.

Affordance theory An affordance-based approach was taken for the representation
of the objects in the environment and an IVA’s perception and understanding of these
objects. Objects were associated with features that allow an IVA to understand how
it can interact with them to achieve a certain goal. For instance, interactions were
modeled in the environment that ’keys offer a way to unlock locked doors’, and that
’fire extinguishers can be used to extinguish fires’, but also to ’break a window’. These
features have been made dynamic based on the object’s current context. For instance,
when a door is unlocked, one cannot perceive it any longer as something that can be
unlocked. During decision-making, interactions were chosen to be performed based
on the knowledge about the affordance-related features of the perceived objects.

When looking at the role of CIGA, it did not restrict the use of this design ap-
proach. Affordance-related features were encoded in the ontology and consequently
used to model objects and actions. On the MAS side, they were used in decision-
making. On the game engine side, this ontological information has been employed
within an environment editor offered by the game engine. Through a GUI, objects
could easily be annotated with desirable affordances.

Environment navigation The game engine itself did not come with a solution for
character navigation like path finding or collision avoidance. A design approach was
taken in which a form of high-level path planning was implemented on the MAS side.
It is denoted as high-level since it was performed based on notions of spatial regions
(e.g. rooms) and connections between regions (e.g. doors or windows). Connections
were annotated with perceivable information to facilitate an IVA in choosing a route
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from one region to another. It included information on the presence of blockades,
the cost of traversing it and the mode of traversal to use. During navigation, an IVA
would be able to reason along the following lines: ’I can navigate from the room I
am currently in to the outside through a passway that is blocked by a window. The
window cannot be opened but it can be broken by smashing it with a hard object.
Since I see a fire extinguisher, I will use that to break the window. Afterwards I will
need to climb out of it to get to the other side.’

Navigation in the form of path finding is a well explored topic both in the industry
as in academia (e.g. Geraerts (2010)). However, it is less explored how path-finding
techniques can be combined with decision-making at a cognitive level. In this project,
the focus was put just on this aspect. A solution was implemented that combines high-
level spatial awareness, smart object information and affordances. When looking at
the role of CIGA, no issues were experienced in the design effort. Since in our work
we have not focused in particular on intelligent navigation, it was interesting to see
that this topic was addressed and how CIGA facilitated herein.

Concluding remarks

Overall, it was reported by the students that the CIGA middleware was easy to work
with and did not stand in the way of the IVA design that was opted for. Still it is
difficult to evaluate the middleware without any comparison to alternative approaches.
However, based on an analysis of the development process, it was seen that most time
was spent on actually developing the IVAs rather than creating and managing the
infrastructure between the MAS and the game engine.

8.7 Lessons learned

In this section we identify some lessons learned, related to the practical aspects of
creating applications with IVAs. First we summarize our experiences of using standard
agent platforms. Second, we reflect on the use of IVA-related technologies in a broader
scope. Finally, we describe how CIGA could be seen as a technology in relation to
other technologies.

8.7.1 Standard agent platforms

A limited evaluation was performed concerning the connection of different standard
agent platforms to a game engine using CIGA. We have used two BDI-based platforms
based on declarative agent programming languages, namely 2APL (Dastani (2008))
and GOAL (Hindriks (2009)). Further, we have used Jadex (Braubach et al. (2005)),
which combines declarative and procedural techniques (for implementing goals and
plans respectively). Technically, the connections were quite easy to establish using
the middleware. However, these experiments also highlighted a number of conceptual
shortcomings of such platforms when used in a game environment.

They often lacked abilities for agents to (1) keep up with a continuous stream of
sensory information where cognitive guidance would be eminent, (2) monitor actions
and detect failures in a dynamically changing environment, (3) balance pro-active
and reactive behavior and (4) cope with multimodality of perception, action and
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communication. In general, they were found less suitable for tackling the more lower-
level cognitive processes related to behavioral and perceptual processing.

To give a concrete example, in 2APL it was cumbersome to program a simple
plan consisting of several consecutive actions. In this platform, actions are expected
to succeed or fail immediately and deliberation is blocked during the execution of
an action. However, in a real-time virtual environment we are dealing with durative
actions where the result is not immediately known. To overcome this discrepancy, we
had to return the action directly to give control back to the agent. Consequently, we
prevented the next action from starting by managing explicit beliefs about the status
of an executed action. This is possible since CIGA offers percepts about the start and
end of actions. Thus although it was possible to overcome this issue, the workaround
was not straightforward to implement and it is clear that this is an unintentional use
of the platform.

In this situation, Jadex was found to be more flexible since it enforces few con-
straints in the way agents should be programmed. Java can be employed for imple-
menting plans and introducing complex beliefs as objects. Still, Jadex also did not
provide much guidance on how to perform physical actions or deal with perception.
For instance, there also was no built-in support for executing durative actions. Here,
a workaround was chosen to treat actions as Jadex goals which are active for as long
as the action is executed in the game engine. Such an ’action-goal’ is achieved (or
failed) when the associated action finishes or is interrupted. Dispatching such goals
as subgoals within a plan properly stalls further execution of a plan and waits for
the goal to finish. As desired, it does not stall the deliberation on goals or other
concurrently running plans. Experiences with Jadex largely originates from an ear-
lier research project where it was used to build a real-world training simulation (Cap
et al. (2011); van Oijen et al. (2011)). As an interesting note, halfway through this
project it was found that the platform’s built-in support for goal declaration and de-
liberation became too cumbersome to use. As a result, it became more efficient to
build a custom system for goal deliberation. At the end of the project, few standard
platform features remained in use.

For our specific evaluation purposes, the shortcomings of standard agent platforms
have been the reason to build our own agent platform. It is also not surprising that
the use of current standard agent platforms alone does not suffice: Their focus is
mainly on high-level decision-making and inference capabilities in a pure cognitive
world. The agents are not assumed to be embodied, to be situated in a real-time vir-
tual environment, and to behave in a human-like manner. Here, additional elements
of cognitive processing will have to be addressed. This leads us to the virtual human
research community in which topics are addressed like social navigation (Pedica and
Vilhjálmsson (2008)), multimodal behavior generation (Kopp et al. (2006)), percep-
tual attention (Kim et al. (2005b)), dialogue modeling (Traum et al. (2008)), affective
modeling (Dias et al. (2011); Marsella and Gratch (2009)), memory modeling (Brom
and Lukavský (2009)) or situated planning (Gratch (2000)) to name a few. Some
topics have also been addressed in MAS research but have not found their way into
standard platforms, e.g. active perception (Weyns et al. (2004)) or affective reasoning
(Dastani and Lorini (2012); Pereira et al. (2008)).
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8.7.2 Standard technologies
Creating an IVA that is required to express intelligent, believable and social behaviors
is a complicated matter and there is no single technology that covers all aspects. We
have found several important design aspects one should take into account when con-
sidering the use of one or more available technologies. In our work a rough distinction
was made between game engine technology on the one side and agent technology on
the other side. In practice, the reality is more nuanced and technologies come in
different forms. A distinction is made between three forms:

1. Software libraries: An implemented scoped piece of cognitive or physical pro-
cessing that is available for developers to use. It can be available in a standalone
form or integrated into a platform (see below). Examples include path-finding
algorithms, action-selection techniques (e.g. behavior tree library or a rule-based
system), animation techniques (e.g. SmartBody (Thiebaux et al. (2008))), an
inference engine, or libraries for speech generation or recognition, etc.

2. Platforms: A system that wraps multiple software libraries into a single sys-
tem. It has a notion of a simulation entity (e.g. a virtual character or an agent)
and employs the integrated technologies to achieve its simulation purpose. For
instance, a game engine wraps technologies like animations of physics. A naviga-
tion middleware typically manages technologies like path-finding, path-following
or collision avoidance (e.g. Populus as a social navigation platform (Pedica
and Vilhjálmsson (2008))). Or an agent platform often wraps deliberation and
inferencing. Generally platforms are systems that have evolved around one or
more interoperable individual techniques, making these available to developers
in a unified manner.

3. Research: Finally, research includes the frameworks, architectures, standards,
models or design approaches that have been proposed in literature but are not di-
rectly available to developers as standard software libraries or platforms. These
facets are mentioned here as a form of technology since they offer insight into
on how (parts of an) IVA are envisioned to be designed.

A challenge for developing IVAs for use in a (serious) game or simulation is to
consider the use of one or more technologies in these different forms. To evaluate a
technology based for its suitability, we identify four factors, two at the conceptual
level and two at the technical level.

Conceptual: Offered functionality

The first factor to consider is the conceptual role a technology could play within
the design of an IVA. Technologies may range from having an extensive role to a
more minor role. For instance at one end, a game engine platform may be used to
realize the full embodiment part of an IVA. At the other end, an inverse-kinematics
technique may be used only for controlling a specific set of character bones. Since
there is typically no one single technology to cover the full scope of an IVA design,
an architecture has to be composed from different technologies. At the platform
technology level, we have repeatedly seen in this thesis that combining standard game
engines and agent platforms is not enough to cover the full scope of an IVA.
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Conceptual: Level of control

The next aspect to consider is the level of control that is offered by a particular
technology. When looking at the processes that are encapsulated by a technology,
how can these processes be controlled externally? How much autonomous decision-
making takes place where one does not have control over? And what kind of feedback
can be retrieved? We have seen that proper control, sufficient feedback and presumed
autonomy are important properties for integrating any physical or cognitive process
into an IVA architecture. At an abstract level, this has been shown for behavior
realization (section 6.4) and perception (section 4.5).

Shortcomings of technologies regarding their level of control can be seen at different
levels. Some examples are given. For instance, consider the integration of agents into
the VBS2 simulation platform. In Evertsz et al. (2009), it was experienced that the
platform exhibited too much autonomous control (AI) for virtual characters that
could not be turned off: characters were expressing undesirable reactive behaviors
in certain situations that could not be prevented. Next, consider a technology that
controls collision avoidance strategies for agents. We have encountered several of such
technologies where there is no control over individual situations of a specific agents
avoiding a specific object. For instance, one would not be able to have an agent
intentionally walk through a fire when it wants to (e.g. it may wear heat-resistant
clothing and going through the fire is the only option to reach a victim). Finally,
as a low-level technology, consider a system that controls the eye-lids of a character
for achieving natural-looking blinking. Now further consider one may want an IVA
to express a communicative signal by looking down, closing the eyes and shaking the
head. Now if this system does not offer external control over the eyes of the character,
the required signal cannot be expressed as intended.

Technical: Openness

When a particular technology does not offer a suitable level of control, it does not
have to be disregarded immediately. It may provide enough openness for a developer
to customize, adapt or extend the software to suit its needs. For instance, in the
Unity3D game platform, developers have the choice to disregard standard functional
modules and can integrate their own modules. Or in the Jadex agent platform,
developers have the choice to bypass its built-in support for goal deliberation and
implement custom approaches. Further, when software libraries are open-source,
desirable adaptations can be made while still employing the advantages of any offered
facility.

Technical: Integration effort

Finally, one has to consider the effort of the integration process of a particular technol-
ogy within the overall IVA architecture. What kind of interfaces one has to conform
to and what kind of data translations would be required to interact with the technol-
ogy? When the technology requires adaptations, how much development effort has
to be put in this?

When considering a specific technology while taking the above factors into account, a
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trade-off is thus in place between (1) the scope of the offered functionality, (2) the level
of control and (3) the integration effort. One could opt for using a specific technology
for the conceptual role it could play in an IVA architecture. However it could come
with shortcomings regarding the level of control. When the technology allows it, one
can choose to put additional development effort into it to address the shortcomings.
Alternatively, one could choose to live with the shortcomings and sacrifice some level of
control. The more individual technologies are picked for usage in an IVA architecture,
the more difficult the design and development process becomes.

Concluding remarks

In our experiences with different software libraries and platforms, many of them lacked
in their ability to provide a suitable level of control without the need for adaptation
(whenever this was possible). We think that future challenges for using agent technol-
ogy in virtual environments for a great part lies in the design approaches for structured
and flexible IVA architectures. Rather than trying to ’compose’ an IVA by combining
currently available technologies, the main focus should be on the conceptual design of
an IVA itself. In this scope, there is a need for models that address a flexible composi-
tion and inter-connections of individual components working at physical or cognitive
processing levels. This will also give insight into how standard technologies should be
developed such that they can be prepared for integration into a larger whole.

8.7.3 CIGA as a platform technology

Based on the distinction between different forms of technologies explained above, the
CIGA middleware implementation (i.e. the CIGA Platform) can be categorized as
a platform. When considering its use, just like any other technology, the same kind of
factors should be looked at that were outlined in the previous section. The first factor
concerns the offered functionality. For CIGA, this has been made clear throughout the
thesis: It takes on a supportive role by offering an infrastructure for other platforms to
connect to each other. Further, it facilitates IVA designers in coping with some of the
computational and design complexities for (primarily) perception-related processes.
Second, when looking at the notion of level of control, no restrictions are enforced since
the middleware is not part of the IVA architecture itself. Third, concerning openness,
the CIGA platform is designed for openness, adaptability and extensibility through
its service-oriented design. Finally, the integration effort is kept small: game engines
and MASs can connect to the middleware by using a software library available in the
programming language of the desired platform to connect. Further, the inherent inter-
process communication between the two systems is hidden from either connecting side.

8.8 Conclusion

In this chapter a qualitative evaluation was given of the CIGA platform concerning
its qualities for establishing a coupling between MASs and game engines, and its qual-
ities for facilitating the design and implementation of IVAs in an actual application.

First it was described how the CIGA platform has been implemented and em-
ployed in connections that have been established between different MASs with differ-
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ent game engines. Second we have discussed the simulation of a use case scenario with
IVAs. It was described how the middleware could facilitate designers in coping with
some of the complexities of simulating different behavioral aspects of IVAs. Finally,
the middleware was put to the test by demonstrating its use in actual application
development.

As a final remark, the CIGA platform is not advertised as some all-encompassing
solution for overcoming the problems of connecting agent technology with game en-
gine technology. It is demonstrated as one possible software interpretation of the
design ideas that have been presented in this thesis for pursuing a middleware design
approach.
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9 Conclusion

9.1 Introduction

In this research we have investigated the role a middleware could play in facilitat-
ing designers in establishing a coupling between agent technology and game engine
technology. The motivation behind this research was that for creating IVAs for use
in (serious) games and virtual training simulations, one can benefit from existing
agent technology such as BDI-based agent platforms. However their use is impeded
by technical and conceptual design challenges that arise when attempting to couple
them with game engines. Our goal was to gain insight into these fundamental issues
and to seek an answer to the question of whether a general-purpose middleware could
be a viable approach to address these issues.

In this chapter we conclude our findings. First in section 9.2 we answer the research
questions that were introduced in the introduction. In section 9.3, we summarize our
research contribution. Section 9.4 gives pointers for future work and in section 9.5 we
conclude.

9.2 Answers to the research questions

In the beginning of this thesis we asked ourselves three research questions. Below
these questions are revisited and answered. Answers are the result of our findings
from chapters 3 to 7, based on the followed research approach that was described and
visualized in section 1.6 (figure 1.2, page 12).

9.2.1 Fundamental design issues

The first question was stated as follows:

Question 1: What are the fundamental design issues when connecting a multi-
agent system with a game engine for the purpose of embodying human-like cog-
nitive agents in virtual environments?

We have identified 4 categories of issues:
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1. Creating a unifying simulation
The first category is related to the technical problem of achieving a unifying simula-
tion by combining two different simulation systems. A game engine encompasses the
physical side of the simulation consisting of the virtual environment and the physical
embodiments of situated IVAs. A multi-agent system encompasses the cognitive side
of the simulation consisting of the cognitive minds of situated IVAs. Design issues
relate to the need for asynchronous inter-process communication (section 3.4.1), syn-
chronization of a simulation’s real-time (section 3.4.2) and synchronization between
agents and their embodiments concerning their life-time, and elements of their internal
state shared between their mind and body (section 3.4.3).

2. From cognitive agents to human-like IVAs
The second category focuses on the design requirements for embodying cognitive
agents in virtual environments in which they ought to behave in a human-like manner.
These arise when one considers the use of agents commonly found in agent platforms
(e.g. BDI-agents). Such agents are generally not specifically designed to be embod-
ied, situated in a real-time, virtual environment and express human-like, believable
behaviors in the environment. The resulting issues and associated requirements have
been described across the areas of perception (section 4.3.1), action (section 6.3.1)
and communication (section 7.3.2).

3. Level of abstraction
The third category addresses the problem of deciding on the abstraction level for the
interface between an IVA’s mind and body. Here we considered the fact that mul-
tiple levels of abstractions can be identified where some levels can be seen as more
physically-oriented whereas others as more cognitively-oriented. When two different
technological systems are used to represent an IVA’s mind and body respectively,
one is forced to decide on a clear abstraction level. This choice may not only be in-
fluenced by motivations for conceptual soundness, but also by technical motivations
concerning efficiency and ease of design with respect to implementing certain pro-
cesses within a game engine or a MAS. First, this issue was discussed from a global
perspective concerning the balance of control and the trade-offs that are involved be-
tween control and efficiency (section 3.3.2). Next, this issue was discussed for facets
of perception, namely the interpretation of sensory information (section 4.3.3) and
perceptual attention (section 4.3.4). Finally this issue was discussed for action re-
alization covering facets such as control and failure handling (section 6.3.3), action
semantics (section 6.3.4), coordination (section 6.3.5) and reactive behaviors (sec-
tion 6.3.6). Since communication is based on perception and action, the same kind of
facets also play a role here. Deciding on a suitable level of abstraction and balance of
control is a designer’s challenge and can only be made within the scope of the design
of IVAs within a specific application domain.

4. The use of global semantics
The final category relates to the use of global semantics. Global semantics was defined
as knowledge about an environment that exists external to an agent and can be
made directly available to it, without the need to infer this information in a fully
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autonomous and realistic manner (section 4.4). The purpose of its use is to allow
agents to understand the environment around them in an efficient manner based on
semantic (meaningful) concepts. Through strategic use, global semantics can offer
rich agent behavior and interactions in an efficient manner. Though it comes at
the cost of agent autonomy and there is the risk of (1) ’over-inference’ (information
is offered where agents should have interpreted this on their own based on varying
internal states) and (2) violating believability (information is offered where it is not
believable for an agent to have obtained this based on its current sensory capabilities)
(section 4.4.2). A designer’s challenge is to make strategic use of global semantics to
minimize computational and design complexity, while maintaining a desired level of
agent autonomy and believability. This is a decision to be made within the scope of
a specific application where IVAs have concrete requirements.

9.2.2 Designing IVAs across MASs and game engines

The second question was stated as follows:

Question 2a: What kind of responsibilities should be attributed to a multi-agent
system and a game engine in order to realize a structured interface between a
cognitive agent and its embodiment across these technologies?

In the introduction it was stated that when connecting a MAS to a game engine,
a potential conceptual gap exists in the design of an IVA. We asked ourselves the
question of what system should be responsible for bridging this gap, and whether
a middleware should be involved in this effort. It was found that a general-purpose
middleware cannot simply be made fully responsible for bridging the gap. We have
argued that when designing IVAs for a specific application, both a game engine and
a MAS have a responsibility: To bridge the gap, both systems need to cope with
perception and action-related processes, only at different levels of abstractions. This
was exemplified in our abstract models for perception (figure 4.2, page 79), action
(figure 6.4, page 127) and communication (figure 7.1, page 161).

Still, there is a desire to have a technology-independent interface between the two
systems, hereby allowing either side to fully abstract away from the specific technology
of the other side. Having a clear separation was found desirable from a conceptual
point of view where an IVA design can be broken down into separate conceptual
layers. Further, from a technical point of view, this opens up the opportunity to
consider different MASs and game engines where one specific platform can (relatively
easy) be replaced by another platform. When considering MASs and game engines
to be used in this scope, they can be attributed with specific responsibilities for them
to allow a structured interface to be used for a coupling:

1. Design flexibility
For a flexible technology setting where IVAs can be designed for different kinds of
application domains, there should not be a fixed abstraction level at which a MAS
interfaces with a game engine. Both systems should be flexible in this respect where
designers can efficiently construct the abstraction level that suits their needs. This
implies the need for efficient design approaches such that the level at which an agent
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acts and perceives in its environment can be easily adapted, tailored to the specific
application being designed (requirement from section 3.3.2).

2. Structured interface
For a structured interface, MASs and game engines should offer bi-directional channels
for perception, action and context-related communication. Concerning perception, a
MAS not only receives sensory information but should also be able to control or direct
the perception processes on the game engine side. Concerning action, a game engine
not only realizes the actions instructed by the MAS side, but should also be able to
provide feedback about the progress of these actions. Finally, concerning context,
both sides may require access to the same parts of an IVA’s state. Synchronization
is required to establish such a shared context (requirement from section 3.3.3).

3. Technology independence
To abstract from a technology, an intermediate data format is required at the interface
level. MASs and game engines should allow translations to be made from platform-
specific concepts to technology-independent concepts (requirement from section 3.3.1).

9.2.3 A role for a general-purpose middleware

The third question was stated as follows:

Question 2b: What is the potential role for a middleware to facilitate the
connection between a multi-agent system and a game engine, and to facilitate
the design of an IVA across these technologies?

In our philosophy, for a general-purpose design approach, a middleware should not
be an integral part of an IVA’s design across a MAS and a game engine. A role is
envisioned where a middleware should focus on facilitating designers and not enforce
design constraints (section 3.5.2). In this respect, four types of roles for a middleware
have been identified:

1. Technical infrastructure
In this role, a middleware can offer a technical infrastructure for coupling a MAS
and a game engine. First, it can address process and data synchronization between
the two systems (see item 1 from section 9.2.1). Services have been proposed for
asynchronous communication (section 3.6.2), time management (section 3.7.1) and
IVA management (section 3.7.2 and 3.7.3). Second, it can put the necessary bi-
directional interfaces in place for MASs to connect to game engines, and agents to
connect to their embodiments correspondingly (see item 2 from section 9.2.2). These
interfaces can be configured by designers themselves, as seen in the next role.

2. Design contract based on ontologies
In this role, a middleware can offer technical support for the authoring and manage-
ment of a design contract between a MAS and a game engine. In this sense, a design
contract entails an explicit agreement on the semantics and syntax of the concepts
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that are shared and communicated between a MAS and a game engine. An ontology-
based approach was proposed for specifying a design contract (section 3.8). It allows
the contract to be modeled independently of a specific MAS or a game engine. At
design-time, concepts from the contract can be directly used in code from both sides.
At run-time, ontologies can be inspected and automated data validation can be per-
formed to detect any violation of the contract when concepts are communicated over
the interface.

In section 8.2.2, table 8.2 (page 189), a summary overview can be found of proposed
concepts. When looking at the concepts communicated between agents and their
embodiments, concepts relate to (1) so-called system-level concepts that define the
bi-directional perception and action interface messages (section 4.9 and 6.7) and (2)
so-called domain-level concepts that define the domain-specific concepts to be used
within the interface messages (section 4.7.1 and 6.6). By making these concepts part
of the design contract, designers can configure the interface between a MAS and a
game engine tailored to a specific coupling and application domain. This includes the
ability to choose a specific abstraction level for the interface between agents and their
embodiments (see item 3 from section 9.2.1 and item 1 and 3 from section 9.2.2).

3. Centralized information management
In this role, a middleware can facilitate designers to cope with some of the complex-
ities during IVA design related to obtaining good situation awareness in a virtual
environment. These complexities arise from the fact that for autonomous IVAs to
have a believable awareness of their environment, they have to obtain information
through human-like virtual sensors. Acquiring higher levels of understanding, one or
more levels of interpretation or inferences are required based on the low-level sensory
information obtained from the environment. We have summarized such awareness as
social awareness consisting of the awareness of physical and social aspects of an IVA’s
surroundings, and the awareness of the physical and social identities and activities of
other IVAs (section 7.3.4). Having a good social awareness is essential prerequisite
for addressing social planning.

To facilitate IVAs in efficiently obtaining certain aspects of social awareness, a
unifying design philosophy has been proposed: By managing certain information cen-
trally in a middleware, one can provide IVAs with back-channel information about
physical or social elements from their environment, without the need for them to
realistically obtain this information through pure synthetic sensing and perception.
This philosophy has been applied for (1) environment perception (use of a semantic
virtual environment (SVE) model, section 4.7), (2) inter-IVA coordination of physical
activities (section 6.9), (3) behavior and intent recognition (section 7.6), and (4) com-
munication (section 7.7). Unifying these uses of centralized information, the notion
of a shared social context has been introduced (section 7.8) as a structured view on
the use of global semantics (see item 4 from section 9.2.1).

4. Practical design approaches
This final role is not really a role of the middleware itself but represents practical
design approaches that are made possible indirectly because of other roles. First,
based on the introduction of an explicit semantic virtual environment model (from
the previous role), a design approach was proposed for subscription-based filtering of
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sensory information (section 4.8). This allows designers to control an IVA’s sensory
processing within the game engine based on subscriptions on specific information
defined on the MAS side, hereby allowing full control over the flow of percepts from
a game engine to a MAS. Second, a design approach was presented for behavior
realization that generalizes action execution by introducing an explicit life-cycle for
actions (section 6.8). It offers a uniform approach for implementing actions according
to its intended semantics (such as success and failure conditions, physical behavior
and abortion logic).

9.3 Contributions

In this thesis the aim has been to investigate the potential role for a middleware design
approach for coupling MASs with game engines and embodying cognitive agents in
virtual environments. An approach was taken from theory to practice. On the one
hand the goal was to gain insight into some of the fundamental design issues between
the technologies. On the other hand, the goal was to not only lay a theoretical
foundation for a middleware, but also to demonstrate this in practice. This has led
to the following contributions at the theoretical and practical level.

9.3.1 Theory

Concrete contributions at this level directly correspond to the answers we have pre-
sented to the research questions, outlined above. Below we summarize these as two
contributions:

Fundamental design challenges
A structured overview was presented of the fundamental design issues one is faced
with when integrating cognitive agents in virtual environment in which they ought to
embody and control human-like characters. The scope of these issues exemplify that
this is not simply a matter of linking up some existing agent model to some virtual
character model in a game engine. A conceptual gap may exist between these models,
more often when they have not been designed initially to be linked. Both sides are
partly responsible for bridging this gap. Through abstract models of IVAs across
both agent technology and game engine technology, we have illustrated the minimal
required conceptual interfaces that ought to be in place for making a structured
connection. These models provide insight into the feasibility of using current standard
agent platforms or game engines, and guidelines on how these technologies could be
designed in the future when they are envisioned to be employed for building IVAs.

Besides these abstract views on IVA design, we have signified the design challenge
of choosing a suitable abstraction level for an interface between the two technologies.
How can an agent control its embodiment and how does it perceive its environment?
We have discussed the associated concept of balance of control and division of labor
between an IVA’s mind and body for a range of aspects related to perception, behavior
control, coordination and communication. Hereby we hope to facilitate designers in
understanding the implications of choosing a certain abstraction level and the trade-
offs that are involved between autonomy, believability and efficiency.
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Foundations for a middleware approach
We have laid out a theoretical foundation for a middleware design approach for cou-
pling MASs to game engines. First, it was shown that a middleware can offer a struc-
tured and technology-independent infrastructure between these systems. Second, we
have illustrated the suitability for employing an ontological modeling approach in
the middleware to offer designers flexibility in constructing a connection based on an
explicit design contract. Finally, we have shown the feasibility of employing a mid-
dleware as a place to manage global semantics. This was demonstrated in the form of
a unifying design philosophy for centralized information processing to facilitate IVAs
in obtaining certain levels of social awareness. Based on these foundations, we see a
justifiable role for a general-purpose middleware that facilitates designers in bridging
any technology gap they are faced with, without the need to enforce constraints on
the conceptual design of an IVA.

9.3.2 Practical

At the theoretical level, functional roles for a middleware have been motivated. In this
thesis we have demonstrated concrete practical implementation approaches for these
roles. This was done within the scope of the overall development of a middleware as
a software solution and has resulted in the CIGA Platform.

The CIGA Platform
Using the CIGA Platform, couplings have been demonstrated between different
MASs and game engines. Based on first-hand and third-party experience, the use
of this platform has been found fruitful for developing IVAs for different application
domains. Less effort was required to construct a new coupling between a MAS and
a game engine. After a relatively easy integration process, the focus could be put on
the actual design of the IVA across these systems. Here, the platform allowed for a
development setting where the technology gap seemed non-existent: IVA processes
on the one side could be interfaced seamlessly to IVA processes on the other side.
Through the use of middlewares such as the CIGA Platform, this may lower the bar
for both researchers and developers from the industry to integrate agent technology
in game engines.

Applicability
The CIGA Platform (and the theoretical foundations it is based upon) focuses on
the connection of agent platforms to a game engines. As existing standard platforms
offer desirable functionalities for building IVAs (e.g. BDI-agents), one can make use
of these functionalities without the need to reinvent the wheel. In practice, of course
there are situations where certain standard technologies are not suitable or desir-
able. Especially in industry development, IVAs are built from scratch on a regular
basis for specific (serious) games or simulations. When reflecting on the viability of
a middleware in these situations, its technical role for creating an infrastructure be-
tween separate software systems becomes obsolete. Here the middleware as a platform
would not be necessary. However, one may still be inspired by the fundamental issues
it addresses. For instance, it forces developers to think of IVAs at a more sophis-
ticated level where different levels of abstractions exist for behavior realization and
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perception (more low-level, physically oriented towards more high-level, cognitively
oriented). Further, the ideas behind the practical design approaches that have been
proposed could be reused, such as the approach for offering global semantics through
a shared context (section 7.8), or using a subscription-based control over perception
(section 4.8).

9.4 Discussions and directions for future work

There is a range of areas that we would like to look at for future work. These are
shortly described below.

Evaluations in more sophisticated domains
During this research several IVAs have been created in small domains. In this effort,
different MASs and game engines have been used in combination with the middle-
ware. The IVAs that have been demonstrated were quite primitive in the sense that
although a more extensive architecture was created, the functionality within its indi-
vidual components was limited. We were able to demonstrate some key ingredients of
behaviors (such as environment perception, perceptual attention and inter-IVA coor-
dination and communication), together with the role that a middleware played in the
design of these behaviors (such as facilitating the design of a sense-act interface and
facilitating obtaining social awareness). However, more evaluations would be required
to value the proposed roles for a middleware in broader domains, equipped with more
sophisticated IVAs.

IVA technologies, architectures and standards
In this research we have focused on connecting technologies as platforms in the form
of MASs and game engines. An interface between these technologies was seen as
an interface between an IVA’s mind and body at some level of abstraction. In sec-
tion 8.7 we have already discussed a more nuanced view on this distinction: instead of
considering the coupling of platforms as ’macro-level’ technologies, one can consider
couplings of ’micro-level’ technologies. These are said to address concrete functions as
separate conceptual components within an IVA architecture. For instance, relating to
our example architecture from figure 8.4.2, page 202 (or any other component-based
IVA architecture), the focus would then not be on connecting the levels of the mind
and body, but on inter-connecting individual components working at both levels. At
first sight, similar conceptual and technical design aspects play a role here as well:
how to balance control between components, what conceptual interfaces are required
between them or how to make components interoperable at the technical level con-
cerning different data representations that may be used? Based on insights gained
in this thesis, we would like to see what aspects of our research are transferable to
the domain of internal IVA design. When we look back at the answers to our re-
search questions, there seems to be many clues for research transfer. In this sense,
perhaps there may also be a justifiable role for a middleware-like solution within an
IVA itself: E.g. consider proposed roles for establishing infrastructures, offering de-
sign contracts, capturing semantic knowledge using ontologies or provide centralized
information management). In this respect, it would facilitate the connection between
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IVA components while maintaining separation of concerns. For this future research
direction, one requires a less abstract view on IVA design and one has to look at
research advances made in the field of IVA architectures and standards.

A human-in-the-loop
In our work we have not explicitly considered a human user being situated in the
environment alongside with other IVAs (neither a human user embodying a virtual
character nor a human in the real-world in a mixed-reality environment). As a next
step we would like to extend our models by explicitly taking into account the presence
of one or more human users and investigate the impact this has on application design
with IVAs. Based on our current work we can already give some insights:

When we consider a human user being embodied in a virtual character (i.e. a
player-controlled avatar), there is one fundamental difference compared to IVAs (i.e.
agent-controlled avatars). The actions and intents of a human user may not explic-
itly be present in the system. This implies that IVAs cannot easily make use of a
shared context in a middleware for efficiently recognizing physical behaviors and the
intentions behind these behavior from player-controlled avatars (as was proposed in
section 7.6). For an IVA to be aware of the actions and intents of a human user, ’pure’
behavior and intent recognition have to be performed by IVAs (e.g. recognizing in-
tentions behind movement, gestures or speech). Intelligent interaction designs can
help here by constraining the manner in which a human can act in its environment.
For instance consider the use of context-dependent interaction options that can be
presented to the user such as interaction-possibilities for human-object interaction,
or the use of dialog menus or emoticons for human-IVA interaction. However, we
do see a trend where technological advances in both software and hardware allow for
more natural interactions in a virtual environment. For instance, consider cameras
that detect human gestures or facial expressions and project these on the virtual
embodiment; virtual reality headsets that offer full control over the character’s head
movements; or advances in speech recognition and natural language understanding
that make the use of natural speech for human-IVA interaction feasible in broader
domains. Thus as human users will be able to interact in more natural ways, pure
behavior and intent recognition become important aspects to address. We expect that
more standard technologies will arise in these areas where they can more efficiently
be incorporated in applications (e.g. gesture, emotion and speech recognition).

Still, one does not directly have to dismiss the notion of a shared context that was
used in the middleware for behavior and intent recognition. For instance, one could
think of a centralized approach for interpreting actions and intents of human users.
Interpretations only have to be made once, after which the results can be stored in
a shared context and made available to other IVAs. Additional research is required
on the integration of human user models, how this affects the scope of a middleware,
and whether or not a middleware should play a role herein.

Robotics
Finally, we see several clues for possible research transfer to the field of robotics. We
highlight three aspects. First of all, in our research we have considered a connection
between a cognitive agent and its embodiment. In robotics one has to address a similar
connection between cognitive and physical processing levels. Also, couplings between
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different platform technologies have been considered here. For instance consider work
on the connection between BDI-based agent platforms to robotic frameworks (e.g.
Ziafati et al. (2013a)). Design issues and insights that have been presented in this
work seem to be transferable to the domain of robotics. Vice versa, advances in the
field of robotics may be transferable to our domain.

Second, consider the services that have been discussed in this work concerning
the use of centralized information processing to facilitate agents in obtaining efficient
situational and social awareness. Similar approaches can be imagined for robot envi-
ronments in which robots can interface with a centralized system and share knowledge
amongst each other through this system. Additionally, the discussion on the use of
direct communication between cognitive agents (i.e. avoiding communication through
the physical environment) can be made in both the virtual and the real world domain.
In both domains, whether or not one would like to permit direct communication is up
to a designer and depends on the envisioned level of believability and human-likeness.
Whenever either IVAs or (human-like) robots can operate more efficiently with the
help of ’under-water’ communication, this is perfectly fine as long as it doesn’t defeat
their purpose.

Last, similarities can be drawn between the design of virtual environments and
controlled (real) environments for robots. For instance, consider the design approach
of embedding semantic information in the environment for the purpose of having
characters operate more efficiently and naturally (e.g. the smart object paradigm, see
section 4.2.4). This paradigm is also applicable and used for designing environments
for robots.

9.5 Closing remarks
In the beginning of this thesis we have sketched an envisioned simulation to illustrate
the kind of behaviors we would like to see IVAs exhibiting in (serious) games and
simulations. We have not focused on a particular application type (e.g. entertainment
or simulation-based training), nor on a particular purpose for which IVAs may be
employed within an application. However, it does give insight into a range of human-
like physical and cognitive qualities that seem desirable in a general sense. For a
certain application, some qualities will be more important to simulate that others.
And some applications require higher levels of sophistication and realism of such
qualities that other applications. But what they do share is the need to combine
certain facets of agent technology and game engine technology for creating IVAs.

In this thesis we have looked at the issues of connecting these technologies by
considering a coupling between the software platforms of game engines and multi-
agent systems. A middleware design approach has been proposed to facilitate the
design and implementation of IVAs across these systems. By taking this approach,
the aim was not only to gain clear insights into the fundamental issues underlying a
connection, but also to propose concrete, practical solutions to address these issues.
Since a middleware has been envisioned as having a pure facilitating role for designers,
by itself it does not offer specific IVA abilities to bridge the conceptual gap between
the two sides of an IVA. However, the roles that have been proposed offer design
approaches to fully abstract away from game engines (and virtual environments),
facilitate agent perception and ease the integrating of agent technologies. Still, it was
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also seen that the use of standard BDI-based agent platforms alone often does not
suffice for controlling virtual characters in a game engine. Additional IVA technologies
are necessary to address real-time perception and behavior planning and realization
across a game engine and a MAS.

Finally, we would like to signify that the middleware design approach in its pre-
sented form is not seen as the only ’suitable’ solution, nor even that a middleware
itself would always be required. In the end, its viability in practice remains dependent
on the concrete technologies one has at hand and need to be interfaced, together with
the desire to fully abstract from these technologies when interfacing them. Regardless
of the viability of a middleware in practice, more value is attributed to the underlying
design challenges that have been outlined for bridging the conceptual gap between a
cognitive agent and its virtual embodiment, and in addition, the posssible conceptual
roles a middleware approach could fulfill. Based on these contributions, we hope this
research will be helpful to both researchers from academia and developers from the
industry that are faced with creating simulations with human-like IVAs.
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1 Summary

In the past decade significant advances have been made in the technologies for creating
virtual worlds. A driving force in this development originates from the games industry
where the consumer market for entertainment games continuously demands more so-
phisticated and visually realistic virtual worlds. These advances are accompanied with
the need for intelligent, human-like characters to populate these virtual worlds. Such
characters are also known as intelligent virtual agents (IVAs). IVAs are autonomously
operating characters that not only visually resemble humans but also exhibit human-
like behavioral and social qualities. For instance, they may have certain personality
traits, express emotions, or are able to engage in social interactions. They may also
be designed to be part of certain social groups, cultures, or organizations, influencing
the way in which they behave and the decisions they make in different situations.
More recently there has been a growing interest to employ IVAs for virtual training
to support human trainees. For instance they could represent virtual team-members
in incident management or command and control trainings, conversational partners
for social skill trainings, or computer-generated forces (CGFs) for military simulation
and training.

When we consider the simulation of an IVA’s cognitive behavior, this is the re-
search domain of agent technology and intelligent agents. As a concrete example, a
popular software model for developing intelligent agents is the BDI-model. It em-
ploys the mental attitudes of beliefs, desires and intentions as prime ingredients for
simulating human practical reasoning. Numerous agent programming languages and
platforms have arisen to facilitate the development of intelligent agents following this
software model. In a similar vein, several general cognitive architectures have been
proposed that can be employed for modeling human-like cognitive abilities such as
reasoning, planning or learning.

In order to make use of such techniques as described above when designing IVAs,
one is faced with the problem of integrating cognitive agents within a virtual envi-
ronment. In this environment they become embodied and ought to sense and act
through human-like sensors and actuators. Researchers and industry developers alike
have demonstrated such integrations before. However, often ad-hoc approaches are
taken in these efforts, leading to solutions which are difficult to transfer to different
application domains and software platforms. It is found that there is little funda-
mental research that focuses specifically on the design issues of integrating agents in
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SUMMARY

virtual environments. In this thesis the aim is to fill this gap.

Our research approach is as follows. In this thesis it is stated that for designing
IVAs, one is faced with the connection between two technology domains, namely the
domain of game engine technology and the domain of agent technology. Where the
former is concerned with the simulation of the physical world and the physical bodies
of its human-like inhabitants, the latter is concerned with the simulation of the so-
called cognitive, or social world comprised of the minds of these inhabitants (i.e. the
agents). In this thesis we consider this connection problem from both a technical and
conceptual point of view. At the technical side, we consider the technical connection
between the founded software platforms of game engines on one side and multi-agent
systems (MASs) on the other side. How can these systems be structurally coupled to
realize a single unifying simulation? At the conceptual side, we consider the interface
design between a cognitive agent on one side and its virtual embodiment on the other
side. How to structurally interface the more cognitively-oriented processes of an IVA
with its more physically-oriented processes? For instance, abstract plans created on
the cognitive side have to be made concrete and translated to physical actions to be
performed in the environment; or sensory information that is obtained from physical
sensors has to be combined, processed and interpreted to make it suitable for high-
level reasoning. Our goal is twofold. First we offer a thorough understanding of the
technical and conceptual design challenges for coupling game engine technology and
agent technology. Second, based on these insights, we investigate the potential role a
general-purpose middleware could play to facilitate designers in realizing a structured
coupling between these technologies. The term middleware, in this respect, refers to
software that connects two other software systems with each other.

A summary of the outline of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 3 we start by
focusing on the technical infrastructure between a multi-agent system and a game
engine. Here the initial foundations are laid for the CIGA middleware that will be de-
veloped. We address design issues such as establishing inter-process communication;
constructing a design contract; managing time; and synchronizing IVAs’ life-time in a
simulation. In following chapters, three distinct focus areas are addressed which con-
cern the conceptual design aspects of an IVA. First, chapter 4 focuses on environment
perception where design challenges are discussed concerning situational awareness,
perceptual attention, and semantic modeling of environments. Second, chapter 6
focuses on behavior planning and realization. It addresses design facets related to
balancing control over physical actions between mind and body, action semantics,
reactivity, and coordination. Third, chapter 7 focuses on communication and social
behavior. Topics are touched upon such as communicative behavior generation and
recognition, human-like interactions, and social awareness and planning. Finally in
chapter 8 we evaluate the developed middleware. Here we present the CIGA platform
as a proof-of-concept middleware demonstrated in multiple configurations coupling
different MASs and game engines. Additionally we discuss the full scope of the de-
sign of an IVA across a MAS and a game engine on the basis of a concrete use case
scenario.

Two prominent design aspects can be regarded as recurring themes throughout
this thesis. The first theme concerns the design challenge of finding a suitable balance
of control between an IVA’s mind and body across a MAS and a game engine. What
should be the abstraction level at which an agent acts in its environment and perceives
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its surroundings? Such a design decision may depend on the specific application being
developed, as well as the specific software platforms one may have at hand. Techniques
will be proposed in the middleware which offer designers the flexibility they need to
design a sense-act interface at any desired abstraction level.

The second theme concerns the use of globally available semantic knowledge with
the goal to allow IVAs to perceive their environment in a more efficient manner, based
on meaningful concepts. As a designer, by offering IVAs strategic information about
the state and dynamics of their environment, this could eliminate the need for certain
complex inference processes that otherwise would have to be performed autonomously
by individual IVAs. Several techniques will be proposed in the middleware to make
use of global semantics and facilitate processes such as environment perception, inter-
IVA coordination, action and intent recognition, and communication. The use of such
techniques is again a design challenge to be made within the scope of a specific appli-
cation being developed. Trade-offs are in place between efficient situational awareness
on one side, and realistic and believable perception on the other side.

Through discussions on design issues at a pure conceptual level, together with
the presentation of practical design approaches, we hope this research will be helpful
to both researchers and industry developers that are faced with similar issues of
combining game engine technology and agent technology. The notion of a general-
purpose middleware is then presented as a software platform that offers designers
guidelines and concrete services that can facilitate them in designing and developing
IVAs. Since the underlying middleware design approaches are independent of specific
game engines or multi-agent systems, one can make use of upcoming advances in
both technology domains, whether they come forth out of academic research or the
industry sector.
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1 Samenvatting

In het afgelopen decennium zijn er significante technologische vooruitgangen geboekt
in het creëren van virtuele werelden. De games industrie is hier voornamelijk ver-
antwoordelijk voor geweest, mede doordat de consumentenmarkt voor entertainment
games voortdurend geavanceerdere en visueel meer realistische virtuele werelden ver-
langt. Deze ontwikkelingen gaan gepaard met de behoefte om deze virtuele werelden
te bevolken met intelligente, mensachtige karakters. Zulke karakters worden ook wel
intelligente virtuele agenten (IVA’s) genoemd. IVA’s zijn autonoom opererende ka-
rakters die niet alleen visueel gezien gelijkenissen vertonen met mensen, maar ook
menselijke en sociale gedragingen kunnen vertonen. Zij hebben bijvoorbeeld eigen
persoonlijkheidskenmerken, kunnen emoties uiten of kunnen sociale interacties met
elkaar aangaan. Ook kunnen IVA’s ontworpen worden om deel uit te maken van
bepaalde sociale groepen, culturen of organisaties die mede bepalend zijn voor de
manier waarop zij zich gedragen en besluiten nemen in verschillende situaties. Mo-
menteel bestaat er een groeiende interesse in het gebruik van IVA’s voor virtueel
trainen ter ondersteuning van menselijke cursisten. Zij zouden bijvoorbeeld virtuele
teamleden kunnen representeren binnen ’incident management’ of ’command and con-
trol’ trainingen, gesprekpartners voor het training van bepaalde sociale vaardigheden
of computer gegenereerde strijdkrachten voor militaire simulaties en trainingen.

Wanneer we het simuleren van een IVA’s cognitief gedrag in acht nemen, dan be-
treden we het onderzoeksdomein van agent technologie en intelligente agenten. Als
concreet voorbeeld: beschouw het BDI (beliefs-desires-intentions)-model. Dit is een
populair software model voor het ontwikkelen van intelligente agenten. Het maakt
gebruik van concepten zoals het hebben van meningen, behoeftes en intenties als voor-
naamste ingrediënten om menselijk praktisch redeneren mee te simuleren. Hiernaast
zijn er verscheidene cognitieve architecturen voorgesteld die gebruikt kunnen worden
voor het modeleren van mensachtige, cognitieve vaardigheden zoals redeneren, het
maken van plannen, of het leren van vaardigheden.

Om gebruik te kunnen maken van bovenstaande technieken voor het ontwerpen
van IVA’s wordt men geconfronteerd met het ontwerpprobleem om cognitieve agenten
te integreren binnen een virtuele omgeving. Binnen deze omgeving dienen zij beli-
chaamd te worden waarbij zij gebruik moeten maken van mensachtige zintuigen om
hun omgeving waar te nemen alsmede fysieke handelingen of uitingen om hun omge-
ving te bëınvloeden. Zulke integraties zijn eerder gedemonstreerd door onderzoekers
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en ontwikkelaars. Echter, zulke pogingen betreffen veelal een ad-hoc aanpak die leidt
tot oplossingen die moeilijk vertaalbaar zijn naar andere toepassingsdomeinen en soft-
wareplatformen. Er is weinig fundamenteel onderzoek gedaan dat zich specifiek richt
op de ontwerpvraagstukken van het integreren van agenten binnen virtuele omgevin-
gen. In deze thesis is het ons doel om hier invulling aan te geven.

Ons onderzoek wordt als volgt aangepakt. We stellen in deze thesis dat men voor
het ontwerpen van IVA’s te maken krijgt met het verbinden van twee technologiedo-
meinen, namelijk game engine technologie en agent technologie. De eerstgenoemde
houdt zich bezig met de simulatie van de fysieke wereld en de fysieke lichamen van
de mensachtige bewoners in die wereld. De laatstgenoemde houdt zich bezig met
de simulatie van de zogenoemde cognitieve of sociale wereld die de psyche van deze
bewoners (ofwel de cognitieve agenten) omvat. In deze thesis zullen we de verbinding
tussen deze twee technologiegebieden beschouwen vanuit een technisch en concep-
tueel oogpunt. Vanuit technisch oogpunt beschouwen we de technische verbinding
tussen de gegronde softwareplatformen met game engines aan de ene kant en multi-
agent systemen (MASs) aan de andere kant. Hoe kunnen deze systemen structureel
gekoppeld worden om een verenigende simulatie te realiseren? Vanuit conceptueel
oogpunt beschouwen we het ontwerp van de interface tussen een cognitieve agent aan
de ene kant en zijn virtuele belichaming aan de andere kant. Hoe kunnen de meer
cognitief-georiënteerde processen van een IVA structureel verbonden worden met zijn
meer fysiek-georiënteerde processen? Om een voorbeeld te noemen: enerzijds moe-
ten abstracte plannen die een agent maakt vertaald worden naar fysieke acties die
uitgevoerd kunnen worden in de omgeving. Anderzijds moet informatie die verkre-
gen is uit gesimuleerde zintuigen gecombineerd en gëınterpreteerd worden om deze
geschikt te maken voor logisch redeneren. Ons doel is tweeledig. Ten eerste zullen
we een uitvoerige beschouwing geven over de technische en conceptuele ontwerpuit-
dagingen om game engine technologie te koppelen met agent technologie. Ten tweede
zullen we gebaseerd op de verkregen inzichten onderzoek doen naar de potentiële rol
voor een generiek toepasbare middleware. Deze zou als doel hebben om ontwerpers
te faciliteren in het creëren van een gestructureerde koppeling tussen de betreffende
technologiën. Met de term ’middleware’ refereren we naar software die twee andere
softwaresystemen met elkaar verbindt.

Een samenvatting van de hoofdlijnen van deze thesis is als volgt. In hoofdstuk 3
richten we ons allereerst op de technische infrastructuur tussen een multi-agent sys-
teem en een game engine. Hier zullen de initiële fundamenten gelegd worden voor
de CIGA middleware die ontwikkeld zal worden. We bespreken ontwerpproblemen
die gerelateerd zijn aan het inrichten van inter-proces communicatie, het construeren
van een ontwerpcontract, het beheren van de simulatie tijd en het synchroniseren van
de levensduur van IVA’s binnen een simulatie. In volgende hoofdstukken zullen drie
verschillende focusgebieden geadresseerd worden die zich zullen richten op de concep-
tuele ontwerpproblemen van een IVA. Allereest richten we ons in hoofdstuk 4 op het
onderwerp perceptie van de omgeving. Hier worden ontwerpuitdagingen besproken
zoals situationeel bewustzijn, perceptuele aandacht en het semantisch modelleren van
omgevingen. Vervolgens richten we ons in hoofdstuk 6 op het plannen en realiseren
van fysiek gedrag. Hier worden ontwerpproblemen besproken zoals de balans tussen
lichaam en psyche betreffende de controle over fysieke handelingen, semantiek van
acties, reactiviteit en coördinatie. Hoofdstuk 7 zal zich richten op het gebied van
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communicatie en sociaal gedrag. Hier worden onderwerpen behandeld zoals het plan-
nen en herkennen van communicatief gedrag, menselijke, sociale interacties en sociaal
bewustzijn. Ten slotte evalueren we de middleware die ontwikkeld is in hoofdstuk 8.
Hier presenteren we het CIGA platform als een ”proof-of-concept” middleware die in
meerdere configuraties gedemonstreerd is om MASs met game engines te koppelen.
Bovendien bespreken we het ontwerpproces van een IVA aan de hand van een concreet
voorbeeldscenario.

Twee prominente ontwerpaspecten kunnen worden beschouwd als terugkerende
thema’s in deze thesis. Het eerste thema betreft de ontwerpuitdaging om een geschikte
balans te vinden voor de controle tussen een IVA’s lichaam en psyche (en dus tussen
een virtueel karakter in een game engine en een cognitieve agent in een MAS). Wat zou
een geschikt abstractieniveau zijn waarop een agent zijn omgeving waarneemt en acties
uitvoert? Zo’n ontwerpbeslissing kan afhankelijk zijn van de specifieke toepassing
die ontwikkeld wordt, alsmede specifieke softwareplatformen die men voor handen
heeft. Binnen de middleware zullen technieken voorgesteld worden om ontwerpers
te faciliteren om een zogenoemde sense-act interface te ontwerpen op ieder gewenst
abstractieniveau.

Het tweede thema betreft het gebruik van globaal beschikbare semantische kennis
met als doel om IVA’s hun omgeving op een efficiëntere manier te laten waarne-
men. Door als ontwerper IVA’s toegang te bieden tot globale semantische informatie
over de toestand van hun omgeving kan men het gebruik van bepaalde complexe
inferentieprocessen vermijden welke anders autonoom uitgevoerd dienen te worden
door individuele IVA’s. Verscheidene technieken zullen voorgesteld worden binnen de
middleware om gebruik te maken van globale semantiek. Hiermee worden processen
gefaciliteerd zoals perceptie van de omgeving, coördinatie tussen IVA’s onderling, het
herkennen van acties en intenties van anderen en het voeren van dialogen. Wanneer en
hoe zulke technieken het best gebruikt kunnen worden is wederom een ontwerpbeslis-
sing die alleen gemaakt kan worden binnen de strekking van een specifieke toepassing
die ontwikkeld wordt. Afwegingen zullen gemaakt moeten worden tussen enerzijds het
efficiënt verkrijgen van een goed situationeel bewustzijn en anderzijds het simuleren
van realistische en geloofwaardige perceptie.

Door het bespreken van ontwerpuitdagingen op een puur conceptueel niveau teza-
men met de presentatie van praktische en ontwerpoplossingen hopen we dat dit on-
derzoek behulpzaam is voor onderzoekers en ontwikkelaars wanneer zij game engine
technologie met agent technologie combineren. Het concept van een generiek toepas-
bare middleware is gepresenteerd als een softwareplatform dat ontwerpers richtlijnen
en concrete diensten aanbiedt die hen kunnen faciliteren in het ontwerpen en ontwik-
kelen van IVA’s. De gevolgde aanpak van ontwerpproblemen middels deze middleware
is onafhankelijk van specifieke game engines of multi-agent systemen. Hierdoor kan
men gebruik blijven maken van opkomende ontwikkelingen in beide technologiedo-
meinen, of deze nu voortkomen uit academisch onderzoek of de industriesector.
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